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I ntroduction to Part I . 

• 
----~C~CO~E-----

A City Report naturally opens with a. Plan of the existing City as ita frontispiece. It 
proposes its Improvements and Extension, with detailed Plans as far as may be. It then 
combines these, as clearly Imd fully as ~cale etc. make practicable, upon a concluding City Plan. 

The first Plan shows the City as it is; the following ones as locally improving; and the la.st 
us improved and extended. ' 

But this is too bare and crud~ an indicbtion of any Report and Plans; and a fullor state
Iilcnt is neccssary; Bod this the more since theplaos are but a pale reduction of the large and 
fully coloured originals. 

As the physician must make a diagnosis of the patient's case before prescribing treatment, 
so with the planner for the city. He ldoks closely into the city as it is, and enquires into how 
it has grown, and suffered. And as the physi('ian associates the patient with his own cure, so 
must the p[aoner appeal to the citizen. Hence the Indore reader should go round and look at 
the City for himself; and, with its Plan, for partial guide, he may check, aud amplify, the dia
gnosis; and perha,ps accelerate the treatment. 

As the preliminary Survey and Interpretatiou progeeds, the Cityaud its QuartArs, and how 
they have developed aod deteriorated, grow clearer; and the makiog of Improvements, the 
planning of Extensions, will be seen as no mere application of a standard remedy or arbitr~ry 
pr~scription. For our Improvements are primarily those of urgent local hygiene, a~d of 
cO,nservative sUl'gery; and our Extaosious must be on these lines of growth ou which the City 
presses, or which its surroundings best admit. 

With this simple summary, given at the outset, the reader may first run through the paget;, 
for what may interest him, and tbu!3 rapidly realise, the City's past phases, its presentcooditions, 

. and its incipient or needed developments. Let him at first freely skip over unfamiliar details; 
yet seize the general Historic approach and Outline, of Chapters I-III. The next Chapter, 
Jealing with Poblic Health, discusses essentials. 1::)0 too the next, (V) of Regional Industries, 
is fundamental to all economic developments, and hence to that of the the Planning of the New 
Industrial Town; as this in its turn, hilS wide bearings on others he may know. III Chapter VlI 

-Water Supply-the paragraph-headings show the interest here as esstlntially local and technical; 
'but those' of Chapter VIII-Drainage-deal wit~ matters controversial, and important to mGre 
than taxpayers, Municipal and other. Again, in the 'Chapters (IX-XIII ) dealing with Suburbs, 
t,he genel·al schemes of Planning and Housing, and of Sanitation, are the essentials; and these are 
shlU'ply outlined .• 

, Successful treatment must be general and constitutional: for though every disease has many 
outcomes to be relieved, bealth is a Unity. Hence. the main concept, always before the mind, is 
the City iiself: the City Past, PI'esent arid Possible: and thus as ~ vast and complex life, the tret; 

of which we, and all our generation, are but a season's leaves; yet which have to continue its 
growth, and to bud for next season. 

With such general view of the City clear at once io eye and mind, tho reader will not then 
be alarmed by the lllulitifarious details here set befere him. Tru;3, without some stady of plans 

,-( and of place too as far as possible) he. will not follow every point. ot our initial historic sur~ey, 
incomplete though this still may be. Nor will he always fully realise the proposed planDlDgj 
for thouuh the nascent Industrial Town, the New Suburbs, the Parks and Gardens, are I t1'U£t 
fairly cl:3r on the plan and in the text, the minor labyrinths of City Quarters may still fatigue 
him. And "'hile all plans are necessarily much reduced from the very largo (82' to 1'1 ) pIau 
prepared lor the whole City, some are omitted, on grounds of time &ud economy, and bill!'. 
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Thus th(1 plans bringing togother the two existi~g Water-Systems of the City, and those 
of the Drainage Scheme also criticised-in Chapters VII and VIII, (constructively and detltruc
tively respectively )-are not reproduced. 

Through the long series of Chapters XIV-XXIII, given to Park an<f Garden Design iD 
tbis pecnliarly well-situated and promising City for them, the paragraph beadings will guide tb':t 
reader to whatever most appeals to his taste, be this naturalistic or formal, scenic or detailed. 
palatial or domestic, artistic or scientific, zoological. botanical or arboricultoraL Chapter XXI. 
( R\ver Purification) is to my own mind the most important of tbis whole series. 

In the Improvement of Civic Quarters, the essentials for Sia G~nj and its neighbour11ood 
( XXIV & XXV) are the economic and t.hesanitary proposalli. In Juni Indore (XXVI) 
are raised social, economic and town-planning 'lnestions too seldom 80 folly considered. The 
proposed local renewal o'f this original centre of Indore, and its restoration to & central positio";\ 
by new commanications and snburbs, are also a main town-planning result. 

The Chapters on School Planning, XXVII-XXX) as their headings will show, raiM 
qnestions for more than' administrators and teachers, in fact inevitably stir main controverSi'l3 
of education. 

The remaining Chapters on City Qu·a.l'ters ( XXXI;XXXVI ) og"in raise and diBCIlII~ 
la.rge civic question~, a.nd policies. e. g. as between the conservative treatment here adopted anli. 

the-large City 'Improvement Scheme previously proposed. 

. Town :Planning and its Improvements thus worked out for the whole City Area, the 
question of Drainage now comes up in its proper place, (Chapters XXXVIII-XL); and here 
the treatment differs from that previously criticised; and claims advontages and economies 
accordingly. Yet evt3D before Drainage •. Cleansing: ( Chapter XXXVII), for h.re is the first 
step towards the purified River and Vity. 

It is of the very essence of this whole Report that. itA m$ny detailtS are treated as intera.c
ting towards a single result-the Retter City. With this kept clearly in view, all our dissociated 
specialisms. too long ha.ndled as Dis-specialisms-and thus sometimes even falling to l1is-speei
alisms-.will not only sum, but mnltiply. t.heir nsefulness, as Con-specialismsj and become 
Civic flccordingly. 
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etc. And to ::Mr. Ford, Divisional Engineer, my thanks are also due and tendered. 

. My main work has ~owever JlJI.turally leen with· the Municipal President, Dr. Deo, or 
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Tiwari, I also owe than%9. Mr. Khusbal Chand, Municipal Engineer. bas given himself to th. 
work of planning an1 extension with enthusiasm, tact, and aucc~ss. .' 
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tl1eir execution, the latter bas been of especial service with regard to Drainage, and to 
IIousing Plans. 

Mr. Ja.mn.I-Ud-Din;City Surveyor, and Yr; l\Iaknnd Ram, Publio Works Surveyor, have 
'each beon of much and willing help in their respective capacities throughout the work: and 
,among the drn.ughtsmen I must especially mention Mr. Nemawarkar and Mr. Khandekar. Nor 
U1ust I forgot thanks to the S~Dographer Mr. G. G. Snwarnapathak (whose services h\l-ve been 
kindly spared by Of. fIadlikar), and to the skilful and carefal Municipal Typist, Mr. W. B. 
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Special o.eknowledgment is a~so dae, for care and skill i.u dealing with a necessarily 
difIiclllt M. S • to the State Pless, and its vigilant Director, Mr. Chhotelal. 

PLANS. 

I. Oullin. Plan 01 'b. main City:- Here the initial growths of Indore" as indicated in 
Ohapters I-IIT_ are emphasised; while ,irregular Mohallas are simply dotted. 
Not to overload with lettering, only the main loc~lities mentioned are indicated, 
and these/partly by numbers and Jist in margin. The 30 arrows along River
course,s indicate existing Drain outlets to be removed. 

II. New Industrial Town:- (Chapter VI). showing the Industrial Areas on the level plateall 
with Railway Sidings; also the Lay-out of Housing Area. along main roads, along· 
nulla and river-courses, and between River and Railway. 

III. Industrial ,nd Small" Suburban Housing:- (Chapter VI & XI page '15 eto.). Here, 
for five typical acres, are indicat!"d the respective proportions allocated to:-

(a) Ordinary (20 ftel Mohalla streets (shown in each case to North & West). 

(b) House-plots of different sizes. with number of Houses per acre .. 

(c) Municipal Garden separating house-rows. 

The details of b. & c. are as fol1ows:-

Acre. I 
I 

II 
III 
IV 
V 

Size of 
Hoase.plot. 

30x52 
35x60 
40x65 
5Ox70 
60x80 

. 

Houses 
per acre. 

15 
12 
10 

8 
6 

Manicipal 
Garden. 

42x240 
49x210 
48x200 
38x200 
3Sx180 

The Honse-plots thus occupy 62 % of the five acres, the Roads 20 0
/ 0 , and the 

Gardens 18 per cent. 

The majority of houses of the New Industrial Town are necessarily of the 
smaner size. In the Suburbs, as shown in Plan VI, l~rger plots preponderate, 
from50X'10 to 100){120, 150X250 or larger when required. 
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Below these'Type-acres I¥'e Pians ~f Small Honses for acre I. It will Le DOted, 

th::.t the rooms are la.rger (12 x Ii> or 12 x 13) than t.hose of much recent artisan 
ho:using, of which the family .a.i~-space is too frequently reduced below the l'Oquiro
ments of health. The pos:nblbbes of enlargement ( page 82 )will also be noted. 

, The,~ection a.nd ~!evation?~ a portion ofMud-WaU, maint&ined aud faced by 
the new Wall-Tiles , lately lnv~nted by Mr. A. C. Sinha. will be scen to ret.ai. 
m~ch, of the ~conumy of kacha building, (especially sincll local earth, of tiuferiot 
b,uddmg quality, may now be used). Yet when pointed with lim{' they will 
have durability, and pukka aspect. ' 

.' 

IV. Plan for the Suburban arias east of Railw,y:- and to Palaeia etc. north (J£ 
Residency. 

V. Zoological a~d Horticultural Gardens:- (South of Chhattri Bagll, niver, etc., and 
no]:"th of proposed Npw Club, and Sports Park.) Here the numbers and marginal 
References are in the order of the paragraphs of Chapters XVI-XXII, eo far as 
the portion illustrated includes them. 

VI. River Region: Greater Indore:- This outline corresponds:to the description of Chapter 
XXl. It includes the main possible Extensions of Indore, through growth of Su
burbs, and of Industrial Town. 

VII. A. Former Improvem.n, Plan forth. Main City. B. frssBnt Improvem.nt Plan:
While the merits of the former scheme, and its relative economy, as euch thrcugh
going schemes ubualiy go, have been recognised in Chapter XXXII;, the further 
economies of thE< present scheme will be manifest; and Hs detailed thoroughness for 
each MohalIa, and for communication lanes so far decongef)ting Bazara and other 
old thol'oughfares, will appear on examination. (Chaptel' XXXIII otc.) Sow 
direct commnnication also are provided, 1i0 far as needs and reSOUI'CCB justify; as 

• notably the new Express Boulevard, met by that from old Palace f?quare, adaptl:d 
from plan A, 

VIII. Drai!'ag. Schemes fol' Main Clty:- 90 ~a~n plan are shown the Municipal Garden~. 
to be sullage-watered from existing or improved Surface Drains (Chapter XXXIX ); 
as also the :Main lines of Possible Undergronnd Drainage, numbered as described 
ill Chapter XL, for introduction in the respec~ive Areas, if and when required. 

IX. Railway Station Neighbourhood, showieg Proposed Improv.ments:- East and W c::;!; 
Sta~ion PIHces etc. 

1. Improved Tukoganj Railway Crossing, with-
2. 'Adjaeent Oil '\ a'nks to soutb of it removed. 

3. Small accessory Subway, for passengers, motors and light vehicles. 

4. New Oharmsala offered by Rai B~hadur Kalyanmal; and-
5. New Serai, offered by 'Members of Bania Community •. 
6. ' Improved I\:ast ~itation Place. 

7. New Semi opposite Sia llllnj, to be erected by Members of Bobra Community. 

8: Station Road widened to Avenue. leading to and from Underbridge, and Now Expre~s 
Boulevard to City, with-

9. MUDicipal Garden north of Nasia Temple, 
10. Improved Road beneath Railway, and River Clluseway raiied as Bridge. 

11. Npw Road West of Railway line to Sia Ganj. Bnd 
12. Corn-siding und Godcwns to so~th of Sia Ganj. 
13. ,West. Station PIll-ce, with new nuildings, from Sid Gallj to .meet Topkhana Road. at 

'Tukoganj Crossing: ' 
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14. Proposed West Entrance to Railway Station, opposite Hospital Road. 
'15. Nulla Area south of Topkhaua Road improved as Public Garden, with 
16. Site for further Public Building ( General Post Office)? 

Nos 1,2,3,4,5,6, 12 and 14 require adjustment with Railway Board. 

X. Dutlin. P/.,I .ftb. M,II, Clty.-,mbodying Improvement, IIlId Ext,n,lon, within It, 
Ars,:- This includes the main Improvements and Extensions Wpst of Railway, 
described especially in Chapters XIV, XXIV-XXVII, and XXXI-XXXV, and 
detailed in coloured plan on large scale (82f to 1") prepared for Ml1nicipal use. The 
careful detail of " conservat(ve surgery /' house by house and lane by lane for each 
MohalIa-is on this reduced, scale insufficiently shown; but new cuts, lanes and 
streets through old quarters are indicated ~by thick outlines, and new Extensions 
also. Municipal Gardens are indicated by the-letter G; and Open Spaces, new 
and old together, are left bla~k. New Schools etc. are black •. 

For general idea of the whole scheme, plans I :ind X may be compared to-
gether. 1.'he essential conceptions of this Report will thus become clear:-

1. That of continuity with the past, with conservation of its best results, yet with-

2. Removal, or at least abatement. of its many !lvils. 1fuI·ther~ 

3. The active renewal of City Development in all its main aspects: industrial, hygienic, agri. 
cultural and horticultural, economic etc., on the material side; and on the other, educa~ 
tiona I and cultural, so that the esthetic and idealistic valnes and inspirations of the past 
reappear upon our modern spiral. The City will thus be soen as increasing its possibi
lities as an effective and worthy Metropolis, tho active and educa.tive cent I'e of its City
State, and surrounding Region, 
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Chapter I . 

• 
Indore City, from its Early Bbginnings. 

A Preliminary Survey. 

It is a great day for the student of a city, when, after the long and repeated 
peregrinations which are necessary, he begins to feel acquainted with the general and 
detailed aspect of the great town throughout its many qUl1rters: But this is not 
yet knowing the City: its postmen, policemen and tonga· drivers may know all this 
and more fully. Real knowledge begins when wcr no longer merely know our way 
through aU the changing and cinema-like aspect of the streets, but as we make out 
the history of the city's growth and development, and as we can follow these, up 
from their beglnnings. 

In most cities, the centre and germ of origin is ea~iry and soon discovered, as 
from cross-roads, from River-crossing at a Ford and later a Bridge, or from a Fair, a 
Palace, or a. Fort, as the case may bEl', and with characteristic varieties of Ba~ar 
~ccordingl:y.. Yet, despite consider-able t'xper~ence of such enquit·ies. it took me a 
good marlY days of' exploring and ,puzz,ling in Indore before finding its historio 
nucleus. 

Juni 100~ore. 

As the name might of course have told me, this historic cent!'e is J uni Indore. 
This is in itself ,a minor labyrinth, and of some intricacy; yet it soon yields to a study 
of town and plan together. First, and still central, we have the characteristic type of 
Brahmin Street which is so common throughout India, best developed in the SoutJi 

.as the "Agraharam Street". Here~ as wherever possible, it runs North and South, 
with its present temples at one end, and what remains of its Bathing Ghats at the 
other. A strE)et runs on each side parallel to this, a little distance behind its houses, 
for humbler castes and secular uses: Here in fact is "the Three Streets Plan" so 
familiar to city students in the West, surviving plainly, for instanoe, in my own 
University City aud Ecclesiastical Capital of St. Andrews, or again of the corres
ponding Abbey City of the old Canon-Gait, the Westminster of Edinburgh: in 
~hort a type decipherable in many cities, between these geographical extremes, of 
India and Sootland. The old main street now bea.rs the distinctive name, of Shani· 
gali, from the Shani Temple at its head; but its Saturnine deity seems to indioat.e 
that this was not the original Temple, or at any rate not the main on~. From the 
lower end of the street, the river now runs some co yards distant, but the curving 
road which crosses the foot of the Shll.nigali obviously indicates the old curve of the 
ri~er, and its former concave cutting of this southern bank, which is involved by the 
sharp loop a little further upstream. The opposite bank was not then so far north
ward. Its outting away-still in destructive progress-has. been comparatively 
recent, since the building, by some Mohammedan overlord, of the present m~ssive 
basalt fortifioation embankment, which now runs straight as the chord' of the old 
river arc. . But within this was once plainly 8. fine bathing-pool, and this would give 
not only ,the nat~~al situation for the sacred Ghat, but also be the determinant of 
th'3 position and direction of the old Brahmin street itself. May not the origin!!.l 
Temple have been here also? 

All descriptions throughout this Report should be followed on the City Plan, 
and checked, when possible, by actual peregrination. Here Plan I will'be of service. 
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,The riverside road naturally runs to the 'old Ford, a little up-stre~m eastward; 
and this ;'$ now replaced by the Hathipala Causew:lY. The Hathipala Road running 
north past the present Hospital, and the Putlighar Road beyond this, oQviously 
continue the first North Road/rom the little town, while, itA fork' at the t.op of 
Putlighar Road, on each side of Kachipura, remains as the old parting of the ways 
towards Ujjain and Dewas respectively. Returning now to the old townw!l-rd side of 
the Ford, now Causeway, an eastward road runs to another Ford, at the opposite 
b~se of the northward river-loop, sou't~ of what ill now Sia Ganj; and this is now 
also replaced by a Causeway, ~ha.t now leading to thel Electrio Station and the 
Railway Under-bridge, and running into and through the present Residency 10wn. 

Returning to our main point, that at foot of t~e ,Brahmin Street,. the River
side Road.runs,westward, and turns north !nto thelow past,¥,e-Iand of the Ghatio 
peninsufa, while two or three narrow lanes' climb or cross its. height towards the 
larger Indol'eltiver. 

. . 

Looking now ~t this .whole geograEhical situation, we s.~e how' admirable the 
location it afforded for this peaceful little religious centre. For a cult so funda
mentalIyri:verine and pastoral as Brab inio ism no'bettec si\uation could be desired; in 
'\Yhich the bathing ritual of sunris& and sunset could be. followed at their best, in 
which the economic need of pasture was assureg by permanent rivers, and \vith ~hese 
protecting the little religio~s town, which ·was 'thull in' .isolation from the great 
stream of secular affairs, and yet convenieptly near. th~ gr,eat road between Bombay 
and ..{\:gra. 

But how did this little religious c~ntre aris~? . Presumably, besides it •. 
natural'advantages, as a stage, and an attractive resting.point, upon the route of 
yogis and pilgrims between, the holy city of Ujja.in and the doubly sacred river 
Narbudda. " ',' 

The early unimpor~ance of Indore in secular history-a point at first of per
plexity in view of its military importance in. recent centuries--ifil t}lUS explained. 
And though political greatness and material wealth have b.een wanting in its.earlier 
ages, it is muoh to find the origin of our city as a centra of the plain living and 
high thinking. of holy men' of old. 

For here, as in every such city, the questionarises-h~w far have we here 
only the dry bones of this venerable past? Or how far may these again liTe! It 
is thus encouraging to find, as we explore. a Gnan Mandir (Temple of Knowledge) a 
Reading-room with the germ of a Library, the start of a Discussion Society, and the 
,project of a Ganesh-Ashrama, all active among the young Brahmins of J11ui Indore. 

Returning to the History of the Town we have still to find the seat of it. 
temporal authority. This remains obvious in the vast Palace, or rather rambling 
growth of mansions, of the old Brahmin family of Rao, Zamindars CJf Indore since 
the Mohamtnedan age, and doubtless earlier, of which the head is to this day Bome
times spoken of in. his neighbourhood as the "Raja of Juni Indore". The weal,th and 
influence of this faJ)lily was not merely applied to domestic uses; for to the .enligh
tened policy' of one or more of its heads, we owe the suburb of Byasphala on the 
west and also the, Raoji Bazar on the east, both .established . for· new immigrations 
Qf Brahmins thus attracted to J uni Indore. In this way arose the present, and 
still compact, Brahmin town, with its menials forming their Mohallas at varioua 
sites around; as notably at Katkatpura and Kumawatpura, (also probably to the 
west and probably some little way N. W. ,and N. E. also). 
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It is interesting to note the clear-cut stratification of c~stes which the social 
section of 8~ch a town presents. Thus, starting from the central street of ShanigaJi, 
and prMeeding eastward, ~e leave the old original Brahmios, we pass through the 
Raoji Bazar of old immigrant Brahmins, and thence $ome to the Bhat MohalIa, 
a group of bardic origima, claiming to be Brahmins of later date. but of less fully 
recognised caste-rank. A little further east again, we 'have the cultivators in 
Mftlipura, and east of theRe again ,the vegetable-sellers of the almost rural Murai 
Mohalla. 

Ooly aQicr all or~ost' of this area was essentially Rettled, do we nnd indica
tions of the coming of the Mosle~s.· . The positions of their M'osques' in all three 
cases, (south~ast, south·west and north) are out;side the old town. As already 
mentioned, the original temples seem t!> 'h~ve been destroyed, as old 'stones suggest, 
and as the domestic, not monumental, architecture' ot the present ones indicates; but 
otherwi~e the, t6~n has substantially kept. (or has recovered 1) its old character. 
The M.ohammedan RuJe was, here of'its' tUore tolerant variety, even the stern 
Aurangzeb sending presents to. its. Zemindars, which are still family heirlooms. Its 
military defences however, became fai~ly considerable.' doubtles~ as the Crescent 
waned, as is ~ndicated by thErlatge remaining rnmpart base, the blac~ basalt wall 
running straight along ,the south bank of the river 'and pushing this northward. 
After this time would ~ec~s~arily ~rilie new,' Ghats, notabl,y surviving, with their 
'inconspicuous Temples, at the angle where the River turns north. Also probably upon 
the main river further west" as is indicated by the four or five Temples upon this shore. 
For t.hough the present .bqilclingra are recent, they have probably arisen on Rites 
hallowed by eadier use! . ' '., · , 

Since the Mohammedan time the basalt Ramparb has heen largely used as a 
· -quarry of buil~ing materials, and t,hus the full tracing of its course canndt here pe 
,gone into. Its architectural use, as base, by such a fine mansion as that north east 
of the .'funi Indore River-Cau~eway is suggestive': for future design. Thus, for 
instan~e, arter admiring this view n,orth-east,-architecturally one of the best in 
Indore-let toe observer turn up-strE'~in, and note how fine would be the effect ofa 
new Temple placed upon the round bastion of the old Rampart, and built to com
mand th,is Ford upon the main River, (now the Causeway to Ara Bazar). For 
here a white temple with graceful spire would' be seen from far and near, and doubled 
by its :r;efleotion mirrored in the s~ream. Turning again northward, we . not~· again 
,on the right hand an old Mansion, 'itself as fine -as a river·palace in. Florence; and 
immediately north of this the buildings of the important Ganesh Temple. But we 
do not see its spire. This is too low to be seen over its domestic buildings and 
small Dharmsala. ,But these are in poor, repair and of little value; and should be 
rebuilt on the available site fur~her north. Thus we t;hould disengage this Temple, 

· 'and bring it into view, not only from the Causeway but the opposite side of the 
.river. Again on the round Bastion N. W. of causeway, an effective Temple site 
suggests itself. • 

In such simple ways may be gradually' deyeloped the beauty of, these river 
landscapes,. which are as yet seen from so few points save those of Br~dges and 
'Causeways, and too little appreciated, indeed often neglected .. ~s the ~lty .3:wak-
,ens more and ,more fully to .them beauty, and to the posslblhty of mdefimtely 
increasing and enhancing them, their improvement will proceed; and this evermore 

. thorouO'hly, until both banks of the whole course of these uniting rivers are worthily 
built '0; planted for their many miles; thus pe~fecting Indore, into one of the most 
,beautiful cities of India, and one sacred accordingly. 



. Here then we have a 11igh collective task: in which citiz'ens, Municipality and 
State ll1ay all co-operate, toward~ what would thus be far' more than a minor 
capital.·' , 

" Yet all-this is an anticipation of planning, for which we have not yet reached 
the stage. The possible improvement of Juni Indore will come up later. We must go 
on shortly to study what is now the ~ain City, in its development' Rnu its deteriora
ti~m; and thus best prepare to disoern' its possibilities, also quarter by quarter, mo
halla by.mohalIa, indeed as street by street, lane by lane, house by house. 'For it is 
only b this way, after an intimajie City Survey, and corresponain~ attemptl:l 
towards City'Interpretation, that we can safely begin to modify it. To fail in this 
thoroughness is a main cause of rash, and prePlature changes; and even in what may 
seem desirable and obvious improvements we tisk doing harm as well as good, Borne 

"times even ~ore harm than good. More time is indeed required at first; but as wo 
, come to know a city more thoroughly, to ,understand it mo!e clearly, than do gene

raHYt,most of its inhabitants, then and only then can we' safely deal with it in a 
compr~hensive way; yet now also a way more conservative, and thus also more eco
nomical, than if we had started at once upon new proje~ts, even those most attrac-
tive at first sight. ..., 

,Hence before leav.ing J uni Indore, we -make a further and more thorough 
exploration of ~t, both within and without; and now with help of the city's large 
scale plan, indeed correcting this as we proceed. 

As an example of this further study, we may n~w note the three Nullas which 
unite south of Juni Indore. These may in the past have had a defensive value, 
and may tuus account for thb apparent non-existencA of a Rampart in this 
quarter Beyond the Nulla: ,and between its component streams are settlements of 
Balais and Mangs; and these, and Dot merely the large Mohammedan Graveyard on 
their east, have mainly prevented, and ~till prevent, the southward expansion of 
J uni Indore., Similarly the Chamar Mohalla, on the main road south-east, has 
checked expansion in this direction; and the signs of old congestion in J uni Indore 
are'thus largely explained. W,hen we come to the planning, we shall obviously have 
to take note of this arrest of expansion, and deal with its factors accordingly. ' 

\' 

So mllch for an example of the need of neglecting no details, whether of local 
topography, or of the humblest elements of the population. But again a general 
view, as we depart. This little old Juni Indore, with its religious community, first 
developing its ruling centre, and then becoming subordinated to it, thus needs a large 

. comparison with historic western cities for its clear understanding. For this trans
formation~from spiritual initi~tive and centre to predominant temporal power and 
centre--is also in essence the very history of Westminster, the essential and historic' 
capital of England, and now of the British 'Empire, claiming a' precedence over the 
vast London itself. So, for I\,long time, would Juni Indore over Indore, The scale is 
different, but the, principle is the saI!1e; one of the keys for opening up the history 
of cities. 



Chapter II . 

. Preljminary Surv~y (Oontinued.) , .- . 

Modern I n(fore. 

, The little old town of Juni Indore contains the essential development, of the 
old HintJu and Mohammedlln periods, ;Lnd shows less of subsequent pe!"iods. What 
has sincp. become the main city of Indore is obviously almost entirely the creation of 
the Holkar Dynasty, who naturally from the first outgrew., Juni Indore, where to 
their credit it. is to be noted that they have left its old· local family in peace. For 
active rulers, with t.heir strenuous participation in the politics and the wars of the. i 

eighteenth century, a new town was evidently required. Yet there were doubtless 
beg~nrnngs for thi~ of earl~er ·date; since every active river-town tends to de-velope 
more or less trade and settlement upon the opposite bank also, a:~d as near it as the 
character of tpe shore may allow. In this case the left bank of the Indore River was 
low and subject to floods; hence eve~now its buildings stanq a good way from the 
river, and leave a low, and still vacan~, peninsula opposite J uni Indore. As low as 
flood level allowed ho~evef, arose . .Gautampura; and Reshimwala.'s Lane is perhaps 
the oldest s.treet.' I take this locality to be the old companion Bridge-En.d town. 
This again is a frequent tYFe of town-development. Again comparing these two 
small and early towns with greater ones, srnce thesd were in their b3ginllings also as 
small, here-is a Pert,h, a Basle, even.a Buda-Pesth, now the dual Capital of Hungary, 
with its opposit~ citie!:! clasping together the two' sides of the great Danube river. 

At the point where qautampura looks west upon the river there have natural 
ly arisen its old Ghats and Temples, of which that of Pandarinath is but the finest, 
and so presumably one of the later. Beyond this runs westward, into what would 
then be country, the old road of Machi Bazar. To.Gautampura there also comes in 
from the south a road from the Ford (now Causeway) at the south-west erId of the 
Harsiddhi river-loop peninsula, and coming from the' fertile lands to south\Vard, now 
largely occupied by the grounds and gardens of Lalb:lgh Palace. Returning towards 
the town we thus better. understand the location of the old Mohalla of ~ultivators of 
Harsiddhi, and note the natural position of their Ghat, now so finely rebuilt oppo
site the motlumental Chhatri Bagh. Returning to the main Road past Harsiddhi, 
a little further afield is the State Bungalow of J una Moti, now the Land Record 
Office, but presumably the first country Palace, and thus the predecessor of the Lal 
Bagh, and tho further palaces beyond it on either hand, Behind the Moti Bunga
low is the Gadikhana, with its State oxen and elephants; and iu front of this, on 
the opposite side of·the rOli.d, the Zambur Khan3., with its camels, and their associ
ated Mohammedan population, with their two Mosques, small and greater, Further 
west, across the Nulla, we have a group of potters utilising its clay, and behind them 
It group of l\Iangs.Finally a little west of them, the Mahar Mohalla., and then a 
Mohammedan graveyard. 

Here then we have another interesting growth, or rather aocretion, ODe very 
heteroO'eneous yet intelliO'ible. First the complement and contrast of Market-Town 

0' o· 
and Bridge-End in Gautamlmra, with the agricultural village in Harsiddhi. the 
Country Palace, with its Hindu and Mohammedan settlements, and adjacent low
caste Hindu settlements also. Every such social stratification must be noted, if we 
are later to deal with it successfully. Far too often do wottld-be town-improvers 

2, 
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cut through such groupings witho~t understandin~ thcIl!, even noticing them; much 
less providing for them. But thus the- towns bleed. 

Returning now to the central cross-roads of Gautampura. we may now proceed 
northward. Notice first here the considErable breadth of the street with its larfY8 
ope~ space: prelmmably this is the area and the cart-stand of an old Market. It;r-' 
ther north, as the market-place ends (or rather pegins), a road enters fr(\m the sing)/) 
~ohalla, of Kabutarkh!lna, which has found a high enough piece of ground on tho 
ri ver-ban Ir. , 

North of this the street narrows into the long Ridgeway thoroughfare of the 
Al'a Bazar; and here again we have the equivalent ot the "High Street" of innumera.
ble western towns and'cities; and here as everywhere an old centre of active trade, 
and with residences of higher social position. 

" 
This brings us t.o what is now the Old Palace Square: Is this an old Market-

Place? Or'may it be th~ original situation of the first Holkar Palace? If not: where 
was this? For the present "Old Palace" i~ but of comparatively recent date; yet of 
course the original Palace may have b~en upon the present situation. At any rato 
this 'Palace Squarc has long served for military and processional uses, as w.!iting
place and meeting-place, and so fl:l.r as minor market as well. The adjacent New 
Palace occupies the garden of the Old one, but seems also to exten.d beyoud thi)l Ort 

east and north. 

For some considerable time after the development of the Ara Bazar, it must 
have remained the central and singly important street, of the first 'fNew Indore" 
tow~. Thi~ was defended by the river on th9 s~uth and east, and by the Palace on 
the north. The old ~ulla roads, running down f,.om the west and south of the 
Palace, and uniting into what is now the street of Nihalpura, \vould be originally it" 
western boundary. It will be noted that the old roads and lanes surrounding thiR 
initial Ara Bazar town are all still in use. The easterly Road still sepa.rates tho 
town from its river-side fields and g!l.rdens, and was originally a Nulla road, as itR 
most recently reclaimed southern section still plainly shows. The detailed study of 
the various Mohallas of this area with their occupationii' and castes, and sometime" 
.also their inqividual origins" will be found of interest; and even of importance· alii 

, economy in the detailed improvement of these quarters, since helpful to their COII-

servative surgical tl'eatment, as may be required. Hence I would fain linger over 
my initiation under Dr. Deo's guidance, into the labyrinth of Gautampura, Rashim
wall:l.'s Lane, Nandlalpura, Tajikunwar Mohalla, Hijada Bakhal, Sa.lwi Bakhal, Kum- ' 
hhar Bakhal,Kashi Hao Dada's Lane, Bakshi GaIi, and Kabutar Khana, overy one 
of which repays study,. and this for town-planning, as weH as town-history. Thu.~ 
on the~west side tA,"Ara Bazar we have the large Koila Bakhal, early aS80ci,lted aR 
the name implies with the charcoal, fuel and timbor trades, which have llQ\V' moved 
down into Machhi Bazar. Again on the west side Parashram Poshakhwala's Lane, 
BarwaIi Gali, Kungo Bakhal, Umarhan 1\lohalla, have all occupied us, and with 
practical result,as th':! plans will show, 

Thel;e are small Tem~le~ south-cast of the old Palace, but the large Gop1l1 
Mandir very naturally occupies the large corner site, within the Nulla road COlDlng 

down west of Palace. This Nulla road loob full of historic. interest luore so thlth 
Fezengali further west, for this i~ but of secondary origin. Some citY-i:itudent, or 
resident in this quarter, which is already seriously transformed by the recent clear
ance fi'om Palace Square to Machhi Bazar-should. 8~t about a fuller study vf the old 
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town, before it is too late. For not only in every house, but in every lane and tur
ning, there is 8. record worth deciphering; that of the actual human complex, both 
soci~l. and individual, of which history and its annals, genealogy and biography, 
traditIOnal story and historic novel, are all but portions: for all these are interwoven 

. with the local history of architecture, and with the development, deterioration and 
renewal of local town-planning as well. ' 

One or"the most notable contributions of Indian philosophy and ethics to the 
worlJ'iI, is its insistence up tin the general idea of Karma; while western science is 
ever elucidating new relations of cause and effect in detail. But as the specialis~ fails 
to generalise, so the philosopher does not adequately concretise his thought, and so 
make himself understood. But as philosopher and specialist ar~ nowadays awaken
ing as citizens, they will alike see in their city's labyrinth the intricacy an!i inter
action of causes, and of effects as new causes, and how these are ever weaving 
onward, into further: intricacy, the endless interaction of situations and personalities, 
into that supreme complex, at once resultant and re-dettlrminant, which makes up the 
Karma of their city, and thus als:> of themselves. 

The Early Holkars' Indore. 

We may now leave this old Ara Bazar town, of which the Palace would at 
first simply occupy the commanding and defensive position at the northern eud-one 
parallel to that of Jamida:r Palace in Juni Indore; and also frequ.ent in the greater 
Castle-Cities. For next began a new development, no longer primarily economic and 
commercial, but royal and military in the first place, thQugh of course becoming to 
a large extent commercial also. The frequent movement of troops, to and from 
east, west and north, necessitated the development of three long main roads. accor
dingly. On the east, we have 'the present Krishnapura Bridge, (doubtless as usual 
originally a Ford and then presumably a Causeway) which continues into the east
w!lord Tophkhana road. Since to defend a town we must hold the Bridge-Head, and 
as far as possible command the roads beyond, military defences would thus be pushed 
out on this side. Ofthesethere are many.survivals, both in plac13-names and in 

• streets, and in regular outlines on the city plan, as notably from the City School t~ 
Sikh Mohalla; and beyond this, the Law Courts, Government Offices; the State 
Mills, the Hospital etc. are all built on old Military Lines. Conversely, or rather 

. complementally, the irregular confusion of Kachhipura and Mewatipura; and behind 
these of Kumbhar Bakhal, up to the Municipal Office, are all examples of that 
rebound from' military order to planless 'confusion which characterises the villages 
-of militarj accessories a~d camp-followers everywhere: (and which is at this time 
being expressed upou the greatest and most comprehensive scale in the state or 
Russian affairs). ~'or military authority, which everywhere, in ea~t And west alike, 
so formally pontrols its soldiers and their encampments" also constantly fails to 
regulate the life of their ctvilian dependents. 

The strai&"ht northern road crossing Tophkhan!l.,"(and also called Tophkhana) 
is obviously, as its na~e implies, of artillery design, and to be commanded by the 
Battery on the town side of Juna Tophkhana. Behind this, with its roads still of 
regularity, we have the ex .. military Kamathipura and Bhalikaripura. At opposite 
corners of this quarter there are still, Palace-servants and messengers; and a little 
west of this al7ain arA the more recent Body-Guard Cavalry Lines of:r..al Tabela, 

,b , 

now bequeathed to the MUlllcipal Sweepers. 

The Bathing Ghats of the Ara Bazar town would naturally dev'elope as the 
germ of the present Chatri Ghats beside the main ,Bridge. The original Burning 
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Ghat was evidently a little further down, at the end of Krishnaptira, ( an old Brah
min quarter, whicb has long been the north-east of the town ),. as its memorial "hri
nes and purification-place alike still show; and opposite these is the entrance of the 
road to the present Burning Ghat, which has· been removed a few hundred yards 
further down s~ream. 

~ . :£he main area north of the road between the Palace and the· KrishnapUl'a 
:Bridge seems to have been of courtly mansions mingled with Brlihmin dwellings. 
Several of the houses opposite what is now', the New Palaeo, but formerly the Old 
Paiace Garden, are singularly fine. North?f these naturally arose the present· Imli 
Bazar, at the opening of the main road, north by east. We must also notice, as at 
once a military road and a former boundary of the city, the, westward road from 
Juna Topkhana; and it is here important to note that no further continuous east 
and west road has ever since arisen to north of this. For this is tho obvious expla
nation of the comparative confusion, and the isolation, of the quarters for the mile 
north of this line. For in short while sO'lth of this Road we h').ve an orderly city, 
north of it we have but a mixture of Military Lines ,with confused :Mohallas, and 
with surviving gardens. But of all this comparative disorder, we shall see that 
much may be made. 

Return now to th~ Old Palace, by the main road .from the river-crossing (.If 
Krishnapura Bridge and passing between the Old Palaca and its Garden, now New 
Palace, and straight westwards, towards Depalpur. Along this road first naturally arone 
the present Khajuri Baz,ar. Next however, as the city plan shows, there was effected 
a substantial and regular town-planning~ nothing less than a large, and at the time 
spaci9us and well-designed, New Town. This is of the usual square Fort City type 
of the eighteenth century, though necessarily by its situation less regular than is 
that of Baroda and many other cities •. The main determinant road is of course that 
from the Rivar and Palaca to Depalpur. The areas between ~hajuri Bazar and the 
parallel road to northward, ( those of Kumbhar Mohalla, Kachi Bl.I.khal, .Tuna Pitha, 
Dhul Dhoya Bakhal, Kasera BlI.khal, etc.), are all comparatively irregular, both in 
their streets and l~nes, as is natural in such an old mixture of mansions with their 
attached m6hallas. The housing of servants is always less orderly than of soldiers; 
and that of .catt1e than of horses. Fuel and timber too need much space. Hence 
an apparent' confusion, tht1ugh not inorganic; which the town-planner again is often' 
tempted too readily to cut through, but n~t always to advantage. 

South of Khlljuri Bazar the planning. becomes orderly. We have here what' 
may conveniently describe as the Six Squares of the Fort City; and these now inVIte 
our study. . 

.. . I 

".'~ 

The Fort City, and its Six Squares. 
, 

With rapidly increasing growth and wealth from mili,tary and fiscal centralisa
tion, a new growth o~ trade, altogether surpassing that of the old Ara Bazar, was but 
~atul'al. The ~tifl important Pipli Baz!ir, upon the road running southward from west 
front of the Palace, was probably the earliest to develop, perhaps even before the 
KhajuriBazar.' Next Big Sarafa would rise, and strugg1e for pre-eminence. The 
subordinate classes, menials and labourers <if the two older streets would be already 
lodged behind; but now with the opening of Sarafa, and of Bajajkhana paralIe] to it, 
new humble dwellings were required, and placed behind its large houses; and thus 
the beginnings would eally be niade of the pr~sent interior congestion. 
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We pass now to the three squares further west (those ofSakkar Bazar, Bohra 
Bakhal, and Shanta Bazar ), and successively enter their interiors. The northmost 
of these three exhibits the oongestion of poverty, that of the Brahmin Water. 
carriers. The second, that of Bohra Bakhal, is the congestion of a prosperous, even 
wealthly oommunity, now grown too numerous for their limited area.' The south. 
most of these three Squares-that originally at the remote corner of the square Fort
City is stiD. an open space to this day. Is not this a survival of the original design~ 
one obviously at once as sanitary, and as pleasing as we can to-day desire, and more 
than we can generally afford? for herew space, for air, for exercise, for play. HE 
J>uilding-up has been only recently beginning. The great Well, and its small Temple, 
}ire the normal monuments of this spacej and there is also the traditional owner's 
hous~. Bu~ the adjacent Stable and its garden-patch represent the beginning of that 
subdivision into minor holdings and dwellings which has taken plac~ too fully withill 
all the other five Squares. . 

Again, note how between the four southern Squares there are two largE 
detached house-blocks, of S~rafa Khurd and Odepura. May not these large sites haVE 
been ol'iginally left open for temporary market-places, and then gradually settlec 
upon, and transformed into private properties, as old market-places everywherE 
tend to be? ' 

Review of Indore Development. 

Wh~t is now the general result.of our preceding study, 'of .Juni Indore, Ar~ 
Bazar Indore, and Fort Indore ~ 

,Has not our review and interpretation of this development, in its three mail: 
quarters, or rather successive towns, brought before us a succession of phases 01 
rational and orderly extension, in which, at each period, the requirements of its OWl 

life have been adequately provided, and those' of its past respected1 Religion, Govern 
ment, Commerce, and War,; are here successively prominent, as so much iuthl 
history of cities everywhere; yet at all times the fundamental condition of health, i. e 
the building of good houses, (and these as far as possible in the right orientat~on 
that of east and west) and with these the provision' of gardens and open spaces 
and the construotion of Ghats and Temples, and of Mosques, have all been dulJ 
attended to; while the stamp of good and antique craftsmanship, indeed of genuinE 
architeoture and worthy decorative accessories, is diffused throughout the whole. ' 

Here then a~e vital results; and not simply for the understanding and respect 
• of the past, and of our material heritage from it. What now of more recent deve· 
lopments, up to our modern age ~ In summary, must w,e not agree, from the survey 
of this old threefold town before us, ( and as the reader's own patient and detailed 
exploration· will justify,-indeetl in any other ·old city )-(1) th~t. its many good 
qualities of planning, and its features generally, date from its origin and development, 
that is, are of its life and growth and esseDC'e; and ( 2) that its present obvious dirt, 
congestion, \disrepair, deterioration, and even too frequent delapidatioD-though 
these now may, and commonly do, impress us so' conspicuously and so pai,nfully, as 
even to obscure all fundamental merits till a patient survey recovers tQ.em-are each 
and all indeed very largely of our own modern time. But when ~ this is seen and 
admitted, have we not to reconsider as too cheap, as even shallow and misleading, 
that pride of our own and recent tI progtess ", that contempt for the past, which has 
80 long predominated in western and western-educated criticism 1 It is ,now time to 
discern the genuine 'vitality of the past, and to appreciate anew the values enduring 
in its antique cities, as each a great and worthy heritage of the past. 
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_ From tp.e prevalent lack of thi~ comptehension, most if our nineteen th century 
cant, of "City Improvement", "Relief of Congestion", and ,so on, 'has been probably 
in aggregate the greatest of all ~he many tragedies to our cities in . their history. 
~nd it is still the disgrace of most modern Town Planning, since Napoleon's and 

. Baron Haussmann's ruthless destruction of historio Paris. that most II City Im-
provement SeMmes ", whether in the historio cities of Europe, or in India even to

,.day, are frankly destitute of this preliminary survey. comprehension and apprecia
. \tion of the old quarters they have so lightly pierced through, as of the old buildings 
'they have ·too recklessly and, wastefully shattered. The great initial exploit of 
German Town Planning, Dr. Stubben's <lestruction of the historic and beautiful 
centre of CQlogne, is b~t another conspicuous in Europe-but minor atrocities of this 
kind abound everywhere, even in India, and are still threatened, or sometimel 
1D pr()gress. 

" 

It will be found, as we pass from City Survey to City Report and Plan, that 
the treatment of congestion, the handling of sanitation and its problems, are not less 
but more thorough, for this preliminary inquiry, this respectful ~ppreciation of 
the life and thought,. the design and work of the past, and for the rightly . conserva
tive, and correspondingly economical attitude which this comprehension inspires and 
maintains;, 

Later Mllita~y Indore. 

In no capital cities of my acquaintance; save perhaps Berlin, and Dublin,
and these of course for different reasons-is the area of Barracks and Military 
,Ground proportionately s~ extensive as in Indore: ana no more striking illustration 
can thus be given of the 'persistence in any city of its historic traditions, with their 
qualities and their defects. To its "Military Lines" are at once due the character. 
and the want of character, of the whole large area, lying north and west of the old. 
Bolkar Fort City which we have last been studying, and more extensive than it. 
The ~onsequences of this cannot be too clearly realised. Each -group of Military 
Lines is spacious, and the soldiers and their families are thus housed better thall 
in most European Barracks, if not in all. The orientation of ~ese lines is, in all 
cases, with houses facing south and nortl:,. instead of east and west, as IndiD. 
houses should be. 'rhis is a thorough-going mistake; and it, of course, continue. 
to act disastrously; witness ~ny old military area like MaThar Ganj. For thouglt. 
this quarter and others have long ago passed into the possession of the civil 
population, ihes~ cannot now turn round their houses to the sunrise and breei., 
and .their streets to the shade and the comparati ve dust-freedom of AIa Ba.zar for 
instance. I can only account for this wrong lay-out by ascribing it to the European 
Officers, French'()r English, who were employed by the early Holkar~, since thi. 
south and north position of houses is the right one for cold temperate northern 
Europe, with its low sun, its cold wipters,its prevailing soutlvwest' wind, insLeo.d 
()f th& burning sun and the westerly breeze of the tropics. The lay-out of mOlt 
streets of the large western quarter beyond the Six Squares, like the Itwari Bazar 
a.nd the three Lodhipuras soutk of it, is aga.in.an unfortunate imitation of the 
European method. This whole area is in fact an early and conspicuous example 
of the mischiefs which are'so easily involved 'by a too simple importation of EurQ
pean sanitary and planning methods into India. To adapt the practices and idias 
()f the temperate zone to the tropics, we must :first critically understand b.tL. 
Only then can we profit by translating and adapting the one to help the other. 
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A second consequence of military cantonments in 3. city, already mentioned 
is that while the strictly military' area can be regular 'indeed is usually strictly' 

1 · , , 
,and monotonous y so, the surrounding buildings or the; civilian population are 
neither adequately planned nor regulated by the lDilitary authority ~or by the Muni
~ipal one. .~ut s~ch areas ~ithout order, readily pass into neglect and. dirt, or 
mto congestlon ana more dirt, and consequently encourage and suffer from an 
undue share of diseases, and with further depression and poverty accordingly. 
Thirdly, 'witliout any special imputation on Indore, it is common to all garrison 
towns that the expansion of the respectable civil population into Barracks neigh
bourhoods is uncongenial. Hence the congestion of the Jtlain City has been and is 
thus maintained; and here in Indore Conspicuously so. 

, From the standpoint of the health and plannmg of every garrison-city there
fore, the removal of Barracks 1<1 a suitable country site is thus or great advantage; 
.since then, and only then, tp.e arrested growth of the main City can be healthily 
resumed, and its suburban extension can be proceeded with. Thus moreover the 
Military Department can in some measure be compensatEld, at any rate maierially 
,aided, as regards the expense of the removal, by the sale of the Jand and buildings 
they vacate for civilian uses. 

But it is not from the civic standpoint that such a removal has to be mainly 
,considered. It is ihe military interest which has always the predo minant voice. 
But as regards any such removal, and whenever. it takes place-as notably years 
back in Dublin, or now tn~re recently ip the intensively military city of Edin
burgh-~xperience speedily shows. that tne health, the character, and, the training 
of the troops are all immensely improved by the cliange . .. 

Still more will this be found to be the case, after the present War, and in 
Indore as elsewhere. 'For every returning officer, and, even soldier, cannot but 
. criticise the pre-War military arrangemetrts prevailing in his own city. ' And this 
not only, as he might have done before,· as mostly survivals, and from a period 
which the conditions of modern warfare have once and again recast. He has new 
'a view of war, and of its ne~ded training, which before these three or four years 
was unknown and unprovided fori" and he will consequently urge upon all re!Tpon-
siLle the necessity, of promptly a~justing military training to'these new conditions. 
l may safely leave him to state these: but it is obvious that the very first will be 
in terms ot military planning...;....that of the re-location of the entire military esta
blishment, of any and every State a.nd City, in some situation where real an<,l 
modern military exercises can be 'performed; witjl their spademanship acquired i .. 
dct~al ~rench-maldng and digging in, their movements acquired no longer ..merely 
on the level, but 'upon the heights and hollows of the modern defensive and offen": 
sive, and So op. , And all this with enormously extended space-space needing f0r 
its survey the balldon and aeroplane, and with the very aerodrome larger than was 
the whole former drill-ground. We now see tha.t during. the long comparative 
peace; of most of the nineteenth century and after, War-Offices were every where 
but playing at soldiers,-Prussi~ of course excepted, and more recently, her foremost 
~upil, ,Japan. . 
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Cliapter III. 

Recent Indore . 
. ' But all the preceding may be reckoned as ."ancient history" -a study attractive

to, but fe~. So what now of modern (i. 6. recent)-Indore! .The preceding chapters are still far from sufficien~ly explaining the actual detail of the city'. streets and 
mohallas as we now find them. 'For this we should need to enquire, and this very 
thoroughly, as to ~he work done an4 the changes made during each generation, and 
in each reign {)f the Holkar dynasty; and ~speoially consider for instance, Buch cons
tructive .work ,as that of the grea~ Queen Ahilyabai, and of that recent, and also
illustrious, fnler Tukoji Rao, by whom,~ost of the many State Bu~ldings throughout 
ihe. City were erected, and to whom the present prosperity of the State and wealth 
of the Oity alike owe so much. Besides bringing &l~ this constructive progress up 
to da~e, we should have to take note of the past and still gnawing ,tooth of time, 
with the resultant wide-spread ruin and disrepair. All the constructive and im
proving recent efforts 'of the late reign, of the regency, and of the present ~eign 
,would also have to be noted, together with those of the. l;iunicipality, so active of 
.'recent year!"., 

All this study would tJlUS develop and come together, as one of those ;'City 
t?urvey~" .which are-now becoming 'recognised 80S fundamental to all sound City 
Planning a~d general improvement. Heooe it would hertY be my dut1' to enlarge 
upon this head, and this for a ,crowded chapter; save that these "City . and Regional 
Survey" m~tho.ds are explain~d,. in ~he paP:rs of the gro'fing ~~sociation ~or R:gional 
:Survey w.hlch IS at length wmnmg Its footmg among" the cIties of the west,. 10 the 
'kindred papers of the Sociological Society, and in various of my own reports on other
cities. Best of aU, I may refer to the "Report.on Town Planning in Madras City" 
by··Mr. H •. V. Ll\nchester, F. R. ·1.B. A.. lBS an ~minently full and illuminating example 
of\'Vhat such a thorough City Survey should he, and .also to the plans of thlit Re
port, as convincingly: showing not only. how clearly and instructively the results of 
'sucll 8; Survey,may be presented, but also how much it guards and ~ids the town 
PIattning.of the city thus surveyed and understood. Th~ examples given by th~ recent 
International Comp~tition for the ·ToWn Planning 9£ Dublin wil\ also here be 
found instr.uctive, as not only theAesigns of the victor, Professor Abercrombie, show, 
;,but also those' of other oO~petitors, notably Mr~ Ashbee.* But the greatest of 
·all examples as yet is that of the "Survey of Greater London," undertaken under the 
, auspices of the ,:n.cyal Institute of British Architects since the war. These Survey. 
are also in active progress, and in small cities as well 8S great, throughout ~he Uni
ted Kingd~t and are before both the Reconstruction and the Educa,tloIt Minis

-tries at present. Their application in :Indore is therefore t~oroughly practicable; 
and e&pecially since hEll'e it is peculiarly .encouraging to find a.. large, even an un
usual, proportion of. meD competent in the various departments of Survey; 80 tha~ 
every field,. from the underlying geology and history'to the latest conditions, as of 
ec~nomics and moraIs, of health and education, of industries, crafts and at:ts, Can all 
be competEmtly handled. ' 

Hence aithough my own time here has not sufficed adequately to undertake, 
or even initiate, ihiS needed Survey of Indore, I am confident. tha~ this can be 
competently undertaken and executed; and I ~gently plead. that It may be. There 
have.ofcourse been many "consulting' experts" here b~fore mysel£, but none I 

'r 

t • Town Planning Review 1916. -. 
".. . 
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think who have endeavoured so fully to understand the city, to state its many 
problems, and to plan for these. But by the very comprehensiveness of the present 
endeavour, it all the more needs to be sorntinised at every spot, and criticised from 
every point of view. For only as any Town Planning Scheme in its essentials can 
survive such detailed study and critiQism, and profit by them, can it prove itself to 
be an adequate City Design, and merit that detailed execution which it may theQ 
reward. 

Railway System. 

Indore has been fortunate, as Cities go, in'the location of its Railway. I do 
not ofooufse possess that regional experience, and ,that fullness of economic know
ledge, which a,re needed to forecast and to ev~luate futU!"e possible Railway develop
ments •. But I am clear that these need not ma.teriany, if at all, affect i;he City-plan, 
either actual or prospective; since.all extensions can be kept parallel within the City area, 
and close to the existing line. H should thus amply suffice for all real needs of the 
future to leave, for this extension, a belt of land on each side of the present line kept 
free from building, (but conveniently occupied, till required, by gardens, or by rapid 
growing fuel trees, as soil and convenience may suggest ). The large space ()f the 
present Railway Station Compound should also be sufficient for the future General 
Station for all lines. The Go'ods Siding is also spacious, but may be somewhat in
~reased without difficulty. For the future indus~rial requirements of the Mill Area 
the needed Sidings will separately be discussed, and'are shown on its Plan. Subur
ban Stations will conveniently arise a.s requtred, say for insta.nce at Suklia, thus flici
litating the extension of Naya Indore up to this northern point, and even beyond. 
A Station for, the Palace 'Quarter, ,a little west from Manik Bagh, will also be con
venient to La.l Bagh and other Palaces. 

It has been sugge&ted to me that the course of this railway, and doubtless by 
and by of others, through the nelds separating Manik Bagh fl'om the- other Palaces, 
should be altered. But the study of the area, and with neighbouring Tanks, and City 
Water system &c. all in the way. does not encourage this. The expense of any possible 
different route would be ~oo great, and the injury both to existing property and to 
future city development too serious. Moreover, the' mere add~tional expense and 
loss of time in using this detour from the present direct route will be seen flir to ex
ceed any value of the change .. 

:Uut the railway can easily be screened by trees planted along its course and 
thus concealed on its passage along this side of the vast Palace Park area. Moreover, 
railways may be before long electrified in India as elsewhere, and thus their present 
smoke will disappear, and their noise be greatly abated. 

There does however, remain a danger, that if any new Railway be made, be
fore Railway Engineers have come to any interest in Town-Planning-an advance of 
which I have as yet met no sign' in India, 'and too. few at home-it IDay of course, as 
for most Indian~ British, or American cities, be planned, or rather ruled and swept t() 
~nd even :through the town, in any direction, and irrespective of any damage, which 
may seem to promise either speed or profit to the Company, or, still more frequently 
which may spare the trouble, thought and care, in absence of planning skill, to its 
engineer. That this is not a harsh or an unconsidered statement, but a plain fact, 
both historio and aotua~ deeply inscribed--say rather hideously scarred -upon the 
plans of well-nigh every city, appears the more convincingly in a collection of them., 
such as that of the Cities and Town Planning Exhibition; and to this therefore may 



be referred the Railway Director or Engineer who find~ the above a hard saying. 
Still more may Municipal and State authorities profit by such comparison of platlil, 
since these show the necessity of standing upon a vigorous City defeDilive. The other
wise incredible conjunction of civic waste and of railway bungle which City plans dis
close, is too common, no doubt, in all countries, but is especially common, I grieve 
to say, in the English.speaking world and in India-witness as a. wellknown case, 
the railway maze of Cawnpore. 
\ 

I therefore must leave clearly on record the above clearly expressed affirmation, 
that to and with the present Railway Line and Station all future developments, from 
and to whatever direction, can readily be conformed, and therefore should be compeU-
ed to conform. , 

This does not of course prevent the construction of such a loop and suburban 
line as may possibly be required some day, e. g. round from the present line north of 
Polo Ground to the west. But before permitting even any such moderate- develop
ment, the proposals of the Railway Engineer should be carefully re-considered from 
the Municipal and Town-Planning points of view, and nneed be modified and adjusted 
accordingly. 

Chapter IV. 

Public Health in the Industrial Age. 
Introductory. 

We all know the advantages of the Railway age, but we too much forget its 
disadvantages. Notably for instance the immigration and congestion which it has 
-everywhere involved for the labourers which it attracts,' and who in all citieR 
accept a low standard of housing. Of this congestion and squalor the great and 
progressive cities of. New York and Chicago have the superlative instances in 
history, but Bomba.y or Cawnpore are not very far behind; and that even Indore 
shows beginnings of the same conditions of overcrowding and its diseases, its 
Plague is conspicuolls witness. Witness its one-roomed Chawls, both old and new; 
and even worse, the too frequent ( and deadly) subdivision of rooms of the old 
standard, of abQut 12' x 10'; into half of tllat space. Though the 'classicaf and 
futilitarian economist have long prated of~' Supply and Demand, ,f and excused 
overcrowding by low money wages or the like, Sanitarians and awakening Munici
pal Councils could not but protest agaiIIBt such slums after their experience of 
the dirt-diseases which they produce, like typhus and enteric; of the air-sewage
disease of tuberculosis, which they produce, and also maintain; and next even 'of 
that most fearful of all the slum-diseases-plague-which such rat-homes at length 
-ensure, and now continue year by year. Hence began a long period of sanitary 
reforin,but this unfortunately chara:cterised by mere slum-dp-molition instead of 
home-building; and t~ese Iudore shews many-indeed too many-instances. 
But aU municipalities are now learning by experience what economists should 
long ago have told them, that when we ,destroy even a small proportion of :my 
necessary of life, even with the best reasons and. intentions, we 'tend to raise itil 
price, and this in a far higher ratio. Thus largely it has come about that decent 
houses are wellnigh beyond the means of the people in every· city;- while each new 
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demolition, however sanitary or otherwise desirable in itself, thus adds to then: 
previous ills. In short then, all this well-meant line of municipal action, 80 
common throughout Europe and America during the past generation-"andalso 
amon.g Iridian municipalities within more recent years, the past half-generation 

.especia.lly -has been on the whole disastrous, as increasing the very overcrowding, 
and its consequent diseases, which it sought to remedy. Iimightpoint to various 
Indian towns, in which positive house-famine has been created, essentially by a. bEme
volent Municipality, aided by subsidies from a no less well-intentioned Govern
ment.. ~hings are not so bad in Indore; but even 4ere, too much of the same past 
process I.S recognisable, and not without its results. The time is now ripe, here as 
-everywhere, for the primary sanitarian measure:-far too long delayed by secondary 
ones of every kind-that of Buildingnew and better Houses, before we destroy the 
old ones. -

Occupation and Disease. 

The connections between Housing and Occupation and Disease have als() 
more clearly to be understood. There is nothing inherent in the occupation of 
the Cotton-worker, for ins~ance, to create Plague. True, this· does undoubtedly 
break out in such workers' Moha.lla.S, and thence spreads, even to such an extent 
as to lead to their being threatened with expulsion from the city altogether; yet 
the real explanation lies not in the occupation, but in deficient housing of its 
workers. As soon as they, and others, can obtain good houses, with dean space 
around them, there will be no more pll!-gue. Failing these conditions, we cannot 
but have jt; and we shall continue to have it, just so long as slums are permitted 
to endure, or as closely-built and one-roomed Chawls, however pukka, continue to 
be constructed. And to look at too many Indian cities~ one might almost think 
that plague was planned for. 

Rats cannot eat cotton; yet I am reminded that dead rats, at plague-time, are 
f~und in every Cotton-Mill. How is this? Obviously where hundreds and thousands 
of people spend a long day, they must bring food, and, spill crumbs, and waste 
leavings; and by all this rats live and multiply. But the hygienic remedy is simple, 
and should soon commend itself to employers and employed. It consists simply 
in erecting a Dining Shelter on an open space ilf the compound, to which all who 
.do not leave the Mill for meals may at once attracted, or if need be, fairly compeU .. 
. ed, to come with their food. To keep the floor swept, and this punctually after 
every repast, . would ruin the rat-community, without 'exhausting the organising 
powers of the employer. Furthermore he sh~uld be asked, (or if necessary 
.compelled 'by Municipal regulation) (1) to set up a pigeon-cote, so as to have 
.any remaining crumbs eaten up forthwith; and (2) to keep cats, which would at 
night soon clear out any lingering rats altogether. Such regulations are ofcourse 
.doubly necessary for Flour-Mills, and Grain Trade generally. Employers may surely 
be asked to introduce such simple· guarant'ees of public health without waiting for 
official pressure or compulsion, but as part of the kin,dly citizenship 'which their 
position invites and require!!. 

Town Planning .. 

Town Planning is supposed by many to be· a new and special branch of 
Engineering. By others of Sanitation. ,By others again 'of Building, or again of 
Architecture, of Gardening, ·or 'other· Fii:le Arts. But these differing opinions 
show that Town-Planning ... and let us now use its greater name of City-Design
.is not a. new specialism added io,existing ones; but that it is the returning co-ordi.:. 
.nation of them all towards civic well-being. It is the civic aspect and appli ... 

, , . 
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'cation of the'hlg1l~r and more general level of public and person~l thinking which 
has long been here and there arising. Such more general thinking is now beginning 
to· do~inate the unorganised thought of the past and passing generations of 
specialists, who have been so strong in details, but so weak in co-ordinating these. 
:But such scientific philosophy lies in details taken' together, as facts and factors 
of life; 'while the corresponding arts of life, and particularly therefore City Design, 
ar\co-ordinating them, towards" life more abundantly". 

. It is a prime task of the City Designer to find aPJ>ropriate location, space and 
scope for the Architects; and this in all their capacities, all their specialisms of 
skill, as from Palace and Temple to Railway Station and Factory, and from huts 
to Mansions. Similarly he plans for. the rural workers of the Oity; and:for these from 
their simplest vegetable gardens to Fruit Gardens, Orange Groves, Mango Topes, 
and all the rest. Again he must plarifrom simplest playgrounds and air spaces, to 
pleasant and stately Parks, and to all t4e varied beauties of the Botanic Garden, .the 
innumerable trees of the Arboretum, or even of the City's Forests, so important.. 
in various European cou~tries. 

There is here no separation between the detailed study of the town and its 
generalised survey and treatment. The fully 'efficient and economical develop
ment of' COI~lJliunications requires at once a study of traffic and a knowledge of 
the town;, and this not only street by street and lane by lane, but of the character 
of their houses also. It is with the design and the' management of.a city, as with 
those of a ship. The -needful minute and thorough 'co-ordination of all details 
within the general design, and the corresponding needs of successful management 
are aU considered together, and thls in its building, as well as in its voyage. 
General thinking and direction are thus not opposed· to specialised thinking, and 
to detailed work. Whenever thought works clear, these are seen to be comple
men.tary, ~nd mutually indispensable . 

. The General Health Problems of Cities. 

Yet in the great art of Medicine, with its innumerable specialisms, and even in 
Sanitation and Public Health, with their no longer merely individual applications, 
their general and social purpose, this generalising spirit has not yet been sufficient
ly cultivated, much less adequately applied. Yet it is the urgent need of cities, 
even of this city, that it should be. How.can some progress be made in this? 

Diseases are many, and each involves its special inquiries •. Thus the paper~ 
lately mentioned .that the Medical. School of Edinburgh has taken the initiative of 
setting up a spec~alOhair of Tuberculosis, for the veteran leader of its modern 
treatment. 

Yet while 9,iseases are many,' Health is one-the unity of sound mind in sound 
body. HQ~ is this unity to be obtained? Are we simply to go on, as mainly at 
present, providing as many remedies as there are diseases, and now drugging, 
now inoculating, each other against them all ? Or may there not be some more 
,general way? . 

• 
. Until lately no School of Art, or School of Archltecture had introduced the 

Department of City Design; but now this is becoming generally understood as 
the. dominant, because synthetic and directive one. But as yet, our Schoowof 
Medlcjne . are still practically destitute of the :needful departme.nt fOT co-orcpnatin: 
thei~ . specialisms. What is thls ? Surely one concerned with the study of Life in 
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Health. 'Thence could not but rapidly follow a better application of the Laws of 
Health, and these alike to prevention as well as to disease. For Health is no 
more mystery, or Utopia.' As biologists ·know, and as the finer civilisations both 
the simple and the complex, have at various times magnificently shown, Heaith is 
the resultant, the habit, of "the good life ", that is of normal and full reaction 
with adequate environment. But such adaptation, which is, or has become, 
normal to flower and tree, to insect, bird and beast, is harder to attain for man; 
and this more and more as his social grouping has enlarged and complexified, 
-especially during the Industrial Age, from tural village to crowded city. Here 
the ants, and bees, with their older and simpler civilisation and cities, have 
a better health standard than ours. Yet in our human eities examples are neYer 
wholly wanting of the highest human perfection ot health, vigour and beauty, and 
these for both se1Ces: .and for every phase of their life, from infancy to age. Let 
Medicine and Public Healtfitlien more fully study, more rationally explain, these 
:fine types of health; and not 'merely struggle in detail, or even in mass. with the 
various lapses from health which at present so much more abound. ' 

An important aid to this understanding, and both ofhealt4' and disease, has 
long been possihle in India, in course of its appalling and recurrent Famines; 
and the same is now becoming manifest in Europe, since prolonged war has been 
introducing the beginnings of Famine there. For while t.he predisposing cause of 
disease and death is one and the same, that of deficient food, the resultant diseases 
are wellnigh endless in their variety, since each suffering constitution is different, 
and each tends to give way at its weakest point. Indian Famine Medicall·eturns, 
and similarly now those of the' Public Health of European nations, and 6f the 
Central Powers especially, are thus scientific in their specialised aspects, but in
sufficient in their more general .descriptive science. ' For these many disea~es 
from whic:Q. the starved are recorded as dying, though ofcourse in detail so dis
tinct, are really but Famine-results, when all is said and done. It is not polite to 
say so; yet not honest not to say so: and between these :alternatives science can 
hzrve no choice .. 

Now similarly as regards the diseases of ordinary city-life., Imperfect aera
tion has not solely tuberculosis for its result, nor has imperfect nutrition merely 
digestive results. Both for instance have their mental results; in phthisis oft.en 
up to joyous excitement and sanguine hope even in the dying, but in starva
tion often through depression to despair. Again, inteHtinal auto-iptoxication is 
now'known to be an important factor in various forms of insanity; while the cor
relation of the best intestinal germ-flora with mental clearness, bodily vigour and 
longevity, has had its world-wide popularisation ( practically that of ",Dai " )-by 
MetschnikoH of the Pasteur Institute. 

The pIoblem of increasingly assuring city health is thus in every way a. 
growing one. Every specialist has been contributing his point, and the -time for 
co-ordination is thus opening. Already in European cities, despite all their evils, 
which are neither few nor small, the death-rate has been 1)Ull~d down, by the 
labours of sanitarians, from about the pre3ent Indian rate a couple,of generation 
aO'e to one half of the present Indian rate, or even les:-l. It is obviously time 

1:>' , 

therefore for India and its sanitarians, and their Governments also, to be more 
effectively resolved on doing the same. 

It will be answered, and so far with truth, that this is nothing new: for 
sanitarians have long been resolved upon this, and, labouring -with substantial 
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cation of the high~r and more general level of public and person~l thinking which 
has long been here and there arising. Such more general thinking is now beginning 
to do~inate the unorganised thought of the past and passing generations of 
specialists, who have been so strong in details, but so weak in co-ordina.ting these. 
But such scientific philosophy lies in details taken' together, as facts and factors 
oflife;'while the corresponding arts of life, and particularly therefore City Design, 
are co-ordinating them, towards" life more abundantly". 

\ . . 

. It is a prime task of the Ciiy Designer to find appropriate location, space and 
scope for the Architects; and this in all their capacities, all their specialisms of 
skill, as from Palace and Temple to Railway Station and Factory, and from huts 
to Mansions. Similarly he plans for.the rural workers of the Oity; and:for these from 
their simplest veget,able gardens to Fruit Gardens, Orange Groves, Mango Topes, 
and all the rest. Again he must plarifrom simplest playgrounds and air spaces, to 
pleasant and stately Parks, and to all t4e varied beauties of the Botanic Garden, .the 
innumerable trees of the Arboretuin, or even of the City's Forests, so important. 
in various European cou~tries. 

There is here no separation between the detailed study of the town and it3 
generalised sllrvey and treatment. The fully . efficient and economical develop
ment of' cOI~m:iunications requires at once a study of traffic and a knowledge of 
the towni' and this not only street by street and lane by lane, but of the character 
of their houses also. It is with the design and the management of a. city, as with 
those of a ship. The -needful minute and thorough 'co-ordination of all details 
within the general design, and the corresponding needs of successful management 
are all considered together, and this in its building, as well as in its voyage. 
General thinking and direction are thus not opposed to specialised thinking, and 
to detailed work. Whenever thought works clear, these are seen to be comple
mentary, ~nd mutually indispenSable. 

The General Health Problems of Cities. 

Yet in the greatart of Medicine, with its innumerable specialisms, and even in 
Sanitation and Public Health, with their no longer merely individual applications, 
their general and social purpose, this generalising spirit has not yet been sufficient
ly cultivated, much less adequately applied. Yet it is the urgent need of cities, 
·even of this city, that it should be. How.can some progress be made in this? 

Diseases are many, and each involves its specia.l inquiries. Thus the paperli 
lately mentioned that the Medical. School of Edinburgh has taken the initiative of 
setting up a special Chair 01 Tuberculosis, for the veteran leader of its modem 
treatment. 

Yet while ~jseases are many, Health is one-the unity of sound mind in sound 
body. HQ~ is this unity to be obtained? Are we simply to go on, as mainly at. 
present, providing as many remedies as there are diseases, and now drugging, 
now inoculating, each other against them all ? Or may there Dot be some more 
,general way? . 

. 
, . Until lately no School of Art, or School of Architecture bad introduced th& 

Department of City Design; but now this is becoming generally understood as 
the_dominant, because synthetic and directive one. But as yet, our Schoo}jj of 
Medlcjnea~e still practically destitute of the needful departmept fOT co-or<;linatin: 
their . specialismsio What is this ? Surely one concerned with the study of Lile in 
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thus essentially Connected with the progress of th~ housing movement, as. sani
t~ians h~ve so often told an unwilling public. But housing and town-planning 
alike awalt upon the effective awakening of citizens with and through their rulers 
and leaders. For how few realise that "the Hygiene of Tuberculosis" means, 
above all, getting everybody a veranda fit to sleep on, and a chabutra to sit on? 

Plague, and its General Civic Lesson. 
. Next take Plague. This as elsewhere argued, is no mysterious dispensation 

of malignant powers,' but the normal nemesis of the untidy slum, the product of 
the uncleanly victory of the rat over the house-wife. And this of course not tQrough 
her fault, but ours--our masculine inefficiency, as" house-bands" and home
makers; and thus not only as working citizens, as business men, but also as City 
rulers, State controllers. Why? Do not all of' us too much 't spend our toil on 
that which is not brea<L and our labour on~that which satisfieth not." For from 
child apprentice and workman to shop-keeper and bania, and from these to 
financier and millionaire, to city councillor and to chancellor,-our age has peen 
hypnotised by money, even more by the machine itself. Thljs, and essentially 
thus it is, that we have lost sight of all real economiC8~ 8S the real functioning of 
life, in real and energetic health, to real and material wealth. . But the only real 
wealth lies in life-efficient environment of every kind. Real Wealth is therefore 
fundamentally of advancing environment, of homes and of gardens, and s~condly 
with due increase of all that they should contain for the maintenance and de
velopment of their inhabitants. Every good~ouse-builder. still more every Palace
builder in history, has of course understood this; and business men do, when 
they retire: why then may. not even economists again grasp this? Th4) sape 
pursuit of Industry, and the vital purpose of wealth, are thus-however little 
Capital and Labour, Political Economy and Politics may still see it.....:towards the 
creation of the City Beautiful-that of evolving Families, in perfecting Homes. 

But "this is Utopia! " Precisely sd. Exactly as the Money-god, and his 
priesthood of nineteenth century economists have stood for the tJtopili of . motiey
wealth--or as the Machine-god and his priesthood, the engineers, have proclaimed 
their Utopia, of mechanical production above all things (and, to do them justice, 
.have largely realised it),-so the returning God-common to all worthy religions, 
.and in all one and the same, since of Life at its highest ideals, i. 'el at.once its 
most Eutopian, yet most clearly scientific, form-now claims our credence; and 
recalls us from our recent idols, of coins and of wheels, to the renewedworthship 
("worship") of Life. With the Study of Life, there is now coming back among the 
-effective thinkers of today, and who are preparing the action and educatio~ of to
morrow, a renewed "Philosophy" and even "Theology"; for in modern phrase, the 
one is the endeavour towards a more and more general and evolutionary under
standing of Life, and the other the corresponding perfection of its ideals. Though 
these are not yet fulfilled or clear, the quests of them are in progress. Biology now 
does, in great a:nd ever-increasing measure, und.erstand life, as reaction with envir
onment; and this as no mere abstract doctrine. For to c1::eate, and yearly to re-create? 
this environment, is the Eutopia of that most concrete of men, the peasant, and one 
which 11e steadily realises with each harvest, -~hereby maintaining at once his own 
life and ours. Thus renewal of environment, and of increasingly good reaction 
with it, is similarly the Eutopia of the town planner, whose City Design includes 
and orchestrates all other labours; those of.the child between home and school 
garden, those of the great City in its industry and its arts, in its hygiene of lw~es 

.and its reconstruction of universities, in its civic statemanship and its renewmg 
.temples and festivals. 
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_ But it is the misfortune of each new or renewed philosophy to seem difficult 
and abstract, distant and indefinite, in short "Utopian," to those whose mindlJ are 
fixed by habit to any older view. Hence it is necessary to return to our initial 
theme of this' chapter, that of concrete Hygiene and its needful Town-Planningj 
and to insist anewr and with the utmost possible sharpness and dogmatic 
emphasis, upon that broad and general view of City Diseases, in terms of the 
Depressed Life, which we have standardised instead of the Developed Life; and which 
0,1,' sanitarians, learned and specialised pathologists as they are, do not as yet 
broadly enough discern or explain, do not envisage, cannot yet handle. 

Health Significance of the Town Plan. 

Endeavouring therefore to supply this' needed clearness, let me boldly say, 
that'tbe present Town-Plan of Indore, (and 'of course its fellow town-plans else
where, by various 'hands) albeit as yet of so little interest to doctors and their 
patients, aQ,d to most municipalities and governments, or even their sanitarians,-is 
none the less a wholesale medical prescription, for the bodies of the citizens, and a 
scarcely less wholesale menta] prescription as well. 

Here in short, to put the idea yet more plainly,' I stoutly advertise to the 
leader the Town-Plan as a marv~lou8 specific, which dares to compete with the 
better-advertised specifics of his newspaper, and which invites his practical test by 
its claimtosurpass.....,.ofcourse given fair trial-the aggregate results of all other 
pills and potions whatever. 

'For since Tuberculosis., and even Plague, are but slum-diseases of our city's 
manufacture. and. the evil Karma of its overcrowding of ill-nourished poverty, our 
Plan provides for the substantial abatement of all this, and the development of the 
opposit~ tendency. That is towards. the dispersion of the Congested City; and into 
what should increasingly be no mere Plague Camps, but attractive, even alluring, 
'Garden Momes, full of flowers and sunshine, shade and fruit, and with children 
bigger, stronger, healthier, happier, than were we their elders, and thus more 
educable, and better educated. accordingly. For as we make them healthy and" 
happy, they will also be good, and even amazingly clever. Dulness is of our 
manufacture, by various methods. Recall the fact which gave Madame Montessori 
her first fame--the disGovery by an inspector of schools that by her methods she 
was recovering defective children into normal ones, instead of, as more or less in 
all ordinary schools, reducing normal-children to levels more or less defective. 

Returning to our disease-problems, those of a Rheumatic order ar~ partly 
connectea with damp floors, and partly with unsatisfactory nutrition, and these in 
degrees which pathologists have long been investigating. But as Town-Planners, 
we largely cut both these knots, one by arranging drier houses, on more adequate 
'Sites as. well as plinths, and the other by better nutrition, from fruit and vegetable 
gardens. ,. 

" " 

Am I'asked:"-"How can your prescription, of the Town Plan,~do thie ? Because 
besides increasingly superseding drug medicines by fresh air, pure water, and 
sunlight~ it aims at a vastly greater production of Food. This Plan is to a great, 
indeed to an as yet unparalleled extent, that of a Garden City, one in which the 
waste matter, which is only impurity and dirt while out of place, finds its natural 
outlet in the soil, its natural transformation into rene'Yed fertility according1r. 
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Examples from Diseases ( Continued). 

. Malaria, still prevalent here as elsewhere, is similarly shown abated upon 
the Town Plan, with its tidy river banks, its filled-up puddles, its nullas bunded, 
~nd their banks terraced into gardens. Yet to satisfy the physician, and further to 
perfect his preventive as well as curative work, an ample Fever and Infectious 
Diseases IJospital will be seen on the Plan, south of the River, west of Juni Indore 
and east of Harsiddi, a situation at once centrally accessible and yet exceptionally 
isolated. There is thus no reason "why malaria should not in a very few years be 
reduced to a comparatively rare disease. 

. Next as to Dis~ases of the Alimentary syste,m, it cannot too often be reiterat.J 
ad that the much bettered dietary which is required by the poor, and the much sim
plified dietary which is required by the rich, ,are both supplied by that, wholesale 
. and domestic growing of Fruit and Vegetables, which this plan so conspicuously 
provides for. With snch better and wholesomer nutrition, the diseases of Children, 
ap.d even those peculiarly of Women also, may thus also be greatly reduced. 

By execution of sllch a plan as the present, and (of course wIth continued im
provements as far as may be) thf) mainly prevalent,diseases of town-life . can thus, 
and indeed thus only, be adequately dealt with. I am often told of "prejudices"; 
and they do exist, and hin~er greatly; though I do not in practice, find much 
difference between east and west, so that I cannot exactly say what.cities I have 
found most provoking or hard to move. Yet though "religious prejudices"-say 
rather social traditions-are hard to, alter, anI real recalling to lifs. of 
each ancien~ faith: will help; for then it is plain that neither. .Manu 
for the Hindus, nor Tirthankars for the Jains, nor Zoroaster for the Parsis, 
nor Mohammed for his Faithful, ever failed to realise the need of purity 
of all the elements of air: water, earth. and fire, and of the human body 
and life in relation to these. So those who may still oppose, or· Iriore commonly 
by apathy obstruct, thepre~ent renewal, as "Public Health", of, that cleanliness 
which is fundamental to all the religions, need but to be emancipated from the 
dead letter of their tradition, and aroused anew to its v~tal spirit. . 

, \ 

Further ex~mple; Neurasthenia, its origins an'd abatement. 

Beyond even this matter Of cleanliness, there is a deeper aspect of the p'ro
blems of Public Health, and one which is as yet still less adequately and boldly 
grasped by Hygienists, though of late years they have been awakening to this. 

Let us start with the admitted correlation of mind and body, in health and 
disease. We all observe and agree that the efficie,p.cy of the physician is commonly 
recognised as associated with his own vigour of personality, and his conseq}lent 
power of renewing healtl~ by inspiring confidence and hope. Next note that the 
regional surveys of certain French hygienists of geographical interests and outlook 
have disclosed not only whole villages, but eve~~ districts, depressed. by Neuras
thenia. For this is not as .niost people still think, an exceptional nervous ailment. 
It is the expression and resultant of all kinas of bodily and niental depressions, all 
kinds of mal-nutritions and starvations, and these far exceeding what we have 
simply been treating abo~e, with vegetables and fruits. ,For neurasthenia goes 
deeper. ShaUwe describe it as a starvation not merely o~ fruit or vegetables, but 
also ot Flowers ? Yes; and this largely even in the literal sense, as every drea~, 
school-room or hospital-ward shows, when thus experimentally brightened. This 
slow depression: from starvation of body and soul together, in ~eir varied inter-
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action ( not excluding those 011 which Fieud ,and Jung have insisted) and in 
vicious and often perverting circles of body and mind, through individual and 
through society, may often seeni wellnigh hopeless in the individual, as we analyse 
its intricate ramifications, and trace these into the evil Karma of the past. Still, 
this depression is also hopeful of treatment, in the bulk of the widely suffering 
community. 

So continue now our example of flowers and schoolroom, into the urgently 
heedful school-garden, and thus into its re~du~ation of the home, with abatement 
of its dirt, and enhancement of its life accordingly. And as earnest of this, do we 
not see, in every poor street and slum in India, that the better or worse condition 
'of the Hindu household, in its compound and its home, is very largely, even strik
ingly _ indexed by the presence, or absence, of the Tulsi plant? . For thiil 
venerated symbol expresses not merely the conservative influence of religion, 
as, in 'some measure at least, antiseptic against modern evils, but also its 
dynamic power, of evoking and recreating the energies of life, towards meet
ing its situations day by day. In short then, the Tulsi-growing home is not 
,only less deteriorated and neurasthenic than its neighbours, but shows reaction 
and reboq.nd. Why hygienists, educationalists, and the rest of us, do not 
~ultivate and diffuse this life-giving symbol Beems 88 definite a case of apathy, if 
not p~ejud.jce" as the dullest populace, if not the most wooden bigotry, can show. 

But why do I continue thus to harp upon this painful string of NeuraS
thenia?' Because as a student and teacher of the laws of life and health these 
forty years past, in one grea~ School of Medicine after anqther, I am more alld 
more clearly persuaded that this prevalent depression and insidious deterioration 
of mind and body together, exists throughout modem societies far more generally 
than physicians usually discern, and is in fact almpst general throughout the 
present phase of civilisation, and in East and West almost alike; though I am 
bound to confess I think t4at India at present exceeds all other peoples in thil. 
Conversely, do ~not the cheerful Chinese in this respect probably lead in the 
East.ern world ? and thus explain their large success in it ? 

It is this depression which affords the seed-bed and the beginnings for the 
innumerable special diseases, with thejr germs. But as this prevalent depression 
can be escaped from, the resisting power of communities against their various 
.diseases and germs will be increased-I venture to say wellnigh immeasur
ably: and certainly beyo~d even the present legitimate and sanguine hopes of 
sanitarians. 

This is not the place fully to justify the thesis, but I briefly express the 
" , 

result of the past months of intensive observation and study of place, work,. and 
people in Indore, when I say that I spare the reader my lamentably low estimate of 
how few people, even in this comparatively healthy situation. this exceptionally 
fine and bracing ,climate, I have yet been able to observe, as really to all appe
arp.nce free from all the symptoms and stigmata. of Neurasthenia, incipient, if not 
even habj.tual. It is "this world-wide depression of our time which explains that 
corresponding demand for medicines; stimulants, luxuries, by which the adverti
sing columns·of the press are so largely and remunerati~ely Wed, and by which 
not roarely quacks are maintained, but ~eat part of the industrial activity .of tha 
world is perverted. This too explains 'the prevalent mental inertia, which not even 
'the present world cataclysm as yet'arouses to u'esh and effective thinking in any 
country. • . 
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Conditions of City Renewal. 

The fundamental remedies are obvious to every City-planning Sanitarian, in 
that "return to nature" which every ad~quate plan involves, with pure air and 
water, and cleanliness in surroundings again rural; so that, in Ruskin's phrase, 
the field gains upon the street, no longer merely the street upon the field. So with 
the bettered dietary, and brightened environment which the change implies, from 
the crowded slum, or. even respectable semi-slum, of the modern town, to the Gar
den Suburb. Yet stimulants are required, and of a. higher brder, to arouse inter
nal health of a. deeper psychological kind. Hence, beyond the Di waH cleansing, 
.and even the recent vigorous State and Municipal aid to it, the further experiment 
of the Diwali Procession with its fuller appeals. . These have been on one side sani
tarian, on another civic and social; yet also, in terms of ancient symbolism, again 
expressing at once the difficulties and the hopes of life; "its besetting evils, its possi
ble vict.ory over them. Thus science, which at first sight seems to destroy old 
. faiths, is really coming to renew and fulfil them. Every discernment of the facts 
and possibiliiies of life is still as true to life as ever: so it only needs vital re-state
ment, and adaptation to present conditions, to be again dynamic, as of old. We 
thus "hitch our waggon to a star"; and it is by such distant points of direction 
that all our everyday roads and steps are really determined. 

To justify this civic faith in detail would again exceed these limits. Enough 
here to have tried to outline the general truth, that for City Renewal, that is of 
place and people, people and plac~both together, and ipteracting in progress-
our civic ideal affords light, and this at once glowing and clear. ' 

Idealism thus not does degenerate into "mere sentiment:" that is but neu
rasthenia. It develops a wnthetic graap ()f all the essential scientific factors of 
Life, and thus not merely or primarily as "individualisiic", nor yet "socialistic" 
-either, since both these are but the abstracts, and extremes,. of past inadequate 
philosophies, and hence are lagging behind Civics, as the essenti~ Social Science. 

General Conception of Practical Civics. 

For this science is of City and of Citizens; and hence it develops into purpose, 
.and into practical guidance, for their co-operation, their inter-action. Thus increas
inglyour ideas clarify, and at length take form as definite Plans. Definite city-plans, 
house-plans, industry-plans,-as per samples herewith upon Plans. These are 
-of course always open to correction, and'tofurtherimprovement. Each city, and each 
citizen-group in it. andfor it, must thus also work out its own contribution, its own 

-campaign, of evohring Citizenship as Service. And this on all the various sides of 
citizenship-say rather its various aspects. What are these? Industrial, yet A1't!istic; 
Organic, yet also PSy'chologic, and thus Educational also; Economic yet Ethic, and so 
.truiy Governmental, and thus, in the best sense, even Religious. For a religion is 
the best, 'the highest, the deepest, co-ordination of life, in thought and ~ction, ideal 
and practice, which a community, in its age, can image and express, and thus 80 

far attain. The ~deal City is one of the standard conceptions of past religions: why 
not also of reyiving ones? 

This proposition might be worked out further,'and'even with diagrammatic 
dearness. For "the Water of Life" may be intellectually cooled and clarified into 
-crystallisation as definite, yet'as protean, as that of common water as snow. Enough 
however,- within these limits, if the gen~ral p~ciple be at' all clear, of the essential 
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unity of all the civic interests we have so long separated, as philanthropy from 
business, an from industry~ education from: health, ethics from economics. Yet all 
these absurd and passing separations are not to be put an end to by abstract 
philooophy, but in the clear planning, and corresponding action, of a bettering 
City Life, in each and all these ways. 

Chapter V. " 

Regional Industries, Rural and Urban. 

Rural Industries and their Economics. 

Economically considered, a ToWll is above all the Market of its surrounding 
Country; that is, not only its locality but its Region. Even the modern industrial 
town, despite its habitual forgetting of the country, is thus but an enlargement or its 
ancient local fair, plus, the concentration of its early and scattered workshops. Thia 
still comparatively small Indore can thUs see, though the big Cawnpore or the 
colossal Chicago too readily forget, the immemorial peasant economy, and its wis
dom. Grain and Cotton are its staples, and will no doubt long remain so; but 
adequately to under&tand these. in the~ civic outcomes especially, we need more 
than the too simple moqetary and mechanical·thinking or roQventional business men, 
or even of their Schools of Commerce and Economics. For beyond this nineteenth 
century economics, restricted as it has been'to money and marbt-place, to IJlAchine 
and workshop. we have DOW to recall the older economics of India, of Israel and of 
Hellas, or again in more recent times of old France aI\d Scotland, countries whose 
economists have peculiarly founded and contributed to the more recent science. The 
better economists d~finitely go beyond the study of priCt:s in the market-place, or 
wages in the workshop, and profits in the counting-house. They investigate 
beyond the mere money wages of the workers, the mere money profits or the capita
list, the ~'Real W ~cres" of each. Hence the ever-increasing attention to the "Family 
Budget "; that is the full environment which each household obtains, and with 
which the worker and his wife and f'amily together interact. towards their mainte
nance, their deterioration, o'r their rise in the .scale of well-being: and this well
being is viewed no longer as merely economic, sanitary, or even political but as 
cultural also. In short. beyond the coDventional studies of" Labour and Capital " 
with their individual money gains. their sttires, or even their better adjustment, we 
now also enquire into the social reSults of industries, the re3.lities of wealth as ~eal, of 
ill wealth as illth. In all this we note their results, no longer in mere" statistics of 
weaLh and of population • but in quality of city and 'city_life, in quality of fanlUY· 
life, and therefrom cOnsequently of individual life also. Grain and Cotton are thus 
investigated no longer simply as mere II commodities • of their markets, as mer& 
&C raw material· or " products" of their respective fi.elds or mills, but are no" 
farther discerned, 8S producing in the past, and as contribut~g to produce in the 
present, different and characteristic types of civilization, in their producers and in 
their consumers; with certain definite qualities. certain limitations aLtQ_ 

Representative Cereal~Wheat and Rice-In ~heir Social Contrast. . 
. Take as a simple example, the world's two ror~most cereals, wheat and rice. 

These are different commodities for the IDafiet, with different prices and profits for 
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• 
its merchants: but each also requires a deeper and more fully economic examination. 
This bas indeed been given as regard, their mechanical treatment, by the inventors 
and engineers, to whom we owe our present processes; and more lately, as regards 
quantity and quality of soils and tillage, seed and crops, by the scientific agri
culturist. The physiologist too has lately worked out; their values, and in a deeper 
sense than the conventional economist;-that of the" intrinsic values" which he 
was so boastfully contemptuous in denying; t. e. their respective nutrition values 
in maintaining the labourer, their real valua therefore as a part of ~s family budget, 
his real wages, and thence to the maintenance of the Ilations. so anxious a matter at 
this time. But beyond all these contributions of the physical and natural sciences 
towards a real science of economics, we need a fuller sociological investigation of 
these respective cereals. That is of the different Types of Society which the culture 
of these cereals has been found to produoe in their respective countries and localities, 
and to evoke in and from their respective populations. So now, in this higher and 
deeper a.nalysis of wheat and rice respectively, we find these associated with different 
types of family, and with different types of institutions accordingly, different morals, 
and corresponding religious standards also. Of the wheat we see the outcome in 
the acute individualism of the forest-clearing and the plough in the West-the 
American and Canadian West for extreme examples. But for and from the rice-field, 
there develop the very converse set or IDstitutions. Hic&oculture above all others, 
with its family co-operation in the field, its further co.operation of village and 
beyond, for water and water-levels, has potently worked to" produce the associated 
flimily life of India, the patriarchal family of China, with institutions and morals to 
correspond, and religions and philosophical outlooks also. To justify all this would, 
require a volume, and one full of reference to many others. Enough here to insist 
upon the broadest result of principle,-since obviously of more significance than we 
commonly realise to the life of every City, to the guidance of eyery State-that of 
Occupation as evolving Social Organisation, and its appropriate Ideas and Ideals. 

The distinctive character of the Peasant-say rather of Rice-peasant, of 
Wheat-peasant. and so on-are well known in their respective countries and beyond; 
and this vague popular knowledge, and varied occupational wisdom are now being 
developed into Social Science, by. definite and geographical research; especially by the 
disciples of Le Play:-t~t is, by full inquiries into the ways of doing and ways of 
thinking, of corn-growers and their millers, of rice-growers and rice-millers, with 
their respective metchants and shop-keepers; and this may be carried on till we 
reach the respective cakes and their consumers 8S well: for largely, as the proverb 
goes-COMan is what -he eats," as well as what.he does .. (Payne's "America" is also 
here illuminating.) 

. As further example it may here be gently recalled that the old world 
miller, 'both in east and west, is at once admired and criticised by his peasant custo
mers. Their admiration of his physical strength, and of his skilful thumb, have 
been constantly qualified by feelings of disa.ppointment, (though no doubt mainly 
inevitable) by the amazing shrinkage from the corn supplied him to the flour he 
returns. Correspondingly the corn-merchant, whether he merits it or no, may 
readily beoome deeply· unpopular in every country, in famine times especially. 
Of course this is not intended as a repetition of old attacks upon these oc:cupat~ons; 
it is simply reuaiIing the facts that occupations of all kinds are subject to popular 
criticism in their social ,bearings; and that there is a direct (though too largely 
broken) continuity between these in their simplest and their highest aspects, as 
from the ~ower to the bread ((life. But if so, it is not enongh to modernise thes~ 
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occ~pations, by the substit~tion of mechanicililabour on the great scale for hand
labour on the small. The modern successors of these old occupations have also to 
achieve the success of social esteem; and this needs much more than simply mecha
nical advances upon the traditional processes. .The past "Industrial Revolution" has 
failed to realise this; but the leaders of & better educa.tione.1. order .are now beginning 
to do so in each of the leading countries of the West; and India, with its old and high 
moral traditions, will not long remain behind. 

Tbe Textile Industries in their Social significance. 

Turn now from the Cereals to the Textiles. What of Cotton in civilisation? 
What has been, and what now i3 its place! And how does thiS stand in comparison 
with other textiles, with Flax andW 001, with Jute, with Silk! 

Cotton in its Social and Civic aspects" 

First then, and mainly, Cotton. Ita uses and advantages, its cheapness and 
convenience may all be taken as obv~ous; so what of its limitations? Why was it. 
for instance, thatfrom the beginnings of its culture on the great scale in America, it 
became associated with the degradation of rural labour ? Recall the forced labour, 
the condemnation of military prisoners and other. captives to the Plantations. 
Recall too how intimately associated with cotton-growing became the development 
of African Slavery, with all its intensifying evils; evils only ended by the great 
American War of living memory, and indeed incompletely ended eVen now. Without 
suggesting that any such extreme evils are even threatened in India, does not this 
culture, however profitable to many, also show some signs oE tendenoy to undue 
cheapening, and to the consequent depression of its associate~ humbler labours 1 

Again, how was it that Cotton came to lead in the industrial evolution of th" 
West ~ And this in so many ways, e. g. as regards the invention of processes, as 
regards quantity of output, a,nd magnitude of gains above all; since" it was not ten 
per cent, or even hundreds per cent, but thousands per cent, that made the fortunes 
of ,Lancashire." • . 

Again, how has Cotton been so peculiarly p.roductJve as regards economic 
theory, and so influential. in corresponding political action! Witness "the Man
(}hester School ", at once the mainstay of Free Trade,· and the backbone or Liberal 
politics. Yet also how did cotton, in this same Lancashire, become so peculiarly 
associated with the depression of the labourer-of man, woman and child alike-to a 
degree unprecedebted in industrial his~ory1 With this depression ofthe labourers and 
their family lite, and of their health' and life-expectation, correspondingly came that. 
of home and village, of city and town. Popular intelligence and education 'were alike 
lowered, and general civilization and culture with them. Such are some of the evils 
from which Lancashire has so long suffered, and England with it; and from which 
indeed.-despite a century of Fa~tory Acts and increasing legions of Factory 
Inspectors.-it too much still suffers. 

Now here may be painful questions, yet they are plainly a necessary one and' 
especially here before the. planning of the nascent Industrial Indore, \\hich must 
primarily be another Cottonopolis" How far are these (or any oC these) unfavour
able conditions of labour, or analogous ones, tending to re-appear, as cotton-culture 
and cotton-manufacture extend in India. ~ Is the condition of the latter industry, in 
Bombay for instance, all that can be desired !If not, )Vhat exactly is wroDg ! 
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Evils will be admitted; and if so, they need to be clearly faced and provided 
against, as regards place, work, and people, in detail. Else how may these evils be 
guarded against in India t And how far even transformed into better things t Now 
plainly is the time; at the outset of this great industry-this largely dominant 
modern industry-in this ,new centre for its gigantic in~ancy. What for instance 
here . today-and what better tomorrow-of the hygienic conditions of labour ~ 
Of its atmosphere, its hours and so on t For men, women and for children t What 
of the housing of the workers 1 On what scales of health, of comfort, and of 
decency, 6. g. as regards room space, and for separation of the sexes above all ~ Is 
Bombay as yet solving these problems ~ Or even adequately applying its active 
minds to solve them 1 Is it profiting by the past mistakes and disasters of IAncashire 
in its. race for wealth! Or is its industrial evolution simply seeking as far as may 

'be to recapitulate that of England 1 Or is it to abbreviate this experience, to avoid 
these avils? And how are we to manufacture cotton here in Indore, in competition 
with older cities, without these evils, and so more succesfully? Labour here in 
India is still comparatively voiceless; so how far may it safely rely upon enlightened 
capital, and upon civic statemanship for its protection 1 And not, merely for main
tenan~e and protection; for where that is all that is aimed at by employer and by 
State, the evils of its deterioration haye already begun. Only through definite and 
unceasing endeavours of progress, can mankind, in any occupation, with any kind 
of direction, escape from sliding back and downwardlil, when it begins to stand still. 

On the whole must it not be confessed, that in India as in Europe, our 
mechanical organisation has outrun-and is still outrunning-our social and civic 
organisation 1 And hence must we not resolve-i. 6. observe, inquire, reflect, design, 
endeavour-that the latter be now brought up to simila.r standards of efficiency 1 
And if so, have we not.here the key-riote for our study and planning of this Naya 
Indore 1 For the planning of this n~w Cottonopolis of Central India, must we not 
introduce something of Eutopia as well? -The past, (and too neurasthenic). 
generations of the nIneteenth century constantly mistook Eutopian for "merely 
Utopian". So let me.xecall as one of the most definite advances of public thought 
in England since and from the War, this perhaps shocking, but true and forcible 
phrase, uow widely current. "We have for a long time despised Utopia, but now 
the Prussians have shown us that the choice is between Utopia, and Hell". 

Other Textiles, and their Representative Towns. 

It may aid the understanding of this preliminary economic questioning into 
-<the dangers and possibilities of the cotton manufacture and' its associated activi
ties-and not only in planning for it, but also towards working it, guiding ii .• 
'regulating it-if we turn for a moment to other textiles. Some are of higher cost 
and value than cotton, notably linen and silk, while others a!,e on a lower level, as 
notably jute. While book and chair economists have been wont 'to cloak their 
usuaUy comprehensive ignorance of cotton, and of linen, jute and silk alike, under 
the facil~ general phrase of" textile indllstries", and without con!liderat~on oftheir 
respective social results, the student of cities and their economy cannot do this. 
Thus the contrast of Linen towns, like Belfast and Dunfermline with the Jute town 
of Dundee is wide and tragic; one deeply wounding to my own pride of almost 

. lifelong' citizenship of the last named, and one discouraging alike to my frequent 
hopes and small personal endeavours. Why? Fully to elucidate the reasons of 
this contrast between these textile towns, would need a volwne for each of these 

. cities, and each . larger than this pres~nt one. Enough here only to state the 
,general fact-that in Belfast and Dunfarmline, with their linen, the' culture-condi-
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tiona and resultants a.re conspicuously more favourable; that is to. say, in Dundee~ 
with its staple of jute, seriously less so. Coming to Calcutta, we see the same 
evils growing and multiplying; and even that famous metropolis of one of the most 
gifted of Indian peoples, that capital of Commerce and Government, of Education 
'and Culture, is becoming, (ar more deeply involved within the coils of' J ute-and 
this alike materially and intellectually, than either its citizens or its rulers have even 
begun to realise. If so. here is surely a field, and a call, for social inventions, 
rivalling ana surpassing in their efficiency, all mechanical ones. The task of City
Design is to collect, devi~e, and apply such s,?cial advances. 

Dunfermline and Dundee -are but a; short railway journey apart-that from 
Forth to Tay. But in the first city, the long history of Ilnen, from the great 
monastic order, and the brilliant Court which combined in initiating it, is proud of 
its "linen, white and clean," and this alike in the eymbolic and the simple way. And 
although, uncler modern machine conditions, this is no longer an Industry for queens 
and their maidens, it is stilLJargely suitable; as of old, for 'ispinsters," before their 
marriage. But how different is jute, how far from clean ': How to raise this In
dustry, atleast as far as may be, towards the higher levels even of cotton in 
Lancashire, if not even those of linen in Belfa.st or Dunfermline, is thus again the 
main problem calling for social inven~ion, in Dundee and in Calcutta. In brief then, 
the Jute Mill, and its workers, are still only emerging from general poverty and too 
frequent squalor; and one still at the lowest. level which the textile trades can' show. 
Cotton stands higher; and it behoves us to keep it ahead, however jute may advance. 
Linen has long been at a higher civilization-level than cotton; yet why should not 
cotton overtake this 1 Yet it is an ominous fact that in Dundee at least linen 
tends more to fall towards the jute~level than to raise this. "Gresham's Law" (that 
bad money tends to drive out good) applies to more than money-values. 

'Wool industries have, throughout history. yielded greater civilization-values 
than even linen. Witness as an example of regret. now familiar everywhere, the' 
Prussic destruction of what was the world's ,finest civic building in history, c!i.thcd-

. rais alone excepted,-the Cloth Halls of Y pres, built many centuries ago by th" 
cloth~weavers of that provincial city, never more than of second magnitude. 

Cotton in Indore. 

Here in Indore jute does not threaten us, nor do linen or wool offer their 
larger promise. To make the best of Cotton; that is here and now, this city's, 
problem and task. How is light to be found on this? What can western exampleil 
and warnings teach us 1 And what Easte,rn .t~adition and insight can, we find? 
What are the ways and means of doing all this? . 

, 
The planning of Naya Indore is thus a matter for far more than its presen\ 

planner. It concerns the whole city; not simply "Capital and Labour," but every 
capitalist, every labourer too. For' only in the measure of their effective co-opera-

. tion, and thus not merely towards dividends and wages, but towards general well
being, can any planning meet with real and enduring success. Wise and vigilant 
Municipal Government, and State Government also, must do their parts, \:lut the 
main tasks will remain for that effective citizenship, which these can but seek t. 
support, to encourage arid inspire. 

It is ofcoursl~ not in the tempera~ent of the iown-planner,-necessarily a 
. hopeful one-to prophecy evil. Yet it is his duty not only to guard against thoi. 
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which careful planning may exclude, but to add warning as regards those which lie 
beyond his power. Then i~ it not an obvious fact that the now almost \vorldwide 
unrest of labour is a great factor, and an increasing one, in the present tro~blous 
times 1 ~nd that even this peaceful Indore, since only a night's journey from 
active aud fermeuting cities, like Bombay and P~ona, cannot hope permanently' to 
remain untouched by industrial unrest 1 If so, is it not tIle problem not merely 
so to plan at the outset, but so to direct and lead, so to organise and administer 
thereafter, that these possible troubles may be minimised? If so, this city may 
afford a great example (If the improving industrial city, and of that better-ordered 
industria:l civilization, towards which we all hope we may attain with returning 
peace. 'In short then, the example of 1odore may before long help BOlllbay, instead 
of being affected by her troubles. 

Summary as Regards"Textile Towns. 

As we leave these questions cOflcerning the Textile Industries, we must clearly 
group them ou that scale of values which is so clearly -exemplified from their resul
tant Cities, and note their respective Civilization-levels so far as their industries 
determine them. Beginning wi~h jute/we have thus Jute-Dundee and Jute-Calcutt.a; 
each with great UseS and qualities of course, but with drawbacks also incl'easingly 

• obvious. ' Next comes Cotton-Manchester 'and the surrounding Lancashire towns, 
with Cotton-Bombay now recapitulating their history, though we trust abbrevia
ting·this; so that what we have here especially to plead, is that this be now fur~her 
abbreviated: and surpassed, here in Cotton-Indore. Linen-Dunfermline and Linen
Belfast; with their finer industry, stand higher in civilization, 1 venture tosa'y, than 
does U>ttou-Lancashire. But the highest place among the textile towns, in 
modern 'times, is that of Silk-Lyons, with its weaver-artists. For here are workmen 
anti masters <lomparable to those of Silk-Florence at the Renaissance, which it so 
notably led in Europe. With these, as travellers' records still show, we may 

\ compare the old Silk-wel.n:erR of India in their palmy days and their cities also: and 
doubtless those of the historic silk initiative of China as well. 

In thus making this broa.d classification, and gradation of the textile indust
ries. historic, regional. and actual, we do so to ask-whether in the opening. future, 
and in this very town of Naya Indore now beginning; its increasing staple of Cotton, 
with the eminent Liberalism so deeply associated with it., may not now be brought 
forward to a higher place upon the social scale 1 

Silk and its Possibilities in Indore: • 

The prime determinant of s'ilk, is of course the needful climate. and soil for the 
:Uulberry; and theEle are proved to be favourable here. The silkworm thus not only 
flourif,lhes, but unusually well, and in more crops than ·are usually posElible, 1 a~ 
eyen told five per annum, to an average of two in most places. The next condi
tions are of capable rearers and worke!,s. For these taskS. no people is better 
adapted than,.the Indian, as past achievements show, as also do recent experiments, 
and folk-psychology perhaps ~ost obviously of all. 

" 

The problem of now putting this great industry upon the great scale it 
deserVes is thus also ripe for Indore. Hence the provision, in planning, for mulberry 
plantations must therefore here be considered; and wHh this t~e corresp?ndin~ educ~
tion of the population. I have already had some techmcal experience 1D th~ 
matter from Mulberry-plantinG' and Silk School-cstablishing ma~y years ago In 

J , 0 . 

Q 
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Cyprus, where conditions prevail strikingly similal' to those of Indore. Forti6~d 
by tIle" best skill, not only of England, but of Armenia and France, we set up our 
little school, one therefore much like that in .Indore, We also planned the develop-' 
ment of silk-growing. But this not simply by appeal to the peasant, there as here 
too·clI.utious,-and not without reason-readily to embark upon any expt5riment. 

Thug arose the questiom-May not a more strategio appeal for this essentially 
d~mestic industry, be made to the less conservative. townsfolk 1 And this through 
the women rather than the men? For silk is Rpecil~1Jy a woman's il}dustry. Her' 
instJnct is above all that of tending life, while a man'tJ labour and thought is too 
much limited by his tools, and their inert, or atleast passive, material. In Cyprult 
th!'l woman hatches the silkworms, .like a. bird its egg~, carrying the egg-box under 
her armpit; and as the eggs hatch. she gent,ly lifts each little silkworm as it grasps 
the mulberry-leaf she offers, an..t~ puis it on her mat or tray, She gathers fresh 
leaves daily: 01' oftener. and she and her' children watch lmd tend them as no ordinary 
men would do;' throughout t~eir whole developrAent. 

But she has her limitations. Het thrift tends to make her start a new brood 
on a tray or mat preserved from the previous crop, and thus contaminated; so hf:r 
brood may die, in part or in whole. Again she tends to grow more worms than her 
few aVAilable ,trees have leaves for; and thus her worms may be undeJfed, oreven 
starved; as they approach maturity--another common s9urce of loss, and of di,,
cour~genlent as well. 

. Jtl these warm dry climates, with rapid evaporation, the leaves lose theiJ~ 
contained m6istQre, and thus not only grow tough, but make the silk-w.orrll'j suffer 
from thirst, their body-weight being also mostly water. , 

But for all such evils, there are now remedies. First~. all Pasteur's bac
teriologiclll standard of cleanliness,. which saved, and yeatly saves, the whole silk
industry of France from ruin. Yet this standard is readily acquired, by every silk
growing household. 

But town households; though containing Ito great number of women. who might 
readily 'tind profitably rearsiIk.worms, have no mulberry trees; 'and though Borne 
might. be planted, there would not be enough to yield leaves for many rearers 
throughout a sellson. Yet this difficulty can al~o, and speedily, be got over. Let 
us establish extending m1ilberry~plantatlons on- suitable land, partly say. ill our 
future Municipal Gardens, but mainly on larger suitable fields elsewhere. Let OIil' 

little" Mulberty and Silk Company" be fr~m the first .. on co-operative linea,. as well 
as' in touch with the skilled example and Jirection of the existing Silk School. J~t 
a sufficient but not excessive quantity of gooiL" seed" ( i. e. clean eggs} be provided 
at/the.outset of the season: with new clean mats or trays, and also with the needful, 
and daily increasing. supply of mulberry \eaves. This involves daily supply, and 
th~s should be brought in tin canisters, each of which is. practically a botanist's box1 < 

pre~erving the leaves f!olD loss of their water by its damp close atmosphere. Nex~ 
\mol'ni~g t,he empty box iR taken away when the-new one is brought. The succeslJf~1 
rearing 'Of th~ silkworms will thus be aided; and, if mishaps occur, the man who deh
vers the leaves can explain them; and even he]p. to &' better start forthwith~ if the 
season be not, too far advanced~ PaYJQe~t for all these services ~anbe taken by the 
company. not. in cash, which is alwa~ hare;l to find;, and to parf with, but in a sharB 
~b~~~~oo~ ~. 
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~he winding of these can easily be arranged for. Some women will do this at 
home; but experience shows that this may be still better done in small workshops 
for the purpose. In any case this labour is lighter and more attractive to women 
than' most. Export of silk ~t thi8:stagei£fofeourse easy. But the silk-loom may 
also be re-established. the Indian silk-weaver' restored. Woman may again come in 
with silk-embroidery. After thffl'urkish massacres in Bulgaria in 1876, a capable 
Englishwoman orgaaisad such labour for some of the destitute widows and orphan 
girls, and when I last saw her results, some 20 years later, no less thdn 1200 women 
were finding remunerative employment, and doing work at a really artistic level. 
,. , 

1 see no reason therefore why the silk industry should not be made highly 
successful in Indore; especially !linee the scientifiu knowledge, and the active and 
skilled dltectiouwhich are required are fa.r more easily obtained now and here in, 
India than they. were there and'then. Many Schopls are a.lso active in this matter, ' 
all notably at Nasik. . 

.A word now of the Civilization-Values thus involved. Silk·cleanliness promo
tes, indeed requires, house-cleanliness; and'thus with the silkworm's health come~ 
the health ~f household. The work is intelligently, skilfully, and morally educative; 
and in its further developments it is artistic also. And, since the world is always 
more willing to pay a good'pricefor' luxuries than for necessities, the remuneration 
of silk-workers tends, to, be higher than that of cotton-workers; and, as Lyons espe-· 
cially shows, the hand-loom for silk can survive. 

Above all,. the status of woman is notably increased, and in various ways
witness the Qleaner and healthier hou~ehold, an(l her personal earnings tov. And 
why should she not again increasingly, as in old'India, wear silk as weIr as jewels '? 
}\fan must thus think more of her than ever. , . 

Summary. 

In summary then, Cotton will of course become, and doubtless remain,' by far 
: the staple textile industry of Indore; and the organisation of this industry, from the 

present outset upon the best and highest possible levels, i. e. Dot 'only of Technical 
economy and efficiency, but also of Social Effic:~ency and Civic Progress, i's thus a 
main task of .collaboration for Capital and' Labour, for Municipality and State, 
and one full of promise for Indore among the toxtile cities of India and of the '\vorld. 

There is also a real and hnpol'tant opening, thought it ,may at first seem 
.economically but a minor- one; for Silk', and this increasingly. in the household<; of 
the main ,(:lity, as well as in those ,of the surrounding villages, and doubtless also 
widely throughout the State. "Moreover, this is far more tha~ an economic opening, 
however substantial in the aggregate. i~ may become. It is so full, so peculiarly· full, 
of useful reactions upon domestic wellbeing and health, and' therefore upon city better
ment as a whole, that its consideration at this point, before entering upon city· 
~mprovemen\in detail is justified. . • 
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Chapter ·VI. 

Planning of Extension Qf Cotton Mill Area, as New Industrial 
Town ( Naya Indore ). 

Disadvantage of Earlier Textile Towns. 

It is the peculiar disaster, and also the present misfortune, of the industrial 
cities of Britain and the United States, that from the beginning of the Industrial 
Age in the eighteentll century to the Town Planning Act of 1910, no guidance, 
much less regulation,existed, (nor in America yet adequately exists ), for the 
location 6f industries. Now however Britain, and America also, are following the 
l~ad of othtlr countries, in definitely locating specific industries in appropriate 
~quarters or environs of the city, and in making adjacent. but distinct and separate~ 
provision for the housing of t.hose connected with these industries. And both in 
such ways that, as industries and populations expand, their respective areas may 
expand together. • 

In this way the natural contours and features of the site, with its communica
tions'etc., are alI'made the best of, and with gains to industrial efficiency, as well 
as civic amenity-in short to wealth and health-which have already richly 
justified this new town-planning of industries and home.s into order against the 
former muddle. Industries and their workers hitherto established in the. City 
itself are thus being attracted to migrate to these newly planned industrial 
suburbs; and wiih the buildings and space thus left, and the moderated prices for 
them, the internal improvement of the city is also becoming possible, upon a 
scale previously unimaginable', and with correspondingly reduced cost also. 
Birmingham for instance has of late years been giving an eminent example in 
all this. 

Though Germany much later enterAd the industrial struggle-indeed essen
tially since I871-her Industrial City organisation was thus modernised almost 
from the. first; and this with consequent advantages in her competition with our 
older and more backward towns, so poorly organised, as regards their industrial 
locatio~, communications, and housing alike. 

Returning now tb India. we see that Bombay, Calcutta, Cawnpore, Madura 
and other leading indnstrial cities, ha~e unfortunately all followed, the planless· 

.. confusion of the early English Industrial Age, and are each suffering from this 
accordingly. . ' .' 

Advantage of Indore. 

Indore on the other hand, through. entering late, n(tw has the advantage of· 
arresting its beginnings of this confusion and overcrowding, and of p;oceeding to 
an efficient ·and hea~thy planning of it~ Industrial Quarter. The location of the 
old Stat~ Mill was in its. time on this principt~, and so is still a harmless one; 
while the location which has been selected for the new Industrial Town,to the 
no;th-east of the present city; and between the Railway and the New Dewas Road 
is certai,nly the right one, and this in every way and fQr aU concerned; so that no 

, planner but. would offer his congratulations upon this c40ice. 
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Further Location, and Planning. 

The northward windings of the River beyond its crossing by the railway, 
and those of its tributary, the Pal asia Nulla, coming in from eastward, offer the 
proper situation for the lay-out of the dwellings of this nascent new town, and 
also adequate space for their extension as .required. For close to the water, the 
ground is generally more or less sloping, and is often irregularly broken by 
erosion. It is thus illfitted for industrial use; but its variety lea\"es it highly 
adaptable, indeed all the more attractive, for the need~d Garden Villages of· this 
at once subu,rban and industrial ~aya Indore. The level plateau area, between 
the Railway and the New Dewas Road, both south and north of the Palasia Nulla 
villages, is thus free for. industrial u~e. The lay-out of its Mill and Factory sites, 
witH Roads etc, has been begun some years ago, while the supply of Railway 
Sidings has also become urgent. Our present problem is thus to carry 011 the 
location and planning, which in a general way have been .correctly begun. 

Present Area, South of Palasia Nulla. 

Let us start then upon this area from the. Railway-Crossing east of Central 
Jail, at the western end of New Dewas Road. This point is the townward apex 
of a triangle, which may extend Ianwise along these lines northward, and this 
indefinitely, as the growth of industriea .may require. We must first review the 
present Lay-out. Looking north, we note first, beside the railway, a large Godown, 
and then beside the next Railway Crossing, a little further north from the City, 
the Flour Mill, which goes nearly up to the river-bank. 

Starting again from the same apex, and lool{ing due north, we have the 
large Hukum Chand Mills; and beyond this the Brush Factory, with vacant sites 
around. Starting once more from the same apex, but DOW following the New 
Dewas Road, we have first the vacant site, oc~upied only by the Dhuni, a small 
sacred enclosure and building, of growing renown and attractiveness to pilgrims. 
Next come two large adjoining Ginning Factpries, and next the Malwa Mills. 
These stand on the south side of the Palasia Nulla; but on the opposite side they 
have another compound, of about double the procedingarea, still largely unoc
cupied, save by a few workmen's Chawls at the extreme north; -and godowns and 
coal-heaps at the southern end. 

So far then, the industrial development, uptodate, of this Mill Area; save 
that we may note the rise of pukka, but mostly second-rate, dwellings along the: 
south side of the Dewas Road, also the recent Municipal demolition of workers' 
Imtcha houses opposite the Malwa Mills, as not only insanitary, ,but plague-infected. 

New applications for Sites are now pending, for:which our ground m~st be 
laid out accordingly. 

Defects of Present Lay ... out of Industrial Compounds. . ' 

But 1)efore entering upon this planning, it is necessary to point out that the 
present Lay-ou,t of the existing areas, tp.ough right in a general way, is, in every case, 
wasteful as regards its detail. First. each and every area is far larger than its require
ments in the present, and probably even in the expanding future. In European 
industries such vast compounds, mostly waste, are rarely to be seen. A partial ex
planation is that these big compounds were taken, not merely for industrial pur-, 
poses, but also with that of housing the workers. But this is a violation of the 



fundamental principle of good industrial town-planning-that of clear separation 
of works and dwellings, of work-place and folk-place. Arguments for this separa
tion have been above indicated, also in preceding Chapters; and I trust that th., 
accompanying Plan, with its, working-to,wn and its living.town clearly settled upon 
the respectively convenient situations provided bYnature,·will be found satisfactory 
~~~~ , 

Under these circumstances, it will be but fair to the mill-owners to resume 
fr~m them such of their extra lapd as it is unsuitable to utilize for dwellings; and 
convenient also to all concerned if this space can be devoted to such industrial pur
poses as may arise. These may sometimes be of kindred or complemental nature. 

Another unfortunate defect in the Lay-out of the present compounds is that 
they each and aU lie along the adjacent roads for their length, instead of at right 
angles to them and along their breadth merely. For thus the existing road-length 
is practicallyihade double what it need have been; and this, besideli an initial 
waste, is a daiiy and permanent loss of time and strength, alike to the public who 
have to pass by, and'to all in these compounds as well. At this time of new bE-gin
nings, it cannot be too clear that the.expf}nse of constructing and of maintaining 
l'oads may henceforth be diminished, and the permanent tax upon both the locality 
and ,the inmates of, every area in unnecessary long and delayed journeys-which in 
the lorig run, is yet mere serious-may be a voided by better planning. 

This better planning is also needed inside the industrial compound as well 
as outside, 

, 
Defects of Internal Planning. 

For though the interior planning of each Mill compound is its private matter, 
and in strictness quite' beyond my province, I may be pardoned, in the interest of 
others iIi the future, for pointing out the warnings which the existing Mills 
and Factories convey. For in all but a single case the buildings have too 
much been dropped down, without sufficient reference to the neighbouring roads, 
without clear provision for Railway sidings, and above all without due study and 
economy of the best use of their large area. Again, the large' Tanks within the 
Mill compounds-tliough necessary to the industry, at any rate so long as worked 
by steam instead of electricity-are obviously a. very serious deduction from the 
utili sable area; and this not simply by their own extent, ]llus that of the surround
ingexcavated earth, or by their wasteful shape [rectangular instead of circular] but 
by the long detours which they now permanently involve. The proposed Bunds upon 
the River and the ,Nulla may suffice for water-supplies to future industrial compound~; 
but if not, such'Tanks might, and in future should be, made nearer the River-side 
in the present irregular ground lower than that usable for town and village pur
poses, and thus with economy of space and construction to the Factory, and added 
amenity to the town. Hence for future Mills this external location of Tanks should 
a,~ far as possible he arranged for, in the interest of all parties. I therefore show 
such a tank on the Plan of Naya Indore, above the repaired Bund and its Bridgt", 
for this may serve the N ew M.i~l Areas to the east of this. 

Impure Effluents. 

Another detail ~f importance to this future town is that the present delivery 
of impure efHuents int.o the River or Nulla from the Mills cannot be continued in 
the present cases, nor be permitted in future ones. The sufficient purification of 
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these effiuents is not however a matter of any serious difficulty or expense, and par
ticularel as to the best ways of doing this are at present being obtained from the 
Factory Inspection Department in London, and from Lancashire. It may indeed, 
like most recoveries of waste products, become of advantage. The good-feeling of 
the Mill-ownera, especially in view of the present active measures for· the purifi
cation of the whole Indore River above mentioned. may surely also be depended 
upon not to continue this nuisance, but to en."Iure the continuance of the purified 
river throughout their New Town also. Bathing Ghats and Fisheries will thus 
alike prosper, instead of being destroyed. 

Plann~ng of Buildings. 

Finally a word as to the planning of future Industrial Buildings, a matter 
in which economy may be made, and efficiency promoted. In Cotton. Mills, the 
orderly, even strict, planning of the looms of the weaving-room seldom extends 
beyond this; but this principle should be carried' further. Here the Brush 
Factory promises to be a model, by the thoughtful, and thus economical and 
practical, lay-out of its area • 

.,Factory work-rooms tend to be built too low for this climate. Much increased 
height, with its resulting airspace and diminished heat, is found to pay whenever 
introduced, through the improved vigour and health of the workers; for these are 
found to give a better and larger output, and with less effort, than under the 
present only half-ventilated conditions. 

Oile storey buildings are generally found to be more efficient, and cheaper 
in construction and working than are two or more storeyed; and here" with cheap 
land, tho former may be especially recommended. 

Lay-out of Bulldings.within Industrial Compounds. 

As already indicated, it is especially here- that the existing industrial 
undertakings are open to' criticism, a.nd since each new plan sent me for criticism 
is also insufficiently considered, and therefore in various ways wasteful, it may 
be of some service if I venture strongly to point these out to intending in
comers and tlleir engineers and architects. f?uch a plan (1) usually begins with a 
quite unnecessarily large area for itS' purpose (even allowing for all probable 
extensions), such. as no one would dream of in Europe or America, where land is of 
more value; and then (2) "to use this ground," lays out (or rather drops down) its 
buildings on centre and circumference alike, and thus at distances which can 
{)nly be wholly wasteful of toil and time in the future, whether of porters or carters, 
clerks or messengers, assistant managers or principals. Thu~ even as much as 
a hundred yards of laden journey for man and beast may be' wasted between a 
mill and its godown, and this of course each way. Where raw materials are taken 
into at: one end of a mill or factory, their store should surely be as close to this as 
may be, not as far; and similarly the godown for the finished product near its 
exit from the last process of its production. Sidings and coal heap may best 
determine boilers, and these the factory, as this the godowns, and. all thes~ the 
associated roads; while the economical planning of these may again help the 
location of the various buildings. 

American "Efficiency Methods" "'c. of Industrial Management. 

As to this, Indian employers seem generally uninformed; but that they are 
thus wasting labour, and its strength and time, and at points without number, 
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and aU this with corresponding dead loss to wages bill, and reduction of output 
generally, is exasperatingly manifest in every industrial concern save two, whie,It 
I have visited in Indore; and similarly throughout India. ' 

Despite the manifold. labours ano. enquiries of the Industrial Commission, 
and the wide discussions of the press and platform of needed industrial develop
ment throughout India these many years, I have not seen any clear indication 
th.at this needed field of Indian Progress has yet anywhere come to tho point. 
although it i~ every bit as characteristic of American superiority, as can be the 
technical sciences of recent German superiority, or as cheapness now is of 
Japanese succ.ess. . 

To . enter into the details of this is beyond my limits, but I am confident 
that useful information and suggestion can be obtained, e. g. from the Economic 
Resea.rch Department of the University ,of Allahabad, whose Director, Prof; 
Stanley ~levons, has paid attention to this subject. 

Social Management. 

With this 'bettered industrial management in every works, there is also 
needed a corresponding advance in their social management. Thus every Jirst
class Amedcan enterprise corresponding to these large iI;ldustries actual and C(ln
templated in Indore. ,has now, in addition to the Mechanical Engineer both alike 
employ, and to itslE1Iiciency Engineer to look into all processes-its Social Engineer. 
whose duty it is to look after the, health, comfort, and well-being and t~erefore with 
this the vital efficiency of its workers. For in America it is no longer .considered a 
matter of "mere philanthropy," but shown to be ,sound and profitable business, to 
have competent and .kindly persons to look after all this, and in every detail-c. [J. 

of comfortable Seats for working women, and men also, and of Elevators to save 
their time and strength from stair climbing, to the supply of Dining Shelten;, 
Rest-Places, and even Recreation Halls: or again of Boys Clubs, or the organizatbn 
of Holiday gatherings and festiVals and.healthy Recreation generally. Co-operative 
organisations are advised and aided, and wages may be helped to go farther; faci
lities lor Gardening and other homely and educative interests are established, and 
improved Housing is of course aided, and thus 'in ways above and beyond ~he too 
frequent ,but unsatisfactory one-room s~andard. 

But here again the same authority may be referred to. Enough witllin 
these limits to have emphasised that any good Industrial Planning, such as is our 
problem here forNaya Indore, is not merely of places, or even of folk-place as well 
as work-place; but also needs, for'the successful use of the very best Places, the 
.corresponding continued planning of efficiency as regards Work, and beyond that 
of social well-being for the People. , 

Future Planning of Industrlal~ Area. 
What of future Planning? Our first problem is evidently to make the he::;t 

of the area between the New Dewas Road, and south of the Palasia Nulla. I 
approve. and accept the general lay-out by .the Municipality of the existing main 
roads, tho!?e running north~on each side of Hukum Chand Mills, that running east 
and west betwMn these Mills 'and Brush Factory and thence to New Dewas Road 
by south-west of Malva Mills, (a section remainipg to be constructed). . 

Railway, Sidings. 
\ 

Given: the General Lay-out, and its Roads, the prime question is next to 
provide Railway Sidings. The two great Mills have already applied to the Railway 
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for these. But the recent plans for these were not acceptable to these Mills nor tQ 

the Municipality; "and this in view of the separate character of the sidings, and 
of the injury to existing compounds and roads, also of the need of now considering 
future requirements, first of the areas remaining to be taken up south of the Nulla, 
and next of those to be developed north of it. 

To make separate Sidings for each Mill as required, as mostly still happens 
in India-witness the ruinous treatment of roads and streets in the Jute Towns llear 
Calcutta-is but a survival of the muddle before the Town-Planning Age; and this 
everywhere results in inconvenience and waste to all the interests concerned, those 
of the public especially. Hence the advantages of a single united scheme of 
Sidings, designed from the first to supply all the "main industrial compounds; and 
thus allocating to each only its fair proportion of the reduced total expense. The 
savings,~in land and roads, in total length of sidings and in gain of convenience 
and economy of time in working these-will all be apparent. Though the total 
length of the siding system is thus reduced, the individual distance may now in 
certain cases be somewhat increased, as"happens to Malwa Mills. Yet this is 
associated with a substantial reduction of expens~ since now the intervening areas 
will become chargeable with their equitable share of expense of construction and 
up-keep; while by and by those north of Malwa Mills will take their fa.ir share of 
this also. The gain to all parties without exception is thus obvious. 

Vacant Areas South of .Nulla. 

Now for the allocation in detail of these areas, still vacant. The Flour Mill 
desires extension upon the adjacent ground between it and Hukam Chand Mills, 
with a Siding also; and further more to erect three Bungalows, on the 'adjacent 
road. facing south. Space for an Iron Foundry is also here required. All these 
demand& may reasonably be granted; while reserving space for a new Road, with 
Housing space, towards the River. 

North of this quarter, and west of Brush Factory, the large level area, back 
from the broken ground of the river slope .. may readily afford space for two Mills; 
since each may have its Bungalows, and if desired, its Offices also, upon the 
adjacent public Streets of the town area, and with the Tank, if required, a1<;0 
outside and ncar the River. .As one of these Mills proposes to work in harmony 
with the Ruhm Chand Mills it should be given the southward space. But may 
not its proposed new Bleaching and Dyeing area be arranged for upon the large 
yacant north portion of the Hukam Chand Mills, upon which the recently proposed 
demand for Mall va. Sidings need no longer be made? 

When the present large deep Tank of the Hukam Chand Mills was being 
constnlcted, the earth excavated should have been thrown outside, upon the 
irregular vacant ground west df this; and municipal permission shoUld now be 
given to do this, with advantage to both areas accordingly. 

The a.rea allotted to the BRUsh Factory is small, as previous compounds go; 
but hence doubtless 'partly its good planning, already noted. This leaves the 
equivalent of three or four such sites or"about similar area between the two nQJ1.h 
and south roads; and these mayno\v be allocated,·in such' portions as appli(;ations 
and needs filay justify. Or one or two larger concerns may here be located. 

10 
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and all this with corresponding dead loss to wages bill, and reduction of output 
generally, is exasperatingly manifest in every industrial concern save two, which 
I have visited in Indore;' and similarly throughout India, ' 

Despite the manifold; labours and enquIries of the Industrial Commission, 
and the wide discussions of the press and platform of needed industrial develop
ment throughout India these many years, I have not seen any clear indication 
that .this needed field of Iildian Progress has yet anywhere come to tho point; 
although it il'l every bit as characteristic of American superiority, as can be the 
technical sciences of recent German superiority, C1t as cheapness now is of 
Japanese succ~ss. ' ' 

To ,enter into the details of this is beyond my limits, but I am confident 
that useful information and suggestion can be obtained, e. g. from the Economic 
Resea.rch Department of the University, of Allahabad, whose Director, Prof; 
StanleyJ'evons, has paid attention to this subject. 

Social Management. 

'Vith this \bettered industrial 'management in every works, there is also 
needed a corresponding advance in their social management. 'fhus every illrst
class Ametican enterprise corresponding to these large i:r;tdustries actual and con
templated in Indore, ,has now,. in addition to the Mechanical Engineer both alike 
employ, and to its I Efficiency Engineer to look into all processes-its Social Engineer, 
whose duty it is to look after the, health. comfort, and well-being and th,erefore with 
this the vital efficiency of its workers. For in America it is no longer .considered a 
matter of "mere philanthropy," but shown to be ~ound and profitable business, to 
have competent and.kindly persons to look after all this, and in every detail-c. g. 
of comfortable Seats for working women, and men also, and of Elevators to save 
their time and .. strength from stair climbing, to the supply of Dining Shelter!;, 
Rest-Places, and even Recreation Halls: or again of Boys Clubs, or the organizatbn 
of Holiday gatherings and festiVals and healthy Recreation generally. Co-operative 
organisations are advised and aided, and wages may be helped to go farther; faci
lities jor Gardening aI,ld other homely and educative interests are established, and 
improved Housing is of course aided, and thus 'in ways above and beyond ~he tOI) 
frequent .but unsatisfactory one-room s~andard. 

But here again the same authority may be referred to. Enough witbin 
these limits to have emphasised that any good Industrial Planning, such as is our 
problem here forNaya Indore, is not merely of places, or even of folk-place as well 
as work-place; but also needs, forthe successful use of the very best Places, the 
.corresponding continu.ed planning of efficiency as I'egards Work, and beyond that 
of social well-being for the People. , 

Future Planning of Industrial~ Area. 
What of future Planning? Our first problem is evidently to make the bebt 

of the area between the New Dewas Road, and south of the Palasia Nulla. I 
approve and accept the general lay-out by ,the Municipality of the existing main, 
roads, those· runJ.ling north~on each side of Hukum Chand Mills, that running ea!;t 
and west betwe~n these Mills 'and Brush Factory and thence to New Dewas Road 
by south-west of Malva Mills, (a section remainipg to be constructed).' . 

Railway, Sidings. 
I 

Given; the .General Lay-out, .and its Roads, the prime question.is next to 
provide Railway Sidings.. The two great Mills have already applied to the Railway 
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for these. But the recent plans for these were not acceptable to these Mills nor to 
the Municipality; <land this in view of the separate character of the sidings, and 
of the injury to existing compounds and roads, also of the need of now considering 
future requirements, first of the areas remaining to be taken up south of the N uUa, 
and next of those to be developed north of it. 

To make separate Sidings for each Mill as required, as mostly .still happens 
in India-witness the ruinous treatment of roads and streets iIi the Jute Towns near 
Calcutta-is but a survival of the muddle hefore the Town-Planning Age; and this 
everywhere results in inconvenience and waste to all the interests concerned, those 
of the public especially. Hence the advantages of a single united scheme of 
Sidings, designed from the first to I:lupply all the'main industrial compounds; and 
thus allocating to each only its fair proportion of the reduced total expense. The 
savings,~in land and roads, in total l~ngth of sidjngs and in gain of convenience 
.and economy of time,in working these-:-will all he apparent. Though the total 
length of the siding system is thus reduced, the individual distance may now in 
certain cases be somewhat increased, as"happens to :M:alwa Mills. Yet this is 
associated with a substantial reduction of expens~ since now the intervening areas 
will become chargeable with·their equitable share of expense of construction and 
up-keep; while by and by those north of Malwa Milis will take their fa.ir share of 
this also. The gain to all parties without exception is thus obvious. 

Vacant Areas South of .Nulla. 

Now for the allocation in detail of these areas, still vacant. The Flour Mill 
desires extension upon the adjacent ground between it and Hukam Chand Mills, 
with a Siding also; and further ~ore to erect three Bungalows, on the 'adjacent 
road, facing south. Space for an Iron Foundry is also here requireu. All these 
demands. may reasonably be granted; while reserving space for a new Road, with 
Housing space, towards the River. 

North of. this quarter, and west of Brush Factory, the iarge level area, back 
from the broken ground of the river slope, may readily afford. space for two Mills; 
since each may have its Bungalows, and if desired, its Offices also, upon the 
adjacent pu.blic Streets of the town area, and with the Tank, if required, al'lo 
outside and ncar the River. As one of these Mills proposes to work in harmony 
with the Hukam Chand Mills it should be given the southward space. But may 
not its proposed new Bleaching and Dyeing area be arranged for upon the large 
vacant north portion of. the Hukam Chand Mills, upon which the .recently proposed 
dema.nd for Malwa Sidings need no longer be made? 

When the present large deep Tank of the Hulmm Chand Mills was being 
constructed, the earth excavated should have been thrown outside, upon the 
irregular vacant ground west df this; and municipal permission should .now be 
given to do this, with advantage to both areas accordingly. 

The area allotted to the Bliush Factory is small, as previous compounds go; 
but hence doubtless -partly its good planning, already noted. This leaves the 
equivalent of three or four such sites ot'about similar area between the two DQI'th 

and south roads; and these may now be allocated,·in such' portions as applications 
and needs may j llstify. Or one or two larger concerns may here be-located. 

10 



Pass now to the :Mal wa Mills. These also desire extension, 'and for industrial 
purposes. This may best be granted to soutll-\vest, by simply recovering the unused 
land of Sir Kashi Rao Dada, and allotting, from the iarge resul~ng ,triangular area. 
of about 20 acres, a rectangle of as many as may be required. The smaller triangu
lar portion which may pre3umab~y remain over from' this Mahva.. extension may 
readily be utilised by ,some.smaller industry, or "in connection with the planning of 
the Dhuni area between this and the Dewas Road •. 

" 

There'npwmilv ren'iains to' be coh~i'dered the large area south of Nulla and. 
wc\;t of Malwa,.Mills; and to this site I recommend the removal of the Municipal 
.Cotton Godownfll from their present. site, south .of Central Jail. ,_ The space is 
.ample, even 10.1' future extension of this cotton-storing business, which is at once 
profitable t,0 the Municipality and convenient to. the whole cotton, trade, since the 
area of st()rage required, by Gins an'd Mills, and the expense' of 'construction of 
.priva.te -godowris, may~like be saved. , , 

, General Lay .. out for Housing of In~ustrial Town. 
t 

" 

-'The generallay-outqf ,the industrial area being now dear, we ~ust next 
prQvjde fOF t~e r~ads.and streets. the Mohallas and dwellin~' ot·.the habitable 
Town; whic4is .already'needed by its thom;;1Lnd~ of workers, and. who are soon, we 
see, to' be notably, increased. ~owards making this Plan, the, general course for 
its Dlaiuroa4s next the River and Nulla ha,'e b~en marked out upon the ground 
aiong 'Yith the Cli,ief Engineer, Whose. experience in road and bridge-4esign, and 
of Tiv:er control, has here "been cordially and helpfully given. My furt4er planning 
'has also been .render~d possible 'by his cQntoured Survey along the Riyer Banks, 
, and of ~he irregular,windi:ng course of the Nulla, with its various Brick-fields. 

It' is fortunate that good brick-day exists along the Nulla, and brick-workers 
also; but it is necessn:ry that this manufacture b~JIenceforth regulated, so that the 
bric1(-makers may be guided to work with the roads and levels of the devel9ping 
town, and not against them, Furthermore, as the future Bund ,'!pon the 
River, some way south of thE\ entrance of this Nulla, must neces8arily raise it'! 
level, it is necessary to adjust this level to mutual advantage, so,, that the brick
ma1(ers are not l~nduly inco~veilienced, and that the flooded area be not too large. 

, ' , 
The repair of the broken Bund upon the river north west of Brush Factory, 

on: which the needed.Bridgeshoul4 also soonba constructed, has been pla.nned and 
estiIriate~ for by the 'State Ehgineer. Weare also at one as to the-'o(future. and 
later) Bridge and Bund upon"the River further down, a little above Suklia. It iR 
worth realising that this will strikingly repeat, for Naya Indore, the beauty of the 
landscape looking northwards over the uniting rivers of Indore, from Krishnapura 
Bridge. Indeed something of the same effect will also arise at the junction of th(> 
Palasia N uUa with the River. Hence at the focus of each of these fine scenes, ·upon 
the' penins~a between the uniting streams, 'a small Temple, with Pu~lic Ga!den, 
is suggested on Plan.. , ,. 

Further Extension of Mill Area North of Palasia Nulla. 

Since the area south of Palasia ,N una. will now soon be fully occupied~ 
further northward planning is ~ecessary for the quickly coming years. 

, This is an easy matter; for there is Tess m.argin of broken ground, to north 
of ~ ulla than south, and the plateau, is open and level. Its development will 



naturally follow the line of. the best crossing of the Nulla for Railway Sidings and 
Road together; and this crossing is indicated- on the plan a little west of the 
present M~l.wa Mi~l area. Leaving the moderate neceS1'lary Road and space for 
Workmen s.Dwellmgs a.long the Nulla., this large Plateau may readily'be developed, 
with its roads afid sidings, as indicated lip on the Plan. Its particular areas will 
<>fcourse be'adj1!lsted in detail, 8,ccording to the nature of the industries a:(ising, 
and the acconuuodat~qn which thp,y respectively tequire; but the general principle 
will be clea~, ~hatever modification,s m~y arise upon its present meas'urements; vi~. 
that of provldwg (1) a simple and wide net-work .of avenued' roaqs,. as broad, 
r~gular and c1.ire~t as :need be, yet not quite so mechanica,lly', straight a.nd' dreary 
as to weary,man-nnd beast, as ruler-drawn roads do; and'( 2} a line of 'sidings, . 
more or less midway betW'een each pair of roads, so as tO'serve the ind1,lstriat areas 
on each side of them .. ' ' 

':Corre~ponding Housing Development. 

Al a modeI'ate distance-- north ward to them ( or pe~Jlaps one block: nearer _ 
than is here indicated, :rather than further away) there is. indicat~4 a second line 
of Ave,nue Road and awellings, broadly 'parallel tOl that al9pg the Nulla., and ~o 
again connecting the main Workers Town'upon the River with that portion which 
will also be growing up alQDg the Dewas.'Road and: further -east, 'rhe number of 
this working population cannot yet :be .foreseen, in' absence of the industries 
~hemselves,· but due space .for their harmonious expansion is tl~us' seen to be 
available. Enough then for the present, if the ,principle of Lay-out he c1ear,viz_ , 
that of utilizing the great and fortunat~ possibilities of this sin~ularly fine situa
tion for pr<>viding suitable Garden Villages, (not mereCh~wl accommdation) for 
the workers. and keeping up the needful continuity between their Town~area. 
along the'River a.nd that east. 'of Dewas Road. In this way Municipal unity and 
hupervision c~n be maintained; and".a daily and permanent economy, both of time 
and fatigue, is assured; since houses will thus be obtainable,' in every direction, 
within ~eldom more than IlJ1lf a mile of the centre of the. Factory Area~ 

Industrial-Area again, artd 'its further Pos.sibie ExtenSion .. '. 
') 

North of this east and west Avenue with its blocks of dlvellings {or if need
be its chain of small mohallas-say indeed Garden Villages-the Industrial Are~ 

• . '. tI 

('an again go OA, upon the plateau beyond, in fact indefinitely. Of this further 
. extension a first sugge~tion is given by sketching out the start of its ( slightly 
increasibg ) series of parallel northward roads, with their intervening sidings as .. 
before. Such development however is necessarily somewhat remote. But we tllUs 
sef;l that Indore is peculiarly fortunate, in being able to offer to indmrtJ;Y such a 

, convenient and indefinitely extending area, with all necessttry facilities of roads 
,and railway-sidings and also wjth continuous extensions of the corresponding 
Town, of Gardin Viilacres for·its workers. And this in due isolation from the old 
efty, ye. practical continuity with it, by the easy -accesses of the various roads and 
bridges, railway-crossing .and under-bridges to it which are shown on Plan. 

Planning of Garden Villages in Detail. 

This planning will be found intelligibly indicated upon the plan; but the 
explanation of its principle, and that of its Housing is given in the later chapter 
concerned with Garden Suburbs generally •. 
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Technical School . 

. W'ith,.this, will naturally grow up use. and demand for a good Technical 
SchooJ, and for this I mark a. con"!enient location accordingly, .ori the Dhuni area, 
as at. once nearest the' city,and its general .educational resources, -and also at the
~oin~ ~ost c~nven~ent1y reached frot:n all parts of Naya IndQje .. ' . 

. .' "Into the ~eiailedplanning .0.£ this' School, I need not howe~er enter: enough 
it a ward ~£ its genetal relatron' to educatiQn generally,-' be' added later, in the 
section Q~ this Report dealing with t~e Higher Ed~cation P;oblemS of Indore. ". 

Summary .. 

• _trepe~t~·the~.that ho~ever long th~ present plan may take to realise, and 
whatever modifications Qf ,it in det3:i1 may io'Urid desirable. as it develops, the 
general principle will be clear-that of' escaping from the very outset from the. 
confusioIi 'QpndustHal E~gland till.lately~ and Qf"Indian Industrial Towns and 
cities hitherto., andiof developin~fthis Mill area at once more efficiently for Capital 
and more,healthily and happily f<ll' .Labohr. For .here ~lould ,arise, no more 
Chawls 0.1' other standardised slums, ;With all their many possibilities of deteriora
tion. We are able to build a 'true and better Naya Indore, upon the same flne 
river sijiIation as Indore itself; atonce as a convenient, simple' and eco~omical 
manufacturing town and as a model Garden Suburb; and the result f'houjd 
thus be a worthy developm~rit o£,this growing Capita( of Centr~l India. . . 

These Garden Villages may, and llpst gradually and even rapidly grow up as 
industries are developed, into the mol;tallas • of . it iarge, but I trust never seriously 
crowded, Industrial Town, and this in convenient 'proximity to the mother City 
and in .direct and permanent mlinicipal continuity of management and' supervision 
as part of it, and or its social life as well, alike~cultural and economic. 

The details Qf Housing etc. will be discussed late~, with that Qf other nc\,. 
suburbs, in later Chapter~ (IX-XIII). 

Chapter VII. 

Indore Water 'Supply. 
• 

. 
• . , 

. ~. ! 

" ... 
, .' 

• • 
. I Since the first necessity, alike of r~ral and urban location and existtl~ce,: is 

Water,_ .t~e water difficulties .and problems of Indore have naturally c1ai~e~ 
attention from the very outset of my visit. I was almost at once taken by the 
¥unicipal Pres~dent and:the State Engineer to visit the Bilavli and Limbodi Tanks~ 

, ".. . 
. . 1 thus obtained a ~clear avd concordant'statp,ment and explanation. of 'he 

present deficiency; and it also became evident that. the two water systems-the older 
one Qf the Municipality and this later one of the Public Works Department-have 
never adequately been corre~ated, nor even clearly compared. I therefore arrangea 
for the services of aclraftsman from' each department to set down their respectiVe 
systems clearly upon separate copies of the city plan. Mter these were ready, B 

further prolonged and profitable disculision was beld together, and arrangementl 
were made for a fuller associated inspection Qf both Water Systems outside the citS', 
and for the testing of the P. W. D. system within the city, which ha~ been standio6 
all these)earslunused. ., . 
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.. I ~·spections. 

For District Inspe~ti&n o~ 'wholeo da.y excursion was devoted; and our. party 
was strengthened by the C,?ns~a:tor of Fore'sts and the State Geologist. We 
examined and discussed the~~er system at many points, with its various possibili
ties of improvement ani Increase, especially from Martandpala northwards, and 1.1 
~Bijalpuroand. Huk.makh~di;'thence onwards to and above Rao, and back again by 

.. 'Piplia Tank. • j " ~ 

. Tw~dais, Jat~r, after sunriJe, we had the stand-post taps of the P. W. D. 
system ppenedthroiIgh oul; the' city; and this was followed by inspection together in 
the afternoon; !-Ir .. Bean. Singh and Mr. Welch aQcompanying us. The supply was 
abunda~t. and this alth01~gh the Hilavli Sluice had not been opened.. and the supply 
was therefore entirely. from seepage below the Tank. LeakJlges were noted; and 
repairs 'ordered b~ ~he Chief Engineer. T\vo days later~ our party again vis~ted 
Bilavli Timk.neighbourhood; with further study and discoussion,.bt,th above and below. 

Plans of Bilavli Scheme. 

'so f~r then the facts of our inspections, which were ofcoul'se s~pplemeuted uy 
study of the Plans, especially those of the ~. 'V. D. sfstem. But these, despite 
their number ~nd detail, shew gravo deficiency as regards their general planning and 
pres1mtment of essentials; so that from these, even assuming their correctness, no 
Cle~r ~ental image can be obtained, either of the general scheme or of its main 

,execution.' . For as'regards prep':l.ratory Survey, no general plan appears, to exist; 
,and all Contours are too roughly drawn. The Geology is quite inadequate. As 
· regards Execution, there are no clear sections of the two great dams, which would, 
, I' am told, disclose the absence of puddling. Again there' is. no general plp.n of the ,0 
Tank, to shew the P9sitions and depths of immense Borrow-pits above and below 
the 'Bund~; and from which these were essentially constructed. Nor are ad'equate 
measurements recorded, of the various sourcps of the water supply to these Tunks, 
80 that the calculations given do not carry convi~tion,.but seem far too hypothetical: 
and so on. Above all, thtlse ReserV'oirs are unnecessarily a'nd extravagantly vaRt .. 
It is also significant that the great majority of the Plans-upon which this~gigantic 
expense, amounting, I am told, to something like twenty Lacs, was undertaken-are 
mostly all unsigned, with consequent evasion of responsibility for their pr&.ctical 
-failure: for, after all this labour and outlay, no extra.water has been available. The 
wa,ter in this great Bilavli Tank stands no higher than did the water in the small 
· preceding one it destroyed. Even the Town Stand-posts had never been opened 
.until the other day; and these mi~ht havebeen,equaUy supplied not only from this 
'previous Tank, but from Martandpala quite near the cit Yo:, and thus without the 
· main expense at all. . 

· . The Geological Section cut by the channel from Limbodi to· Bilavli Tank, 
shows the extreme p~rmeability of the co murum ." or mouldered'-' b~salt below the 
·soil. The current· explanation is thus confirmed, tbat the failure 'Of theso great 
B~nds is not merely due to their own permeability through ~bsebce of puddling~ 
but h!lS arisen through this, thoughtless removal of the old alluvial silt which 
'formerly separated the water}rom this permeable murum. Tb:e whole undertaking 
'seems thus like the tale of a potter, who in making a large water ves!;el, and anxious 
'to enlarge, heighten apd thicken its rim, took the. 'neet1ful clay out cf its 
bottom." 
... ·11 



. Possible Ab'atement of Lass fro," Res~rvoirs. 

, Hope is how!lver felt and expressed that in c()urse of time nature will repair 
the holes made by these Borrow-pits, from the sE:ttling, of the Silebroug)lt down by 
'the river.' ':rhe St,ate Geologist-w~o has taken an 8cti~e interest in this matter, 
and;has made provisional sections~(sections very:different,. in tlleir clearness, from 
those of the original plans)....;...further promises to, make 8D eX8minat~on 'of these 
Bor'l'mv-pits as fully as possible, when they are more. largely laid' bare towards the 
olose of the curren,t dry seasop. 1'he general plan .of those still submerged can 
easily, be obt,ftined by soundings from a boat.' , " . . \ 

While also hoping for the best, 1 cannot believe that this, natural filling up 
of these 'deep Ben'row-pits can be other than a very slow Hrocess; since the bulk of 
the ,silt'must be depos,~ted at the opposite~nd of the Tank, near the entranc~ of the 
riv~r. I may therefore ask consideration, from both the engineer and the geologist, 
of the question whether this filling up process might not be aided, by throwing into 
these pits even a moderAte depth of earth and silt, skimmed from the surface of the 
present Ta,nk area, which i!> left exp<?sed and dryas an open field during ,the greater 
part of the y.ear, or altogether. ' 

, . 
No great depth of sjJt should of course be taken anywhere for this purpose; 

and this from such SPQ.ts as geological study, confirmed by boring, may show that 
the silt' layer is deep'cnough to bear superficial thinning. Of course this. 'process, of 
filling up the, Borrow-pits even for a few feet of their depth. and from s:heaply cons
tructed rafts .. would involv~ labour and outlay; so that after consideration of ~he plan 
of ,the Borrow-pits, the estimates for such a partial treatment of them would have 
to b~ fir~t considered. It ,is of course desirable to redeem, and as soon as may be, 
something from this gigan~ic outlay and melancholy emptiness; but there is al80, 
-much to be said .for leaving these two unsuccessful Ta.nks, and confining ouraelves 'to 
the simple.st and most direct methods of improving the present Water Supply. 

~ .' 
I'rrigation Tanks, and, Maintenance of Wa~er.Levels. 

, , , 

, 
, ' Yet bef~re ente~ing upon these detailed improvements, another geological 
considel'~tion arises; and this is of importance to our immediate purpose, as also of 
agricultural and general bearing. For looking to the small rivers above Bilavli and. 
Limbbdi, we Ifote that atleast thrett Bunds upon these rivers, each holding up' some 
teI,l million gallons or so', were destroyed by the Engineers of the Bilavli scheme, in 
orcler to contribute t4eir waters to fill these new Tanks. But this was plainly not 
only a mischief to the'local agriculture by destruction of its irrigation supply, but '8. 

complete mistake for its own engineering purpose. It appears to have been founded • 
on tb~, crude ~opular view of a river, as merely a visible stream, with so much mea
surable' water in its open pipe, as it were; and thus it entirely o'verlookecl the 
J~rger, and truer view of a river" as continuous with a vast Under-flow, and ~his 
iigain as'continuous with the extensive saturation of the plateau around. 'A surface 
rivet thus only runs above ~he surface at all because it is flowing over the saturated 
area,beIQw'and'o~ eit,her hand; otherwise it would sillk into the ground altogethl:r. 
Hence' th~ rilQre' h~ these visible rivers :we can hold up by Bunds, in the higher 
portions" of their .courses, the higher aud wider will be the saturation. of the surround- . 
ingcountry~' And this with advantage not on~y' to local trees, fie~ds~. gardens and. 
wells; but with help also to keep up the unseen Water·level, and therefore t~at of 
the' visible river with H. ,111 this vlew I tl.m confirmed, by , the Geologist. and, we 

.m'ay 'ass'u~e; by I!'ll geology •. Hence this'mistaken destruction must be cured, eren 
, " 
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to recoup tqe Bilavli wp.ter with what was thus 80 foolishly thrown away,. let alone 
to restOre local irrigation again. One of these Bunds ia in good condition; 'another 
is destroyed; and I llave no particu1a.rs of the third. But the expenses of reconstruc
tion or repairs of these cannot be very serious; and as no other rural enterprise 
pays better than Irrigation, . ..ye thus get the improved 'Va~er-supplyinto the bargain. 

Some little way below the llilavli Tank and above the beginning of that· of 
Piplia, there is also a. substantial old Bund, which seems worth estimating (or 
possible repair. the more since besides this there exists a large and permanent Spring. 
whic]1 was of great service during the last water famine. 

III the same way {)fcourse, all other Tanks above the c.ity have their uses to 
the plateau around, and in saturating the strata below them. Similarly, the bunding 
up of the .river t~oughout its course through the City has a ~ore than esthetio and 
sanitary return, by its service in keeping up tbe water· level ill the town's. wells, and 
under its .gardens, but' must also be of service below the City, to the mill wells, and 
also'to agriculture generally. Thus ~here appears what muSt increasingly beootne 
,a State policy, and that for many other States beyond Indore-in fact an Indian, 
·even ad Asiatic policy, in great measure a W orId-policy. 

A thoughtful colleague said to me lately-" the greatest war of the worldmay 
yet be for watet:". At any rate, both geologists and historians are increasingly 
insisting upon the Dessiccation of Asia, as.. a main factor of man's past history, and 
also of his present too general agricultural poverty. 1£ so, the question of maintaining, 
e~en raising water·:levels against the various agenoies, human as well as natural, 
which are tending to lower them, becomes a. ~ain problem of that agricultural 
-statesmanship, upon which the future, alike of Indore and of India, must )al\tays 
mainly depend. 

Possible New Reservoirs? 
. ' , 

• Returning now to these great but unsuccessful Tanks, the question' has been 
raised-though· these two Tanks have been blundered in their constrnction, other 
and better constructed Tanks might still be made elsewhere;: as notably upon the 
-stream whioh flows past 1Jijalpur and enters the Indore R.iver below Martandpala. 
An old Bund exi~ts below Bijalpur, and another at Hukmakhedi, on the stream 
coming,down from Rao. On the general principles above advooated, the renewal of 
these .Hunds is of course desirable; and again the expense would not be great, and. 
the return from irrigation immediate. But the Hukmakhedi stream is at present 
contamiuatM by th8 new and rapidly growing village of Rao. Some careful planning 
and drainage of this new suburb is in any ~ase necessary, since it is at present active,. 
ly repeating all the past sanitary mistakes and drainage evils of Indore City; indeed 
it is far worse, since being built too much on slum princip~es from the v..ery outset. 

The present· Bijalpur Tank would also be contaminated by tha~ large village;·; 
while the construction of the new Bund above this, with a. pipe to Martandpal~ or 
to the town would be of considerable expense; and that of the necessariIf deeper 
.cut across the ridge separating this fl.·om Bilavli would be yet more serious. 

Proposed BilavliSeepage 'Build. ,. 
I 

'Ve al"ethus being steadily driven back upon simpler and less expensive .. mea
sures. The first of these, and one which all our inspection party artt agreed in appro
oving, is that of a. sma.ll f;)eepage 'rank below Bilavli Dam. This would include and .. 
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subD?erge most of the existing Borrow-pits below th~ big Bilavli Dam. Its needed new 
low Bu~~ would cross the entrance to the PipIia valley, fora <ijstance of about two 
thousanq feet and a height or about ten feet. This would not only contain a good 
dea~ of :seepage water, but would aid the Bilavli Tank by diminishing the present 
pressure, and so fo~ce out less seepage with its diminishea" energy. By this new Bilavli 
Seep~ge Bund, thepreseot Borrow-pits below the big ;Bund weuld be submerged and. 
united, ~o their present contribution to the mosquito pest would also be put an end to .. 

. Bilavll Village &c. 

Coming now to Bilavli.village, at the N. W. 'Of this Seepage Bund, its few 
occupied houses on the higher level. may be prevented from contaminating the w~ter 

, supply. by the supply of simple latrines, best placed lVithin a garden at the farthest 
point from the water; and also. by cleansing their present well; but houses near the 

. water should be removed. 

Continuing northwards towards Plplla Reservoir, we agree that the old Dam, 
besides the great Spring, should at apy rate be estimated for repair, and the Spring 
itself put in order, so as more efficiently to' contribute its water to the general,supply. 

Descending towards the Piplia Tank, we noticed a camp of gravel-diggers far 
too close to the water-supply, and its removal further west was ordered.· But this 
5s obviously a recurrent danger; hence future gravel-digging should be regularlY' 
looked after by a trustworthy water-inspector on his regular rounds. 

'Piplia Reservoir and Neighbourhood .. 

On the west Bund of Piplia one is surprised by the wastefully broad channel 
cut by the engineers of the Bilavli scheme to koep down the level of Piplia Tank:
it is hf;l.':'d.. to see why; the more. since this huge gap has annually t9 be built up again 
with Hand'l;>ags. .Is it not desirable to restor,e the' old Bund at this point, and t~ add 
a more moderate and e~sily workable outlet, if here requir~d at am ' 

. , . 
That an Gxteusive waste of water takes place on this west side of Piplia 'lank, 

is increasingly obvious as we desce1id~northward~ along it$ Bund, from the increas-' 
ingly e~uberant vegetation, with palm-trees, and at length a positively ~arshy chariic
ter. This marshy area widens and straggles down all the way to 'the Mhow Road, 
where its main charluel enters the reservoir of Martandpala. under the J;3ridge. It· 
thus becomes evident that the, clearing and deepening of this long neglected area 
would yield additional and substantial increase of reservoir accommodation at mode
rate cost . 

. ,.. Turnin~ north-east~ard along the Bund of Piplia, we note again an ~xtensive 
"ma~'~hy expan~e, of mud and rushes. This is no doubt mainly due to seepage from 

Piplia; yet i':l it not possible that some of the deeper seepage from Bilavli is also spring
ing:'out here? In any case this may be worth cleating and moderate deepening, with 
the,additi'on of a small external seepage Bund? Yet the main advantage of this,·as we 
shall see, may be obtained .by improvements lower down. Meantime channels ~honld 
be cut through-this marsh to drain its waters to the main channel a little way 6elow. 
Sricl~,chantlels may also be cheaply cut, and with advantage,~along the course of see
page between Bilavli and Piplia tanks, sin~e some further economy of water now be-
jog lost, between evaporation and sinkage, may thns be inexpensively realised. 
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A ramble through Piplilt. Village of course sho\vs minor sources of contamina
tion,and permanel}t risk as well. The former should at once be dealt with since 

, -, 
little expense is required. But the ultimate removal of this village seems inevitable. 
Happily a good and sui~able site i!l available a little way eastward,and conveniently 
on the west and north Sides of the small old agricultural Ta'nk at a safe distance 
among the fields: this would peed only a connection to the main road nO,t far oft 

Martandpala Reservoir~ 

Returning to the Mhow Road Bridge, the improvement of Martandpala has 
now to be considered. From our associated inspection, we agreed that the height
ening, by three feet, of its well-built masonry Bund at the north end is easily and 
inexpensively practicable; thus substantially increasing its storage capacity, and 
further holding up water between the Bridge and the Piplia Tank itseJt: and so also 
forming. to that extent" an. additional Seepage Bund for Piplia Tank, similar to that 
projected by the, Chief Engineer below Bilavli. 

Thi~ raising of Martandpala Bund by 3 ft. admits of laying a iarge pipe ('from 
~ the ample stock lying in P. W. D. Store) to join the main pipe from Bila\"li, which 

passes here at the very moderate distance of about 850 feet. This operation is again 
simple and inexpensive, and will be of obvious value and economy in maintaining the 
stability of both the .Municipal and the P. W. D. Water Systems. 

I t has been suggested that the ex.isting open Municipal Chal:nel trom Mar
tandpala town wards, mlly then be dispensed with, since this is obviously li.:lble to 
contamination, while the P. W. D. pipe is not: and since tIlis .can easily be connected 
with the Municipal pipe further down at s6me suita.ble point, e. g. at Chattri 
Bagli, or close to the junction of the Piplia and Sherpur pipes; indeed both. 

Yet since this mny be taking a risk of acpident, however small, this open 
channEl should not be altogether abandoned, but kept permanently clean, open and in 
good repair, in reserVe . .. 

Order of Improvements R~commended. 
" .-

After this long discussion, and these., many detailed recommendations, the 
reader will fairly ask" Which of these is m~t urgent and best worth proceeding 
with" 1 W~ are unanimous in agreeing that the first matter is the above,:j,ndicated 
improvement of J.-Iartandpala. This may involve some improvement of the water
way under Mhow Road Bridge, and this matter is therefore also being considered by 
the.State Engineer. 

The· clearance and further' increase of storage accommodation upto Piplia 
obviously gOE:S with this. After this may naturally come the cleaniling and improv
ing 'of Piplia Tank, again no costly matter, and the cutting of shallow Seepage Nullas. 
upto 'and beyond the biO' SprinO' to Bilavli Villacre, above which the small Seepage o 0'.. 0 

Dam'may also ~ith advantage be constructed. " I, 
I 

City Water .. lmprove~ents. 

So far a.ll 'will be clean and clear, and notably inexpensive. And since the P. 
yv. p. pipes and standposts are now repaired and in good ru~ning order, thl:\ .. City 

, will have It. full opportunity of judging by experience how far' Its .watel:-supply 18 for 
the present sufficient. :Many further improvements are also pOSSIble With the preseut 
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supply. Thus existing consumers. can be given a iarger allowance, an'd for longer houfa. 
for their domestic uses. 

" Additional Sta~d-pp'sts ~an be erected at suitable places, and in considerable" 
number; also' PAbtic Baths and 'Vashing-Places. Domestic connections can also 
largely. be supplied. ' . 

, Provision can be made for the daily Flushing of Drains from stand-posts at 
th'e higher levels. Indeed may we not sometimes utilizethe'fle flushing waters in the 
first place as public Founiiains, which would add a new beauty to Indore, and be a 
pe,rpetual joy to the children, as also -fill drinking-troughs for cattle and horses? 

Through the town supply may now for years be abundant, at any rate in 
comparison with the past, all possible economies should none the less be exercised. 
Th~s wasteful enterFrises, like Flush-Latrines and Pail Depots especially, should be 
guarded agains~. The enormous daily supply of Municipal water to the State Mill, 
which involves most of the capacity" of its local pipe, to the great disadvantage of the 
public who have' the first claim upon it, should be withdrawn; arid this the more easily 
since this Mill has an ample and adequate Well of its own, and needs only a moderate 
outlay for pumping, like other Mills. 

Wells. 

Since all these Mill Wells are ample and excellent, I strongly recommend a 
survey of the existing Wells throughout the city, of which some are pro'ductive, and 
others may again be made so by cleaning. It must here be remembered that the 
furthl;)r raising of the river, which will be effected along with the development of the 
industrial town of N aya Indore, will further tend to keep up water-levels in the weUs 
towards the city_ Hence these valuable old sources may always remain in reserve In 
-case or either accident or scarcity'.~n the public supplies. 

A good many wells are still being mor~ or less regularly worked for gardenli; 
but others are not. But since a ligbt Steam Pump, with its coil' or hose, c"n 
.easily be fixed, on a cart, or other. v,ehicle, it ca.n be cheaply taken from well to 
well. I recommend experiment with such a pump, as a MuniCipal service, to he 
kept constantly travelling round the city, utilizing water from the wells (and when 

• more convenient also from the river), for street-wateT·ing, drain-flushing, municipal 
gardens etc .. thus notably saving, for domestic uses, the water supplies from the 

'pipe systems of the Municipality and the P. W. D. I also see no reason why this 
itinerant municipal pump should not be hired out, and at ~ charge kept as moderate 

, as possible, to pl'ivate owners or wells, for their own gardens. Th"t such periodic 
hiring and use of the municipal pump would soon become popular, is a hope justified 
, by the great economy or such mechanical pumping over the present costly employ-

, ment or bullocks and men at present more or less specialised ror garden irl'igati.)n 
·purposes. Anq from the point of view of a possible scarcity of water in dry years, 
or through accidents, these reserve wells are thus kept clean . . . Further Water Resources . 

But dry seasons come from time to time, and even in succession; and thus the 
~n~i~ty of Water Engineers for great and full Storage Reservoirs must not be lost 
sight . .of. Yet tile costly failure of the present Reservoirs has given Indore mor~ 
than sufficient experience to give it caution ,before emb!lrking upon new ones; and I ' 
must confess thl1t the reading of the Reports of the various eminent 'Vater-Engineers 
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who ha.ve in previous years suggested additional Reservoi; schemes and the Iike,h,as 
left me cold. 

To such engineers it ~ust seem timid; yet as alr~ady indicated, I should obstin
ately proceed by doing first, and gradually, all the smaller, 'simpler, more economical 
operations, already enumerated. I would also have hopes (and eve'n ultimately for 
them) in all operations which would raise the water-level throughout the northern 
-distric~, and also. be useful for irrigation etc., as by repairing aU the small old broken 
Buods already mentioned, before undertaking any new .large ones. I would also 
fain prolong my survey into the uplands and hills~ in which the Indore water-yield
ing streams take their rise, and would seek to go into their possible planting, or im
provement of their existing forests with their Conservator, and consider alijo with 
him how far the simple process of IIColmatage," which is now being so largely employed 
by foresters in southern France and other Mediterranean countries, may here be ap
plied, or extended if already in operation. For this is not merely a gain to local forests, 

. but an increased saturation of the hills themselves, as the best of water reservoirs. 
For though above-ground reservoirs are useCul; even necessary, the great reservoir is 
and must always be Nature's subterranean one, and this is protected And incteased by 
keeping up the water-level, above, in, and around the city to be watered. And as this' 
level is raised, the existing success of the great Mill Wells may be expected to give 
an increasingly encouraging example throughout the whol8 new Industrial Town. 

Summary. 

In summary then, I am clearly convinced that no further great water 
enterprises are r,equired for the present, nor even for th~ needs of an increasing 
population for a good many years to come. For not only has the great increase 
been realized, of now bringing the P. W. D. system as it stands into actual service 
to the public at its many standposts throughout the city; but. these are capable 
of being considerably multiplied at other pla~es, while its pipes may also be 
extended to the various new or extending Suburbs around the city, and even to 
to the new Industrial Town itself. But for all this increased use, some increased 
Storage is very desirable; indeed in view of possible dry years succeeding the 
recent wet odes, this may be considered urgent. This increased storage should 
first be given by raising Martandpala Dam, with sueh improvement to Mhow Road 
Bridge as may be necessary. With this comes the large further reservoir accom
modation availabl~ south of the Bridge, and thus extending Martandpala upio 
Piplia Bund and with:all this area raised three feet above its present level. 

Minor associated improvements upto Bilavli Tank have also been indicated, 
and the proposed new Seepage Bund below this is also well worth estimating 
for, and executing when tunds allow; after the completion of the. Martandpala. 
imprQvement~ with its· correspondingly diminished pressure upon Piplia. Bund 
with abated seepage. The cleaning, and thus moderate enlargement, of the area. of 
Piplia is also desirable, and 'Safer than the raising of its present level. The 
utilization of the good Spring midway between Piplia and Bilavli-the leading of 
:seepage by shallow Nulla Channels, into the main stream-and also th4t cons~ruc
tion of the proposed Bilavli Seepage Dam-these will each and all give consIder
ablo, and fairly calculable, addition to the present supply. 

Yet the further Geological study ot the Limbodi and tmavli Tanks, and 
partlcuJ.arly the lqcation of their disastrous internal Borrow-pits, by soundings, 
-should also be carried out towards the end of the present seas':)D; and my sugges-
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tion for the possible filling in of a 'few feet 'of the permeable bottoms of these
borrow-pits, by silt thrown in from rafts, may at any rate be considered. . 

Once more too'Lmust plead the great importance of keeping up the Water
plane throughout the whole water-area, and' this by repa.iring for their old 
Irrigation purposes the various broken Bunds throughout the 'entire district. 
The renewal of the broken BUlld near the middle of the new Industrial Town, a8 
also that further down, under the needed Bridge beside Suklil\, will also aid in' 
ke~ping up the water-plane,even in the upper water-collecting district south of 
the city. The accessory contributlon of the 'Sherpur Tank and ,vater-system may 
also be looked into and slightly improved in yield. All these are no doubt minor 
improvements; and give Jittle scope for the constructive talents and corresponding 
ambitionsof water-engineers: but it will be time enough however for these 
renewed activities, when the city threatens to. outgrow the water supplies thus 
incteased by the various and minor, but cumulative, measures above recommended. 
So as not to impede'them when they come to be needed, it is desirable, as soon as 
may be, te> look into the planning and sanitation' of the new and growing Rao, 
which cannot but othtmvise increase the contamination and other difficulties to be 
got over by any large engineering scheme in this direction. 

Final 'Note. 

Finally, if and when an increase of water supply comes to be required, the 
provision of this by large new Wells should also be enquired into, since the Mills 
are showing how great and permanent such sources may be, and also how 
comparatively inexpensive. 

Again, the possible construction of "Tunnel Wells", like those of the 
'Residency Town, and of the excellent and inexpensive water-works of Ujjain, (both 
'of which I have taken opportunities of visiting ), should lllso be considered, before 
undertaking more expensive methods, Buch as the .constructiqn of any further 
large Reservoirs above the city. The natural ~ltration of the water of oauch Tunnel 
W ~lls, with its relative purity, since atleast partly drawn from the underflow, and 
not entirely from the river, and also their freedom of lass by ev~poration, are 
advantages to be considered. Their effective and economical construction may 
also probably by that time have been, advanced upon. 

Chapter VII I. 

Report .on Recently Proposed Drainage Scheme for Indore. 

Introductory. . 

The civilisation of'Inqia has been strong, as regards Personal Hygiene; ana 
this for all or almost all classes, and from birth to death. Witness the birth-room 
set down in the standard planning of the· Shastras, and still common in old houses. 
Witness the elaborate regnlations for bathing, and for. the washing of garments: 
witnes3 finally the. funeral pyre. Onr British habit of cold bathing is recent, and 
has been largely aided by the habits and demands of returned Anglo-Indians; while 
our Cremation Societies yet more distinctly ackDowledge Indian example. As 
regards the disposal of the daily evacuations of the body however, India seems at 
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first sight to remain largely at the primitive stage common to all peoples: 'yet even 
in this matter ,manners and religion have acted; and enjoined modest disappearance 
into jungle or along field edges. Bu~ while the Law of Moses, in this respect more 
advanced, commanded tpe covering up of the daily product by earth, Indian custom 

, leaves this to the natural agencies of air and sun, and thus also to insects. Bnd wind 
in dry weather. and to running :<vater in the rainy senson: so th{l.t, when population 
increases, there is also much contamination of drinking water, aDd of air and food 
by dust, and of the latter by flies. Hence in all these ways a large and ever increas
ing proportion of the appalling disease-rates and death-rates of Indian cities is 
thus explained; but is also seen to be greatly reduceable with better Hygiene. 

Some other circumstances; each doubly unfortrinate, have historically conspired 
with this un-Hygienic state of things. All castes have· practically. acqUired ~4e 
repugnance of the spiritual and ~emporal aristocracies in shrinking from COD

taminating contacts, and have deputed these to untouchables, speoialised as SweeperlJ, 
but left without adequate training OJ;' direction, and hence given to dispose of their 
daily burdens in too careless ways. And though attempts lire made in every Indian 
town and city to improve matters. I do not know or hear of any' in which the 
.sweepers have been organised with success comparable to that of the other humbler 
officials and servants ofthe oity. Yet the #!Iweepers are obviously at many points 
acquirin~ the claes-consciousness of the wor1dwide Labour Movement. They have 
at certain places already had their strikes, and with, the success which is almost 
ensured by their ptlculiarly strong oontrol of domestic comfort and even health. 
Thus unless ~ivic thought, and even its. best -statemanship, be directed to these pro
blems, there are obvious risks ~head of every city in the nearing future. Yet in 
these days, when the condition of "the depressed classes" is increasingly coming 
before the public mind, there can surely be no better beginnings toan those which 
can be made in every city, by an attentive study. not only of the cleansing problem, 
but of the labour problems it involves; and, beyond e'9'en these, of the social and the 
human problems as ~et too little considered, either'by hygienist or economist. 

_ Instead however of undertaking t.hese difficult problems, it would obviously be 
simpler if we could cut their knot away, as is so largely done in European cities, 
by the thorough lntroduction of a Drainage anq Water-cl~set system, thus replacing 
latJ.'ines and sweepers together. ~;: This course has naturally commended itself to the 
educated and prosperous Indian public; and all the more since actively supported by 
Medical men and Health Officers, a.nd urged by Governments, sometimes aided by 
them also. Hence the numerous and ever-increasing Drainage Schemes of the Indian 
Municipalities; with the absence of any~definite opposition, save that, on grounds 
of expense /I Municipality may ~hesitate befor~ acceptance. As regar~.s a~t\ve tec~
nical criticism of existing Drainage Methods In general, or of any City scheme In, 
particular, I have not as yet met any case in India. And as habituated through 
life in Europe to all modern drainage and its conveniences, and without car.ing for 
their cost, it is only within very recent years that I have venture~ to enter Into.the 
study, much less the criticism, of any drainage scheme, the more SlOce fully· consciOUS 
of my own deficiency of technical experience and skill in such matters. 

Drainage Scliemes in Indian Cities. , 
Yet in recent years I have been once and again compelled. to study the 

Drainage, actual or projected in cities, for whose planning, and lDl~rov~ment.I 
have been called in. And though approaching these with a preposse~slOn In t~elr 
fav~ur, and with fuU. expecta,tion or efficiency and' economy, perfected by techmcal 
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ski~l of engineers and hygienists acting together, I have been increasingly astonished, 
indeed positively dism.!J.yed, to ~nd these imposing and costly sohemelJ each turning 
out t·o be in the main a new and striking instal!ce, sometimes even a flaming one# 
of the famous saying of an old statesman in one of Europe's greatest crises before 
the present one--;-"See, my son, with how littiewisdom the world is governed '" 
Yet the circu~stances of life have m!l.de me respeotful of the knowledge, the skill, and 
the ~chievemen~s <?fEI,lgineeers, both Civil and Mechanical; for after seeing the con
\struction of undertakings still unsurpassed, like the Forth and· Tay Bridges, like 
the Glasgow extended Water-Supply, or again Sewage Purification Works like those 
on Clyde and Thames, a mere to\\ n-planner must feel as a pigmy working among 

. the feet of giants. Again as for the past forty years a teacher in one great School 
. of Medicine after another. one does not readily attack his life-long colleagues in· 
their _Departments of Public Health, much less venture rashly to criticise their 
g~ueral accepeance of and co-operation with schemes of City Drainage, prepared 8.S 

these are to the satisfaction of the neighbouring Faculty of Engineering, also with 
its formidable hody of expert colleagues. 

The importation into Indian cities of European Drainage methods has thus at. 
first, and long, appeared to hie as natural and necessary a 'process as the introduction 
of Railways, or the making of modern Bridges and Roads; while I have also been 
confirmed in this docile and:unquestioning acceptance by the ample and experienced, 
literature of Indian Hygiene; Work!'! like Major Clemesha's IISewage Disposal in 
the Tropics" or like "Sanitation in India," by Drs. Tu!ner and Goldsmith of Uombay, 
-tholla admirably strenuous sanihrians whose. labours have so notably reduced 
the death-rate of that city-at first naturally seemed to me convincing, if not final 
upon the subject. • 

,In ad,apting the Cities and Town Planning Ex.hibition towards Indian uses, 
I therefore obtained as. many City Drainage Plans as possible; and I exhibited these 
for some time with unquestioning faith, as eX'lmples for other cities in this respect 
still backward. In short, in every way, I used to accept the Drainage schemes exist
ing or in progress, as outside my scope, just as with Docks or Railways, and these 
even in the great majority of cities for which I have had to plan. The difficulty, and 
even reluctance, with which 1 have gradually been forced, through various' un
avoidable studies and criticisms of particular Drainage Schemes, into the position of 
criticism which I must here adopt as regards the. present sc~eme for Indore,' on 
which I have here to report, will thus be realised. 

Criticism of Drainage without Town Planning. 

I ~ay best e~plain myself to the reader, whether he be of technical knowledge 
or rione, by recapitulating for him the steps of my gradua.l disillusionment. My 
first surprise was to find that my own limitations, of knowledge and experience as 
regards Drainage and other engineering matters, are even surpassed by that of 
their experts as regards TowuPlanning. For I have always understood the pur
'pose, the scope, and the general principles of their work; but. they uilua~ly nothing of 
mine. The position which engineers in India still generally maintain. and even. 
impose, IS thus well illustrated by a .leUer before me-one typical of the all but 
general level of civic thought, and town pla.n~ing knowledge, among governing 
authorities and :Municipal bodies-from a distingUished civil servant, in charge or 
one of the most historic and beautiful Cities of India, and in which he had done m& 
the honour of consulting me with regard to its greatest monument.. In this he 
regretfully explains t.hat It 8,3 both Water ana Drainage schemes are in contempla-
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tion,. our Oity must deny itself the luxury of Town Planning." This absence of 
comprehension that Water and Drainage are parts of a Town's Planning is however, 
as my Own confession above shows, too largely to be blamed upon town-planners 
themselves. Yet had my correspondent reflected that Town-Planning is concerned 
by no means fundamentally with the care of monuments, but with the improvement 
and increase of Communications, with the Sanitation of congested;or otherwise 
unsatisfaotoryareas, with Laying-out rnewExtensions, and so on, it would have 
become evident that such Planning should precede and facilitate Water Supply and 
Drainage-and this in many ways, from the resultant shortening of pipes and drains, 
with porrespondingly reduced expense, to that foresight and provision of future 
Suburbs, for which water and drainage will have to be extended. But not conversely: 
Engineering should not precede Town-pla.nning. For when the water mains 
and the dr~ins are laid down, as at present, by ~ngineers who simply accept the 
present confusion of streets and lanes, the present congestion of areas, they are 
sinking a great proportion of the capital outlays entrusted to them upon 
roundabout ways; aDd which it then becomes doubly difficult, and costly, to 
replan with shorter ones. In 11 word then, where Town Plpnning is done before 
Wat~r a.nd Drainage, great economies are possible; and conversely, where these, as is 
'still usual, are done before Planning, then loss, waste, and· difficUlties of all kinds 
arise; snd still more are prepared for. Sometimes of course an engineer does realise 
this; and then rushes into town planning; but too often by the simple expedient 
of drawing straight thoroughfares through the town plan, and ~then sawing them: 
,through it regardless of cost and consequences. 

City Drainage Plans. 

My next disillp.sionment arose from the study of those general Drainage Plans 
which I,had colleoted, and in particular ofthose of cities by which I have been con
sulted. ' For while their technical details, as of drain· sections, man-holes, latrines 
etc., are shown with a clearness which leaves nothing to he desired, this cannot be 
said of the general City Drainage Plan, upon which the whole scheme has ofcourse 
to be understood. IIi my eKperience of plan-collecting and plan-reading (now twioe 
,over of the largest collection in existence,) these Drainage plans are the most obscure 
and difficultly intelligible of any. For an instl\nce of this, I need not go beyond the 
present Dra.inage Plans for Indore (for which I am told the sum ofBs. 85000 has been 

; paid). As above stated in general, so here in particular, I find no fault with the clear
ness of any. save the main one, the General Drainage Plan of Indore, on which the un
,derstanding of the whole scheme depends. But, with all my experience of plan-reading, 
I have failed at all to grasp this plan, until after having it re-drawn, and by an 
engineer personally conversant with the scheme in detail, upon the ordinary City Plan, 
which though of small scale, (330'=1") is much larger than this all-important one. 
I therefore believe that there is no person in Indore; or even in India, or out of it, 
who will clearly understand that Plan, so as to l.'e prepared to discuss it, without 
also taking the same trouble, i. 6. of having preparedsuoh a new, enlarged, ordinarily 

'legible, edition of it.,' 1 do not of course say that suoh plans are prepared with the 
intention of mystifying Municipnl and other authorities concerned; but in practice, 
they do so: What I say, and with other such drainage plans before me, is,-that I 
have never yet met any Municipal or other governing person, who could evert 

'seriously attempt to mast~r the understanding of the soheme proposed to him upon 
any such plan as this. 

That this is not a trifling criticism will be understood from the fact that it is 
-essentially in this one plan that the Design of the whole scheme is expressed; and hence 
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upon -this entirely depends its understanding by the Municipa.lity and their advisors; 
and therefo;re of its aggregate of Estimates accordingly. Yet it is upon this very 
plan of Indore Drainage .that I am now criticising, that. but for Mr. Lanohester's 
vigorous intervention a few years ago, there would have been signed a Contraotsaid 
to .amount to -35 Lacs or thereby. Secondly upon this same plan, the new Estimates 
now ·before lpe for report, amounting to over 15 Lacs, are also essentially based. The 
conclus;on to which this, an(!>ther experiences beyond Indore, is thus forcing me, is, . 
t~t Cities a~d' States enter· into these great Drainage schemes whhout .clearly or 
sufficiently understanding what their !!cheme is; and consequently with quite in
adequate criticism, either of the Drainage Design or of its Estimates accordi~gly. 

But:hOW that this proposed prainage plan has been translated into clearness 
upon the Town-plan, we can proceed to discuss both Design. and Estimates in some 
detail. 

Indore Drainage Plan. 

I shall here of course assume the levels (\f the town to have been correctly taken, 
the course and depths of sewers to have been carefully considered, and with the 
slopes necessary for sufficient flow; an<r&so that the execution of the scheme will be 
efficient in all its technical details. . . , . 

On the strength of all this technical accuracy, and efficiency, the engineer is 
accustomed to claim and get his way with his clients. who are and m1J.st be in all 
these matters practically in his hands, and who therefore commonly in India, (and 
indeed all the world over) accept such estimates, and sign the Contraots accordingly, 
without scrutinising them, indeed even without really comprehending them. From 
this state of things there seems no escape, sinoe neither citizens nor th~ir rulers 
are prepared to grapple with the d~tails otengineering. 'Yet any reasonable man 
can understand the fundamentals. Let us therefore look together into these. 

As regards the course of the proposed Drainage, its main outlines may readi. 
ly be followed from their beginnings

7 
and through the three main Interceptors, to the 

long northward Main Drain of Outlet. , And though the present scheme provides 
only for the city west of the Ra}.lway, provision for communIcation with future 
surrounding quarters is duly made .. :-. Of course this involves corresponding capital 
outlay for larger sewers and' main drain than are at present required, but in· any 
such scheme such anticipatory outlays are inevitable. ., 

Drainage of Sia Oanj; and from the Residency Town? 

Let us now study the branches and visit the areas which they serve. Begin. 
ning witp Sia Ganj, questions at once arise. Is its drain to accept the sewage of 
the Residency Town 1 If so what arrangement has been made with its Municipal 
Authority ~ For in this case the drain must be larger, if n~t deeper, and hence 
much more costly accordingly, and this increase. with its corresponding differences in 
upkeep, is ·thus fairly chargeable to the Residency. At present its entir~ drainage is 
discharged into its River, thus pplluting that of the town, and ruining from the 
outset the hope of Indore City of purified Rivers. Yet without this, what need gf 
all this expense 1 Why not let the Drains run into the Rivers as they do at present? . ~ 

The, Residency may t>fcourse say, and perhaps still in this country defen4il 
legally, surely not quite generously-That is Indore's affair ! Such license of pollution, 
by any town, of the river and city below it, has too long also existed in England} but 
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is now put an end to, so that any town can interdict another, even 20 miles up 
stream, from polluting its river. With the rapid advance of civic regulation in 
India, which. is only temporarily interrupted by the War, decisive legislation, ending 
all suoh nuisances, Dlay soon be expected. in India. Towards this advance, Inter
governmental accord, such as is necessary in the present case, should give an 
example, and an impetus, to such legislation, and this in the right' spirit. Hence 
this matter needs to be amicably gone into forthwith, ~d of course before this be
ginning of the. Indore Drainage Scheme can be undertaken. , 

Possible Treatment of Residency l>rainage. 

I have not had time to study the drainage of. the Residency in anY,c:latail; nor 
ofcourr;e have I any standing in its matters; but I may submit that an arrangement 
might be come to, on the principle of admittint{ the Residency storm-water to the 
rivet: as at present, but having Residency sewage kept out of the river and propel-
1y treated, whether by septic tanks or other methods, so as to relieve Indore City 
from its present dilemma, i. e. of either providing a. substantially l'irger drain, to 
accept this drainage, or or- continuing to endure a continuous pollution of its rivers 
after it has at no small cost amended its own fa~l,ts in this respecG. 

Yet \here Dlay be a much simpler solution.' 'After a visit with Mr. Hakumat 
Rai to the outfall of this Sewage into the river, at the Bund a little below the 
Residency Eridge, it appears to us clear that an t:asier and most economical and useful 
way, and for all concerned, would be for the Residency to construct 8. Tank at this 
point for the reception of its Sewage, and to pump tqis through a pipe across the 
river to irrigate a field area acquired on the opposite side, whiah would thus 
become a productive Garden. 

Danger of Deep Drainage to FoundaUons. etc. 

Before leaving Sill. Ganj, it· should also be noted that a minor, but n(lt 
unimportant caution is given in the estimates, viz • .. that the State will employ 
competent Inspectors to inspect the shoring of all excavations, and that ,if ttey are 
sat,isfied that the work is done properly, we would.be relieved of all the responsibi
lities in case of sinkag~.Qf any buildings adjacent t~ .the drain lines " . . ~ : , 

,Sill. Ganj is u~usually wi'de; but, in tbe far narrC)wer streets of the old city._ 
deep excavation is full of danger to foundations ,~ot always massive enough for 
the yielding soil on which mos' ott Indore is built. I thus do not envy either the 
engineer his responsibility for the shoring of the sites of these deep drain excava
tions, nor the inspoctor of his work. Even apart· from the enormous]y incre8sed 
expense of deep drains, every endeavour should be made toward~ diminishing the 
proposed dep~h, at Sia Gallj and eisewhere. For such accidents are quite familj~r 
to engineers, and even where all precautions are taken,' cracks may still appear. 

Another economio consideration, commonly ignored between the two con
tracting pllrties, but of disastrous incidence upon the citizens, is the e~ra time 
required for deep excavation. It if> no trifling matter of loss. to Sia Ganj, for 
instance, to obstruct its traffic for the twelve months or more which may easily be 
consumed in making this proposed drain, deep and large enough to carry the whole 
sewage of the Residency. Similarly in the old city, the still greater obB~ruction of 
its narrow business thoroughfares during these operations should not be forgotten. 
since all this m~st practically add lacs of loss to the total burden of the community 
in this matter. 

14 
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Drainage Scheme of North-West Quarter of city. 
\ 

Pnss now to another section of this Sc4eme, that of J una Risala and Gafur 
Khan's Chhaoni. Here is a large existing pukka storm~water drain running down 
hill norLh,\vards into the deep Nufla which is the present. North~west boundary of 
the city. Some natural surprise cannot but be felt by laymen in engineering when 
they learn from the former plan (1) tha.t all this storm-water, ·running into this 
~teepest Nulla ,of the whole city, and that remotest from dwellings, was in the form~r 
( 35 lacs) scheme· .to be turned \ backwards into the main city system; and even 
now (2) that in· this :reduced ,( 15 lacs) scherpe, the ordinary drainage, at 
present accompanying this, is similarly to be turned back into the· Northern 
Interceptor. I confess not to. be attracted by such a costly achievement, 
in the turning of wfiter uphill; of course by deepening the reversed current, 
until the former end of the drain, at the N ulIa, becomes it-s beginning, and 
th9 new end of this dL'ain underlies~ by many feet, its former beginning. 
The reader· will find it well worth while. to walk along the course of this 
existing pukka drain~from its beginning to its prese~~ " end down the N una, and 

. endeavour to visualise for himself the whole proposed situation-with the storm
water still running. downhill in the natural way, but t.he drainage led back in 'the 
reverse direction, and thereafter· through some two miles of additfonal pipes and 
drains, . ( of course duly deepened and enlarged to receive this) an the ,yay to the 
outlet-which would moreover now have to be beyond new IndustriaUndore, (and 
of course with its additional outlays ). 

Returning however to the foot of the N ulIa, one sees that extensive sites for 
future extellSiOliS of the city exist northward and westward beyond this point, 
and further down hill; and these I had planne~ so far accordingly, and before looking 
into these drainage plans at all. So when these suburbs oome to be drained, connec
tion uphill with this proposed scheme will not be possible; and any drains for these 
must therefore ·be taken along the valley of the Nuila; of which the upper drain thus 
need not have been reversed at all . 

• 
Hence the IIlost ordinary foresight indicates that this portion of the scheme 

should be abandoned. But if so, the· whole valley of this liulla. may and should be 
drained separ~tely from those portions of'the city which are in. the parallel valley 
of the main river and on its slope. Moreover this· Pilia Nulla drains at present. 
much the larger portion of the city lying west of the main River, indeed nearly 
three fourths of it~ • 

N ext too, one comes to see that it might be easier and cheaper to drain the re
maining quarter of this main part of the oity towards this N ulIa, instead of turning 
this down the valley of the Indore River, as less 9utting, and this not so deep, 
would be required. 

But the dual scheme, of draining each valley by itself, seems obviously simpler, 
and more economical in construction, as notably by now no longer requiring danger
ous and costly deepe~ing, much as at Sia Ganj. 

I am however reproved for thus bre&.king up the fine unity of the present 
scheme, 'siuce this would leave the drainage of the East side of the River to be 
separately dealt with. 

In every science we seek intellectual unity. In every art and in every craft; 
m!lnseeks artistic unity; but after all, each of these two distinct city valI~yai& 
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;itsel£ a unity; and that of water quietly running down hill in each, and this as far 
above the proposed depths as possible, will also satisfy ordinary minds; and perhaps 
,that of the Municipal Treasurer as well. 

Consideration of Estimates. 

. Turn now from such discullSion of the General Scheme ( though this exami
nation might be interestingly continued) to that of its proposed Execution, as in
·dicated by the. detailed Estimates. Such details at first sight can also hardly but 
appel\r too technical for the layman; and hence again municipal and governing 
authorities so commonly resign themselves to their wholesale acceptance, and without 
criticism, even of the ordinarily intelligible detB;ils. This factor is permanently 
helpful in explaining publio estimates generally, (as why the present War, for ins
tance, is costing the British Empire its full eight million' pounds a day ~-a subject 
now atlength becoming looked into). 

Cost of Excavation. 

But when we sum up courage to face such estimates, they soon become broadly 
intelligible. We may not be familiar with "Flap-valves," or "Peet's valves," nor be 
able to judge bf the expense of iron pipes or stone·ware ones, but for all such minor 
items our Municipal Engineer can keep us safe. More important in this section of 
.the estimates is the cost of excavation and re-filling, includiag shoring. Note then 
how, in the main sewer, where only 8 ft. deep, these cost Rs. 5 per 100 cubic feet, 
but where 15 to 18 ft. deep Rs. 12, and where 30-33 ft. Rs. 22. Similarly for the 
Southern Interceptor, which ranges fror;n 15 to 18 ft. at Rs. 12 per 100 cft. to 
33·36 ft. at Rs. 24. Again for the Northern Interceptor, with its similar 
necessary increase of cost with depth. Hence the economy of diminished depth of 
the scheme, as has been aboy's suggested for the two localities above, apart from 
the saving of time ofponstruction and the diminished risk to foundations. Again, when 
we look into the coat of pipes, we see how rapidly this increases with their diameter; 
and hence how the above-suggested divided scheme of drainage, of each of the two 
natural valleys by itself, would in these respects again effect economy. For by the 
use of these, these northern and aouth~rn interceptors',which for unity's sake, are 
-cut so, deep through the intlervening ridge, ,vould not be needed at all. 

We J;Ilay now turn to sample the ~cheme in its debils. 

Urinals, Latrines and Pail Depots. 

As oities go, Indore is already not Sf) badly provided with Urinals and 
Latrines, each of moderate size and expense. Municipal Latrines hitherto average 
Rs. 35 per single seat, Rs. 60 per double seat, and so on decreasingly, while dou~le 
Urinals formerly co~t the city Rs. 55 each, but are now constructed mo~e perma
nently in stone, yet at an even lower figure. It is interesting therefore in this esti
mates to find that two-seated Urinals are now to cost Rs. 451 As. 4, and four-seated . 
-ones Rs. 556 As. 4, and that of these a. total of ~9 are to be provided, at a cost o£ 
Rs.12,603. . 

Much more marvellous howeve~. in its monumental generosity, is the scheme. 
for Dew Latrines. For all small ones, like those at present· in use in Indore and 
other ordinary places. are now ignored; and the new f~shion is to be introdu~ed. 
Thus along the main sewer alone we are to have two te.n-seated Flu~h-Latrl?es 
at Rs. 483 As 4 per seat, i. e. Re. 4,834 apiece. Next a sixt~n-seated LatrlDe, ~ostlD? 
Rs.9,907; two twenty-four seated Latrines costing 12,713 ~ach; next one thirty-SIx 
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seated Latrine costing Rs. 16907; and finally a forty-eight seated Latrine, merely cost
ing Rs. 21,064. In summary then; no less than seven gigantic latrines are to adorn 
the course of this m'l.in sewer, with a total seating capacity of 168, and a total cost 
of Rs. 82,972. 

Coming now to the Southern Interceptor this has similarly its own set- of 
new great Latrines; and .now: twelv~, of which nQ l~ss than seven are twepty-four 
se4ted; so tha~ the seating capacity of this part of the scheme is 274, and it, total 
expense is to be Rs. 1,44,610. \ 

• 
The 1'i" orthern Interceptor has ten J ... atrines, seated for 226, and to cost 

Rs.1,19,184: 

Here again, have we not an inspiring sp~ctacle of magnitude and unity? 
How hopeful the future of this well disciplined population, in regiments (168+274 
+ 226 =) 668 strong; all parading in parallel rows, by tens and twelves, by sixteens, by 
tweQty~fours, and forty-eights, then all simultaneously seating within these stately 
temples of sanitation. What enligh~ened Municipality. like that of Indore, could 
hesitate to accept so sanitary l!o programme. Who would be deterred by an outlay under 
a mere 31 lacs, (Rs. 346,766) for thus extending its modest old fashioned institutioDs, 
though hitherto considered nearly sufficient 1 After this, the proposed Rs. 12,603, 
for extra Urinals, will be seen to be a mere bagatelle, making the 3! lacs more complete . 

• The facts that each of these 668 seats is to cost Rs. 519-more than,~he average 
dwellings of those using them are wortb,-and that it is constructed to use more water 
daily than .can be allotted to ordinary homes, are here Dot considered. 

But even in ,this Utopia of Sanitary Engineering, only the pc10rer olasses, and 
not.all of these, will go to. the public latrines; and hence'the domestia sweepers are 
mostly still necessary as before. For there is admittedly no prospect, in our time at
.least, of water-closets, since their expense is obviously prohibitive (0 any save the most· 
prosperous classes, who are but a small percentage of the community, say one-fifth 
at most. What then is to -be done with the sweepers' Cl:lrt-Ioads and burdens? But 
modern sanitation here again t~es to the occasion. The fragrant altars known as 
"Pail Depots" are to be provided; aud in quantity:-four along the main sewer, ten 
on the southern, and four on the northern Interceptor-eighteen in all. As from 
personal experience of these il) other cities, I can testify that each is capable of 
smelling as strongly as does the present or other Municipal Trenching-ground, the 
future fragrance 'of sanitated Indore must be admitted as adequately provided 

. for. For such advantages, an additional Rs. 24,453 are evidently not to l1e
grudged. 

Yet it is here interesting to note, that in some cities, as .. notably Amritsar, 
after these Flush-Latrines, and Pail.depots have been duly erected by their experts, 

.and paid for by the Municipality, their usa is interdicted by the Health Officer
that of the lnush Latrines on. acoount of their waste of water beyond <irdinary 
supplies, and that of the Pail-depots on account. of the fetid nuisance their use 
creates in their neighbourh~od. not to Bpealc of other sanit~ry disadvantages over 
even those of the old Trenching-grounds. -

. " Sweepers' Huts ". 

. It is interesting to note, that despite· all this ample provIsIon of temples, 
altars and subterranean c!atacombs for· the present sanitarian deities, the humble-

~- . 
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claims of Housing of the People are no' entirely forgotten; but on the contrary, 
a generous example is given. Twenty-six of what are here called "Sweepers' Huts" 
( but are obviously residences for the officiating 'Pujaris of the Pail Depots) are 
to be provided, at an expense of Re. 1575 each; Total B.s. 40,950. But how shall 
we afford to rehouse the remaining sweepers, 'say even 300 families? Let alone 
the 6 or &000 average working households of Indore-at present in houses of 
much lower value,-at this rate, or anything like it ? 

Flushing Tanks. 

For a final sample of the econorqies possible upon these Estimates, take the 
proposed Flushing Tanks, of which these are to 00-16 in all, at a total 'expense of 
Re. 14,9uO. Are these necessary at all 1 The existing P .. W. D. stand-posts at the 
higher points, or almost anywhere, have simply to be turned cn, to flush the 
neighbour-ing drains as ful1y as need be, and without this extra expense at all. 

Surface Drains. 

The letter explanatory of the Estimates points out, " as many surface drains 
have been made recently, Wt5 have not included these in our estimate"-{ meani~g 
presumably. the surface drains still required ). "The Estimates also do not include 
the Khati Mahal Branch Sewer, which is shewn in the drawings crossing the river 
above Kriahnapura Bridge, This Branch will probably be taken into Juui Indore 
Branch Sewer Jater." 

By the first of these two citations, the Municipality is candidly reminded that 
ihe City has still a good deal of expense before it for the Snrface Drains, which are 
necessary (and ofcow'se for anya:nd every scheme); and these need accordingly to 
be planned out for their ent,ire length, and atleasti broadly estimated and provided for 
as a regular iteni or nlunicipal expenditnre for years to come. As regards the 
second point, the approximate expense of this omitted sewer should' also be taken 
note of, the more since similar additions at various points would be required, as the 
scheme developed. 

, ( 

Septic Tanks. 

From the Summ~ry of the Estimates it appears that the Septic Tank System 
with which th~ scheme is designed to close, involves the substantial outlay of 
Rs. 1,45,000. Moreover as the area, required for any such large Septic Tanks is 
necessarily considerable, their location would now have to be removed below the new 
Industrial Town; and thus probably as far away as Suklia; indeed below this, not 
above. 

, 
Septic Tanks are now-a-days much advertised in India.a~d atleast two small 

examples already exist in Indore. Are these practically efficient 1 And are they 
economical, either in construction or in use? The ~esult of my visits, inquiries and 
observations on each of these points, here as elsewhere, is in no respect an ~ntirely 
encouraging one, whether as regards their detailed design and working here, or even 
their theory in general. I confess to regard such Tanks,-although often locally useful, 
especially where expense is no objection,-as still too much the test.tube experiments 
of a recenti phase of Bacteriology, enlarged and rendered p~rmanent, quite beyond 
their real merits; and further as adding a very large additional expense to Drainage 
schemes which here at any rate may be readily avoided, as I shall show in a later , . 
chapter. 

15 
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Estimates. 

As a final detail~ yet of capital importance, it must be remembered that it il 
clearly and frankly explained that "this Estimate is approximate only and no; 
binding;" and that "all rates are subject to ,Market fluctuations due to the present 
War, and matters beyond our control and may be cancelled without notice". Under 
present circumstances such stipulations are reasonable, indeed inevitable;' but they. 
fl.leo prepare for unforeseeable increase, and this more or less in all departments or 
the work. ' 

~ain Sewer, 
A serious factor of increased' outlay is that connected with the extension or 

~he Mliin Sewer. In the former scheme this opened on the River a little North
East of the Railway Bridge just beyond the Flour Mill, while in the present scheme 
it runs sO,me 2000 feet further to the Palasia N uUa " to a point near the new Brush 
Factory, where for the time being the effluent of the tanks may be discharged into 
hhe'river". But yet further extension is rightly foreseen, (though not yet estimated 
[or ), since the levels It have been worked out to allow the line to go two milcs 
Further on beyond Palasia Nulla at a future date, as it is proposed to extend the city 
in this direction ". ~o far well; but the great additional expense of this further 
Main Sewer extension~ as well of the enlargement of Septio Tank Acheme' and 
Estima.tes necessitated by the increase of population, must also be reckoned before 
the accepta~ce of any portion of this scheme is allowed to commit ,the City to 
the rest. 

Enough however of such criticisms of the present scheme, alike in SOllie of it~ 
gener8.1 features and ip. its magnificently prodigal extravagances of detail, not to 
complain of its inevitably increased cost through war conditions. 

Yet apart from this last, which applies to undertakings of every kind, the 
reader may well wonder and ask-If this 15 Lacs scheme be so costly in its details, 
what must have been those of the former 35 Lacs scheme, especially as these were 
estimated years before Lhe w-ar, when labour was cheaper, and materials propor· 
tionally much more so than a.t present? "The primary. answer of course is that tho 
former scheme also dealt with the storm-water of the city, and brought for ins tance 
that for the North-West Nulla back up-hill, as well as the sullage. But when we 
compare the two estimates in their four main items we see that their diff~rence, in 
round numbers, is only five lacs, and not twenty as onC! would expect. As r('g~rds 
the remaining 15 lacs of the 35 Lacs outlay proposed by the former scheme, 
I have not y~t the materials lor explanation before going to press. 

, - , 

A Sanitary Engineer's Criticism:of the Preceding Scheme. 

Now despite and after all criticisms, I am well aware that it will be answer
ed, and so far truly, that I am not a Sanitary or Drainage Engineer; and that I 
thus fail to appreciate this design in all its merits. 

But it has so happened th~t I have lately had the visit and assistance here of a 
trained specialist in this matter of Drainage and City Sanitation-Mr. A. C. Sinlla, 
who 'is not only a graduate from one of the most distinguishe~ centres of this subjer:t, 
the Engineering School of the University of Manchester, but has subsequently 
had experience in the employment of that Municipality, and also in that of various 
leading sanitary engineering undertakings in the Lancashire'industrial area which 
with its dense popUlation, exceeding even that of Greater London, has correspond-

.. ingly vast and thoroughgoing drainage systems in all its crowded to,,"IlS. 
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I have therefore asked Mr. Sinha to make an indepe~dent study of thes 
~rainage Plans; and his summary of his Report is as follows:-

.. In this scheme the defects that appear at first sight are too many bends and blind
alleys; both necessitating unnecessary length of pipes and lavish distribution of Flush~ 
tanks. 

The Contour Map is one of the most important drawings of every such scheme. with
out which it is impossible adequ:tely to design, or even to follow the plan intelligent
ly. But this does not appear among the set of plans. However a plan showing Levels 
of roads. has been lent by the Municipality. This brings out some of the needed details 
·of the essential fact.-that Indore City Hesin two main valleys (1) that of the ·uniting 
Rivers. and (2) of Pilia Khal, along the North·West boundary of the City. 

The Old and New Paiaces stand on the highest arel!- of the rise' between these 
slopes; i. 6. on the summit of the ridge between them. The area west of the Palaces, 
that north of Big Sarafa and that north of Pinjara Bakhal (south of the Excise Office). 
also all to the west of Chhattri Bagh.-making up something like three-fourths 'of the 
area of the City west of the Indore River-thus naturally drains North-West towards 
Pilia. Khal, which moreover runs at a lower level, and largely between lower banks 
than the Indore river; and with large open sites. suitable for Purification Tanks or for 
Irrigation Gardens. ' 

These facts should suggest to any designer to find a suitable outfall for the drains 
of this natural area, or even more, somewhere upon the Pilia Khal, with reduction in 
length of drains, diminution of their size, anq abolition of deep cuttings throughout 
the whole area.. 

Returning to the present Scheme as we find it, too many of its dJ;'ains are taken 
against gradient, thus involving deep cutting, even to 27 and 30 ft. at places. The 
deep trenches for the laying of pipes, will have to be made broad; this will again 
involve careful shoring to hold up the sides of the trenches. for the safety of the 
·existing houses; and all this will add greatly to the cost of excavation and pipe-laying. 
Even with sUClh care, I am convinced that such deep excavation, at any rate through 
the less broad streets of the city, will impair foundations, and even threaten disaster. 

Above all the defective general Lay-out of the Main Sewers, and their frequently 
great depth, will make the future connections of the necessary Street·Drains, not yet 
planned, both longer and more expensive than they should have been. 

The long line along Rambagh Road is ill chosen; and so is that along the Jail Road. 
The Drain along Rambagh Road is against the gradient and the road is not populous. 
Imli Bazar would have been doubly preferable, with its crowded Mohallas on both 
sides, and its good slope towards PHia. 

The bends, as in Chhipa. Bakhal, are too many to allow an easy flow; so here the 
absence of a. flush tank is noticeable. Yet two flush tanks are proposed within 100 ft. 
from each other in the North-West corner of the Hospital. The junction of tho throo 
drains west of Saddar Hazar is very badly designed; and many other defects might be 
pointed out. 

The Sewers especially, are too big since these a.re not meant to carry the wholo Storm 
water. For Indore ra.infall, (an average of about 30 ins during the year), the exist
in'" surface drains are quite sufficient. The Egg-shape in section, despite certa.in 
m:rits, should have been avoided, on account of the difficulties a.nd additional cost of 
construction, (say a third more than ordinary Circular sections). The ad~ition. ~n(l 
hiah cost of the Patent Invert Blocks, which are necessary below egg-secbon dralD~ 
. sh~uld a1s~ discourage their use; whereas concrete is sufficient under Circular ones. 

The number of Latrines is extravagant, and also the number of seats in them. I have 
never seen such large ones even in great Cities". 
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J~o~:s"'b.le ~lterJ;lativ~ ,prainage Scheme. 
- .. 

I have next asked Mr. Sinha's collaboration, with his training and experience,. 
ineD;quiring ~nto ,and s~etching out the possib~ties of a fresh and independent 
scheme of Dra~nJJ.ge for Indor.e;-a'scheme to be of the usual type, but this time 
with due regard to the local geography; ;and specially therefore of the courses and 
slopes of the two main valleys concerned, and .the, natural modelling of the area to be 
~rained. '~ssumi~g of courSe t~e levels ,to have been correctly t!1ken, and no~ing 
lhe resultant .s~oP'~s upon Ii. tracmg of the town-plan, we have naturally realIsed 
more ,than ever the·factapov~ nQte~ ?y ea:ch of us (pages 54 and 59) that it is the 
Pilia Nulla, N. W. of the town, which at' present drains most of it. and which 
should continue to'do so; with reduced, shallower, and therefore less costlyexcava
tion accordingly, since p.ow fully utilising t~e prevailing northward slope of t.he area 
as a whole, instead of largely cutting deep against it. We should naturally be inclin
ed, to dram and treat each valley separately, and thus without the costly deep-ly
ing connectioris. through the higher ground between them; and we are clear as to the 
praetica,bilitY,of thiseourse; and its many economies. Yet Mr. Sinha's study of the> 
levels" more thorough than mine, has strikingly brought out the further possibility, 
that of unifying the whole drainage of the City, if such unity be still desired,-not 
only leading into our i>ilia Nulla Main Drain,heyond its natural tributary drains, 
(that :of Juni Indore, and of the river-bank Mohallas opposite this,) but also, if need 
be, the drainag~ from the East side of the river-Siaganj, Tukoganj, etc. and con
ducting this westwards through the City. And now with only one main cut through 
t'M intervening ridge, instead of two interceptors of the former scheme; and, since 
this is now sent in the opposite and better direction, going only to a depth of 15 to 
18 ft. at the'verYlPlost, arid for a very short distance, instead of the extreme depths 
of these inter~ep'lors running to 21 and 30ft, and consequently with correspond
ingly long approaches, at less depths, 'but still great and costly. This fresh design 
is thus far les~ deep throughout, in fact in great part at the very minimum depth 
req~ired for the safety of pip~s running along and across roadways. These may be 
kept as high as 3ft. below the surface, instead of the 8ft. minimum of the existing 
ones. The economy from all thpse may be realised in a general way; and we regret 
that time ha~ not allowed the preparation of the approximat~ly contrasted plans & 
estimates for the same area, with their substantial economies. But even from our 
present outlines of these alternatives to the present schemes, we feel convinced that, 
with time and draughts manship, these might be worked out in all requisite details, 
'and at moderate expense, so as to survive criticism. 

In view how'ever of further considerations of the cost of Drainage Schem~s 
in general-not even excepting such improved ones-we st.ill deem it necessary 
here to consider the farther difficulties which. are in the way of any such scheme 
for Indore.' • 

Increased Expenditures inevitable beyond Estimates. 

By this time the reader may well be weary of all this destructive criticism, 
and anxious to see something done; and that as soon as may be, to mitigate· the 
manifest dirt, insanitation and river 'poll~tion of the city. So he may naturally 
ask-~' Granting certain economies from these criticisms, cannot at any rate some 
main elements of the present scheme be proceeded wit.h t But here I must answer 
with a further and more direct Criticism, and reply-You' have not even now 
really cO~I;1te4 the cost of the whole scheme; not this (1) even for the existing City 
much less for (2) that large increase 9f it which is involved by the present Town 
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Planning, or any modifications of it. And as no one will deny the necessity of tbese 
two forecasts, these areas must be clearly realised. 

I 

Fix:st the existinf€ larg~ Tuko Ganj area, east of Railway from Residency to 
Malwa 1\1111s, and thus lDcludlDg an area larger than that of the central city west 
of the river. Next, the nascent Industrial Town. Also the present planning of 
additional Suburbs and Extensions as detailed in cominO' chapters and shown on .,. , 
Plan, both to north and south of the . e~isting scheme. These would all be sewered 
with corresponding further outlays, and for an area again greater than the present 
one, as well require the modification of the existing Drainage Plan, even were 
this in itself perfect. 

It is obviously necessary to have these large' additional areas atleast roughly 
estimated for, beforE! any committal to the present scheme, which is thus but for a 
mere fraction of the whole area of Greater Indore. Taking the present area 
sewered at about one and a half square mile, the total area yet to be provided for, 
in the city and existing suburbs, is nearly as much again. To this must be 
added the new Industrial Town, and the new Suburbs now planned, for which must be 
allowed not less than four square miles more. And though the sewerage of such 
new areas would be of simpler design" with less of bends and windings, the total 
expense! for this fOlldold area would be very considerable. Moreover, since the 
population in these new areas will be much less crowded than in the city~ this 
e,xpensewould be incurred for a proportionally much smaller population. 

It is beyond my province at present to estimate for all this; but it is plainly 
an expenditure of enormous magnitude. 

Additional Expense of Water.Closets and Connections. 

I have already spokfn, and strongly, of the vagueness and insufficient 
understanding of Drainage Plans and Estimates by authorities undertaking them 
which is so common throughout India. Schemes seem orten entered into more from 
the feeling that anything is worth trying which promises reli~f from the many 
defective and even disgusting elemen~ of the present situation, than from any 
clear comprehension of what exactly is to be obtained from the large expenditures 
thus so lightly undertaken. But there is also a natural and growing desire for the 
introduction of the modern conveniences of the western cities, and in particular for 
the dO'mestic Baths and ,V. C's which are so much more attractive than their Indian 
equivalents, and which moreover rid th~ house both of water-carrier and 
s~eeper. 

There easily goes along with this growing public demand, an indifference to 
its expense: and of course the supply of these conveniences is not a Municipal matter; 
but one fllr each householder, atleast house-owner: and, outside the greater and 
more westernise(\ cities, these two are practically the Bame in India. 

But before introducing Baths and W~ C's, we require Water-connection in our 
street or road, and alsQ a branch of the Dramage system. . But these ordinary 
conditions of a. western city are not yet in sight of realisation in IndOl'e, even were 
the whole drainage scheme, as yet estimated for, completed to-morrow. For its 
drains traverse only comparatively few miles, say 16 of the total vast mileage of the 
streets a.nd roads,of the present city, even leaving out Mohallas where no such 
conveniences would be taken. Similarly even the two Water-systems united traverse 

, only 18 miles of streets, while drain·courses and water-supply do not by any means 
16 
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always 'coexist. Under these cir.cumstances there are at'present proportionally few 
houses large and valuable enough even to ~hink of the necessary double connec4 
tions, with their associated conveniences. 

The sanitarian and engineer are of course prepared to make all tl18 requisite 
municipal 'extensions of both systems, and to give house-connections throughout, as in 
a European town. Certainly; but at what additional expense to the Municipality, 
apd thus to the tax4payer? And within wh.at term of years? With what degree 
()1 new Excavation, impeding traffic in the narrow bazara, and each for many months; 
and with what additional risks to their often poor and always uncertain founda
tions? 

Cost of Modern Conveniences. 

But let us (wen imagine that an ever.ge~erous State, from its assumed 
limitless resources, were to intervene, with a. grant (taken from possibly more 
productive expenditure) of all the :;c lacs thus required for these enormous 
increases of water pipes. and of drains, it will still remain for the householders 
to make their own connections and pay for their own Baths and W. O'a. 
A domestic Water-connection may be roughly averaged to' cost at not less than 
Rs. 50 to 60 per tap, and this of course on the ground floor. The bath would 
seldom be the pukka stoneware European one, costing from Rs. 150 upwards, and 
and even metal ones do not yet seem to be manufactured in India. Even 
the most economical W. C. cannot be put in for less than Rs. 150 at the best, and 
probably more. The minimum outlay for one water-tap and one W.C., without Bath, 
would thus be atleast Rs. 2'00. Taking then this lowest figure, to give the scheme 
its fullest possible chance, we have to ask-How many houses in Indore are likely 
to face this moderate outlay 1 There are about 10,000 houses in the present Indore 
City area, apart from new Suburbs or Industrial Town. Say at the most 2,000 
likely to be thus provided at this expense? This mellns an 'outlay of Rs. 200 x 
2,000, i. e. Rs. 4,00,000. This large sum devoted to the plumbers' craft will be 
of course withdrawn from the previous channels of expenditure, and is large 
enough to be felt by these: still, we may let that pass. The essential fact 
remains that 'the 8,000 houses which do not take in ·W. O.'s require the sweep~rs 
&c., much as before, and are very little benefited by our Drainage Bcheme or its 
extensions. 'Yet its vast set of expenses has substantially been laid upon tht' 
tax-payers of the City, (or in case of grants, from iinprovements more productivo 
to the rural community and others) predominantly in the interest of the increased 
domestic comfort of the one well-to-do citizen out of every five. lIere in fact 
we have one of the main factors, perhaps the main factor, which explains Drainage 
schemes at all, though we do not forget their ,other uses. 

Und.er the3e circumstances, I,dQ not see how, in ordinary civic fairness, we 
-of th~ prosperous fifth, can ask for these comforts at all, since' they can' only be 
obtained at such heavy burdens upon the community. Have we not therefore to 
face the disappointment of giving them up as impracticable? At any rate until 
we can afford to transform and layout a new city, with its streets and houses 
-completely equipped from the first, as in Europe. Or atleast until we can afford 
Septic Tanks for wealthy areas, o.r some substitute for them (as is proposed later)? . 

So it must now be asked-Will :our new Suburbs, or our new Industrial 
'Town, be able to afford, just like a European one, all the Municipal burden of 
.drains for, their new streets; and the domestic outlays for the modern sanitation 
of their new homes? 
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Resources of Indian Cities. 

Next comes a yet wider consideratioI1, too commonly omitted from that of 
Sanitary undertakings and Public Works in India, yet none the less indispensable 
to any full and fair presentment of the question:-namely this, that the, average 
and the total wealth of this, or any other Indian, city, is proportiona.lly vetr small; 
in compariso~ with that of a. British City of the f!ame magnitude; while the tota.l 
area to be drained, despite congested Bazars, is usually proportionately much 
greater, since European houses are commonly of more storeys. 

I leave t,o eco1}omists to settle the exact es~imate of this ratio of Indian 
-City-wealth and Taxation-resources as compared' wi.th those of Western cities, 
but whether this be one twentieth or one fortieth, 'as varioll.'i calculations bring 
out, the difference is obviously a serious one. It has further to be noted that 
though labour is reckoned cheaper in. India, the, aggregate expense of executing 
a 'Drainage Scheme is certainly at no point so much less as might be hoped on this 
ground; and of course it is in some respects far greater, aa where imports are 
,requ.ired, . 

Yet here in India one constantly meets members of the educated public, 
otherwise skilled and intelligent, whose conceptions of city economies and possible' 
expenditure are too simple; so that they confuse the existence of a wealthy class, 
and of a few conspicuously rich men, sayin Indore, as "Wealthy Indore". Others, 
here in India, as also too commonly in Europe, imagine that they have but to 
call on " The State," to tap limitless resources; so that It can make up all possible 
deficiencies by generous grants from its practically boundless exchequer, or drafts 
upon its yet more limitless credit. But these are dreams indefensible in every 
day economic daylight. For high taxation is an obvious burden on existing 
Industries as well as on house-holders, and so an active barrier againf:!t the increa~ 
of both; Imd still more against the immigration of either. Secondly Ri~ce &. 

Government Exchequer is nothing beyond a Taxatio~ Bank, (and .. this t~e hardest 
beset of' all Banks ), its further" Grants" can only be derived from rural taxation, 
with cor,responding starvation of rural development accordingly. Yet surely this is. 
among the most needed of all State endeavours throughout India, at once.!3Q pre
dominantly agricultural and so tragically poor. 

, As a vivid instance of the real contrast of wealth, it may be mentioned tha.t the 
single city of Glasgow, not so larger as Calcutta, lately subscribed, in aweelJ:. or, 
so, to one of the recent War Loans, the iull £ 100,000,000 still being collected 
in India for the same purpose. 

Needed Alternative Scheme. 

After all these criticisms of the proposed DraiIiage Scheme, the reader may 
\VeIl be impatiently asking-What alternative do you propose? But since~ as was 
pointed out at the outset that the Planning of a town must be considered and 
broadly settled before the provision of its Drainage, we must return to our Town 
Planning of Indore. As this becomes worked out practically and clearly, it will 
,be shown tha.t a corresponding Drainage System of simpler and more economical 
type can be realized along with it; and, this I venture even to promi~e with
economy and advantage, and these alike exceeding what the reader, accustomed 
by this time to large figures, may at present hope. 
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Town Planning before Drainage. 

Beyond all this long but inevitable discussion:of this Drainage 'scheme 
in i~s various features and aspects, and of. the cost of these, the Town-planner 
may now begin to ask-What of City improvements of all other kinds, from Com
municatio~s to Garden Sub.urps and Housing? And what chance will there be within 
any ;reasonable time for the citizens of all or any of these, if Lacs 15 for the initial 
Spheme, plus Lacs x for its developments and extensions, plus even only Lacs 4 for 
domestic conveni~nces, withou~ baths, but plus other lacs for suburbs have first 
to be provided from the aggregate ~f public and private purses? 

Recall the proposition on pages 50 & 51, that a Town Plabning Scheme sllOUld 
precede a Drainage Scheme,-?ond riot' conversely. As evidence of this, the' coming 
Chapters and their plans will show that every street, every mohalla, every lane and 
house even, has now been studied on the spot: and thus hundreds of improvements 
in detail have been worked out for the whole populous area covered by the present 
Drainage Scheme, as well as for much more than this area of suburban districts 
around. Provision has thus been made for attracting a very appreciable proportion 
of city house-holders to the thousands of new sites planned outside the present 
Drainage area, both industrial and suburban; while the proposed removal of dilapi
dated and insanitary houses, amI of others necessitated by the improvements of CODI

unnications, from new lanes to new streets, roads, avenues and boulevards, as also 
for the' provision of open spp,ces and gardens, of schools and playgrounds, will also 
eompel th'e removal of a good many o~ the central popuIa.tion to new sites again 
outside that'Drainage area. And thus the many-seated Latrines would so far 10sEt 
their custoin. 

Again the situations selected for these must naturally be conveniently acc(:ssi
ble, yet as' far as possible isolated from existing dwellings. It is this which has in
volved their location so largely upon existing open spaces, like the Temple squares, 
the Well areas ,&c. of Indian towns; and thus in fact, the wholesale desecration 
of places formerly held sacred, and the occupation of all the best spots which a 
planner mmld otherwise most easily and inexpensively devote to new open spaces, 
to squares, or other dignified public use. A large proportion of the improve
ments which have been worked out in detail on the present plans throughout 
Indore would thus have been rendered impossible, had this scheme been executed 
on that principle of " Drainage before Town Planning ", which has been as yet 
mainly followed throughout Indian Cities; and to which, as 'we have seen, ev~n 
distinguished Municipal authorities still sodisastrouHly adhere. 
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Chapter IX. 

Suburbs of Indore: Plague Camps, Garden Villages, and 
Industrial Housing with appropriate Sanitation. 

Plague Camps and their Possibilities . 
• 

Even after repeated visits to these Plague Camps, 1 find it difficult to sum up 
their varied aspects. For here is the landscape beauty of the country, yet too 
mucK mingled with slum-like details. Seen at their best, here are the pleasant condi
tions of family life in the country, witJ.1 SOCilLI regroupings and friendly encounters, 
with return to rural simplicity and health, and practical immunity from the most 
dreaded of diseases. But all is too much alloyed with discomforts; as of over
crowding in small-roomed space, often with insufficient protection from wind, and 
from wet towards the close of the rainy season. The rural beauty of the situation 
is more or less spoiled for each cottage by its neighbours, so that the most dilapi
dated of Mohallas in town is more pleasant to look upon than are those ramshackle 
encampments. Yet experience, not only of Indore and other cities in the past half
generation but that of history in general, shows that plague is noteasiJy got rid of; 
so that the present precautionary exodus from the city may long have to be con
tinued-until. a far more adequate level of sanitation has been organised; as in thiS 
r~port we consider-and propose-how to do. 

Under th~se circumstances the improvement of these Plague Camps must be 
considered from more than the present temporary point of view; and this' alike by 
the City and the State as well as by house-holders personally. Happily however, it 
is evident that each of these Camps is a Garden Suburb in the making: so that 
with better planning, and with a little better.construction, the present huts may be 
made the beginnings and centres of 1uture permanent country village homes. It is 
in fact to the dispersive influence of plague that we owe the conspicuously large 
and well-built suburb of Tukoganj: and it is thence obvious that the development 
of such suburban homes should now become general amongst the wealthy and well
to-do classes, so that Indore may soon become surrounded by their villas and bunga
lows. But all classes need equally to escape from plague;- and under its pressure... 
even the poor are increasingly' finding the ways and means ot doing so. 

French Working Class Garden Suburbs. 

Thus· readily, and within a comparatively short iime, there may be extended 
to large areas outside Indore, and by means olthese Plague Camps essentially, the 
conditions which are so. admirable a feature of French manufacturing and commer
cial towns. In England, America or Germany, it is as yet only the prOSpel'Oml 
who have country homes as well as town ones; but in France, though money 
incomes and wages are not higher, the working mell have increasingly th.eir country 
cottages. These "bastides" may be seen extending for miles around Marseilles 
or Nimes; and each with its little garden, and even patch of vineyard; and from 
this country-home the father and the school-children walk or bicycle to town day by 
day. Thanks to the abundant, suitable, and cheap land around the City, the same 
conditions, for even very moderate incomes, are obviously practicable around 
Indore, and are even now arising in its Plague Camps. Hence this popular exodus 

_ only needs encouragement and guidance to produce Garden Suburbs second to 
none. 

17 
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Advantages of Country Homes. 

How then can this desirable 'growth be cultivated? Though some good pas
ture-land may be nMded, and neighbouring cultivated fields also be taken in, these 
new suburbs are also largel(arising on the compa.ratively waste land, as the driest 
and best fitted for dwellings: The areas at present allotted [ 60' )( 60'] need little 
enlargement to encourage planting and gardening; and for these the domestic sul:
l~ge water is available, and with advantage to home and general sanitation. Under
lying all this is the fact that people are invigorated by change of residence. WheJ,l 
both houses are reasonably good, however simple, more work and wealth can there
fore be produced; henc~ every city community should be very largely able to earn 
and maintain such substantial well .. being as the double home provides. Assu'ming 
the Municipality to do its part in local planning, in attention to roads, water, sani
tation,:goliceprotection etc" there is thus no fear of the more effectively working 
citizens heing unable to afford to do their part. 

To put this idea yet more clearly, it is not simply the prosperous who can 
afford a town and cOWltry house. Those who utilise the v&lue of such health-gi viDg 
change become more efficient, and prosperous enough accordingly to maintain 
this best of luxuries; since this in peculiarly high degree repays its cost, from the' 
bodily a,!-d mental vigour which are promoted by the alternation of rural and ur
ban life . 
• , 

Counting plague-huts therefore as the beginnings of such country homes, thE! 
construction of many hundreds; if not even thousands of houses for the Indore Gar
den Suburbs has thus actually begun. Still, there remains in Indore a very 
large class of people who cannot afford even the Rs. 100 or so which are necessary 
for a .decent hut, and who therefore remain in the City; and these are doubly ex
posed to plague, from their own rats and those from the closed houses of their 
more prosperous neighbours. Theseera.ts moreover are themselves depressed by 
diminished nutrition, and so must be more liable to the disease. To me~t this 
great difficulty, the recent. redoubling of the sanitary precautions associated with 
the Diwali Festival is obviously but a sample of the activity required steadily 
throughout a long period.' ' 

Present Military Quarters. 
, 

Here then is the occasion for strengthening the' appeal which must soon bl' 
quite independently made to the State by the War and After-War situation, to 
remove its whole military Establishment to a new and suitable Camp outside 
Indore. And here also is the inducement-in the aggregate a not insignificant 
one~of abating the expense of this great and costly, but inevitable change, by re
alising some cash value, or at any rate a rental for a good few. years ~o come, from 
the many houses of the present Military Lines. 

House Famine and Plague. 

Previous Military migrations. have indeed always thus been utilised; 
thus the sweepers of Lal Tabela occupy old cavalry quarters; and other example" 
might. be given. With repair, (no doubt with some demolition) the majority of 
these' houses might be made habitable for a number of years; and the present 
serious house-famine among the poorer classes would thus be abated. It is in fact 
to this house famine and over-crowding, and this not only in single rooms. of ordi· 
nary size, but too often in subdivided ones, (12' x 6' or even 10' )( 5') and thua 
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wholly unsuitable for healthy ,habitation, that the Plague is dlle. It is by no 
means Ii "mysterious dispensation of providence". It is the definite conse
quence of the over-crowding of ollr cities. This is partly due to the . growth of 
their populations, partly to immigra:tion; but also, and too largely, to those demoli-

. tions without rebuilding, which have been the frequent, and unfortunate, policy 
-of wellnigh all Municipalities during the past generation,' and often much more 
than in Indore. 

Land Tenure; 

To' develop our rough and temporary Plague Camps into proper Garden 
\ Suburbs, a first condition is of course that of permanent tenure on moderate 
groundrent: and this should be arranged accordingly. The Stl!ote and City, as wise 
landlordS, cannot but see their advantage in granting land on the easiest possible 

,terms; so as to attract numbers and develop large areas, from 'whose prosperity the 
necessary taxes may before long be realised. 

The congested and plaglle-stricken city is thus seen to possess within itself 
the possibilities of its own cure, and even of its reinvigorated growth and progress. 

Community Orouplngs. 

It is pointed out to me by Dr. Deo-here as everyWhere alert to the situ
.ation-that various communities and caste-groups desire to establish their own 
suburban groupings; and this has been considered and kept in view throughout 
the present varied scheme of Suburb-planning, which will· be seen to suggest and 
invite new groupings, as well as provide for, existing ones. I have indeed already 
,encouraging enqlliries 01 this kind,as notably from the Bohra ('..ommunity, and also 
-others. 

Planning of New Suhurbs in Detail. 

How is this planning to be most effective? However we may leavethe.City, 
the plague may fGllow,us. Its reappearance seems already bejpg assmed by such 
planless over-crowding of new plague-huts as is to be seen in progress in Rao. In 
Indore this is happily guarded against by the regulation plan, with spaces 60')C 60'. 
'The largest example of this ordedy 'type of Camp is that in the S. E., on Bhanwar 
Kuwa .Road, west of the Zemindar's Tank,' and the next largest is on the east; at 
Palasia. These, and the others,"'are all extended in the Plans, and with improve-

.mant, as Garden Suburbs, explained in chapters following . 

. Chapter X • 

. . Housingof . Cotton Workers~ 

Urgency, yet dlffleu,lties. 

Amid ali this Suburb-planning, there must come up, and more and mOl'e 
urgently, the questiou_' ofpl~ing for. the future Mill Area. For how are t~e 
-Cotton-Operatives, already from their poor housing so subject to pl~~, and ~19 
whether iIi the City or in the.Mil1.Suburb,to beprotectedi and thIS if pOSSIble 
Ilermanently! This question deeply affects the whole future of the cotton-~anufat}': 
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ture in Indore, iIideed in India. For ihis, like aU ourcompliaated modern industries,. 
is; already liable to derangement, and at many points; that of public health 
assuredly not least. . 

Argumentsfor:and against Housing by Empl9yers. 

Since in Indore, like various other Cities, the origin and spread of plague
~ largely traceable to the workers of this industry, the idea of housing them as 
far as possible quite outside the existing city naturally suggests itself. . And as 
they have no time and little skill to build their own houses, it seems reasonable 
to ask their enipioyers to provide houses, for them. Hence the Chawls arising 
within the Cotton Mill Compounds of Bombay, and the beginnings oft the same 
system in Mill Compounds here-; 'But when we examine these Chawls, \vhether in 
Bombay or Indore, we find their construction-despite good' intentions and efforts
is still insanitary in detail; because too crowded in plan, and too inadequate in 
space and iri. number of rooms-generally only one, ins~ead of the decent house
minimum of two. They are thus unsatisfactory in house-planning; and still more 
so'as regards town~planning, the general lay-out being too much .that of close
ruled paper. B~t this aggregate of defects, especially as the population it pro
vides for increases, and as the space it covers enlarges, will be found not only to 
add up'its defects, but to multiply these; and thus in short, to ensure that very 
ill-health to-morrow, which it seeks to guard against today. This is not, of course, 
saying anything against the good, and even generous, intentions of the employers. 
ButOotton-manufacture is a business requiring ana man's time and attention; 
and l;l.ousing and Town Planning are quite another. Moreover here is more than 
housing and town-planning. For it does not suffice merely even to plan and build 
the best possible suburbs and houses, and then to leave people in them. 
The ~unicipality must daily take Care of them, and with all the vigilance of a 
modern city at its best; and this in everyone of its departments-cleaning, lighting, 
police and the rest, health-supervision therefore above all. 

The employer who is asked to house his operatives, numbering thousands, 
within his compound, is thus practically also being called on to perform not only 
tl1e functions o~ town-planner and architect, but also little short of the functions of 
a Municipal President. But this is obviously as impracticable as it would he to 
;expect even our active Municipal President t(). run a. cotton-business,-say the 
State MiU 'or another-in his leisure time , .• ~ . 

.. There are yet other object~ons., The Cotton"Indllstry naturally aims ~t high 
dividends, and generally· in its history has realised them. But the Housing, 
industry never does, and never can. Hence in. asking employers to hous~ ~heir 
workers, we are seeking to diver~ capital.from familiar and remunerat.ive channels, 
to not' only unfamiliar bu.t relatively unremunerative ones; and this is a policy which 
is 'naturally uncongenial to directors and share-holders alike. True, in som('l case~ 
firms or individuals of generosity might rise to the occasion, but this can only be 
on grounds beyond everyday business ones. The imposition upon the employers 
of a positive regulation for the housing of their workers, though a policy often 
suggested, is also that of a new and heavy tax upon their capital, and especially 
ihat of new and young firms, and hence to their great disadvantage ali compared 
with established ones. . ,. ; 

The Workers' point of view. 
. . 

So much for the Employers' p.oint of view and' 'interests. What now of the 
workex-e, themselves? . With their long day's work, it is convenient, even. necessary, 
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that they Le housed near the Mill. But not within it.o:J compound; and this for 
many reasons. They require some change of scene some socia.llife and this even 
for their {lext day's full efficiency to their employer; not to speak of their needs as 
~~n, their rights as citizens. But if these mean anything, they involvQ living with
In an ordered and pleasant city;. ~nd this as free citizens; owning their own homes 
as far as may be, and not holding theee merely during their service of anyone 
particular employer. If is of the essence ,of free contract between the employed 
and the employers of any trade tha.t each be free to choose the other. HAnce to fix 
the employees to anyone employer, by the comparative permanence which his 
hansing of them implies. is as definite and as unwarranted limitation upon them as 

,would be a,limitation to employers. to employ only workers from. say anyone 
particular neighbourhood or party, or anyone caste or faith. 

The Hous)ng Difficulty-What Solutions? 
. . 

The solution of this great housing difficulty is thus not so easy as it looks. 
We see that the employers, taken as' a whole cannot paternally house their workers, 
and on the whole should not do so. Neither the State nor the City' can be expect
ed to house them either. Yet the workers cannot house themselves. Here in fact 
we have a perfect instance of the paralysis of our traditional political economy; and 
also no little explanation of the squalid overcrowding and confusion which'are too 
obvious in cotton towns, in Lancashire and in India alike. 

In Lancashire the housi~g has mainly: ~een supplied by the speculative 
builders; but this class of enterprise is as yet~ and on the whole happily, unknown 
in Indore. ' As a feature of the civic and town-planning movement in England, 
Co-operative organisations have begun to arise among the workers, but less among 
thA cotton-workers than those of more skilled and educated Industries. Indian 
mill-hands are obviously still less ripe for this; yet surely sorile of them? 

What then is to be done? It is hard to suggest, where there are no examples 
as yet adequately to guide us. Yet one suggestion may be made. Why not the c0-

operation of all the interests involved? That of the Employers and the Workers, of 
the City and the State together; and each at their best-that is. their improving' 
best. The worker desires and requires a home: but his standard is at present too 
low. his powers are too weak, to obtain this of adequately healthy and human stand
ard; and it is for the City and the State, in their respective capacities,toQD.sure this. 
and to regulate it: and this even., in the employers' interest as well as in the work
ers'. For a good home is essential to good work; and with the occupation of such 
a home comes the willingness t~ pay a fair rent for it. It is even the best possible 
incentive to the desire of Rossessing it. In India as in' Europe this is the best 
for~' of thrift a working family can practise; and this especially where the princi
ples of "Co-operative Tenants" are adopted and applied, as they reasonably 
may be. 

We constantly hear of the cllronic indebtedness of the Indian worker; but is 
not this largely due to the want of such an incentive to steady economy as the 
desire and pride of iJ. good home tend to supply? And though the worker has no 
capital toWards building, his wages enable him, at any rate should enable him. to 
pay rent, and even to rerrtpurchase within a reasonable term of years. 

Sites and Planning. 

The State can here fortunately provide abundant lan4,on easy terms. That 
is a first great point; but the difficulty remains of finding' "the building capital. 

18 , 
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How can this be simplified? First by simplifying the building itself, to a reason
able minimum'to start with, yet with incentive to improvement. 

i 
A young couple may thus' begin with oheroom; but the recent style ~f 

building, ,of' pukka. one-roomed chawls, has the great disadvantage of fixing this 
standard' for good and all; and thus it standardizes squalor and overcrowdiDg 
i\lstead of progress., But wpy not establish a method of progress, and standardize 
tnat ? With good will, and co-operation, success is attainable. Let us start then 
with a site atleast' large enough for the gradual erection of the decent minimum 
standard Indian h~me, of two rooms" not merely one;. and with veranda and 
chabutra in front, and cookroom, veranda and yard behind. 

\ 

Later we shall see our, way to improve upon this; Qut upon this minimum 
family standard of two rooms as above, it is urgently desirable that Workers and 
Employers, City and State, should all agree. For since this minimum is essential 
,to health and to ,decency, and thus to civilised,life and its' maintenance, ~nything 
less if? prejudicial to the interests of all concerned; and·....:..we venture to say without 
hesitation-even to the continuance of good cotton dividends themselve$ , 

State Aid and Guidance. 

For'the needed thousands of houses, we canllot often hope to start with capital 
more than to admit of an initial single room and veranda especially in pukk,a. 
We must even, be content in a good many cases with kucha; and this ha~ the 
advantage of more cheaply and easily ensuring the adequate floor-space and air
space which are prime essentials of health; Moreover in kucha construction, 
labour can often, atleast partly be given by the worker himself. Let the State 
also grant all the material help it can, as by large and favourable wood-contracts 
from its forests, and by encouraging tile-making as well as brick-making, 'towards 
the provision of good plinths and r~ofs, if not al$o walls, from the first. 

A State moreover, although it is without these magical powers of providing 
practically unlimited capital with which so many of the public now-a-days seem 
to credit it, is something more than the hardpressed Taxation Bank lvhich its 
ordinary accounts show. It has also the credit powers of a Financiers' Bank, and 
these up0l! the greatest and -securest scale. It-can offer ~ecuriiy to its depositors, 
great and small alike, Thus it may fairly invite deposits of capital towards 

. housing on, all sides, including, as far as may be, from employers. These will 
thus be assured of faithful administration; and they will be relieved of risks and 
an,xieties by the co-operation of City Superintendence as well. Both State 'and ' 
City have already the ,confidence of the public; and the worker's small invest
ments, even in labour at the outset, and in rent-purchase instalments later, will • 
be as faithfully credited to hIm as is the large cash investment to the employer.' 
Further, both State and City are themselves enriched and strengthened by every 
increase of material property within their limits, and by. every tax-payer whose 
prosperity and permanence they can assist. In short .Co-operation, means good 
business all round; and in Houl:ling peculiarly so. 

Progress and Difficulties." 

We may thus see our new Industrial Town, begimling to develop; though 
from the most modest beginnings, generally of one room and veranda. We see it 
enlarging, after economies, towards two-roomed comfort, 'and even more, and 
somr.times changing from kucha to pukka. ,Itt cities where' such methods are . 



-adopted, I have observed that the second room is often built pukka. from the first. 
and then later the first room and veranda may.be rebuilt pukka. also. ' " 

. The objection of course arises that cotton-workers are very unsettled in their 
abodes; even that many more or less migratory. True: but it is the interest of the 
employers, and of the City alike, to.make them less and less so. Nothing makes 
people unsettled more. than a bad house. But nothing fixes people like a good 
~ouse; fol' the hOllsewife anchors herself in it, and her family and husband accord
l~gl!. ,~oreover, as alrea.dy pointe~ out, the principle of "Co-operative Tenants 
LImIted can here be a,pphed; especIally where freedom to remove is required. 
Moreover when this freedom to remove is given, the restless desire to' remove is' 
largely abated, and may even die aw;ay. That is'human nature. 

Chapter XI. 

Suburb Planning in Detail. 
The Problem. 

The two questioJ;ls before us-(l) of housing the cotton.workers, in their appro
priately located Suburbs, convenient to the Mill, yet not inside them; and (2) that of 
housing theer~inary citizens, no Iongtlf in mere Plague 9amps/but henceforward in 
permanent Garden Suburbs-are thus essentially simi~ar ones; and this even as regards 
financial co-operation, as well as healthy housing and adequate suburb development. 
It is only the amounts and proportions of this co-operation that differ, not the princi
ple: only the scale of housing. not the health standards. In short it is only the ruagni. 
'tudes, not the methods, that. vary. 

It is time therefore to come to our planning, and first especially from the 
Jity's point of view. How is this to face sucb 8. great and two-fold expansion as'. 
,hose of City Suburbs an~ Mill Suburb together1 A great length of additional roads 
.s inevitable; though careful planning will economise these. All other city services 
Dust be extended; and sanitation with them. Now Garden Villages, as not only 
jheir programme, but their record. shows, have less than half tbe existing urban 
leath.rates, and even less than half the usualdisease·rates; but for this good sanitl!r 
jion is necessary; and this must surpass that of the conventional' urban kind. Here 
Lt may again be asked, if the recently proFose~ Dr~inag~ Scheme for the present s~al!, 
!l.nd still comparatively suburbless, Indore, IS estImated to cost 15 Lacs, what will It 
[lot cost to sewer our many additional miles of new Suburban and Mill Area roads ¥ 
Water too must be provided. Such t~reatened burdens on the State~ or on city taxa
~ion or of indebtedness-indeed too easily of all together-are not an attractive 
pro;pect, either for the Municipality or the rate-paye~s, for the State or f?r the new 
Industries which light taxation at present helps to attract. . 

Need of Better Planning. 

But here, as in so many other ca~es, the difficulties in which the Municipalities 
find themselves are largely due to the backward pJaiming o£ their Engineers and 
Sanitarians. For these are still throughout India acting on the traditions of early 
VictQrian English towns, and £ailingto move on into. the methods of the Town 
Planning Movement which in England has begun effectIvely to transform them. 



Oqr diJAculties ar~ soluble #Jy ,help of this better planning, which seizes and handles 
all these urbal;l problems fr,oJ.ll the standpoint of life, .and pot merely from those or 
the mechanics and inorganic chemistry of our grandfathers. Thus, from the still 
'predominant epgineeringpoint of view, garb~ge, sullage and ordure are but so many 
bulky varieties of solid or liquid filth; and their removal is only thought of in terms 
of their collection in.quantities; and these either by workers specialised to dirty and 
uegraded tasks, as' sweepers, trenching-ground labourers etc., 'or by the costly 
me~hanicalmethods of drainage schemes, with their proportionally yet more costly 
accessories, like septic' tanks, flush-latrines costing per seat as much as a new kacha 
house need do, and so on. The engineering and sanitary principles which the best 
conventional text-books, like Turner's "Sanitation in India", summarise, are simply 
those of in the first place performing ,the difficult task of collecting all these varieties 
of filth ihto gi~antic accumulated quantities, and then of attetnpting, with more or 
less success, the 'even more extraordinary engineering feat of getting rid of these 
accumulations again. 

The ordinary Indian village, which from the Western (and Western-educated) 
view-point "knows Jlothing whatev~r about sanitation", is indeed quite innocent of· 
this do,ble elaboration. Its sullage, its garbage, its ordure ari all directly returned 
to nature, no doubt often too slowly and incompletely, and in somewhat rough and 
ready ways, and thus objectionably; but in anY,case with economy compared with urban 
methods, and in the best cases with more. efficiency and usefulness as well. 

Contrast of Methods ·of 'Sanltationand Plannlno 
, ~ " 

At the out~et of our Village and Suburb Planning, it is thus necessary to be 
quite clear as to the method we are to follow; and this will depend upon the stand
point we accept. That of the, recent and still preponderant school of sanitarians is, 
as we must again insist, directly handed down from th.~ mechanical progress of the 
eighteenth and middle nineteenth century, and their correspondingly mechanical 
thought. And, despite influence from bacteriology, it reJJlains otherwise as yet 

!"almost unaffected by ~iology proper, with its characteristic doetrines-those of lifj as 
in active adaptation to environment, and of its evolution'~!1) terms of the progressive 
control of this. Sanitarians do not deny that the plants of tropical fields and, 
gardens cannot be treated identically with temperate ones. They know tliat'l.ropical 
animals, whether wild in forest, or tamed in agriculture or in home, or kept in 
.zoological garden, must similarly each be treated accordingly to its own nature, 
and not necessarily according to those of our animals in the temperate' west. But 
. where most European Sanitar\ans go wrong, is in failing to apply this simple 
principle to the people of oilier climates, other environments, other conditions. 
Hence, and hence only, it is that they tell us that the Indian people, or "atleast 
90% of them know nothing whatever of sanitation;" for they mean by this term 
recent' western industrial town byelaw sanitation,-the only sanitation they h~ve 
studied and considered, and so the only kind they are willing or able to recognise. 
Now the point at which I joiti issue with my Jearned colleagues of the Faculties of 
Medicine, . Public. Health and. Engineering, is two-fold. Partly as a biologist, 
and one basing his studies' not merely 'on the ~echani8m of the. laboratory, but 
primarily upon direct observation of life in natnre, and upon experiments.in the 
main successful;- viz. in the cultivation of plant-life, both in the botanic and the 
~omestic garden; of animal life in the home and the zoological garden; and si,milarly 
of human life, in the home and school, and in the village, the tow,?, the suburb. 
In each and aU of these, vital and cultural methods are fou'nd· and observed to 
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succeed, where mechanical and engineering methods, without these, rail. In short, 
though "Standard" and "Sanitary" Plans fail, and deservedly rail, a Garden Village 
Plan suooeeds; and henoe it is that throuO'hout the British Isles the former are now 

. legaJl~ aboli~hed~ (by the Town Planni~gO A~t of ~910). and repla{ed by the latter. 
The ( 1~ In?la still ) suprosed "eoonomical" and "utilitarian" methods of the engineers 
and samtarlans are now 1D England known and shewn to have been uneconomic and 
futilitarian; while tlie supposed "sentimental," "artistic" and "unpractical" methods of 
the Town Planning Movement are found to be economical and efficient; and these 
Dot only in health-preservation, in life, but in wealth-production accordingly; 
• 

So much for the biological differenc~between the civic method and viewpoint 
here advocated and the preceding one; but they raise- Rnother difference as well-that 
of anthropology. While the Western (and engineer-educated) sanitarian as com
placently applies his English and Yictorian manufacturing 'town experience to 
Indian sanitary problems, as do his educational or missionary fello,w-students for 
their corresponding instructional and denominational traditions, this complacent 
assurance is 'impossible to, the planner who is anything of II. geographer and 
anthropologist. }'or he sees the people of different climates and environments as 
adapted through past ages to these. Thus he comes to their ways, their habits, 
their customs, their ins~i~utions, their laws, their morals, their manners, with the 
ordinary naturalistic attitude of observant and interpreta.tive interest, and not that 
of superiority. He th,us seeks first to learn, to understand, to appreciate, before 
he attempts to criticise, much less to teach or to transfqrm. The hasty criticism, 
which so frequently appears in the judp.Ients by one peopJ:e of' ther. manners. and 
customs oC another,-:-that of "manners-none and customs disgusting .. ;.....is thus not 
thought of; and the true maiim of anthropology appears, that of Tylor's saying, 
"the more' one comes to Know' of any people, however strange or simple, the more 
one res~ects. them} the more one even comes to love them," , 

. . The. Wi:lstern agr:iculturis~ in Indil.lo has learnt this, and respects the peasant; 
aOQordingly;so he is now-a.days ~nding out how to love him effectively, as with 
better. seed, for instance, be"ttered ploughs, and in other ways. 

, SO'now as regards Sanitation. Instead of mere disgust at the simple Indian 
methods of sanitation, with;the villagers comrpuning witq nature after the manner 
of the ancients' along their field-edges every morning, and simply throwing their 
rubbish, gartage~ and sullage-water out of doors, he sees in these rough, natural an~ 
simple proceedings, more or less untidy though they be, the essentials of a direct 
and c~mmon-s~nse utilisation of the properties of soil, the powers of sun. 

So he does not sing" Home, sweeti Home," and insist upon collectit:lg all this 
filih into quantities, whether in sewers or otherwise. : ... He thus does not Illled to 
import for this purpose the largely irrelevant experience and the unduly' elaborate 

'apparatus of the drainage and other devices which may still be for a long time more 
or less 'inevitable in European town agglomerations. He more simply considers how 
these observed properties of earth, both the absorJ;>tiv,e and the transformative, may 
be more effectively utilised. in dealing with these waste. matters, so that the mar
vellous powers of the 'tropical sun may more effectually transform them into useful 

. and profitable growth. Thus. instead of the nineteenth century European city 
panacea-of I" Evetything to the Sewer ! " he !:lees. that the right maxim for India is 
the traditional iural'one, of" Everything to the Spil !" , 

" , Manure. 
" Associating him' self then with the most tidy peasant he can find, and still 
more with the most careful gardener,-( and both are etill in evidence, even though 
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India and Indore are no longer what they were, and may again soon be)-his 
problem,and his plan are'those of getting this waste matter, which while out of 
its place is and remains mere filth~ into its right place, as manure. For it is an old 
definition, yet too ~ittle remembered, that" dirt' is merely a name for matter outl of 
place." But it is one of the main historic disasters of India, as compared with more 
successful agricultural peoples, say the Chinese and the Romans for choice, that. 
religion here was formulated and crystallised before the discovery, or at1east reali~ 
s~tion by the educated and goverping clasees, of the importance of manure: wherea. 
these other peoples successflllly idealised and consecrated the manuring process, and 
thus diffused ~nd established it, to ,their. infinite advantage accordingly. But wd 
happily now.see this very change in progress in the recent and rapidly advancing 
agricul~ui:'al communities of the irrigated Punjab, for here the phrase-II Manure a 
second god "-. is now widely current •. This. vigorous phrase (also an old Roman 
one ) is still strange in other parts of India; but as it spreads, Indian agriculture 
will grow rich ~ccordingly, and all Indian life grow richer with it. , 

Separation of D~ellings. 

At last then we are ready to lay down our definite plan. Let us start from our 
minimum decent and healthy standard house, of two rooms, \Vith the man's veranda 
and chabutra on the one side and the woman's cook-room' and court-yard on the 
other. N ow' for every reason the Indian villager prefers his house to be isolated 
from all others; and sanitarians w~ll agree .that he is right. But this amounts DOW 

to admitting that 90 per cent of the people do know something abo.~t sanitation 
after all, and something well worth while. Whether he does this as the Bhils do in 
the. country, or as the sweepers or the untouohables do in their town mohallas, as the 
rich man in his bungalow, or as the millionaire or the Maharaja does in his palace, 
will depend upon his means: but the principle is always the same. It is this general 
Indian example which the European rightly imitates (and.or~en even exaggerates, ) . 
in the isolated bungalows, the spacious compounds ~nd. wide avenues of his Civil 
Station. We are therefore all agreed, that from simplest temporary Plague Camps 
to the most developed Garden villages, it is not on]y desirable, but actually desired, 
that each house be isolated from its neighbours, or atleast be semi-detached: 

I 
Sweepers as Oardeners.· 

Yet as the road arises, and develops from kucha track to' level 'and orderly 
highway, it next becomes vill~ge street, and by and by passes into the crowdud bazar. 
With this increase of population the amount of rubbish necessarily also increases, 
and this beyond the powers of the limited patches of uncultivated soil on which i~ 
accumulates: it also gathers in places insufficiently reached by the slln. Thus has 
long Ifgo l!orisen among the prosperous, the educated and the governing classes of 
"India a too urban attitude, which has peculiarly confirmed the attitude of conqueror. 
to conquered; since it has depressed a great part of these, as a permanently lower and 
outcaste class, to the loathsome and despised occupation of the sweeper, instead of 
raising him into that of thb Chinese gardener. The social problem of ·'elevating 
the depressed classes", of which we now-a-days hear so much, and see 80 little, jil 

thus readily soluble for the sweepers, at any rate; and thUt upon the lines of their 
own occupation, and not simpiy that of the verbalistic "education" of the West .. For 
when we leave oUr houses in the insanitary street, all serve4 by sweepers, and 
that too"imperfectly, we can readily BettIe into a sanitary suburb served by garde
ners. All that we need .to do to raise this depressed . class, and our own sanitatioq· 
and prosperity along with them, is to enlarge, to manure and cultivate the interven
ing'space between our dwelli~gs, in place of making a mere sanitary lane of this. 
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, ' This garden a~ea will now absorb all and more than we can give it, and of 
-every form of manurial matter; sullage, garbage and ordure alike. 

'. I am well aware that to citY-4weUers in India -accustomed to shrink with 
dis~t from the abundant dirt of their surroun~ng~ and with loathing even more 
legitimate from the current methods, whether Indian or European, of . dealing with 
the~.T'theremust. be at. fir~t a feeling of distrust of the present proposal, if not 
po~ltlvely ~ con£USlon of It Wlth the obs~ene horrors of the trenching-ground.. But in 
thiS the dally filth of t~ns of thousands lS collected into a single field, and is there 
-day by day uIDoaded mto an area ohoil sufficient only atonce to absorb and trans
!orm inodorously a mere.fract.ion of what it gets~ Whereas the present proposal 
18 developed from the Indl&n village field-edge. with its incomparably more moderate 
supply of manure to area and extent; moreover from this as improved upon, by its daily 
deposits being made into the short and shallow furrows of a small moveable latrine, 
cheaply and simply built of bamboos and palm-matting or the like, and with these . 
. lurrows covered in morning and evening, without any collection or handling at all. . 

OardeD5 on Plan. 

We can now set our Gardens down upon our suburban village plan, and of
course to scale. The reader is therefore asked to look at these new types of "Stand
ard Plans" and "Sanitary Plans" in one; and to note that each expresses the lay. out 
of a single acre. These diagrams also show an allowance for roads exceeding 
what is required in practice, as the actual suburb plans will show. 

The reader will also see that even with these gardens, the number or houses 
per acre may still be as great as that which is desirable for any town population, 
.and yet that it contains ,gardens (and additional private open spaces) upon a scale no
where realised for corresponding houses in oities, and hitherto only equalled by well
to-do suburban and country populations. For i~ such an acre of small·houses 15' x 
~O' and with City Garden 50 ft. x 240 ft, we have still no less than 16 houses; and thus 
say 80 persons per aore. But Garden City Planners now aim at only 50. 

. '. 

If our isolated house be twice as large, (30' x 50') and thus four-roomed, we 
have now 10 per acre. If it be 45' x 50' we have 8 per acre. If 50' )( 70' we have 
-4 per acrel plus City garden. W1;lere the houses are smaU~ and without separate latrines, 
then moveable fi~ld-latrines, 01} the c4eap and effective model above referred to, (and 
which we have here lUI elsewhere aWady oonstructed and in use) must be provided 

_ in'the garden ground; and these in the proportion required, for population and ur
gency.For men who have to go to their work early, aiu! who therefore tend to 
crowd at the same hour, a latrine of four seats, or better two latrines, each of two 
seats, will be sufficient; and at the opposite end of the garden one latrine .with three 
seats for females, to whom time is less pressing. And it needs little calculation to show 
that so far from overloading the ground with wnure: it will take many months of 
perambulation of these latrines to have the garden even lightly manured aU over. . ' 

Needed Manage~ent. 

I am naturally asked how are our sweepers, now becoming g.ardeners. a.lso, 
to bl) taken, (lare of, and kept in order! Just as allbther meI1 and things munlclJ>&1 
.are kept in order, by regular work, and regular sl1perintenden~ for. th~ purpo~e. 
Each and every new public service requiresJta public servants, With direction and lD

spection of these. The pity engineer and th~ sanitOary officer are usually both un~ 
accustomed to active gardening, so woulq naturally feel alarmed if either of them were 
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asked .to try this job, and .to train the sweeper i~creasingly into a gardener; ~d to 
make these gardens a success we of course need a new officer to manage them, in this 
cas~ a skilled a~d successful gardener~ Just as all the various existing departments 
of every Municipality have each their own staff of workers and their BUFerintendent, 
80 naturally there is required a skilled Superintendent for our sweeper-malis. Such 
gardeners are I know, rare,in India at present,' yet they exist: J Qst as a skilled 

,c;lngineer is needed, and indeed has been' already appointed, to carry out the improved 
?oI(Oi:n,:ni{,lations.e~c. of the present Plan and ~epo~t. so I repeat, a skilled gardener 
]s teqUlred for glvmg the present proposal a faIr trial. I am glad to be authorised 
by Mr. Coventry, ,the experienced Agricultural Adviser of this and other States. to 
say that he i,s willing to help in s~cui-ing such an expert, and in at first guiding his 
operations. 

Much may of course' be done towards making this trial a success by' giving ita 
labourers [& why n?t also the superintendent 1] Bome pecuniary Interest in the pro
ductiveness of each garden area. 

As the gardens grow, and their f~uits and vegetables become appreciated,.in 
their quantity, quality and cheapness, house-holders here and there will desire, and 
that increasingly, -to garden for themselves. By all means let them be induced to do 
so~ first by let~ing them take up the small portion between two houses, and next a 
portion of the larger gardenbehirid, leaving this only the necessary foot-path. 

Again any block or mohalla may ~esire to take over from the Municipality 
the"care, and the product of its own gardens. ~n this way the movement may more 
.l'api91y spread ,throughout this City., And why not to others 1-

A Distinctive Type of PlannJng: 

For it is to be not~d, that here, in this plan and method, we have on one side 
but the simplest .... development of ancient' and familiar methods, yet on the other a 
substantially new type and standard of Suburb-Planning. Moreover it is one in 
whicl),town and country condition~ are peculiarly united and combined, with much 
Q~ ~he ~dv:~ntages and economy of both, and ·with fewer than hitherto of the 
disadvantages of either. For here may be a su£l{ciently close population for a normal 
and.heal;t.hy town,. and with all the ~own's essential conveniences in proximity. Yet 
he~~ are also ,the essential advantages of a r,!~allife, -With its verdant and fruitful 
gard~nenvironment, .its open air and health, its surrounding trees in, beauty and 
gro~th! E,ve:Q its kindly. creatures: for in the space between adjacent houses" th~ 
Hindu 'Yill often keep his cow, the Mohammedan his goat and fowls~ , 

The reader may fairly say-I do not see all this beauty upon the plan! Of
course not; this is a . .mere diagram; that of the proposed tran~format,ioD of the old 
"Standard Plan" with its regular and ~arallel streets, and its sanitary lane alternating 
with these; and now with the simple change that the space for the sanitary. lane is 
now widened, and transformed into a long garden. But in practice, and as the 
actual pla~s for the different Garden Suburbs of Ind~re will.show Itt a glance, great 
variety arises. Variety of orientation is,indeed as carefully as possible avoided; and 
thus these plans acquire on paper a certain monotony of general aspect, with their 
houses arranged east and west as fully as possible. But experience of Indian climates 
and cities bas thoroughly convinced me of,the immense advantage of this east arid 
west, position of houses over the ~ore or less north and south one wbich is suitable in 
Europerandthis alike for making the most pf sunrise ~nd eunset, for avoiding as far 
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as IQ8Y be the mid-dal sunshine, and for ventilation of each honae by the dominant 
westerlv wind. . . " , \ 

. Val'i~t~ further arises as each suburb or village'plan is worked out in detail, 
8l~ce ~ll eXIStIng. ~atural a~d a~chitectur~~ fe~tures wortfl preserving have to be 
respected an4 utilISed, such as good trees, ~Xlsting homes and wells, temples and 
t~~hs, etc., as also open views of country or river. ' In these new suburbs the con
tours. are ~orcourse being s~veyed and planned for; and these give fresh variety, 
espec1E~l1y aJong niver and NUlla banks etc. • 

,The plans and surveys on which I have had to work are not always complete 
or accurate, especially as regards contours, trees 'etc. Hence in execution of the 
plan~ the existing surveys are being corrected, upto date, yet the superintending 
architect must himself go over the ground wit}l this corrected plan, and with mine 
~so, and thus check and improve 'details; and, I trust, in the spirit at once rural and 
urban, practical and artistic~ which is of their essence and endeavour. 

· Example from Proposed Garden Village South of Jail. 

Take for a convenient example of this needed understanding and care in execution 
of these Plans, with amendments and improvements wherever possible, my proposed 
plan of the area 'at present occupied by the Municipal Cott<,>n (Depot, south of the 
Central Jail. Here is a fine site, still largely open, (to be fully re-opened if and when 
the present Cot,ton Sheds are removed to' their new location ip. the Mill Area.) It 
cont~iQs line fruit-trees, a..pomegranate orchard"and a very fine'and productive old 
well, tor ~he futUJ'e gardens of this new quarter. But such features are at present 
imperfectly unsurveyed; and so, though I have broadly located these features with a 
view to preserve and utilise tIlem, some changes may be needed when the survey is 
complete. Some trees must inevitably be sacrificed; but my ,successor wil~ I doubt 
not be ,careful, and successful, 'in saving all, or nearly aU, the best of these, whether for 
the private compounds~ or lor the municipal gardens between. Similarly for all the 
large'suburban areas 'which have heen planned, South East of Juni IndoJ'e, and 
elsewhere, though here our plans have been more complete. 

',' 
Essentials of Health and Well=being for all Classes. 

'Retur~ing ~ow to the IJlore geperal reader, he will~ I trust, see on all thes~ 
~ ew Suburb Plans, ana in the Mill Area also, how the bungalows of the well-to-do, 
~na 'the smallest ho.uses tor working people, though necessarily differing in s~ze and 
in 'amount of private ground ;,Iond adjacent municipal garden, all substantially agree 
in their conditions of healt.h, and even of amenity; since all alike have some isolation 
from other houses, and alike open at their backs upon garden and fruit·trees; while 
the fronts have easy access to aU the boulevards and ,~pen spaces which the plan has 
foun4 room for, without sacrificing its necessary. economy. Again when he reads 
this plan in townward fasbion i. e. from the garden bungalows upon the main road 
frontag~s to the smallest homes upon narrower and, closer roads, he will see that the 
element or compression, whioh is ~ways more or less inevitable in cities, is here 
prevented from going too far.~he too frequent ,city engineering assumption that 
roads "ventilate," "supply perfla'l;ion~"'and so on, is also corrected. The air. ocean rolls 
free; but along roads we have ofcou~se the worst air, since. the d.usty. alf, not the 
pllre .. Hence all the bungalo~ will stand back from this dust,. while the small 
houses are kept ,more upon theIr smaller and more_ or less sheltered roads. and 
conse~uently' a,re in ~ood, air also. 
,20 
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Let these Plans mi.ce more be rea~ in the opposite direction, from' 'theit 
relatively close-built streets to the open bungalows. The intermediate houses have 
necessarily often sm,all compounds; but there is no neoessary li~t in principle. 

, Fixrthermo~e, this proposed method of planning,of Municipal,g~rdens behind 
and along with house-sites, will next be found to admit of adaptation even to many 
City Mohallas, as notably Nayapura, and to others as 'they can... be thinned. But, 
itts of course priJ:ntil'ily adapted to rural suburbs, rich and poor; or, better still, to 
those mixed iIi. character. It may also be i",troduced into country villages, since of 
fundamentally agricultural character;~nd therefore, before long, of appeal also. 

Chapter XII. , 
Sanitary Problems Continued. 

Sewage on the Land? 

I alIi. sometimes ~sk~d-andwitha.note ofremonstrance which expresses a 
feeling of distrust plainly tinged with disgust, if I "really propose to put crude 
sewage-sullage, urine, ~ven night.soil--:-dlrect upon the land, into the cultivated 
fields, and eyen into fruit and vegetable gardens'?" ,The feeling of disgust which 
prompts this question is easily explained by the undeniably disgusting state of things 
too widely manifest throughout India;,and this too often around the rural village, 
and common in, the poorer town-mohallas, inhabited ,as these are by a population of 
largely peasant origin, who have long ago brought into town with them their car~ 
less rural ways, and even deteriorated below these, as part of the general and 
neurasthenic deterioration which peasant-follt undergo in their slum life in our 
modern towns; and this everywhere, in east or west alilte-in Glasgow or in Bombay, 
i~ Dublin or in Calcutta, and in most townsbe'tween. 

The Disabilities of Refinement. 

Meanwhile, the educated and the governing classes, and these again alike in 
east and west, and from the inost old-world soh9]ars arid religious to the governing 
authorities and officials-have all been more and more refined away from their 
childish and boyish contacts with Mother-earth and natural things, from which their 
exqui~itely kept, but unskilled, inactive, and thus more or less neurasthenic hands' 
have long, and' perhaps finally, indisposed them. 

Developments in Sanitation. 

Yet the dirt of the cities must ~e dealt with; and to this the Sanitary Engi
neers and the City Medical Officers have applied themselves, especially lor the last 
two generations in. Europe and for the past one, in India, with the result of such 
a Drainage system as we have above criticised in Chapter VIII; though also with 
various other simpler and less co~tly methods, such ~8. trenching-grounds afford, or 
sometimes incinerators supply. But these rougher and simpler methods are more 
or less disgusting,. especially when worked, as they have to be, by sweepers, carters 
'~nd 9thers, who too much combine the careless indifferErnce of the rural village with 
that of the urban mohallllo. All this work . moreover . is commonly carried out in 
8i~uations unpleasantly near the town, and upon quite insufficient areas &8, well; 
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. '. 
"hence it is not, to be wondered that the Drainage Engineer should be Ipore and 
,more prevailing over them, with his remedy of "Everything to the Sewer~" 
But, as we have seen, these methods are expensive, and as 1 have above shewn, are 
extravagant in details, as well as in general .• Costly even for European cities, in 
view of the extraordinarily smaller taxable wealthy resources, they are in' Indian 
cities disastrously costly: yet what is to blJ done! Answer is offered in the preceding 
pbapter. ' 

Meanwhile there has been grpwing up the great and fruitfill science of Bacteri
"Ology; and some of its various experts have been applying themselves to Sewage 
problems, and with interesting scientific'results, making the processes of putrefaction 
increasingly clear. From their laboratory experiments, taken in connection with 

,their better understanding of the common cesspools of the past and present, have 
arisen all the varieties of Septic Tanks now competing 'in the sanitarian market. 
Under suitable conditions, e; g. of good construction and careful working, upon a 
regular quality of sewage supply, [conditions all too rarely realised together] these 
'are found to work, and to be free from nuisance; although it cannot be denied thab 
their expense proportionately involves much the same criticism as that passed above 
1lpgD western drainage systema applied to Indian town!. 

Further yet simpler Developments. 

Meantime however, there has been growing up another line of investigation. 
This starts neither from the laboratory nor from the Sanitary or Engineering Offices 
of Municipalities, but from the very few scientific men who, are not primarily of 
-the physical, mechanical, and chemical education, which has been throughout the 
nineteeI;lth century, and still, is mainly predominant; in faCit; arrogating to itself in its 
'own belie(~and consequently in popular estimation, and in educational institutions 
whiclr express this-the great name of "science" to itself almost alone, and leaving the 
sciences of living nature all but :unconsidered. Most of the cultivators of these 
,natural sciences, it is true, are still mostly either in the simplest naturalist phase of 
-collecting animals and plants, or else in the museum or laboratory phases of preser
'ving or dissecting these-witness Hooker or Huxley: yet here and there also appears 
among the naturalists-headed by Darwin-a thinking peasant or gardener. Now 
these are interested, like the simple peasant, in living plants and animals, and in 
these in relation to each other and to the soil which bears thent. So they have 

"been developing this simple peasant outlook into definite science. Of these thinking 
'peasant folk, ,Pasteur-a French peasant with a microscopic, eye for ,dirt, and ~ 
'Chumar with' an deeper understanding of tan-stuffs-is as yet the, great chief; but his 
foremost disciple Lister has also established his particular application of rural ways, 
such as that old-fashioned tarring of the sheep's sor& which has, since him, been called 

• .' , I .. • antiseptic surgery. 

The scientific study or Soil as something deeply and thoroughly vital and. not 
-merely inorganic, is still recent and far from complete; and this therefore as regards 
the problem of manure, above all of Sewage-Disposal. !or where ~he.re are as yet 
so few thinking peasants, it is natural there should be still fewer thinkIng sweepers. 

But as an example of these i: may recall Dr. Vivian Poore, a generation ago 
Professor of Public Health in University College, London, with his "Rural 
Hygiene"-a book based essential,ly upon,hia own experiment~ on ~ulla~e and.ord~e 

• disposal in his own garden. In my OWl) young d.ays or bacteriological lDvestlgatIOn 
.in that College, I 'Conress to having ,shared the frequent' estimate of these views as 



~o. '. , 
f'?ld-faspion?~,H (andb~o;e readin( them) •. But afte~ .many years, and th~ough 
~lD:4re~4' ~~p~rlme.n,y.s, ~ have co~e to the. (lle~r c. onv\cti~~ that he was right; and t~at 
~~ prlp~ip)e, W "All ~~ tp~ S?~" ~$ ~ far ~etter ~~eth~n that o( "All to the Sewer,"r 
~n~ ~~IS' esp!'l.~i,~U;r. for; I~~a,:-~t~~ug~ ~~:r~ ~~so .• ofc~pr~~ th~re, are. difficulties . DO~ to 
.~e . ~p\(~!'la ~~ ,ap~lYln.g ~hIS' pn~c~pl~. ~ven '1~ ~upurbs, and still ~?re aDlldst the 
.~r~sellt 9~~Fic,r~~d,l~~,of ~rb!lo,D, pOp'ul~~lo~~. , .' ' 

. . , . 
• Summary. 

. V ~ b~li~v~ ,p<?tb' ~hes~ 4i1H~1*ie~ are h,ere '~rgely ~olved first, de~nitely for 
;~h~ ~elY ~uP:UF9~ ~f lnd~re, an,4, D,e~t ~it~~ aI;1 .in?reasing measure of praotical 
,appli~a~i(;)]~tq tp.e, ol~ City i~selt; ~~ the ~e~pective Plan~ ,ill show. Bu1l'i£' these 
sCllem~sb>~ ~<?un~ ,ill plan and rrincipl~, and are next ,found, after fair trial to be 
anyth~ng; lik~~s ecpn<?~ic~~ an4 workab~e in prllctice, and in}esult as' fruitful (in' 
~v~fY ~~ns,e ). as I D0lV:ven~Uf~ ~o claim, Ply long ~estruQtive criticism of the present 
prain~g~ .S,pp,emewill have be~Q.unnecessary, since the proposed "City Gardens: 
Sche~f will n~t~r&llyprev~il in its place~ Not only the general reader. but the 
profes~ecl Drainage, ~ngilleer, are P.9W in~ite~ to scrutinise my following proposals, 
and their accompanying pla.ns, and to deal with me as faithfully as I have done, 
in Chapter VIII, for the Sewerage scheme given me for report. For the Drainage 
pf Indore new Subu~J;>s we ~(l.v,e J:!lade <?~r constructive p~oposals, in Chapter XI, 
intended {I} at any rate so far to replace ext~nrolion of that Drainage Scheme, and (2) 
even this, as far as may be, in Indore City also. 

The cQntrast is thus cl~ar. be~w~en the viewpoint and method of the Sanitary 
Engineering and those of S1Lni~ary IJorticulture: am\ though the sanitarians of the 
present, Ol" at ~riy~ate of the f~centpast, are mostly a~ the former point of view, 
I appeal to them again to oonsider their more rural predecessors like that one cited 
on last. page, and also us . who seek to be theil; Sllccessors, since we have returned 

, to oUr rustic mind., 

Yet the scepticism aJld ;distrus~ of t~e Engineer, w~ich t~e reader too may 
more at: le!3s share~ needs ~xpla~ati~Q;, ~nd here is at any rate part of this. T~e 
"killed, w(,lrking Eng~neers of In~ia,of all ki~~s, may now D~mber quarter of a mil
lion or more, and,among ~hese are t~ousands of educated men, who not only under
stand the cu~~o~ary Drainage Schemes jn ~ general w,ay. but could state the 
"rguments for them'; indeed ~heir ~orkmen, accu~tomed to plans as they largely are, 
.could often more or less do the same. W~erea8, though the rustics of India Dumber 
'\VeIl o~~r ~W9 hundred mmions,thereare hut few at present who would readily deci
pher ~h:ese plan,s; and even amo~gst.1,lS few hundr~ ed~cated rustics, there' are still 
toofe)V ,~n .India who could take up my present brief, and fight it as I am here ,doing. 
The public thus at present naturally follow the vast educated majority of engineers, 
especially since most official sanitarians-including I fear all or nearly all thesemor 
ones-remain with the engineers. J,lajorities however ~o D~t, perman~ntly oount in 
any art or science; for its experimenters are alWayS few; yet thei! reasoning 
and experiplents grac:J~ally convince and b~ing over the majority. as its finds p~tiencG 
to consider them. .. 

The differenee between the engineeJ1i~g and the rural attitude and policy in thi~ 
matter,~that between "all to the Sewer" and ~'all to the Soil [ "-is in fact parallel to 

. that which was ~ffe~ted, i~ th~ past ge~~r'ation' for agri~ulture and phy~i?logy 
by tJ:te J:is~ 9fth!) rur~laJ;ld o.rg~'9ically.minqed :pasteu~, agalDst th~ lo~g domlDa~t 
autho:dtY.9f Ba.ron Liebig, \Vith his too .strictly ~organic view and treatment of 
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Chapter XVI. 

,Chhatri B~gh" .as ~acred Par~ of Indore. 
General Aspect. 

After such high example as tha~ referred to at the close 'of Chapter XIV we 
may now pass to the Chhatri Bagh, that great and Sacred Park, of which Ahilyabai's 
monument will always be one of the most honoured features. Here again ~he ol~ 

• wOl'k, great or small, is better than the new; witness alike the little shrines by or in 
the river, or the great Royal Tomb enclosures at east and south. ~or though it 
is an admirable custom which has permitted citizens to erect Temples within this 
park, the spaces allotted to these have been unnecessarily large, and the architectural 
supervision has been insufficient; so that the resultant effect, though the older and 
earlier buildings are more or less good, is in the main common-place; and worse, con
fused and untidy. 

Improvements and Extensions. 

Improvement on these Temple buildings and their gardens is however easy, 
and should be stimulated. And in fu ture, grants of sites for new Chhatri should, be 
given no longer hap-hazard, but only in situations wher~ their architecture will im
prove the beauty of the park, and so be better shown as well. 

As an example of the advanta~e. which will result from choosing suitable loca
tions for such monump.nt~, let us take the site immediately south of the great old 
Bawadi well beside,the N. W. Entrance Gate. Replacing the pz:esent detestable 
barbed wire by renewing its low parapet of stone, we have in this finewell a striking 
wall and water fore-court for a Chhatri, an.d this would also be well seen along 
the whole length of the main Park Avenue. 

The line of houses, along with the backs of their often large compounds, projec
ting into the westside of the park, are largely dilapidated and unsightly. Some have 
already been removed; and none should be rebuilt; on the contrary they should be 
gradually cleared away aa occasions arise. For the Park will thus obtain their sites, 
and not a few fine old trees, under which may gradually be erected a long and monu-

. mental line of future Chhatri,well seen alike from the Park, and from the adjacent 
Street. This street will thus become one of the finest and most characteristic avenues 
of the City, as the houses ~pon its westside will now front these Chhatri, and will 
look between them into the Park ~eyond. The improvement of these houses will 
thus .be encouragingly assured, and the resulting effect may thus be made a fine one 
from every point of view. ~ 

• 
·'Park-way" System of Park Extension. 

There are already one or two breaks among the houses. of this westside.f 
their futvre Avenue; and, as the plan shows, I propose another, if not two. For now 
we may pass onwards into the large open spac7 of 3 acres, south of Silawatpura, 
and lying parallel to the Chhatri Bagh and thus, with views opened from and to the 
Chhatri Bagh and its street Avenue, we practically double the apparent extent of the 
Park and its beauty, by removing its present too limited aspect West of this minor 
Park space again lies a smaller but still considerable open space, that of the Sunday 
Cattle-market;:and when we again,. by a small amQuntof clearance, open' into this, 



little Arcade, centred too, as it may be, upon the rebuilt Temple or its porch, will 
be in every wayan improvement to this garden scheme, and not a blemish on it, 
as without planning it might r~adily become. 

Garden West of New·Palace. 

The whole of the proposed treatment may. be und~rstood upon the plan at a 
glance, as composed essentially of two crossing:;Cypress Avenues, and of bright 
flower-beds, relieved by quiet green spaces of law~; . 

The larger of the two main tlawn-spaces-that West of the new Palace-has long 
been unsightly, through the increasing ruin of the fine State Building which forms 
its southern boundary. To rppair .( or if necessary remove) this, is urgently desir
able:' aDd r recommend-:-whetherfor public use or private occupancy-the erection 
upon its site, (~r beyond its present gable, if repaired) of a new building, with veranda 
and balconies facing northward upon the lawn; for this slight diminution of garden area 
will be well compensated by the' improved architectural effect of substituting a 
pleasing house-front for what would otherwise end with a blank gable. 

\ 
"I. 

The central path dividing this lawn-space may be bordered with bright fJower
Leds; and this leads into 8 small MohalIa co~t; which, only needs tq have its houses 
Bnd Shivalas whitewashed and coloured to make an admirable picture. 

West. South.West. North and East of Old Palace. 

The north and south Road west of the Old' Palace is shown widened back a 
little, to the line given by that of the New Pala.ce, as it can then also be. planted 
\vith Cypress; and, though the little Temple on east side of this Road will project, the 
thoroughfare is improved. This. long Cypress Avenue' perspective is again continued 
southward, along" the side of the Gopal Mandir; and the same trees are also indi
cated along the southside of the New Palace, as far as the extra breadth of this 
Main Road conveniently allows. 

In the Old Palace Square should be planted a small group of three Cypresses 
in each corner of the stone enclosure. 

Old Palace Avenue Southwards. 

Southward from this square opens the long Avenue suggested four years ag~ 
by Mr. Lanchester, and since cleared, with slight modification westwards; so now 
ready for building, and then planting, from end ~o' end; and here once more 
I recommend Cypress. For in this way the Old Palace, as historic centre of the 
City, will be fitly framed; and as the trees grow it will be nobly approached from 
south and north a1i~e. The adaptation of these new Avenues to use by Processions 
will also be f!ir more effective than if planted with orqinary trees. 

In planting all these Cypresses, let me repeat that the greatest care must be 
aken to prepare large pits, and to have these not filled up again around the young 

: rees with the building' rubbish taken out, but with" the richly manurial.soil which 
he town can afford in almost limitless quantity. With such preliminary care, (as 

. lso of the youn~ plan~9 themselves on their way from their nursery to their 
rmanent home, to prevent drying of the roots) these noblest of trees will grow. 

apidly, and should go on improving, even fo~ centuries. 
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Chapter XV. 

Central Palace Gardens and Avenues. 
Vacant Spaces Available, and Proposed Treatment. 

'I'he old Palace has no longer any garden, beyond the surviving strip on. 
which it looks down on the west; while ·the New Palace, which was built in the 
former garden, has necessarily only a high-walled private one. .But there are 
clearances in the Palace neighbourhood, made in former years and still lying vacant; 
liO we may now utilise them as Gardens, at once giving a fuller dignity to the Palace 
Quart3r: yet at the same time open to the public, as Palace Gardens in so many 
Capitals become. 

The available space is of irregular outline and interrupted by Temples, un~ 
fortunately only with street frOl)tageB, and these of no great architectural merit, 
and now with bare and unsightly gable-walls and backs. Those on the westside of 
the road running northward from the Palaces cannot easily·be altered; so I would 
here suggest either (1) granting them a small building-site along their southward 
gables, or simpler and better, (2) to encourage them to erect a c4abutra, nnd 
veranda, with ladies' balcony above, to cover these blank walls. 

The small private Temple north of New Palace on eastside is however a 
mere unsightly ruin; it should be a~quired; and its domestic building removed, and 
the site and compound thrown into, the future Garden. A· new Temple would of
course be erected, and this appropriately with a small spire, since this will form aa 
admirable feature for the Garden, seen from every approach. 

Looking now east and west, the available space along the northside of the 
road, ranges from the BohraMosque north of New Palace to the fine Jumma. 
Masjid. a couple of hundred yards to the west of this. How is some unity to b. 
given to all these irregular areas, lying cross-\vise upon their Roads, and 'with the 
dignity appropriate to Palace surroundings as well ~ ]'or both purposes there is 
no resource of planting and gardening comparable to (Cypress trees. The two 
Mosques may each have an appropriate group ,of Palms; and these will contrail' 
effectively with the Cypresses. \ 

The Bohra community desire a. portion of this garden for their Mosque 
more especially; and if this be once put in order as part of the common design, and 
with no undue exclusion of the public, why should not this request be granted ~ 
Indeed why should not eaoh neighbouring Temple also beoome espeoially interested 
in the neighbouring portion of .the garden, and grow there its sacred flowers 1 'I'he 
Municipal Gardener may thus become relieved of this whole area accordingly, and 
the Treasurer of its budget also, or at least in great part. ' 

Vegetable Market. 

A local and Municipal requirement has also to be met in thia.neighbourhood
the supply of a small Vegetable-Market, with a dozen stalla or so. This can be 
provided in the. north-east corner; ror here behind the stalls, and hidden by the 
garden shrubberies, there runs a. convenieut cart-road. A buyers' veranda wiU 
give the little Market its needed shade, and pleasing aspect as well. In' fact ihi~ 



little Arcade, centred too, as it may be, upon the rebuilt Temple or its porch, will 
be in every wayan improvement to this garden scheme, and not a blemish on it, 
as without planning it might r~adily becon;te. 

Oarden West of New·Palace. 

The whole of the proposed treatmeut may. be understood upon the plan ~t a 
glance, as composed essentially of two crossing Cypress Avenues, and of brIght 
flower-beds, relieved by quiet green spaces of law~. . 

The larger of the two main la wn-spaces-that West of the new Palace-has long 
been unsightly, through the increasing ruin of the fine State Building whiC'h forms 
its southern boundary. ,To rppair (or if necessary remove) this, is urgently desir-

. a.ble: aDd I recommend-:-whether for public use or private occupancy-the erection 
upon its site, (or beyond its present gable, if repaired) of a new building, with veranda 
and balconies facing northward upon the lawn; for this slight diminution of garden area 
will be well compensated by the improved architectural effect of substituting a 
pleasing house-front for what would otherwise end with a b~ank gable. , 

The central path dividing this lawn-space may be bordered with bright Bower
beds; and this leads into a small Mohalla court; which, only needs tq have its houses 
and Shivalas whitewashed and coloured to make an admirable picture. 

West, South-West. North and East of Old .Palace. 

The north and south Road west of the Old' Palace is shown widened back a 
little, to the line given by that of the New Palace, as it can then also be planted 
with Cypress; and, though the little Temple on east side of this Road will project, the 
thoroughfare is improved. This. long Cypress Avenue perspective is again continued 
southward, aiong the side of the Gopal Mandir; and the same trees are also indi
cated along the southside of the New Palace, as far as the extra breadth of this 
Main Road conveniently allows. 

In the Old Palace Square should be planted a small group of three Cypresses 
in each corrier of the stone enclosure. 

Old Palace Avenue Southwards. 

Southward from this square opens the long Avenue suggested four years ag~ 
by Mr. Lan chester, and since cleared, with slight modification westwards; so now 
ready for building, and then planting, from end to end; and here. once more 
I recommend Cypress. For in this way the Old Palace, as historic centre of the 
City, will be fitly framed; and as the trees grow it will be nobly approached from 
south and north ali~e. The adaptation of these new Avenues to use by Processions 
will also be fIJr more effective than if planted with orqinary trees. \ 

In planting all these Cypresses, let me repeat that the greatest care must be 
taken to prepare large pits, and to have these not filled up again around the young 
trees with the building rubbish tllken out, but with. the richly manurial soil which 
the town can afford in almost limitless quantity. With such preliminary care~ (as 
also of the youn~ plants themselves on their way from their nursery td their 
permanent home, to prevent drying of the roots) these noblest of trees will grow 
T&pidly, and should go on improving, even for centuries. . 
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Central Palace Gardens and Avenues. 
Vacant Spaces Available, and Proposed Treatment. 

'I.'he old Palace has no longer any garden, beyond the surviving strip on. 
which it looks down on the west; while -the New Palace, which was built in the 
former garden, has necessarily only a high-waUed private one. .But there are 
clearances in the Palace neighbourhood, made in former years and still lying vacant; 
RO we may now utilise them as Gardens, atonce giving a fuller dignity to the Palace 
Quart3r, yet at the same time open to the public, as Palace Gardens in so many 
Oapitals b~come. 

The available space is of irregular outline and interrupted by Temples, un· 
fortunately only with street fro~tageR, and these of no great architectural merit, 
and now with bare and unsightly gable-walls and backs. Those on the westside of 
the road running northward from the Palaces cannot easily·be altered; so I would 
here suggest either (1) granting them a small building-site along their southward 
gables, or simpler and better, (2) to encourage them to erect a c~abutra. and 
veranda, with ladies' balcony above, to cover these blank walls. 

The small private Temple north of New Palace on eastside is however a 
mere unsightly ruin; it should be a<;.quired; and its domestic building removed, and 
the site and comp~und thrown into, the future Garden. A. new Temple would of
course be erected, and this appropriately with a small spire, since this will form aa 
admirable feature for the Garden, seen from every approach. 

Looking now east and west, the available space along the northside or the 
roa.d, ranges £rOIn the Hohra Mosque north of New Palace to the 6ne J umma . 
Masjid, a couple of hundred yards to the west of this. How is some unity to b. 
given to all these irregular areas, lying cross-wise upon their Roads, and 'with the 
dignity appropriate to Palace surroundings as well! l!'or both purposes there is 
no resource of planting and gardening comparable to, Cypress trees. The two 
Mosques may each have an appropriate group ,of Palms; and these will contrail 
effectively with the Cypresses. \ 

The Hohra community desire a. portion of this garden. for their Mosque 
more especially; and if this be' once put in order as part of the common design, and 
with no undue exclusion of the public, why should not this request be granted? 
Indeed why should not each neighbouring Temple also become especially interested 
in the neighbouring portion of ,the garden, and grow there its sacred flowers 1 'I.'he 
Munioipal Gardener may thus become relieved of this whole area accordingly, and 
the Treasurer of its budget also, or at least in great part •. 

Vegetable Market. 

A local and Municipal requirement has also to be met in this neighbourhood
the supply of a small Vegetable-Market, with a dozen stalls or so. This can be 
provided in the north-east corner; for here behind the staUs, and hidden by the 
garden shrubberies, there runs a. convenient cart-road. A buyers' veranda will 
give the little Market its needed shade, and pleasing aspect 88 well. In' fact ihis 
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. Now, instead of simply clearing by ~unicipal authority, certain areas of the 
Bohra Mohalla. to give its remaining houses more air:"space atIeast without, but 
still more unhealthy over-crowding within, as' the past fashion of improvement 
too much has been-why not plan a Bohra (larden Village beside their fine Park, 
with houses suitable for richer and for poorer members? The congestion of the 
MohaUa would th11s be naturally, abated, and any desirable clearance for an 
open space would then be more easily, more cheaply, and more satisfactorily 
realised. Hence the present plan, with its smaller :)3ohra dwellings on the north of 
the park, and .the larger ones in the present vacant space of Ukhaji's Garden south 
of the new Normal School, and someway northpf Lal Tabela.· , .. 

This Bohra. Park is also shown with its Lay~out improved, but with 
careful retention of all its present purposes, and even of its essential lines: but 
now with its P!tths planted' as avenues, and its waste margins with shrubberies or 
flowers. All the new Bohra dwellings will communicate directly with this Park, 
so that during the day, when the men are l;tll away at business, this can be used 
aR a 'Zenana Park, in which the ladies can walk and sit, with their children at 
play. But this should practically put an end to the tuberculosis which is the 
perpetually recurring tr~gedy of ~enana life, and should a.bate most other diseases 
2;lS well, the children's ailments especially . 

. Appeal to other Communities; Rich and Poor. 

Now when the Bohras, as notably business men, and faithful householders, 
are willing to consider such a plan as this, why not .other communities as well? Of 
all the architectural achievements of the Indian past, none are proportionally· more 
numerous, and none more elaborately magnificent, than are the Temples (and often 
also the mansions) of the J ains; and of ~hese Indore possesses eJ!:amples, both of 
past and present. Why not now therefore a new Jain MohalIa? and on a scale 
worthy of these continued traditions? 

Why not for any and every other community? As well as thus beginning with 
, the richer communities, let us also see what can be done with the very poorest and 
humblest; We had thus lateiy trees planted. throughout the Sweepers Mohalla of 
'Vest Nayapura, and with an immediate a.nd encouraging stimulus to their OiwaIi 
house-cleaning and improvement accordingly. Similarly the Sweepers of Laltabela 
haye welcomed a simple planning of their great Court-yard to better advantage. 

The response of many, anq more or less of all, Mohallas to the appeal made 
before Dewali, has also been encouraging to all concerned, since showing that 
people have not only appreciated the work of the Municipal clea~ing squads, but 
have largely done their own parts al~o. The improvement even of the most 
'crowded and untidy quarters, is thus by riP means the discouraging, hopeless, or 
"Utopian" matter, which it appears to those who with all their experience of life 
in their own class, have not yet a practical knowledge, of doing such'work along 
with the people. It is, on the contrary, essentially as definite and practicable ~ task, 
as is the ordinary Municipal cleansing on one side, the ordinary house-cleaning and' 
washing on. the other. For the most ambitious of sanitarians is but a good 
housewife upon a larger scale. And surely 'Of all places in India, none can 
-seriously doubt t.his here, ,where the life-work cannot be forgotten of Queen 
Ahilyabai:-with her court-yard and shrine and Tulsi plan~, extending not only 
throughout bel' city and her dominions, but thence into great Temples at .the four 
extreme Holy Places of India, at the corners of this vast sub-continent. _. 

24 
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proceed" yet of kindred charm and attractiveness. Here in fact is an ideal ~entre 
for the needed Public Park of this quarter of the City. 1 am informed that tesldents 
in this neighbourhood are willing to aid in this improvement, as by laying out 
the open ground west of the Ta.nk and building Ghats, planting trees etc.; and I 
therefo;,e strongly recommend that they be heartily encouraged. 

Down stream and further north, we come to'the broken Bund north of the 
State Motor house; and when we study this quarter, we are impressed with the ne
cessity of repairing this Bund, for above this are spacious old loops of the Nulla 
now dry, but which would soon be filled again. Beside the Nulla thus bunded up 
into 'extent and beauty like that of the Residency River, we should thus have a 
larger and ~ smaller .Tank and Fish-pond; and the whole, with due planting, and 
path-making, would result in a larger Park, leading up to the sm~Il Temple Park 
we have just left. . . 

The views along this combined.Park area would thus be comparable to those 
upon the main Indore River system itself. Moreover to this fine landscape Park 
the needed level Playing-Field (\an easily be added .. 

I do not remember any Park Area which' could be made to Srield so much 
beauty and use, with so little ex.penditure as the present one. If this park be n~w 
developed, it will aid the develoj>IIlent of the town in this direction. Suburbs may 
here be planned, and sites reserved 10r minor schools; perhaps eve; a third High 
School, for this population and its demand, may before many years arise. 

Sacred Parks viewed More Oenerally.· 

Look backwards now along the long road by which we. have coine; past 
Palace, Bridge, and Railway StaJion, .through Tukoganj, to Palasia with its littlc, 
park. Are we not encouraged now to treat these two terminal Parks' morc speci
.ously and fully 1 And also with something of the spirit ()f the past? At such 
centres of old religion, with their architectural and landscape beauty, their 
provision alike for bodily and inward renewal, w,e have a good example' of 'tb~ 
old way of founding towns and extending suburbs, ·around centres in which the 
needs of health and of idealism meet and mingle, combiQed in life and crystalized 
in beauty. . 

I am accustomed of course to be told by almost every one-"that was all very 
well in the past, but the day of such things is now gone for ever." But this is 
merely my interlocutor's grand way of saying that he has been losing the habit 
of thinking of these thIngs. Whereas all who can still think of such matters know, 
that like other processes of the universe, and of the mind, they are as practical 
and prac~icable now as ever. . 

, _Bohra Park and Garden Village. 

Take for instance a simple example, and from one of the most ~veryday and 
business-like of communities, that of the Bohras. Beyond their prosperous and 
mostly well-built, but overcrowded, and therefore unhealthy Mohalla, they inherit, 
from their religious past, a fine Park, of double the area of their Mohalla. Of 
this the northern margin is their cemetery; their Meeting-house oCcupies the 
c~ntre; their worthy old spiritual Leader's garaen-home is in tlie south-west; 
and the rest-most of the area-is divided betl-.een imperfect cultivation and 
neglect. 
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. . " ' .. 
absence of any conspicuously good architecture, aud yet no~ too much conceal 'this 
when it arlses;--in short to meet all these conditions-there' is no tree like the 
Cypress. In a very few years too, if it be carefully planted-in large pits, not re" 
filled with the street rubbish, but with richest and best manured soil-this square 
of Cypresses will have an effect; and this will go on improving indefinitely. ' 

With all this there may reasonably be an impulse to interior improvement 
for the surrounding Temples, especially those on ,the south. .of one of ,thes~ the 
space js fa.irly large, and the other very extensive.' And as in this matter of im
proviog Temple Gardens I have had considerable experience, I shall be gratified if 
my suggestion of KriRhna's Kadam trees be accepted for his Temple court-yards; 
as also if any other use can be made of my services for these or other Temple 
Gardens. 

Old Town Planning. 

Now proceeding westward, we have o~ either hand a wide north and south 
thoroughfare, and very Boon, again another parallel to'it,along, thewesHiide of Mal
harganj. T~ space enclosed betwe~n these two parallel thoroughfares was until com
paratively lately open. Here is a good example of the provision of open spaces by old 
city planners for recreative and market uses. These we moderns build up, leaving 
only more or less narrowed streeis, which we then blame the past for! Looking 
back now to the middle of the S9.~ares of the old Fort City ( at Sarm Khurd and 
.Odepura) we ~ce that: the long blocks of buildings north and south of the open 
Square of Ba:bzkhan& seem of this nature; and our originally surmise of thesES as 
originally op~n spacea,is thus strengthened. ' 

, Had' all these four. long open spaces been preServed' by tree-planting, how 
much mora open and healthy, spacious and d1gnified, would their neighbourhoods 
have remained: But e~en in the great Square we have just left, we see the recent' 
modern ,indifference to the preseryation of open spaces in t.he encroachment upon 
It of the large Dispensary Compound, and even in the projection of the Police 
Garden; while turning to th~ f"miti~r map of the town, it is with difficulty $at one 
makes ou~ here any Squate 'at all,· ~though ,this has nea~ly double the area. of the 
01<\ Palace Square. 

, , 

Hasdasjl Temple, and Western Temple Park. 
, I 

Continue again upon our Main Road westwards. This acquires a suburban 
character as we leave th~ regular, and obviously once military,lines of Malharganj. 
Kasera Bakhal and Kadahin Lines pave each' space for some planting. Beyond 
these W,i come through open fiel~s, 'suitable, for extensions as indicated on plans; 
and we note too the pleasll.nt effect" and the shady result of the border of ~amarinds 
planted so cloMe as to form atonce 1I,n almost continuous hedge and yet an aveI\ue. 
We are now approaching the ~ulla; and its proximity has already bee1\ admirably 

, utilised; for a fine group of Temple buildiogs surrounds well·built and beautiful 
Ghats. Behind these, a great garden-enclo~ure, with a fine turreted and' battle
men ted wall runs round within .the large loop of the Nulla, and joins the large 
central HasdasjiTemple. On the north side of the road the Nulla is bunded to 

, form a fairly spacious Tank. . 
Though all this old magnificence shews some neglect and disrepair, impro;e

ment is easy and inexpensive; and tliis would result in a fine Temple Park of course 
f on a far smaller'scale than the great Chhatri'l BaO'b. 'to which we must shortly 

,0 , 
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Avenue Trees; Shelter; and Fuel Trees. 

A word needs here to be said of the poverty· of Avenues in Indore, and also 
of the comparatively poor effect of ~me of those lately plantEld: indeed sometimes, 
as on the roads north of Tukoganj, their practical failure. Largely to re-plant 
these, with new and wind-resisting trees (preferably therefore Tamarinds or 
Mangoes)-3.Iternating with tp.e present ones, e. g. along the road upto Malva. Mills 
and that along the Railway, would now be the simplest and best way out of the diffi
culty. But all such work should be done py the Horticultural Department, and 
not left to Public Works or their Contractors: one might too often 3ll well entrust 
road-makers with the care of babies, for a young tree's roots are even more thirst, 
and tender. 

Trees should not again be chosen which bend or slope before the west wind. 
as here so largely. As a. shelter-belt, as screen of the unsightly Railway lines, ail 
an added amenity to these avenues, and also as .a Fuel plantation, of which even 
the thinnings would in comparatively few years begin to repay the City, the strips 
of land at present waste along these Rail~ay margins should be plant~d with ra
pidly growing fuel trees, of whi~h I take ,it no one is better. than the· common 
"Babul" acacia. It will be noted on plan that I also suggest 'such' a long ·50ft belt 
of fuel plantation on each side of the Railway line within the City b()undaries, and 
even northward, with the expansion of the Industrial Town. Even ;ome. sl~'th sixt, 
acres or so of fuel is not be despised; but I suggest this as the beginning of a largel' 
policy of fuel"planting, upon all available waste lands -also. It may of course be 
answered that by far the main supply 'must always come from the state Forests; 
and that is of course true: but it is none the less real value for a city to have even 
cOlnparativelysmall tu~l plantations 9\ its own: since not merely of use, beauty 
and. return as compared with what is too oftf:\n mere waste; })ut as a reserv~ against 
artifi~ial raising of prices, from temptation to which even fuel-contractors are said 
not always to be immune. • . 

. Oardenlng and Planting from the ~araces Westwards; 
MalharganJ Square. . . 

We now ;return once more to town by Krishnapura. Bridge, and continue 
past the Palaces, Old and New, by Khajuri Bazar and onwards, so as to realise the
full extent, of about three miles, and the axial value, of this whole east and west 
thoroughfare of Indore from one side to the other. 

There is no scope for garden~ng along this por~ion. and rarely space for a tree, 
until we come to the large square between Yeswantganj and Malharganj. Here in 
the centre is a notably aitractive Ganpati Temple. with a very flne old Well beside, 
and a massive old basalt platform. South of thili is the large Dispensary Building; 
but the two Northern quarters of this Square are vacaut, save for the weH-grown 
little garden of the Police Office on the west side. Here a varied yet simple layoout 
.is possible. for a Temple; a bright little flower-garden is always welcome, and 
fo~ women and children a quiet and_shady Space, with room for little ones to play! 
Why not this around the Dispensary? For boys a more open ground; and this they 
have already in one or both of the northern quarters of the square: while for the 
:unity and dignity of t4e whole square, a regular bordering with trees. What trees? 
The ordinary ones, Neem, Tamarind, etc. are already frequent in Indore: and here 
we need something more distincti ve~. To give this large Square its needed unity 
of monumental aspec\ around its central Temple Spire, and to make up for the 
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Personally however, in view of the enormous cost, unsightliness and in
conveniences which are all inevitable to either scheme, I flhould be content, atleast 
until trAffic greatly, increases. with a small Over-Bridge ",ith stairs, for foot
passengers, sueh as that in use in Railway Stat:'ons. 

When. the gates are closed, Motors a,!ld other vehicles at presen~ ~nd it 
con~enient, and time-saving, to run south past' the Station to the Sia Ganj cross
ing. But this may be closed too. My main remedy however is not a new B,ridge 
at either place: but the farther run, down to the existing Nasia Under-Bridge. 

For al shown on plan, and described in a later cbapter, the New Boulevard 
on which we .here enter will be found to provide,' the needed New Express-Houte 
between the Station and the City, as also to Lal Bagh and the western suburbs, 
so largely relieving the present pressure on the Topkhana route, and even gradually 
reducing it, from its present supremacy, to subordinate importance. 

Rail way Crossing. 
", 

With all these improvements the mean aspect of the present Railway Cros
sing wiU be realised; and I therefore propose that this be slightly widened 
throughout its course ,to Tukoganj", by a foot-path of 10 feet on each side, beyond 
the present roaa-gates.~. These Play then suffice as regards breadth, though it 
will be desirable to renew them, when a little ~ore fully worn out, with others of 
a better, but still simple desigr4 }..low and panelled wall' shouid· then be, built
on ea.~b sige '6f the Road-Crossing up to the gates. With trees. on each side of 
this wall and along the margin of the Railway Compounds, and with correspond
ing tree-planting along the roads parallel to the' Railway to North and South, the 
present ~cene of ugliness will be transforme<f; and the Crossing will 'be no longer 
a blot between the two fine thoroughfares on each side: 

• 
Tukoganj and Palace Park . . 

An improvement of Tukoganj, costing little and increasing its attractive
ness, would be the introduction of chimps of shrubbery at due intervals 
behind its avenue trees, Seats may also be introduced at intervals. Some improve
ment of the new Palace Park is also desirable, especially the planting of the· bor
ders of its Playing-field to northward; and with a little shrubbery planting, and 
gardening, for the two Guest-hous~s which overlook this, and .of which _the large 
compounds are still mostly bare, without a shade-tree, a cooling fruit, or a welcom-... 
ing rose., ~ ,. 

Palasia Park. 

At the eastern end of Tukog~nj, wher~ it meets the Dewas road, and cro~es 
the Palasia Nulla, we already have a beautiful and attractive spot. Thank!! 1lo the 
bunding of: this stream, and to the fine trees around it; and with the. moderate 
extension and improvement shown on Plan, we may here have a -Very pleasent 
Public Garden, indeed a little Park. 

This will especially interest the inh,abitants of the Palasia Plague Camp, 
which is already in transformation fito a Garden Village; and this has' been 
carried farther, as mentioned in Chapter IX, and shown in detail on ~lan, lodged 
with. Municip.ality, but DDt here reproduced. 
23' ' 
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Roval Chhatrr on the Western bank. We shall have thus three monumental groups,. 
and between these three Bridges, all communicating by promenades, and with 
Ghats at intervals so making up a many-sided river-landscape, which should rank 
in pictorial beaut; among the too few River-City perfections of India, or of tho 
world. 

_ Topkhana. 

Returning once more to the main Bridge, and now proceeding eastwards 
along Topkhan3, we see that Bolia's Chhatri and Garden are shut off from the 
small Municipal Garden opposite the City School by a high wall. But when this 
is lowered, as it may easily be, the improvement of this Monument and its 
surrondings will be conspicuous; and when the needed gilded pinnacle is added 
to the dome it will be complete. If necessary, there is room on the east of the 
garden to replace the slums removed from the southside by better dwellings. 

When possible, the front of the old City School Building should be set back, 
a few feet behind that on the west. This would admit of a second storey, which 
might be of simpler architectural tre'atment than its neighbour, and eo give con
trast; and also give room for planting two or four Cypress trees at its angles, to 
harmonise with the Cypresses in the garden opposite. These dark green Cypress 
spires will contrast with the prevalent red of the great monument beside them, 
and are also the best of contrasts to the neighbouring levels of the river-landscape. 

. Proceeding east.ward along Topkhana, we follow the regular pavements 
newly laid down, with their broad borders of earth left free for planting shrubbery 
among the irregular trees along the roadway to the Station. IIow shall we treat 
these borders? They must riot be fenced in, for this would spoil their effect; yet 
cattle may some times do a little damage, and passiJ)g goats also. Masses of 
bright colour are here essentially wanted; but flowers are too small and .too tran
sient, as well as needing constant care. I propose therefore, as atonce the least 
apensive and most effective main treatment; that of planting long bands of 
bright and varied Acalypha, in its many varieties, and separated at intervals by 
smaller clumps of the bright green Duranta, with its plea.sing flowers or berries. 
The splendid Mexican "Christmas Flower" (Poinsettia) will also give magnificence 
during winter months. All these plants have the advantage of free and vigorom; 
growth, and are moreover unpalatable to animals. 

Topkhana Public Garden (and Possible Under-Bridge). 

This bright roadway, with its pleasant views into the existing gardens of 
the Public Buildings on the one hand and of the Hospital on the otlier, will thus 
be increasingly one of the most cheerful of the city's promenades: and when we 
reach the large open space s0!De little way east of Hospital &c, and opposite King 
Edwal'd Hall, we have here an opportunity for a Public Garden. Its irregular 
trees are at once an advantage and 3. difficulty, also its deep Nulla depression: 
but of these as the plan will show I have made what I can; yet not forgetting the 
possible transformation of the Nulla, if and when an additional roadway may here 
have to be constructed under the Railway .lines, to avoid the loss of time at the 
Railway Crossing, which will become more serious w}th the increased traffic of 
future years. 

It is not improbable however that an Over-Bridge J;Jlay be found· the Juss 

costly and inconvenient by the Railway and State Engineer~, to whom thi2-
discussion must be referred.. .; 



monumental; so that two of my remaining garden tasks in India this SElason are t? 
-complete a design for the extension of the garden of the greatest Royal Tomb of 
Lucknow, and also a Report on the improvement of the Gardens &c. of the Taj 
Yahal. I have hence gone with peculiar ,interest, even ardour, into the attempt here 
in Indore to prepare designs worthy of execution~ in appropriate utilisation of the 
many opportunities of this city, -and towards ~nhancement of jts beauties, of 
situation.' . 

And when we have seen together the possibilities of increased beauty and 
,dignity for the City, of increased pleasure accordingly for the citizens, and these 
at every level from prince to people, we may thereafter be ready to consider the 
gardening possibilit~es of the Mohallas, without further fears of too utilitarian 
treatment. • • • , 
Improvements of Gardens «c. from I<rishnapura Bridge northwards. 

Let us start then from die 6eenic centre of the whole City, Krishnapura. 
Bridge. Taking the fine up-stream:view as our standard, it ,is obvious that the 
:down-stream view needs ·improv~ment. This can be simply begun by planting 
a. few varied flowering trees in suitable positions, pictorially selected from the 
Dridge; first 'along the west bank, and then also the east one, especially 
when the new Riverside Boulevard shewn on Plan is made. This Boulevard 
leads from the Bridge, past the old· :Tombs, and then to the large Municipal 
Office compound with its existing garden; while the better planning and enhanced 
dignity of this civic centre and its adjacent fields, (though largely for housing: to 
be noted when we come later through the Mohallas) has been gone into with ~he 
Municipal President, and noted on plq.\l. ' 

North of this Municil>al area we have the fine large new High School domain, 
with its School Garden in front and around, its Playgrounds behind; and also what 
I strongly plead may become its School Farm, with Boys' Gardens, and small Type 
Botanic Garden, on the west. 

Along the edge of this large School Compound our new Riyerside Boulevard 
gently winds its way for three quarters of-a mile, down to the Kharkharia Bridge, 
ahd thence beyond. [t continues upto and under the Raiiway Bridge, and so into 
Naya Indore; and with shade-trees, groups of ornamental trees, and clumps of . 
flowering shrubbery, in due positions, all the way. . 

Bolla's Chhattri and Neighbourhood. 

Returning now to Krishnapura Bridge, let us thence look~ eaf?tward to Bolia's 
Chhatri, with its dome towering above its trees. The untidiness which dis
figures the- fine gateway, both with~ut and within, can be easily cleared up; while 
the proposed replanning of the adjacentsCJ.ualid arid unhealthy housipg, an~ the 
slight cutting of the Road corner to iIpprove the river view accordingly, will be 
found to justify the moderate ·expenditure required for this, both by:improving 
the river view- from both sides and bripging into' sight the future Bridge, whicI~ 
.is ne"ded for the important Theatre, Library and Museum group, upon, the soutf" 
point of the Peninsula overl60king the junction of the rivers, to which I shall come 
in datail in the later chapters concerned with educational developments. But trom 
this high terracp-, with jts fme and central view-point, it is once becomes evident 
that by clearin~ the slums from th6 south front of Bolia's Chhatri and the Garden, 
this fine manUlhent will then at once admirably lharmonise and contrast with the 

• 



Chapter XIV, 

, 
Garden Designs for Indore City, and their Bearings. 

, . 
City Oardens and Parks: Improvements. 

We have now planned (Chapters, [X-XIII) our various Suburban Extensions 
around the viiy, as henceforth Garden Villages proper; and with City Gardens as 
well i. 6. with their bungalows and even street-rows of smaller houses cODlmuni
cating at their backs with Fruit and Vegeta.ble Gardens, and these large enough 
immediately to absorb, and thus inoffensively and usefully to ntilize, all, and more 
than all, the sullage water and waste matter which the surrounding households can 
furnish. 

By the proper levelling of these gardens any excess of rainfall will be pass
ed off into the storm-water drains along the neighbouring road-sides. And since 
skilled direction can be assured for .these 'gardens, 'alid 'their cultivation' arid 'culti
'vators ,rganised accordingly, the proposed scheme is thus as defensible against en
gineering and sanitarian criticisms and urban objections generally, as can be 
Horticulture anywhere; indeed we may reasonably hope before long even more so. 

lt js thus reasonable.to consider how far such gardens may be introduced 
into the existing city; and ihese in the first place upon its low-lying and unbuilt 
areas! such as the former'flood margins, south and west of Ara Bazar, and south 
of Siaganj and Ranipura. These fields with their considerable area, (about 8 Acres 
and 5 Acres respectively) are known to everyone in Indore; and, as we proceed 
with City Improvements through quarter after quarter, we find many other open 
and practicable areas, though smaller o;J.es. 

Change of Order of These Chapters .. 

Yet so humble are the associations of gardening in most minds, and oicourle 
still more of aU operations connected with the cleansing of homes and towns, that 
in fa1rness to such. schemes of useful City Gardens as I have to propose, I must 
ask the reader first to consider with me the possibilities of City Gardenli and Parks 
in Indore, quite apart from those of utilitarian gardening, which are offered by 
minor spaces throughout the City for the more homely gardening of vegetable,~ 
and fruits. 

For since, despite all my arguments, I s,till fear some-of my readers may be 
unconvinced, and this from various reasons of feelings and associations which no 
mere argument can touch, I therefore turn toa fresh line of approach to Garden
ing. I hence ask the reader-instead of first coming with me through the ~Ioh
aUas of Indore-the poorest and most dilapidated, the most neurasthenic and mala
:tious,th~ ~05t tuberculous or plague-stricken, to consider how these may be im
proved, and brightened in homes and health tog~ther, and largely through this 
~mely gardening I advocate-to give me a fresh opportunity of justifying gardens 
and gardening, by actively beginning in the very different, and more generany 
congenial, way of gardening for beauty, 4l.n~ not for ordinary uses. It 'is indeed to 
this latter l,ranch of Garden Design that I have through life mainly belonged, and 
practised in. as a planner and maker of gardens-for beauty as the highest of uses 
-and in designing these upto their higher levels, prjvate or collegiate, public and . . 
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,. 
And though this is also as yet intended ·for ~he well-to-do, it appears to me that this 
or any similar organisation might develope a branch also for the housing of the 
poorer classes whose case we have just been cQDsidering. For jusb as an 
Agricultural Co-operative Society or Bank makes advances towards stock or tillage, 
so surely a Housing Company can make analogous advances towards housing,.J;he 
more since in the resultant home it has the best of urban s'ecurities .. ~ In this respect 
I am encouraged by Pan.dit Mukand Ram, who has given me some indications /) f 
the ideas and aims of a possible new Housing Association, to deal ~ith the difficult 
problem of Housing for the People, and this upon ,8. iarge ~ scale, ari!! in a public-
spirited way. , 

Noteworthy Recent Examples. 

Here too, the first steadily, and now brilliantly, successful and ever-growing exam
ple of the Irish Agricultural Organisat.ion Society, initiated and headed by Sir Horace 
Plunkett, may be suggestive, since this. is at once aided and audited by the State, 
and yet possesses a substantial independence in its c~ntral organisation, which it uses 
in organising Co-operative Associations, with dairies etc. throughout the Villages of 
~reland. Here "hen is an experif4Qntal proof of the effective Co-operation of the 
State with the people, through its most effective leading citizens; and thougl1 this is 
not yet to any extent a housi!lg endeavour, its example is certainly encouraging to 
these. The English exampl~ of Co-operative Tenants, Ltd. which arose, like the 
great English Co-operatve Societies themselves, from a small working class group, but 
is now, like them, on the largest levels of business enterprise, wil~also "'be found 
suggestive in Indian citi~s; and other examples may be gh-en.if desired, or found by 
anyone actively interested . 

• 

Final Reminder. 

I am everywhere accustomed to find Indore and other people thinking that 
the essential·ma~ter J,o be assured in all this new housing i.'3 the improvement of 
materials and construction~-ftom mud to brick, mud to mortar, in short from 
kucha to pukka; so that mdustrialists and their engineers, investors and public 
authoritiesnow-a-days all shrink from ,housing .in the simple old style of the 
Indian people. and are practically westernised. But as here advocate for the 
condition and well-being of the pe<?ple, and for their health therefore above 
all, 'I ha.ve to remind all concerned (1) that the essential 'need of a house 
and family is room and (2)· that the essential improvement of a house 
for its family is more room .. ~'or this reason, and in view of financiaL difficulties 
of housing, I therefore strongly plead for consideration of the type' of I construc. 
tion indicated on page 84, as the best we can, at present afford in the mass of 
cases, and especially ill: the New Industrial Town, and as a far better return for 
outlay than a necessarily smaller house made pukka throughout. , 

22 
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Co~pensation~ 

Compe~sation should be no longer that of a mere valuati('n, too often of what 
can but at best but yield some old inateria!s. This compensa~ion is o~course in the
firat place that ot'the neVi site. But on ~hiswe have to help hIm to buIld atleast the
fir~~ beginning of this dwelling. 

Cdnstruction in Progress •. , 
. The first room if for a single couple, and two rooms if there be children. 

Towards this purpose we should in the. meantime have constructed upon the site a 
high enough plinth. In view of the great expense of fourtdations and of pukka cons
truction and paving, we must often be content with both plinth and floor of earth~ 
but may not this be rendered drier by putting down upon it. just below the floor-level,' 
a damp-proof course, and this not simplyoelow the future walls, but right over the 
whole floor. Large sheets 0'£ stout matting can be cheaply obtained in quantity; 
and if dipped in hot tar, they will form a very fairly durable damp-proof Tarpaulin, 
unpalatable to rats. l]ponthis layer the two or three inches of earthen finidh to
the floqr can be laid do~n. or ~fcourse m<>re pukka material when possible. 

The plinth can be strengthened at its outer sides with piers of brick; on which 
may be bUilt a square pillar of brick, with alternate half-bricks left projectigg along 
each of the two adjacent future walls. When the door-posts are also fixed, we'can then 
build up' the four walls with mud; and thus our kucha' house is quite a pukka kind of 
kucha one, since more dry, and more durable, than those of ordinary pattern. The 
verandah-posts and roof-timbers of the old~ house may often be used again, at any 
rate the best of them, ~and similarly the old tiles. Moreo~er the supply of new 
buiding materials so far as required-timber, bricks and tiles-can all be substantially 
facilitated by the State Forests, and the Brick-fields of the neighbourhood ;and with 
the advantage of wholesa.le prices, contrELCts and cartage, through our Housing
Organisation, instead of the high retail prices which each single poor house-holder 
would have to pay. I. 

Housing Organisations and Societies. 

What then should be the exact·nature of this Housing Organization? Is it to be
established and managed entirely by the State? Or by the Municipality in co-oper
ation with this? Or may it not also, and with advantage, obtain the services of active 
,business-like and public-spirited citizens! I plead for this, since alike the history of 
Indian Village Panchayats, and the growing success of Co-operative Societies and 
Banks are showing that the Indian comD?-unity is far from destitute of the needful 
orgianising and directing capacities. These moreover rapidly appear with caU, and 
develop with opportunity, for their exercise. . . 

In this co~nection I feel encouraged by the various beginnings, or I atleast 
projects, of Co-operative Housing already arising in Indore. Thus I may cite the sug
gestive Pamphlet by Mr. Mehta, lately issued by Mr. Kibe, and with contributions by 
Mr. Gufle and others .. This project seems confined to the Housing of Officials or others 
of assured position and regular income, and so 00 a higher sc&le of housing and 
security than that of the less prosperous working households which we have at 
present mainly to consider, sinca.these make up the bulk of the town. Mr. S. G. 
Apte has also favoured me with a drafh of another .proposed Go-operative 
Housing Scheme, which appears to me clearly planned; _and promising accordingly. 
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paid to him in cash, as has been the case iIi ln~ore hitherto, for this generally means 
that the money goes to payoff debts, or is spent rapidly and profusely, like a legacy 
-or a windfall At any rate it does not adequately go .to the construction of a new 
home, for which, moreover, at the presept cost of p.uilding, the compensation-money 
he receives is generally quite insufficient. But if so,how can ·we blame him when he 
applies this money otherwise? He thus inevitably slides b!lck into some slum dwelling 
as bad as before; or worse than ever, because probably sIJ.laller than that from which 
we evicted him; OJ·, still worse, into a single small ohawl' room, or even a.sub-divided 
one (1:llC6 or lOx5); in which conditions, of inevitably foul air and huddled confusion, 
all the main diseases are provided for, from tuberculosis. to plague, and iq. whioh at 
any rate the increasingly neurasthenic housewife cannot' but lose heart. But.with 
the mainspring of the household and family thUFJ broken, the husband and children 
fall with her, and the evolution of the Slum isthul complete. , . 

A Reconstructive Policy, applicable even to the Slum~ 

Yet instead' of blaming the people for. this, we have to blame ourselves; and 
therefore to reverse our polioy accordingly, and set ou~ ane~, from slum towards 
Garden Village. Again here then,comes the need of the 'helping hand, without 
which people so . far failen into . poverty and its depression cannot possibly be 
expected to rise. The oustom .of giving a man 'only the amount of "a fair 
valuation" of his poor deteriorated dwelling is really no more just than, would 
be our requisition of his single set of garments, and giving him for these only their 
money value as rags or little better, and thus insufficient money wherewith to buy 
even the simplest new clothing at all. It is the quite contrary method' whiohis 
followed with the military recruit; for though on his enlistment ,ve do indeed insist on 
his abandoning his old garments for a uniform of our design, this is a new uniform, 
much more costly than the clothes he leaves off, and far more efficient; and this 
doubly and more, 'indeed in manifold ways-in health and comfort, in durability, in 
aspect, in social status and fellowship of comrades, and thus in self-respect accord
ingly. For how would the soldier drill, much less fig~t, if instead of raising his status 
by the uniform, we degraded him to practical nudity, as with the householder of 
our illustration? Has not'the time therefore fully come for now applying thie! lesson, 
which haa been made so conspicuous for the Soldier by the War, to the improve~ent 
of the Civilian population? Is it not only the narrowest and blindest of economists who 
will object that we cannot afford to do this-as if any industrial community can really 
afford to have its labourers in their present 111,ore or less wretched condition 'of house
iDg, and even of nutrition, with:corresponding feebleness of economic production, as· 
nompared with that great, eVE)n astound.ing, riSA of daily and yearly productive oapa-

. city which always and everywhere results from putting labour into adequat~ physio-
logical condition. Even the most thoughtless of masters knows that hi~ horse works 
better when his hay is well supplemented with grain, and that it does not pay him 
to reduce hay to straw, and with stabling unhealthy~ Let ua help him to see thl\t the. 
the same principle holds good, and even more conspicuously, with men. Else how is 
it that the nnparallele~ cheapening of motor cars by Mr. ;Ford has been effected? 
~Iainly through his bold experiment of paying by far the highest wages in the 
-history of the world. These high wages . largely go into better housing. . -' 

. Though the principle of "'higq wages for high return" is no~ being widely grasped 
and applied throughout America,-and this as one of her main preparations for her 
ever more rapid rise towards the economio domination of the world-.I -am not 

. pressing for any sudden.or extreme' adoption of it Lere. Enough if the principle be 

. understood, and its beginnin~ made, as in the small but growing hom.e of our plan. 
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. 
~iDOf the Garden Village movement and spirit to exorcise the fhoughtless and even 
c&1Ious spirit of the former Bye-Law and " Standard Plans," which in India still so. 
much delay that very housing and sanitarian progress which they were meant to 
advance., . :1 • 

But our two' roomed home need not end here. The Indian people, with their 
family tr!iditions, require the family house; a.nd thus they are too readily blamed for 

. the overcrowding which hance too commonly arises. For the prosperous and gover
ning classes, whether western or western-educated, only too easily blame the Eeople 
for things inevitable in their present town-couditions and poor housing circumstan-: 
ces; whereas it should be for us to improve these conditi?os, and at leas~ mitigate 
these unfortunate oircumstances. This is here done ' by 'prbviding fl'om the first the 
needed space-parallel to the house, and separating i"t from its neighbour -for exten- . 
sions of the home, if and when r.equired. UntH this time comes, this area. (say 15' x 
50') can be either cultivated along with .the adjacent City Garden, and the reRt cul
tivated by the house-holder, and with an aslditional small fruit tree; or used in part 
for the storing of fuel, or for the cow. When more roomS a.re required, one after 
another can be built, and thus at length our diagram shews a four-roomen house. In 
exceptional cases, as the family grows, and as income increases with its new workers, 
\he house may even become a two· storeyed one of six rooms, or even eight •. 

'We have thus a further advance upon the' old Standard Plan, which I trust puts 
the problem of gradual housing improvement more clearly than heretofore, and also 
more practically; since now fully in line with the gradual expansion of the house
holder's needs and means. It may of course be objected that an eight or . six room
ed house will rarely be attained, and indeed seldom enough one of four, or even three 
roomed size. Still, sometimes; and in any case "is it not well worth while to set before 
each couple ever:y legitimate possibility of a successfu] career as house-holders-that 
9£ gradually raising themselves, and still more their families, and their heirs, into 
more and more prosperous conditions, with an increasingly substantial material 
share, and social status, in their neighbourhood and town 1 And with the most sub
stantial and enduring of legacies to leave after them, instead of the too frequent 
money debt which depresses so many lives and ruins so many families. 

Indebtedness, and its Abatement. 

The grievous and apparently increasing indebtedness of the Indian labourer and 
even skille~ workman seems never yet adequately to have been faced, much less dealt 
with by any City or State,. though I have met at lea:st one admirable private endea
vour-that of the" Servants oflnclia "AssoCiation in Bombay; and I understand 
this matter is also being actively ha.ndled by 'Co-operative Societies and Banks in 
various places throughout India. But h.e.~p:,through the improvement. of housing, is 
a substantial means of aid in su~h debt-reducing endeavours. For it is only we of 
the educated classes who habitually think dbstractly enough to handle clearly the 
questions of money in any large sums ; whereas the people think more simply and of 
Concrete things, and with less foresight; and thus more readily fall into debt, especi
~lly in view of their frequently urgent needs, or at any rate wants, such 89 for wed
ding ceremonies and other costly occasions, as notably deaths in the family. The 
~8me limitation of education also makes the labourer submit Illore readily to the ex
cessive rat~s of interest so commonly exacted from him. Now to help hi~ out of 
t,hese difficulties, we may t~ke th~ occasion of his migratioll- to his new site: but to 
do this we must create the necessary Organization. In the first place his money 
compensation for the old house he gives up to our improvements should no IonO'er be 

o 
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these subjects. And a gene~ation of thiI:lking peasants is coming: 'we biologists are 
hut its scouts a"Ild pioneers. . '" ' ' , , 

.. 

Further, as I grant oredit to .my:opJ1onen~s, tb.e conventional Sani~-t\fians and 
Engineers, the ,necessary org/l.nislpg po~ers, not only to carry, out" their plans, 
but also to maintain tIieir dfairisadd purificati~n works, so 1 expect' from then~ 
a corresponding recognition that the Horticulturist also knows his business; and. 
heed not dispair of finding c~mpetent men, not only to make G~rdens, but t'o: main
tain them, and ,these whethe,r M~nioipal or private. Since however India and Indore 
are alike at present p()oret:'~ skilled Gardeners than in Engineers, I am glad to' be 

'reassured through persoQ~" inquiries, of the practicability or finding for Indore all 
this skilled superintenden'c!:, whiQh it can desire, and this on reasonable terms. Thus 

. besides Mr .. Coventry's good offices a~d general advice, Mr. Tembe is already taking 
; in hand the'Experime'ntal Gardenoft~e ~spital,and Dr. Deo is seeing to the start. 
of that north of Nasia Temple. ' '. 

I am also further re-assured by kindred experts in the United Provinces and 
elsewhere •. The needed Revival of Gardening in Indore may also thus be advanced; 
and ,vith many advantages, as notably to the "Real Wages" of the community, and 
itR hea~th and well-being accordingly. t 

• 

Chapter XIII. 

Constructive Problems. 

Diagram Plans; Acres Variously Laid Out, 
and Homes Variously Growing • 

. The re~der .is therefore asked to look once more into my diagrammatic' P]an~ 
of Suburban Acres, variously laid out for houses and compounds of different sizes, 
nnd eRpecially into that for the smallest plots, { 15 x 50 ) and now to read this 
Plan from below upwards. He will thus note with the first house consists of only 
single room with one veranda, as the minimum, anll suitable for a ~abouring ~ouple· 
without a family. ' 

But in the next house above this one on this plan a second room-is added, 
\\ ith a small cook-room outside:':"a most desirable addition for domestic comfort and 
even for health, since keeping smoke out of the rooms, and also accustoming the 
housewife to a healthy life of "ope~ air treatment," while the children will also more 
readily pIlly in the open court beside her. There, too she may also have her Tulsi' 
lJlant in its conspicuous space of honour; There is room alsoJor a small. fruit-tre'e- ' 
l\ Guava, an Orange, a Plum or the like, though not quite for a Mango. Or \vhy 

, not a 'patch 'of Plantains or one or two Papayas: and even a patch of Gold-flowersjt, 
uf which she can take" handful to the Temple, or e.tring a garland on great occasions. 

In the little home like this-whether of simple mud or finest brick matters 
('ompa~~ively little~a decent and clvil~z~d life, even a refined and cultivated life, , 
f~au be carried on. A house-mother, even though coming lately from slum .condi-· 
tions, soon rises to the o~casion, and se,eks ,to be ile?ond' tb none of her neighbours. 
All4his is of course ~¥t one of the-,very' 014est common-places of human life; yet'it 
has beElU too much forgotten in the Housing Movement until lately, with' the coming 

21 ., ' " ".' 'Po .. 
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• 
cur Park System is yet further extended. Here then is an application of the uPark
":8Y~ ~ethod; and the advantages of beauty and extent of views gained by thwi uni-: . 
tmg qen smaU parks; into what makes up a considerable Park System, will thus be 
cI~r. Moreover, south of the Cattle-market, and facing the south west end of the 
Sacred Park,' tile Jarge compound wilt be kept permanently open of the New High 
Schoo', which will thus atonce profit by these enlargements of the Park System, 
?nd i6s tur~ extend its open views. For this school I also recommend extension of 
1~3 pr'tsen&. ground, and as far back as the new slilburhan avenue :.;,hown running 
north:and south behind it. Indeed, if and whan Hostels and Masters' HOUdes are ra-• 
~ireJ. these may best be located upon the new a venue itself, 80 as not to encroach 

• y-poQ, ~his main School Compound, which will still be found none too large for-ij's future 
requirements, as of workshops, gardens etc • 

'. , .. . ' 
..... Chhatri 8agh Improvement in Detail. 

~ 'We return now to the illterior of the Chhatri Bagh. As above noted, both the 
PaJ;'k i':nd its Buildings with their gardens require improvement; but in wt.at spirit? 
To tLe ~uropetl.n, accustomed to Parks as essentially pleasure-grounds, play grounds, 
the matter seems simple-primarily of improving irregularities of level, of removing 
t~e .f~w worthless trees. and planting some new ones at the right places; as for 
inst&flce one here to compose with a building at its best, or there another to conceal 
Its 'loorer aspect. Such improvements are needed and easy: but all will fall 
1ilhb!~ unless they be conducted with du~'respect to the memorial and tte religious 
spi~(and purpose of the various buildings. Fur thus the new trees should be 
keiactted with reference to their historic association and religious symbolism; e. g. 
th& B'ael and KlI.da~ put· beside the Shiva and the Krishna Temples respe~~ively 
app;opriate for them. Again the roads are not simple walks and dflves, hS in 

I • , 

ordl!lary l:'arks, but have also processional purposes and use . .. .. ... . .. . ' The Two Main Chhatri • 
'; ; 
\ • I sometimes hear criticisms of the two great high-walled battlemented en

clos~es of royal cenotaphs, as too fortress-like; and with the suggestion that these 
watrs.fihould be removed, ill whole or iu part, to show the fine monuwents within. 
A-od the Chhatri above the Ba.ihing Ghats beside Krishnllpura Bridge are pointed to, 

'as a~example of t.he pleasing effect which these wonuments would present, if dis-
eDg~ed from their walls, ~ But with this view I strongly differ; nnd for every 
reasq~. First, because w~ of one generation have no rights of meddling with and
alte),\ng the monuments of our forefathers; second!y, because it is thoroughly 
appropriate that the foun~ers of a warlike dynasty should sleep within t~ 
sy~ootic fortress-walls; and t)lirdly, for the artistic reason that while we do uot now
a-das.~ build these, but prefer, and so far rightly, to leave monuments disengaged of 
any =Valls pllrtly concealing them, theRe walls also have their dignity and beauty, 
and, 'give a unity an~ distinctiveness of effect to these monuments; while the 
city -is far richer through maintaining this present difference in style ~nd general 
aspect among its main monuments, than by having them all in eithe; fashion. . . .. ' , . 

',Moreover with their monuments, these two great enclosures show their 
architectural unity and even .IDagn~ficence, when seen as they were ,intellded to be, 
from·'to a proper distanc~.· Any, one who looks at the western one from the 
oppoiite side of the r~ver, say from the Ghats, or 'l-t the southern one _from the 
fieldli, ?pposite, (or hest of aU from the old field road: shown as wlden~d to 
lead 'towards this from near the Causeway and Bridge outSide of Lal Bagh) Will see 

2~ ~: 
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that the r~moval of these walls, however speciously argued for,would be a dis&stroulJ 
architectural blunder, quite apart from its moral vanda.lism • 

. ~ It will be noticed that the Plan provides a new south-westward drive tZ)wards 
the Lal Bagh Bridge and Palace, along the edge of the. river, opposite ,the Park, 
80 showing both these monuments more fully than at present.' Also that a new 
Foot-path is laid out along the .Park-edge itself, thus also following the river. In 
.many ways, thE!n, new Park effects are obtained, in which wood, water, and architec-
• t~e are combined and grouped anew, along shady walks and open drives. • . 

" .. The Yogis'Camp. '" • . . 
Immediately east of t~e South Chhatri enclosure is the camping-ground of 

the Yogis.. Thill merely needs to be l'egularised and raised a little, at low points, 
for the sake of tidiness and protection from damp. .~ , • 

. The Park, Farm; and its Proposed Uses. 
. , 
• 

• t ., 

North-east of this be~ins a small farm, of 7 or 8 acres. To this ihat,iubliu 
have at p~esent no access. Its addition to the park is recommended, yet with its, con
tinued use, and even yield, as a farm; but now a model one, sacred therefore as weU • 
. For here- is,the I1ppropriate place for keeping a little herd of the finest cows. w,ith 
their bull worthy of Shiv a, and recalling Nandi himself. With the cows:'a~~IIiall 
Model Dairy, ydt this not of European type, but on the best traditional Indi~n tines. 
those of the Goalas of the city, but at their very best. Beside this Dairy ther~fore, 
should be a little Temple,for these Goalas especially,80 that they should 'here W 
attracted, at once by a model and exemplary centre for their oocupation, and an 
attrll:ctive meeting-place for them as a respectable caste, as well as an ocoupational 

·ld ' • gUI • . • 
• t' 

For by this simple measure of civic appreciatiori; at once of their Bociat ana 
moral status, and with it morality, these tend to be raised lib their highest; and 'thuR 
maintained accordi,ngly, and this in a far better way by any mere i~itation .of our 
unhappy Western method, 'of treating economics apart from morals, and both. from 
re1igion,-and so merely trying to keep up the q~ality of our milk by Inspectors, 
and the character pf our milkmen by fines and imprisonments. The old Indian 
method of consecrating occupation as Dharma is a far better one; and it is h~re fol' 
us of the 'west to come up to that, and not for India to come down to ours. B1 this 
simple groupi~g of Farm and Dairy, with Temple and Ooalas' meeting-place,' many 
ends will be served, and more people interested beyond th~ Goalas and their cuato'mers. 
For the Yogis will look on. with meditative and moralising commeotary; and the 

"~~ttle-keepers from Gadikhana, the sellers and buyers ftom the neighbouring ({attIe
market, and the boys too from the neighbouring High 'School, will all be int~rested 
in coming to see these fine cattle, and how cattle may-,Pe kept. Atten tion toimpro
ving breed will also be stimulated; and thus in eyery Vfay this little farm will'pay 
the State, not worse than heretofore, but far more fully. Here Mr. Coventry kindly 
promises his helpful advice, . 

The space is no doubt smap; but extra g;ass is :easily brought in, so t~t thf 
present publio right or permission of grazing upon the Park need not be interfered 
with. I even venture to hope that this proposed scne.m~, ·of cattle-keeping'.at itll 
best 'in all respects, might come to be adapted to the •• new, (or rather enlarged; 
Temple Park above discussed (on page 91) at the western exi~ and entrance 0.£ the 
-city on the Depalpur road at Hansdasji Temple. Indeed why not also }it thE .... 
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eastward, in the small corresponding park at Palasia, which we similarly noted as 
needing extension and improvement.:(p~ge 89,. 

-Sacred Parks of City, and Dhunl. 

Here at'any rata ""re three Parks, to south, west and east ;respectively, or 
which two have already 'an essentially sacred character, while the third, with it~ 
Bat~ing Ghat, is also in way of acquiring this. The northside of the city has as _ 
yet no suoh Park. Yet here there is a germ, and one far from inactive. It is to ' 
be found on the open land beyond the Jail Road Railway Crossing, and which forms 
the apex of the indefinitely extending triangular site of the New IndllStrialTown. 
This is the Dhuni; a spot of peculiar sanctity and. even pilgrimage for the maliy 
followers of its eminent Iioscetic and ~eacher, and who have great hopes, and corres
pondingly ambitious plans for this neighbourhood. I' was at first planning this 
whole area from the stand-point of the new Industrial Town alone; but I feel 
sufficiently moved by the ardour and the arguments urged by representatives of this 
new BJ;Id active religious body, and also by the more general' conception of this 
city's l>.a.rk.planning, to advise leaving a certain amount of park area around the 
Dhuni acoordingly. In any case, this will be a ustlful and pleasant open space; and 
as such, of value tl.nd beauty from the outset of the New Industrial Town, 'whether its 
proj~~ted ~mbellishment with religious buildings be accomplished or not •. And as in 
any oa~~"teligion will not quarrel with education, I locate here the Technical School 

• also: ... 

Chapter XVII. 

-Zoological Park. 
Introduction. 

At first sight the formation of a Zoological Park may seem a proposal too 
ambi~ious and costly; but I do not suggest, still less advise, a great collection, like 
.that Ilf Mysore. I start simply from the fact·that pract~caUy every Indian State and 
,Capital, and certainly Indore, ~as in it already the makings of a menagerie; and this 
even a far greater and filler one, as regards some of the most conspicuous and impres
sive species, than the great Zoological Gardens of Europe. And though no Indian 
can quite realize what l!-n event it is in the memory of every European when as a 

-child he first saw the Elepha~t marching towards him, or the tall Camel striding by, 
still the Indian has his own deep associations with these great creatures, and these 

,since the earliest childhood; a.od he also strongly feels their impressiveness. And 
that he continues through life to appreciate this is evidenced by the universal use of 

-them on State occasions and in Festival Proce~sions. And though the stud of 
Elephants, and that of Camels, are here smaller than ip some State Capitals, each is still 
far larger than would be the aggregate of those of many European Gardens, as not 
only of London, Edinburgh and Dublin, but of Paris and Rome, Berlin and Vienna 
added to these as well. Moreover. from the experience of a few years back, of de
-signing what has sipce been considered on the whole as yet the best of Zoological 
Parks and Gardens as regards the display oC animal liCe-that of the Scottish Zoologi-

-cal Society at Edinburgh, I can testify _ how simply and comparatively inexpella 
. sivelt such collections may be arranged. 
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. Practical Beginnings Existing . .. 
All that is lacking here is thus but a more effective display of this exist,ing 

Zoological wealth: and, as the Plan shews, this can. be "done without even disturbing' 
th~e animals from their present homes. All 1 ask is (1) to bring out the EleFhants 
daily from their too' common-place enclosure of manure and fodder-heaps, and to give': 
them as mu('~ freedom as is consistent with safety upon their adjacent open compound, 
(f) to plant this more picturesquely. soas to give them somethingoftheir J>roper 
fclrestarid jungle blJ.ckground; in short to disguise thdir captivity, and restore, as far 
as may be, their aspect in nature. A Bathing Ghat for the elephants upon the river 
lVould too m~ch stir up its mud upon the human Ghat below; but a basin for them 
can be easily cut into the river-bank; moreover their old bathing-pool, a little south
west of. their present enclosure, can be easily made serviceable; and all with good 
results -to the animals themselves, as well as amusement to spectators. 

Further Developments. 

This landscape of life can be further improved by the contrast of oUler . formlJ 
of Jife. A few Monkeys can easily be encoQraged among the trees; and Adjutants and 
other Stor~s, with their natural contrast in the graceful Cranes, might all stalk 
about this Elephant enClosure. On the river there can easily be Water-birds,· Hond 
of many kinds-,-Ducks, Geese •. and Swans to quaint Pelicans and splendid l!'!amingos. 
In the neighbouring fields there can easily be Sheep of various kinds, or if we throw. 
two of these fields together into a little Park, then Deer and Antelopes, with their . 
exquisite grace, contrasting anew with the massive bulk of the elephants.' With on~ 
or two artificial mounds, we can display the Goats at their best; while again in neigh
.boul'ing fields we can have for exa~ple varieties of Indian Cahle. And from their 
enclosure it will need but a light foot-bridge, itself a new ornament t~ the, river, to 
take -us over to the Sacred Park with its enclosure for the chosen herd, with their 
magnificent Bull. . .J .. 

Possible Utilisation Qf West and East River Banks. " 

Still following the river upwllrds. to it$ turn towards the south, ,we see that 
we can here begin to ~e~ce in for this growing Zoological Garden the ~est bank of 
the river also, as far up as the New Palace Road, which wiU -thus gain ne\v interest, 
and practically make the Palace Park ~nd Gardens continuous with the Zoo. In this 
Bank can be cut and built and moated the dens for the great Carnivores, the Tigers, 
Leopards, and Lions especially, thus as it were guarding the Palace Gates. 

On both sides Water-birds can be encouraged .. Below the Causeway,oon th.e 
eastside, a bathing-pond can easily be cut for Buffalos; for these in the water make 
a picture as striking as can hippopotami, and one much more easily obtained. A 
small Fresh-Water Aquarium may also be erected on the same bank, and thus house 
tortoises and turtles, frogs and fishes of many kinds; and contain a educative little 
collection of water insect life, with a working demonstration -of how mosquito larvre 
may be kept down by fishes. Here in fact .is a strategic point for our attack on 
:Malaria. 

Birds·of· Prey etc. 

Returning D,OW towards the west front of the Elephant enclosure, by the shady 
.path north of the public road from the Palace Bridge and causeway towards the town •. 
we may place inthis shade the cages of Nocturnal Birds, like the Owls, and' on the 
sunnier side the Falcons and Eagles. And now turning towards the more domestic 
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, 

enclosure of the elephants, o~e 'of the Mahomedans among their keepers m!ly readily 
take pleas1ire in caring for a C,?Uection or various kinds of Poultry • 

• ." Camel Enclosure. 

Continning eastwards, after passing the Gadikhana. we see before us a little 
eastward the J amburkhana, with its Camels. As the plan shows, the area south of 
this is mostly free from buildings. Here tben is tbe Camels' Park, in which these 
animals can be diRplayed; and something of their proper desert setting and back
ground can be given by planting and fencing in some tbickets of thorny plants, and 
clumps of palms. Camels and Elephants; Deer and Antelopes; Cattle, Sheep and 
Goats; Monkeys; Birds of many kinds; bere are already many of the maiD features 
of a Zoological 9011ection; yet the ground is not crowded., and the additional ~xpense 
so far has not been great. The expensive animals are already bere, and the cattle 
should more or less pay for themselves. 

Vegetable Oarden and its Gardeners. 

The east and middle field& of this Zoological Park area, w~st of Gadikhana, 
are however certainly requIred for all this; and their cultivators will therefore need 
to be· removed elsewhere. But the little group of cultivators towards the west end 
near the small Temple, may readily be enriched, by taking over the daily manure 
and sweepings of tJ:.e Gardens, and by returning all this in vegetables .to feed its 
inmates. This method I was able to introduce from the outset of the Edinburgh 
Zoological Park; and it has since proved a complete sanitary and economic success, 
and even a valued additional feature of beauty and interest to the Gardens. 
Furthermore, with ~ll its specially abundant daily supplies of manure, and regular 
storage of this, it is absolutely inoffensive in these respects, though fragrant in the 
right ways. This in fact is a perfect example at once of what I plead for in~roduc. 
~io,n into the Suburbs and even Mohallas of Indore, and or the practical experience 
which has given me confidence in doing so. 

These cultivators are doing such peculiarly excellent work-as in fact, so far 
as I have ..seen,' as the Model Cultivators of Indore-that I plead for not disturbing, 
but for preserving them, in their present activity; and leaving and improving their 
homes around their Temple, as the best of examples of what simple human labour 
and life may be. Surrounded by happy creatures, both of I.abour and of nature, and 
with the river flowing by their well-kept garden-fields, they need nothing more,' save 
the addition of more flowers and fruit, to ~how not only what the ancient Paradise 
was like, but to give promise of its renewal, as humanity again returns to sane 
cultivation of the trelt of life, and not merely that of knowledge. Better almost than 
the Model Herd Farm 0,£ the sacred park opposite, let us here preserve this oasis of 
normal human life, in its strenuousness and its simplicity. 

~x:tension of Zoological Park South of Palace Road. 

For more land then, let us now pass to the . southside of the public road. The 
Karbala Maidan, by the river, needs no improvement beyond a few trees by its edge; 
.but further on, within the cultivated land,. with its many trees, we have excellent 
space for the completion 'of this Garden scheme; and in e!fective and contrasted ways, 
all readily to be understood from the plan. A!ter the picturesqu? landscare~ of ~e 
Sacred Park, the River, and tbe main. ZoologIcal Park we have Just left, It IS tIme 
to introduce here the contrast of a more reCl'uIar and formal treatment, yet not with
out interest and variety. In the long ra;ge of formal (yet partly zigzag) walks 

• 26 
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and enclosures south of the public road, ~e can place the smaller animals, and if 
need -be also such of the great clI.rnivores for whom one may not have space to 
excavate and build rocky dens of appa.rent freedom (upon the principle first introduced 
at Hamburg but better carried out at Edinburgh) upon the west banlt or the river, 
below the New Palace Road. 

A succession of Monkey-houses, with ampler gymnastic enclosures than ullual, 
is here easily possible; but the main Zoological feature or this area-is the succession, 
of\large wired-in Aviaries, e~ch with space for flight. In one the Parrots' and 
Cockatoos, the gorgeous Macaw'J 'and Loriesi in the others s,\ch smaller and greater 
Birds of many kinds~ as existing Inqian experience shows may best live together. 

Chapter XVIII. 

Zoological Garden Completed, Pleasure Garden and Sports Park. 

Plea~ure 'Oarden. 

We may now pass into the associated Pleasure Garden. Thia is planned to 
be atonce simple enough for br,oad effects, ydt ,complex enough for varied interest; 
and even for some of that exploration, which should be among every garden's 
pleasures, and without which both Public and Palace Gardens ~o often alike lose 
interest to their possessors. But of these varied paths and routes the visitor .will 
'not soon weary. 

Water, too, is freely though not profusely introduced; as passing gently 
through a succession of basins, arranged crosswise upon Plan, and varying in sizes 
and shapes, square and oblong, circular and elliptical; and also of different depths, 
for plant and animal inmates, and different surroundings. The four perspeotives, 
North, South, East, West, meet in and radiate from the large central Tank orthe 
Sunk Garden, around which run paths and beds, each enriched by the different 
selection and colour-arrangement of its flowers. and open to sunshine, yet separated 
by rows of shrubs to flower. Shade trees are,also easy of access, as the plan will 
show. 

The two Basins west of this Tank form centres for the Palm Garden, and its 
Avenues around their lawns; and from the westmost there runs north a road leading 
up to a Gateway by which we may cross the public road, and re-enter the malll 
Zoological Park. 

Completion ,of Zoological Oarden. 

Turning to the east near this Gateway, we may pass along the fronts of the 
three Aviaries. Thence we have.a choice of paths for returning southwards, the 
centrfll one with 'a chain of basins leadi~g again to the Central. Tank. While the 
ordinary basins may be best adorned with lotus and other water-flowers, and with 
gold-fish and the like, here in this series we may show water-Reptiles; as notably 
a grim family of Crocodiles, duly protected •. A Snake-house is here also shewn 
betw(len the Aviaries Oil either hand. 
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Pergola. 

But. the most. attractive and ever-varying feature of this portion or the garden 
should be ltS collectlon of Climbing and Twining plants, growing upon archways 
over all the area north of the sunny central small Garden: in fact a varied Pergola, 
enclosing the three great lawns and the emall ones, within its shady labyrinth of 
exuberant verdure and changeful magnificence of flowers. Here and there of course 
one finds a .Pergola with a few Climbers: there is a small but not well-designed one 
for instance at the Officers' Club in town: but . nowhere in all India, north, south, 
east or west, have I found what should, and might SQ easily and inexpensively, ~ 
the most magnificent of aU Indian Gardens-that long Pergola which should 
present a really good and well-grown collection of the hundreds of splendid Climbing 
plants, which are either native to India, or which, like the Bougainvill13& so common 
on trees and in gardens everywhere, are practically or easily naturalised. 

The expense of constructing a long Pergola, such as is here shown on plan, is 
not great; if we are contented with good bamboo stems to build it, or with the 
cheaper kinds of timber, of course creosotedto keep off white ants. Even if executed 
more permanently, this Pergola would need but a single train-load of the tong red 
stones from Rajputana, which are the finest material for this purpose which the 
world~can show. 

Birds Again. 

Along the open bays of one of these long double veranda.like paths of flower, 
we may hang some of our Gorgeous Parrots, Macaws and Lories, each upon his 

. perch; while. other Birds-like Cranes upon the lawns, and also bird-visitors to the 
flowers-would also make themselves at home. 

And not simply here, but ,over this whole extent of Parks and Gardens I 
would encourage Peacocks, whose small scratchings ahd depredations are not worth 
considering in comparison with their splendid and ostentatious beauty, yet their 
gentle and tameable ways. In Alwar City 1B.tely I saw. more Peacocks in a day than 
in all my life before, and this richness of effect can in a few years be developed here. 
From this centre indeed they would spread over the town; and as at Alwar they 
W9uld soon be welcome pets of the people in every Mohalla. Their useful competi
tion with the surely less desirable rat for grain and crumbs is also a not inappreciable 
health .factor. 

To encourage Pigeons and Doves also, and in their many kinds, both in this 
Park and Garden, and in the City beyond them, would be of kindred value; for it is 
very largely through Indore's too great lack of the daily vigilance of alI ~hese 

,beautiful and triendly creatures, that it feeds instead so many rats, to maintain its 
returning Plague • 
• 

Need of Shade, and 'Shade-House • 

. In contrast to all this brightness of foliage and of plumage, we now need more 
sha.de than a Pergola can give: hence what,might be otherwise a mere extra lawu 
space,-that west of the Aviaries, and of the Fruit Garden, to which we shall· come 
later-I propose to cover in as a Shade-House. 

Among the many elemen~s of the Indian Garden, .even on the modera~e 
private scale, none is more delightful or better fitted to the climate than the Shade 
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Garden. Given a fair supply of watel', aii here, this is easily cultivated. Its cons
truction is a ma.tter of very moderate expense, even for enclosing a considerable 
area; for.all that is requu.'ed is a light iron (or bamboo) frame-work, upon which 
roughly and cheaply woven shade-webs can be tied. But since such an erection has 
no architectural character, it. should either be concealed among trees or by a Per
gola; and here on the present plan something of both these methods is employed. 

The ord.inary Shade Garden, with its Palms and Ferns, brightened by a. few 
Orchids, Arums and other fiowe~s, ~uch as we see on a fairly large scale at Lucknow 
and elsewhere, has however la.tely been completely surpassed at the Agri-Horticul
turalGardens of Calcutta, who~e ta.1entetl director, Mr. Lankester, has produoed 
a veritable work of art, unprecedented alike in beauty and variety, as well as in 
extent. It is with this splendid model that I would here ent~r into rivalry, though 
here ori a smaller scale; and my sketch plan is thus but a first suggestion of such a 
varied labyrinth as is here required. Fori9 such a Shade Garden we should forget 
that we are in an enclosure at all, and feel again like children exploring the enchant
ed gardens of old tales, .as well as nature-lovers amazed before the protean wealth and 
beauty of this protected life. li'or here the dark Rain-forests with their flowers, 
the damp Jungles with ~~eir manifold verdure, are all condensed and selected into 
one of the most fascinating of all the many possibilities of the varied art of garden
ing, withits innumerable resourges, its contrasted styles. 

Now returning from this shady maze, the regularity of our Pergolas and 
pa.ths, the sunnyopElOuess of Lawns and'Flower-Gardens will all be more fully appre
cia-ted anew; a.nd the value of the Shade Garden towards enhancing all the rest. 
wilHikewise be realised. 

Fruit Garden. 

As ,a large Fruit Garden is being laid out near Manik Bagh, its example
with that' of the Lalbagh Garden with'its fine Guava-Orchard and Orange-Gr('lve etc, 
so well,' cultivated by Mr. Tembe. and also supported by the endeavours ot' ex
perienced ·and enthusiastic private fruit-grow~rs like Dr. Dwarka Nath-must 
surely ,soon l'esult in giving Indore the .place which its climate and soil permit of
indeed u'rge to:-that of a centre of Fruit Gar~ening which need not fear the compe
tition even of N agpur or! Bangalore. Nearer examples are, also encouraging, evon 
demonstrative, such as the Palace Fruit Garden at Ujjain. 

. Henc~ in. the present Pjl.rk and Garden area )Ve need not suggest any large 
Fruit Garden, even' were there robm fot this. Representative Fruit-trees will, also 

·nnd their place· among their, congeners in the Arboretum. ' 
• 

. Yet among the examples of the many perfections of life .which it is the high 
function of every great Garden to perfect yet further, and to display, a small type
selection of the finest Fruit-trees most suitable for cultivation in Indore is ~here
fore here desirable. - I speak under th~ correction of local experience; but I trust 
the site suggested, west of the Shade Garden,. will be found a good one. 

, Out .. door Maze. 

The old device of a Garden Maze, of paths in labyrinth, is here provided west 
of Fruit Garden, and in contrast to its simplicity. Flower-Beds, large and small, are 
also introduced. ; A Banyan Tre.e, to be trained into .a, Pillar-Hall, is also planted 
to southwards. • 
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Rock Garden . 

. From Maze, Fruit-Garden, Shade-House and Lawns, and by the Pergolas, we 
come at length to the Rock Garden. In the great gardens of Europe, as particularly at 
Kew and at Edinburgh, there is no feature more widely and generally appreciated 
than the- Rock Garden; and this by ~1l classes of garden-lovers, from their common 
beginning in the child. For here it is possible within moderate compass to assemble 
plants of many regions and kinds, not otherwise so well cultivable, and to display 
each in something of its characteristic surroundings and habitat, and consequently 
in its fullest beauty. Mounds. and ridges of difterent and suit&ble soils, concealed 
under carefully arranged and striking Rock-work, ~ay shl)w, in their horizontal and 
vertical range, something of the characteristic floras of different regions. Considera
ble contrast of light and shade may be arranged upon the opposite sides of these 
miniature mountain-ranges and valleys; as also variations from wet and damp towards 
dryness, between their bas~s and pools and their ridges and peaks. A Rock Garden 
has thus, in these and other ways, an exceptional variety and attractiveness. 1 need 
not here attempt to enter into the details of such a Garden,. or discuss the 
particular plants which could be grown; of course, here as everywhere, largely a 
matter for experiment. But with horticultural skill, good effects can be· speedily 
and inexpensively realised. 

This Rock Garden should contrast with the more abundant verdure and thick 

enclosure of the one we ha.ve just left; and also contrast with the exuberant vegeta

tion of the Pergola. Hence the corner location shewn on plan; which is also an 
effective one near the entrance. 

The Rock Garden may also be given a geological interest, and even a geogra
phicalone. Thus in a primary school in the smallest provincial town IJl80ve plann
ed for in India, the teacher and scholars had built up with their own hanas. effective 
relief-models, of Asia on a small scale, and of India on a larger'; they had l~olQUred 
this, with varied greens for cultiva.ted plains and forests, with yellows for wastes and 
deserts, and with blue rivers·running .ao'~n from convincingly white-washed Hima
layan snows. Such a (. Geography Garden" is everywhere of attraction and interest, 

. ·nnd to the healthily childlike mind at all ages, upto old age itself. While such 

. models of Asia ( sometimes even of Eurasia and Africa, of the Americas too) are 
more and more frequently being constructed by Schools, and are found well worth 
their space, the main Rock-Garden, to which we now return, must needs be made, 
~t>on its larger scale, with local rocks. Yet besides these basalts, conglomerates, 
lsandstones and the rest, the beautiful minerals so abundant· throughout this region
quartz, chalcedony, agate, milk-opal and the rest-may here be strikingly displayed. 
And beside these characteristic rocks and minerals, plots of the corresponding variety 
~f soils should also be arranged, and each with its appropriate plants as well. Here 
too is the best place for a plot on which to repeat and extend, under these local and 
semi-tropical conditions, Darwin's classical observations and experiment·s on.' the 
life, and agricu.lturallabours and services, of earthworms. 

For the preparation of such a Garden, the needed combination of geographic 
and local knowledge and educational enthusiasm, are all ,happily available in thE:: 
State Geologist, Dr. Hudlikar; as the needful horticultural skill and taste! iu Mr. 
Tembe; by whose united interest this Garden might he made iu every way Ii success, 
.rewarding. each. 

27 
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New Club and Sports Park . . 
. The present scheme of gardens again leads us further beyond our present 

bounds. 1 am instructed to find a location for aNew Club; ~nd surely there- cannot 
be one better than th!tt suggested for it here, south of these Zoological and Horti
cultural Gardens, and with direct and convenient access from town; and with ample 
space for 'fennis and kindred games . 

.. 
\ To west of this I leave a large open space, indeed it small Park, upto tho 

Karbala Maidan, and this large enough for Hockey-Matches, etc. From the south 
veranda of the Club;.Hollse we may also look out over the large Sports PArk, for 
which I have· also been instructe<;i to find the most suitable location; and which may 
here so easily be made, with ample .space betwc:len the Manik Bagh Hoad and th(' 
River. - There is thus room for Cricket-pitches and Foot-ball grounds. 

Arboretum and Type Botanic Garden. 
to . 

The best trees may mostly all be preserved, and it is also easily possible to 
border this Park with trees chosen an~ grouped by the Conservator of Forests as an 
interestiing Arboretum, of which the uses, alike for experiment and for reference, will 
be obvious. Finally, with these trees along .the border, we may introduce clumps of 
the shrubs and herbaceous plants of the leading .N at ural Orders of Indian plants, 
thus giving us a Type Botanic Garden as well; in fact that particular form of IDdex 
or Key Garden which has hitherto predominated, even too exclusively, in Botanic 
G.ardens generally, and which of course must always remain central to them; while 
to other keys, in various ways not less interpretative and educative, we shall return 
presently~ . 

Boys' Corners. 

Returning for a moment to Sports, let me fiDaIJy provide, in connection with 
-this Spo~ts Park, at its extrem~ north-west alJgole next the river, just back from 
the entrance. and south of Karbala Maidan, also on the river-loop further south, one 
of the ., Boys' dorners" I shall plead fOt' (P 106 and in a later Chapter), and which I 
trust may be granted: for. they provide what for ma.ny boys is the greatest sport. 
of all-that of playing at Life, and in a way which well prepares for it. 

Chapter XIX. 

Further Gardens, Studious and Practical. 
The Need of " Key Gardens ft. 

'. How shall we find' clues to the understanding of all the variety of nature and 
life; so overwhelming in its perplexity1 That is the great question ever ~rore the 
naturalist; botanist and zoologist alike; and which the labours of generations, as from 
Linnreus to Darwin, have specially strIven 1,0 answer, and which is now again before 
us here. The accumulating answer of Systematic Botany is outlined in our just 
proposeq arrangement above, of " Natural Orders ", beside' and includiDg the 
Arboretum trees,. and. their asso~iated shrubs and' herbs around. Darwin's answer 
js yet more vividly provided for in the Perg~la, with its struggle o£ Clunbers, antl 
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its ~arjed co-adaptation of Insects (and Birds) with Flowers. Other and yet more 
obVIOUS Keys are needed; so again the Shade Garden and the Rock Garden res
pectively bring out the many ad!lptations of plants, to moisture and shade as one 
extreme, and to heat, dryness and light on. the other. 

Garden of the Phases of Life. 

Our next Key Garden is appropriatelv hidden, yet not at all inaccessibly, 
among the trees and shrubbery on the' east of the large open Central Garden; and 
thus in contrast tu it. In and around its central pool will grow the simplest Water
plants, and in the small places around its edcre the 8ubmerO'ed and water-lovincr 

000 

flowering plants, themselves mostly of ancestrfil type, and generally more or less low 
degree. Around the circular lawn lies this Key Uarden proper. Proceeding from 
the left to right in auspicious, because sun-wise order. we Mve first a ring of plots for 
germiuation of seedlings in their many varieties. Next, beyond this circla of seed
beds, we have examples of the characteristic forms of plant-life .. Though really 
specialised, and peculiarly arrested, let us here show first, amid bare rocks and arid 
soil a group of extreme "Succulents"; the plants which no longer produceleav66, %lOr 
actively shoot upwards in growth, but remain more or 113ss arrested, often only swell
ing in their brief period of growth. Of such plants, a choice of Cactuses will naturally 
be the main exhibit; but with these vlirious arrested and more or less cactus-like 
forms of other orders. 

In our next plot are the plants of less extreme ~rrest, and so of a simpler and 
more natural development. though limited also. Here are the Bud-plants. &awe
may call them; like the Cabbage. the Aloe and the Agave, and above all the Palms_ 

The next plot is naturally for forms of vigorous growth and upward shooting, 
and e~pecially those which attain their perfection of growth through its continued 
vigour of infancy. its ever fresh sensitiveness as well. Here in fact is a selection and 
summary. towardli those secrets of varied growth of the collection of T~iner8 and 
Climbers along the Pergola. which have so long and fruitfully occupied physiologists, 
from Darwin a generation ago and more. to Bose today. 

But most plants hasten on to the development and steady economic effioiency 
·of their Leaf-system; and this again takes very various forms. alike important in 
Nature and to Man. Here there are representative Grass-growth and Tree-growth, 
with gradations of herbs and shrubs between. 

But though the fundamental and self-preserving life of the plant is in its leaf, 
its species-regarding life. and thus its own highe:r and intenser life. is in the Flower. 
Hence our main central division must illustrate Flowers; and. as far as may be 
within the space,' arrange these so as to illustrate something ()f our evolutionary ~ 

,readings of them. , 

Yet here as everywhere. the scientific con~ption need not prevent altistic 
grouping and presentment. We need to have rich colour-groupings, and all gra£tioDS 
of gruwth, from low Annuals in front to tall Perennials behind. upto flowering 
shrubbery (urther back; and the gorgeous Gold Mohur, (Poinciana) among the 
trees behind. 

After flowering, there of ~ld came death; .as still'it does for annual fllants, and 
correspondingly after breeding for most insects. and many other forms. B~t it is 
-one of the great advances of life in most of Its higher forms that reproduction It; 
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no longer necessarily followed' by death, but even increasingly by renewed vigour. 
Here then, the p~ce for the Evergreens, in selection of their many and nobl& 
Laurel-li.ke forms; and thus contrasting' with the generally more Conspicuously 
Flowering types, and with the more simple and ordinary Leafy plants also. 

. . 
Yet as there are Evergreens of gorgeous flower. like the Heaths and Rhodo: 

dendros, which connect with the more ordinary Flowering plants, so there are others, 
liI~e the Orange, the Mango and many more, magnificent and abundant in fruit. 
Titesethen may lead us among the types of plant-life which have peculiarly specialised 
themselves towards Fruit; like. the vine and apple of Temperate regions, as well as 
the familiar T~opical ones. . 

. But more precious to man even than fruit, are the plants of seed; here then 
we need'the main Cereals, in choice. 

, 4i'ter thus completing the full cy~le of existence, from seedling to seed anew, 
thepJant.no longer necessarily dies, nor yet grows on as before. It may adapt itself 
into a phase of comparative arrest, towards further survival. Hence the Deciduous 
plants,)Vhich predo~nate in northern lands with their cold winter,and which pro
tecttheir.1?uds for the next year; while especially in warmer lands, and in drought. 
wint~r8,their gro.wth may ~ more or less gradually arrested, so that THorns and 
spines appear. Yet from this grim defence of wintry old age, we return upon our 
circle once more; for these forms have culminated i~ their evolution as it were back· 
wards, into the ,stump-like G.actuses which can but swell, rather than vividly grow 
with the returningse8.S()n, arid so present a retUrn towards these simplest stirrings 
of.life; with. which this K~y series. of the.main phases of Life and Growth began. 

Oardenof Evolution . 

.Yet the pr.ec~ng Key qardens are no more the only ones than is the custo
mary. Botanio G~den of the N llottu'al Orders:. each but opens its own door, and dis
plays the varied life of nature fr~m. that point. of view: . accordingly: a fresh view, 
and'worth having, but not complete • 

.. . . 'We. still Deed in the .next mo~erate spac~ to northward an Evolution Garden; 
though this in the. pr~sent state of. ~ience is hard to plan, even as a beginning 
towards . what will be .needed as our knowledge advances.. 'But examples of 
Darwin's.Flowers as related to Insects or to Wind, may here be shown. His 
In~ectivorous Plants, his (and Bose's) Moving Plants also. 

. Above.. aU, as ;oar~in .-especially show~, the student of evolution must 
enq~e iJ;lto .. the mysteries of Variation. So. here we mqst first show and observe 
plants apparently indefinitely varying, like the pr~tean Acalyphas, as if Natural 
Selection were the one essential factor. of new species-making, as Darwin believed 
he had proven, and as many still IDliintain. Other interesting physiological groups 
may' here be placed; Jnsectivorous Plants, Sensitive Flowers, a "Floral Clock" 
&c., and with the ~hole as emerging ~om a margin of Wild Garden. 

N ext~, beside these, 'the varying Evening Primroses ( Oenothera) of De V rie!;, 
and kindred plants, to illustrate and test his recent "Theory of Mutation" • 

• 
. 'To'these Garden-plots,. again following Linnaeus, our first great master of 

Botany, in one of his many garden-<Ievices, I would add plots like his for illURtration 
of the' 'variations of sexes in.pl~nts; long familiar of course in the male and female 
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date trees, but ranging to the curious elaborations of sex-difFerences which so fascinated 
Da1'Win. And next, as long a student of sex-problems, I would naturally wish to 
add a further plot expressing later r~adings than his, as of' the interaction of sex 
with growth; and even 6f the interpretatioll of variations, as by no means indefinite. 
but As result of the rhythm and interplay of ~;rowth and reproduction "throughout 
the phases of life; thus ever giving us on one aidA new and more splendid flowers, on 
the other more exubera.nt weeds; and yet each capable of oscillating towards the 
opp~site type; with new forms once more; , 

Finally-that is, as far as contemporary knowledge and research as yet go
we should here make place to illustrate t.he main disQoveries of :Mendel and his many 
active and productive -disciples; who are uow busy, not only enriching our gardens, 
but transforming the corn-fields of the world, from Canada. to Bengal; and with 
these, cotton plants, sugar-canes, and soon all other staple plants as well. For they 
thus will before long be recognised by the public, as already by men of science, as 
among the most important of all possible workers in ~he agricultural renewal of 
India. And that their movement need not lack capable participation in Indore 
Mr. ZlI.nane can doubtless testify. 

Garden Uses and Applications. 

In this way in fact, our varied Garden, apparently so remote from the busi
ness life and industrial cares of Indore, and definitely designed as a great pleasure
garden, attractive alike for prince and people in their leisure hours, has in it a 
hundred possibilities of economic. productivity also, enough for a volume. That to 
improve grain and co,tton, this city's twostaplt:s, as Mendelian botanists are doing, 
is'practica.l, will not be denied. Nor yet to ehow how Oranges may be grown here 
as good as those of Nagpur (so, let me repeat, the best in the world), so that Indore
should by and by be exporting them, and other fruits, and by the train-load, to. 
thirsty Bombay, and perhaps even to the cities its wide sea-fa.ring rea.ohes. 

But what for instapce of other mysteries, like those of plant-sex-these surely 
are, butacademic1 Not simply do these open the secrets of life's beauty, but of 
life's contina.nce, ~ife's renewal, life's invigoration towards fuller individual existence, 
and to its f)lture evolution as wdll. And if these readings be not at first seen as practi
ca1:-(though teeming wit4 present and future applications, in every preceding phrase) 
-~ake as a single example the simple date-tree couple, which by and by should 
tower over iihe entrauce of our little Garden of the Sexes. Upon the careful fertili
sation of one by the other, the main life, health and wealth of every Oasis, from 
Morocco to Mesopotamia and beyond, essentially depends; and with these even the 
trade of cities, Sfj,y of Basra, for familiar instance to Bombay, and yet more through
out the Western world. But India, behind in this, as in too many other funda
mentals of agriculture, does not value its date-trees, and so neglects them. 
Suppose however this neglect turn out to be amain explanation, as it well may be, 
of ,their present insignificant value? This subject seems at any r3te so well worth 
investigating, that were I younger, and with the permanent abode my wandering 
profession makes impossible, I would enter upon it \vith the highest hopes, ofcourse 
in collaboration with Mendelian and other Relectors. 

Take one instance more, and from a different one of our many gardens-thi.1 
time the proposed Arboretum, round the Sports Park. Said to me lately in Ujjaill 
one of tile most active and progressive a~ricultural teachers in India-"Of the 

. enormous indeed excessive, number of catt,le in India, the most do -not really pay: 
probably ~s many as 95 per cent of them are below any proper agricultural and 
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productive' standard." "And can all this backwardne~s be speedily brought up?" 
l naturally asked. "Certainly, when people once become awake to it, and: willing" 
'''':''':was .the ready answer. " . 

Now while this better breeding, and this popular awakening. are going 
011 in th~ busy stock-raising world, and in the Chhatri Bagh, we gardeners and 
tree-planters· may be helping them in ours; as by increasiIlg the pasture-values and 
doubling the food-stuffs for these 'improving cattle, .and further improving their 
strength·at plough. their yield of milk. All sorts of experimental ways· invite us 
-,\from cultivating earth· worms, and soi1~germs, and what not, to more obviotlB 
cultures, 8. g. of lucernes and their kind. Again, with an expenditure of six annas, 
of which four f<!l p6stage to Europe and back"one may get seeds of the Carobtree. 
the "locust bean" of Cyprus and the Mediter~anel!on, (Ceratonia .iUqoo), not I think 
as yet grown in these parts. 1£ the seedings do well,· as soil and climate. suggest, 
we have next but to ~ring a small consignment of grafts, or a living grafted, tree or 
twt? in pots, to begin the culture ofwha.t is one of the most valuable cattle-feeding 
fruits of the world, and hence the most characteristic ingredient of the oattle-fooda 
sO much and justly advertised in England. A. great Boil-improver as weU, worth 
planting even fot its roots' sake, and its leaf-crop, as well as for shade; as is done 
with a kindred. tree in Indian tea-gardens. 

And so I might multiply illustrations indefinitely. Enough here to. maintain, 
that though my propospd Corn-siding and its new Godowns at Sia Ganj (Chapter 
XXIII) are unavoidably ugly enough to be recognised as obviously useful by every 
modern eye, or similarly the kindred Fact.ory planniug for the New Industrial Town 
(Ohapter VI-), these Horticultural Gardens, with all their apparently purely 
scientific refinements, and the Zoological ones too, al'e in essence not less usefuJ, 
and might even in It. few years be made as definitely wealth-producing, if not even 
more~ For the Gardener's Art but veils her innumerable utilities and possibilities 
beneath her changeful green vesture, embroidered with flowers. These utilities are 
none theJess there, active and latent;-as the Motor chassis underlies and carries 
its brightly-finished and softly cushioned Car. In short then I claim for these 
Garden Schemes a fair and cordial recognition, even from the strictest utilitarians 
among the business men and economic professors of Indore. . Our Evolution Garden 
thus turns out to be more than for peeps into nature's evolution, attractive though 
that be. It is also full of definite perspectives towards civic evolution, and even. 
economic progress. Thus rural development ever advances urb::tn progress; indeed 
more than conversely, let townsmen say what they will. 

Herb Garden:· 

Yet there were evolutionists before our day: and they made their own read
ings of plant-life; t.hey. ~ven disc?Tered, :twid its mazes, adaptations to human needs Le
yond those ofthe preceding fairly wid,e~seeming review. ·Prominent among these werp 
the plants of healing: and thus a wide and varied pharmacopreia has come down to UR 

from antiquity, and is still largely in use through India. And though personally 
through),ife a t.eacher in Western Medical Schools, and ignorant of Eastern oneil, 
I cannot refuse space for a Herb Garden in which as many as may be of the plant~ 
in use and esteem among any or·all schoC?ls may be cultiv&.ted, and studied by 1111 

who desire. There may again be progress from this. 

·Wit.h this t~o, shoulll go a smaller ,Plot, of interest to housewives and cook;; 
. especially, yet also to us men as their faIthful and regular clients, the Garden of Pot.-
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Herb!, of which Indian Cookery, m~re than any other in the world, makes such 
varied and skilful use. . 

Sacred Garden • 
. } . , '. 

Yet the Indian woman, again more than her sisters in other lands, sets values 
on plants and flowers beyond their homely uses, or even their decorative ones. For 
by her, beyond her favourite Tulsi plant, has been handed down a variety, elsewhere 
unparalleled, of plants consecrated to the varied occasions of life, and to, all its presi
ding ideals. Her simple and beautiful rituals are thus above all of appropriately 
chosen flower-offerings: and to maintain for her the full repertory and choice of 
these is surely one of the duties least to' be forgotten by any worthy to be among 
her gardeners. Hence, beside the Temples of the -cultivators whom I have praised 

. and pled for above (pJl.g~ 101 ), I should layout this S'iCred Garden; an:! also. 
near this, a little Nursery enclosure, from which the many Temple Gardens of the 
Chattri Bagh can be kept fully provided, and other Temples as well This litt!a 
Nursery would also be of interest to its visitors, as well as a reserve for the Govern
ment Department responsible for upkeep of Temples. 

Wild Garden. 

As there were evolutionists before us, so there are others yet to come. For 
their evocation too, Rince we feel the need of cOlDpl~ter and deeper readings of life 
than even those to which we seem attaining, some space for this reminder, and its 
ever-renewing questionings, is needed. And despite all th!:l.t may yet bll lea.rned from 
existing or imagined types of orderly Gardens, such as tliose ou.tlined above, and 
shown OD plan, the great sourG,e of inspiration to the discoverer must ever be in that. 
" Return to Nature" which has so often been the cry of past generations before our 
own, and must ever again he. To preserve a. true" Nature Reservation .. , a "Nature 
Park" in every natural regioQ, is thus a duty which rulers and Gov;ernments are more 
and more widely realising and giving effect to throughout the world. Yet most re
mains to do; and this largely even in India, despite some eminent examples, as in 
Mysore. To preserve some characteristic region of wild na.ture in this State has 
doubtless already been attended tOLbut to have some such reserve, even on a small 
area, as near as may be to this City as it increases towards its educational, inteUec
tual and cultural future, is a real need for all these growing interests. As a begin
ning and permanent reminder ot these needs atleast, let us find a corner somewhere, 
beside these gardens, to run wild year after year as it will. Not that this can ever 
or at least within any ordinary time, become really wild; but it will none the less be 
~uggestive to. the naturalist. I place it therefore as margin for the Evolution Garden. 

The practical man may not improbably feel some disapproval of this, as but a 
nursery for weed pests; and" 80 far truly; yet for everything worth having we must 
pay some price, and take some risks. 

Does he contemptuously doubt if this be at .all in any way worth having .! 
The possibility of some new Darwin, I3tirred to discovery by such a jungle-patch, ~ay 
not appeal; but this practical answer may:-After coal becomes too dear, and petrol 
ditto, what are ,ve to have. to burn, but spirit? So how shall we best and most cheaply 
get this 1 Not by fermenting this or that small pr~portional pr~duct o~ our culti
vated plants, as mostly at present; but by fermentmg plants III bulk; and these 
therefore the bulkiest and quickest; grown, the coarsest and cheapest. But these are 
weeds. Vf eed-farming for spirit, for sugar probably also, and much else,. is thus one 
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of the coming staples of world-agriculture, however strangely inverted. Whythel) 
hesitate to be learning something or weeds meantime 1 

Working Garden. 

For every Garden, much work must be done behind the scenes- Not only, as 
for other crafts, have tools and implements to be stored at night, and an office for 

• business and supervision provided; the gardener needs much more. His seed and bulb 
st<tl'es, his working and potting sheds must all be under cover. Not only small seed
beds and in variety, but reserve plant beds are required: thus 'Chrysanthemums 
alone need a large space for thumselv~s. Manures, sand leaf-mould and the like, aU 
need ,storing-llpaces, and so on. Moreover this whole area must be atonce convenient' 
to the Garden, and to the public Roads. for cartage, while this whole space must also 
inconspicuous in its location, indeed screened from view from roads and garden alike. 
The looation seleoted.immediately north of the Key Garden and south of the Rock 
Garden appears to me the hest one fo~ the greater part, of this Garden's work. How
ever in view of the extent of the present garden scheme I must also allo);, all is easy 
in this case, another, but smaller Working Garden, in the middle of the Zoological 
P8:rk, north of the main public road from La!. Bagh and reached by crossing west 
of Shade Garden and Fruit Garden. For' this work-place is also needed for the 
Zoological Garden on the opposite (North) side of the Road. 

Dwellings for Oardeners. 

n i$ QQp;lmOJ;l to 'plaoe these immediately beside the Working Garden. &, tbis 
is not so praotical as it looks, since it is one of the fundamental conditions of efficient 
hu~an labour ~ohave daily and nightly rest, and this..in different and if possible con
trasted surround~ngs, from those of the labour of the day. Just as the business-mim 
or officiai leaves his Office behind him, or the worker his Factory, and as hoth may 
rightly prefer houses in'the country, so shou1d the gardener leave his Garden, and 
come, if not into the movement of human life, at least 11earer to it. Hence the loca
tion of the Gardeners' dwellings in the new mohalla a little from the N. E. corner, 
Their townward location, aspect and treatment is thus explained; for gardeners 
cannot be expected to' garden for themselves in leisure hours. 

Lecture Room., 
• • 

Since our Zoological and Botanic Garden, although primarily of general 
recreative and artistic appeal'to all sections of the public, are also of high educational 
value, and a new a~d great asset to educa:tion on all its levels-primary, secondary 
and ,higher alike-it is evident that regular school visits may be expected, and must be 
provided for almost daily, as well as frequent College visits 'also. Of course the' 
main lecture-room is in the open air everywhere, ap.d before each point of interest, 
while even general ideas maybe better imparted under the shade of a tree than in a 
speoial bqilding: still the rainy season makes a shelter necessary, and evening audie
nces have also to be under cover; this too is required for many demonstrations, 
microscopic and other, ~nd for diagrams, lantern and the like. 

The proper location is obviously on the main road and midway between the 
zoological and horticultural gardens. H~nce the position shown at the corner of the 
proposed Girls' School (Chapter XXI) (to which, and on festival occasions, it may alt;o 
serve as a Hall). Already the Cinemas show nature-pictures, rich in geographical 
and other' scientifio interest: it will therefore be well to plan this Lecture Room so 
as to be readily darkened, and otherwise adapted for, this increasingly eduoational a» 
well as popular purpose. 
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Silk Oarden.+ 

Th~ugh wa come to this at the last, it has been long in possession of its 
presen~ SIte, sout~ of the State Bungalow. This site will be somewhat enlarged by 
the adjacent Road-Improvements shewn on plan; and some more mulberry trees can 
be plante!! accordingly, and the Silk-sheds enlarged also it need be. On this added 
ground I shew a small Insect.House, a feature of great and increasing interest; in 
the London Zoo and others. For here can be shewn much of the wonderful life of 
insects-of Silk Moths no doubt in the first rank. But to this we may also easily 
add the rearing of Buttez:flies, of which indeed whole crops may be set free in the 
Pergola to haunt and glorify this, and brighten all the flower garden around. The 
ways of Bees and of Ants may also be exhibited-, and something also of insects 
injurious to agriculture and forestry. A small room for a.collection, working tables 
wM.., ~issecting lens, and a microscope or two may here aisJ with advantage be 
pl:ovlded'for students, 

Returning to the public Insect-House, a reading-table, with a few interesting 
books, and works 'Of Alference on entomology would here be of value~ Even to read 
a page of a writer like Fabre may open a new window into this wonderful world of 
life. 

Suggested small Bacteriological Laboratory. 

Returning to Silk and the silk.w~rm, t,hese have yet other interests and 
possibilities, and for Indore City as well as for the State, but these have been, 
indicated (pages 29- 31). But as successful silk-growing is helped by Bacteriology, 
this affords a convenient place as well as a ,closing one for its brief consideratio~. 
For of all the recent advances of the sciences none is becoming of more wide and 
varied application throughout the range of life and labour, rural and urban alikd, and 
this throughout the health and diseases of man and animals;" and it even affurds a 
good beginning for the study of those of plants as well. The thoroughness of silk
worm control, established by Pasteur, has extended into· many industries, both of 
ruralaud urban type. It is increasingly dominant in the Hospital, and thence it_ 
is spreading towards the home. The personal cleanliness introduced' fil;st into 
Surgery by Pa.steur's foremost disciple, Lister, is thus repeating, upon our modern 
spiral, more than all the precautions of Brahmin tradition and other highly specialised 
rules oflife and even of castes and rjtuals; the comprehensive incorpol'atiou of all 
classes of the population, through the village and thNughout the city, is. already in 
many schools in rapid progress; and other developments are approaching, t.:>wards 
which sanitarians have long been looking forwfird; and further applications, already 
in use in armies, will be adapted after the War. Indeed even now the establishment 
of a Ministry of Health is being prepared, n'ot only in London and in Paris, but 
more or less in all Western Countries, and soon' therefore herd in India and its States 
as well. For since enteria and other germ diseases are now almost abolished in the 
armies,.much more may and must they be in villages IlDd cities. The recent losses 
by the War have moreover helped ~ot, only the governing classes, but will soon 
bring the public generally, to realize the useless absurdity of human waste in leaving 
the average life-expectation of India at twenty-three years, when it stands {it over 
forty years in England; and of that a.verage also, when that in a Garden Village 
atonce rises to fifty years, and that of New Zealand is about sixty. Yet liS we each 
care for the preservation of our own lives, and of lives dear to us, we cannot surely 
much longer remain so generally deaf and blind to that wholesale 'preservation of life 
UpOD which our· individual lives inseparably depend, and in which all that is most 
vital in politics~and of whatever school-must obviously agr.e~ 

29 I 
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_ The establishment of a sma1l, but effective Bacteriological Laboratory in thi .. , 
neigbbourhood, and conveniently iis an extension of the Silk-School, is thus obvious
ly desirable: for this could conveniently render service, not only to silk and milk, 
and to agriculture and horticulture in other ways, but also be conveniently near the 
new Fever Hospital suggested on -plan to north-eastwards; and ofQourse to thP 
Public Health Oep~rtment of the City. Popular lectures should also be given from 
time to time in the lecture-room not far distant. 

\ School of Horticulture, and Forestry. 

Without here proposing to establish any new Institution, or to erect new build
ings, beyond" the above mentioned moderate-sized Lecture-room common to many 
sUbj~ct8, it wiBLe manifest that here in such a Garden ,ve have a centre of stimulua 
to Horticulture gener~l1y; and this indeed in its widest and most ancient sense, in
cluding aU that men'can grow-from the simplest crops of Agriculture to tbeendu
ring trees of ]forestry; For Ghis whole Garden Scheme will be misunderstood, unles2l 
thee~senthlidea underlying all its varied contents and treatment be clearly realized. 
It is neither- that of the Garden of La.bour nor yet of cJmmon~la6e l?leasure;-the 
one growing necessaries of life, and "the other luxurieS, but both of more or less ordi
nary quality. It is the endeavour here to present the rural arts, to bring together 
jnto a single associated scheme the varied Forms of Life and the ways of cultivating 
~tld disp};.ty~ng them, so as to express and sh~w forth their varied perfections. Sp we" 
may.-stjl)'J.ulat"e atonce the everyday pe'tsaIit and th9 market-gardener, just as we have 
,!!oogM to da f<;>r the Goalas by help of the chosen Herd and model Indian Dairy of 

, ijte Cbh~trihagp.. l!'rom a visit to t.his Garden, not only may farmers and malia 
go ):lOmeT.ffre.shed and stirre~ to better ~ork at higher standard, but the citizen will 
also'.be stimulated" to improve his garden, and this not only in style of ray-out and 
care:{)f up-keep, but also with greater variety, better stock and seed. 

. 'To" disengage this manifold interest of the forms of life from the details of ita 
presentm~nt, we lleed yet some further summary, yet f~ller and more vital, than can 
be given in print or "in lecture-l'oom. :aance the small, but significant, further addi. 
tion of " Key Gardens" such as those above .described . 

• 
" . 

Chapter XX. 

Palace Gardens and Park. 

Palace Gardening. 

"The Sp<>rts Park, Arboretum, and Zoological Garden all come up to the PtW.ct' 
Hrounds; which are thus in turn practically extended far northwards. Indeed not 
only with their av~nueE1 now continued to the"Park of "ancestral Chhatri or to the old 
Country Palace· ...... (the "State. Bungalow" east of Gadikhana)-but by the new 
River Boulevard and new Cypress Avenue upto the Old and New Palaces at the 
City's centre; and ev~n beyond this, through the new Gardens ~orth~ard again. 
Indeed by the improvement, into Avenues, of each of the roads onward from thE' 
neighbourhood of these Gardens, we. may reach the East and West Boulevard south 
of the Polo Ground. ' But this may again be viewed as near the centre or the. 
Northern Park System, which may connect by Parkways in aU" directions as the , ~ 
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city grows, and especially lead up to and through the long river Boulevard of the 
coming Industrial Naya Indore, and thence to Stiklia· and thence in time round to 
PaJ~Ria. and the Residency Town, and so by Holkar • ColJege to ';the Pahca Pink 
agam. 

Moreover from Suklia, the PiUa Nulla may be incr~asingJy bunded back, 
so as to equal Rot many points the Residency River; aI;1d its .Banks, as we have 
already seen may be ~mparked and bouIevarded, all the way up to Sherpur Village 
and Tank, and so agam upto the Palace Park accordingly. ' 

Here then are the beginnings and the possibilities of a Park and Garden 
Syatem such as f.,w Capitals can show, or even hope to create; with its many miles 
of varied avenues and landscapes. The long road west of Lal Bagh grounds runs 
straight northward past the Fort, and east of this as the Banganga Road; there 
has too long been no other; and this has limited the growth of the City. On 
Plun however it will be seen that we make good this deficiency at a moderate 
distance westwards; and this by a new road from theLal Bagh Star of Roads, and 
by the lengthen~ng of shorter pllr&.lJel ones. A new Boule'\"ard may also run west 
towards Sherpur, and the long Pilia Nulla Park, and as the element here needed 
of t.he Hing Boulevard and J:'arkway system of the City, which may be gradually 
.dGveloped as it expands. 

\ .. ~ 

The Palace Park System and that of the extending City, al'e thU!i brought 
into harmony and unity, increasing with the years, and this tlveo spreading bey()nq ,the, 
preceding wide and ambitious survey. For as the new Industrial Towl) "ontiuues 
its northward growth, it OO'1y reach and populate along the nullas north or··that:. of 
Palasia, which it iii now ready ,to cross. When this happens, as it' may' readily do 
within the generation now opening, these nullas will be bunded into breadth and 

, beauty in their turn. And las the raising of the water-levels proceeds, the old 
villages here and further down will grow in prosperity and beauty as well. There 
are thus no assignable limits to the extension and improvements of Indore. . 

epalace Gardens. 

Returning now to the Palace, the interior maintenance and design of. Lal . 
Bagh Palace Garden, and of the others beyond, is already in other hands, and each 
skilled in its own school and style, and so with no need for Diy intervention,. 

-Outside their limits however, I may say a word or two, which therefore will 
; 

not be intrusive. 

Suggested Japanese Garden. 

For one thing, let me ask attention to the old Basalt Quarries west of Lal
Bagh, whichare now lying as a waste' of disordered holes, with mosquito pools 
without number. It has been thus, and not unnaturally, proposed to fiU these np, 
and level.the ground; yet this r vElrature strongly to deprecate. ~.For here, though in 
the rouO'h, the maiu work has been done for thepreparatio~ of a Japanese Garden 
of grea: magnitude and endless variety. Alrthat is now needed to cOI?plete this 
preliminary work is to excavate a little ~ore here and there, so as to ralSe some of 
the rubbish mounds and heiO'hts further; while for sanitaGion and beauty alike the 
pools need'oniy to be gradel and I:Ihaped a ~ittle, a.~d cut into connection as a single 

.group, or more simply as several, but in any case so that the gradual retreat~f the 
-water by evaporation and seepage through the dry' sea~o~ does not leave small 

& • 
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m('squito puddles, but keeps iQ one continuous body of water, and s~ easily accessible" 
.at. every point, and alonK all its edges, to the necessary ~6squito-police--fish and 
duc~s. To comp~te this groundwork of the Japanese Ga.rden needs next however 
the J apane'se Gardener himself. . In his general and deta.iled design, his choice and . 
convention C?f placing ~f the rocks and stones, his selection and di~l'0sition of plants, 
~e cannot be iDlitated, mttch less rivaled, hyany non.Japanese designer, be he Indian, 
or European. Hence .every attempt hitherto to make such a garden, without the 
Japanese tradition and soul, has been, and must be a failure. But there need be no 
~eat diffi6ultyor expense in finding .and bringing such a gardener- from Japan; 
clearly p.roviding of course that this be not Buch a paper-educated young gentleman 
as a Japanese College might now-a-days supply, but a ·genuine Mistri, one 
trained and ·skilled throughthe labour and art of Tokyo's or Osaka.'s princely 
gardens. 

Criticism of Proposed Diversion of the River • .. 
So much by way of a possible added feature convenient to the Lal Bagh 

Gardens. N ow a word of defence of the existing Grounds and Gardens from any . 
excessive sanitarian recommendations; such as that of diverting the'River from the 
eastern .Palace-~'1ront; since on this, both the location and the, main beauty of the 
Palace depends. Such px:oposals are too much a product of the recent sanita.ry 
panic which has so destructively raged up and down India, demolishing even some 
of tije. ·finest Temple Tanks upon its course. Sir Ronald Ross's discovery of the 
mosquito as carrier of Malaria, and the American success at Panaml\ Canal are 
alike exoel~ent; hut they furnish no grounds fot' any such destruction of nature or art. 
'With clean-kept stream and banks, and with fish and ducks, mosquitos are kept 
down;~loreover, the palace is not much ir.habited in the malarious season of 
Indore; and i£ the river betaken away, its charm wiJI Le so destroyed, so as to risk 
its hardly being inhabited at all. Finally, were such diversion of the riYer 
necessary on the grounds of health, it would next be but logical to make the same • 
attempt to rem<;>ve the Indore Rivers, and similarly for ~iver-citie9 everywhere. 

Manik Bagh •• 

Passing to Manik Bagh; of which again the site has been rightly selected for 
the beauty of its neighbourhood to the river, its water-landscape looking over 
Martandpala Reservoir may and wiil be improved, if and wh~n the recommenda.tions 
for 'rl\isjng this, as an improvement of the Water-Supply ( page 45 ) are carried out. 
But the bubdin front of the Palace divides the landscape; and its northward half is 
poor. This can easily be improved by barringtbe arches of the adjacent Road . 

. Bridge, so as to hold up water between this and the Bund. 

Kaisar Bagh «c. 

The new Fruit Garden near Kaisar Bagh must be specially welcomed; and 
the Old Garden itself, with its fine Temple, Well and Banyan tree, its old Central 
Well and its Palace ,Mound' might all again be in~xpens,ively renewed into a scheme 
of beauty. And other:·.~rnts might be mentioned around each of the remaining 
Palaces. . '.'. 

'.'-. - . . 
Desirability of Unified Palace Park Scheme. 

'" ; " 
t 

But as each of these Palaces has been a separat9 creation, it still lacks unity 
with it~. neighbours, and lies as a . separate object in its own Park, withou~ thes .. 
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Parks having as yet become one. The need of a comprehensive scheme, Cor uniting 
aU t~e ~~ces and their Parks into a single Great Park, by an effectively designed 
and Judlclously planted scheme of Avenues, is thus obvious. The ultimate unity ot 
such a Palace Scheme with the present City Scheme is thus fully possible. But to 
venture upon this is beyond my present instructions; and I should 1Q.0reover be 
open to the reminder that ,the time Cor this is not ripe, and that the 'City needs 
(levelop~ent of its health and wealth, and the Region increased fertility, beCore 
attemptmg any such elaboration of park-making and gardening upon a great scale, 
8S this might readily develop into_ 

Chapter XXI. 

Indore River System. 

Further City Amenities. 

It is no small gain to the health, plealWre and general attractiveness of ~ny 
city to 1>rovide it with pleasing suburbs and attractive walks and drives; and I 
trust, boating facilities also.· And since the main beauty and glory of Indore is 
already in its river landscapes, the substantial extp.nsion-indeed more than doubling
ot these' which will be given by these improvements and extensions, as to Naya 
Indore, will be increasingly appreciated in the future, and especially as the bunding 
of the River and its putificatioIf in Indore are proceeded with. The repair of the ' 
existing Bund at Naya Indore is a comparatively simple matter, but the construc .. 
tion of the Bridge, at or near Suklid, is a m~ter of more expense, not yet urgent. 
-rhe purification of the river in the existing City, as we shall see, when we come to 
Drainage (a.£ter Town Planning), may be effected before long; and that of the ~ ew 

, -Town Will be proteoted henceforward.'*' 

For the beautification of the Indore River and its tributaries ~longtheir 
whole length, from their entrance into the ~ City to its exit from the New Town 
at its extreme north-say at Suklia, or even beyond,-the present plan will be 
~en t,o afford the necessary geperal gnidance, along the whole extent of these many 
water-courses. Yet the resultant artistic effect cannot be assured by the present' 
Plan. It has to depend upon the degree of tliste and skill of those responsible for 
its detailed execution throughout the opening years. To aid them in J,his. they 
will find it of service to continutr, and- keep,.upoll their office-walls for reference,· 
the present beginnings of a collection of photographs of the river, an~ of its various 
Nullas, throughout the whole of the extending city. It cannot too often be 
recalled how fortunate is Indore in having already so many points of consl>icuous 
beauty in the «;lId city. Such are the view from the Krishnapura Bridge, those of the 
~eat monuments of the Chhatr~ Bagh, or again, midway between (these, the ·views 
north and east .from the river-causeway of J ucl Indore. The present Plan provides 
for the further improv·j:!ment of these fine landscapes, and their increase by more. 
Yet 8crain I repeat that success will depend upon their execution in detail. As 
e. • 

• As regards the.p-qrificatioq of Indore and ita Rivers together, it must reasonably be hoped that the 
Residency will do its part.~' For it clU\llot be content with its present Drainage system; which though in it,e I f 
rolati~ely in advanoe of that'o! Indcn-e •• yet so de:ep1y ~isco~ri.i;ing.to it, by disc,barging into the ~i\·er. 
Before Buch ~ndore im~ro~ements can become: efi'active, thUl nmS8nce must be dealt WIth. Hence attentIOIl t" 
this problem may reasonably be asked fOl' by the Municip"lity, IIIld ithreqaest support9d by thc ~ta~c 

( see page 6S ). 
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• 
regards planting river-banks, for the landscape-efFects which may so readily be 
made to give their changeful beauty to this. long mileage of rivers, and so may 
,d~velop them into what shoul~ be one of the very finest River Park Systems of 
Indian Cities, and indeed among the world's, we are fortunate in having examples of 
tasteful and skillful treatment upon the Residency River, where Mr.' Bosanquet'8 
loving Iabout8 of past years are already rewarded by conspicuously beautiful 
results. ' 

. \ :aere .therefore may be suggested the collaboration of the ( existing or future) 
:a9rticm1tural ~ociety and Photographic Society of Indore. In their periodic 
ExhibitiQ)l,sl 6p<! alsQ their t:egular Meetings, they may thus take an active part in 
rl}i,sirig an.~. maiataining the stalldardof civic beauty. Municipal and private 
impro,\emyll~s ~ill th1,ls a~vanc~ ~ogether and enhance one another. Thus the City 

, B~qti{itl.w,~U, d!3velop ycar 'by year; and not o,nly as a joy to itself but increasingly 
al¥o.& s~imulatJng leadership to other River Cities of India; and an encouraging 
e~am"'ple to i~s ~maller Nulla Towns., 

Indian ( and other) Rivers as Sacred . 
. 

For'greater even than the vast Palace Park, greater even than. the City &:i • 

a"Whole, i~the River; to which both alike owe their origin. It is the comprehension 
. of this fundamental and ceQ,tral River-factor of human environments which is intellec-, 
t.~alised'as t, regional geography :ind history" in Europe~ Ye~ this has long been 
,yet more profoundly apprehended, and therefore more deeply emoHonalized, in every' 

, regi~n of India, in its ancient conception of the River as Sacred. ,The' notion of 
.Mother Ganga, Mother N erbudda .. and their sisters, as veritable deities,' at once 
cosmic and hUman, is thus nq old-world myth nor lingering superstition; and those 
who think so are but suffering from the shallowp.esses of recent Western and Indian 

'misinstructiou and misunderstanding (:)( nature, miscalled " education, literary and 
scientific." For this reverence for the rivers, and with them for lakes and tanks, for 
spriIJgs and wells, is deep in the history' of .Mesopotamia and of Egypt, and indeed 
in the essential culture-history and tradition of the West, from Palestine to Ireland, 
eS.3en~ially ,.as}n India. ' 

-:', fAn4 '~hOugh contemporary text·boOks and gazetteers have lost this spirit, and 
with 1b,ne life of their would-be geographical teaching. the real geographical thinkers 
of the past generation, whom such text-books of coarse ignore-like Reclus, Me'is.: 
chnikoff, and L~ Play,-have largely ret'ained, and even revived, this comprehensiou 
of the significanc'e of rivers; while upon this basis the renaissance of geography, and 
ofg'~ographical education, are now beginning. Witness as but a single example, the 

,Regiona.l SllIyels promoted by the' Regional Association, and also aris~ng in· 
dep~n.dent1;Y1 

This geographical movement is now a -notable element in ,the reorganization of 
education after the War; and it will before long be an active factor in reconstruction, 

• and even in that ,re,storatioil of humll.p understanding and good-will, which will be 131') 

necessary for any real establishment 'or peace, deeper than that. of paper treaties. 
1.~: • . .. 

The Indo.re River Union • 
• 
The'ordinary . map of Indore City, that of its immediate' province ofMalwa. 

as well as that or Indore State and its neighbours or Central India, all bring out 
this importance of their respective River-systems. Bd since C?Dr lealisation oftht" 
is 1!lore or less dulled by habit,.lt is worth while' to consider a mapoflntermediatt" 

, '. 
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8ca1e,. that of the River-system of the Greater Indore City, which is obtained by 
hangmg together theexistiog City Plan with those of the surrounding villages on 
the same scale, ( kindly furnished by the Land Records Office ). 

. For only when this 'largest local map is hung, do we fully appreciate Indo\'e; 
smee these maps are no longer now merely of municip&l and technical detlWl,or 
topogra.phy, of property, of taxation and administration; but now unite into a. 
presentment of the City in its immediate Region; and this from its earliest religious 
and agricultural beginning!!, throughout its milit.ary and commercial past, and on 
into its extending and industrial future, as centred upon its rivers. Amid oU!' 
1D0dren developments of roads and railways, our concentration upon machine!, we 
have for the time largely lost sight of the rivers; and this well-nigh everywhere, Crom 
London to Indore; but thought is again emancipating itseJt from this and othel' limi ... 
tations of our age of mechanical progress, and entering upon a new. period', "t deepfho 
re-interpretation of nature and life, in terms of vital process. Henc~ a more ,truly 
I!lodern science and philosophy of evolution, alike organic and social.;.....a,nd with 
mechanical '" progress n put in its place, as of the -inorganic tools of this-is returning 
to the old-world conceptions of nature and religion, to renew these upon its ascending 
spiral. The meteorological and geological conditions of rivers. and their condition': 
Lng of the vegetable, animal tIond human life upon their banks, is thus becoming.mw:e 
fully: understood than of old, and again felt. not less deeply. Again we see the 
Rivers in their panoramic beauty and sublimity, and in their social significance. 
A.nd the dependence. of all forms of life, together with our own, upon these uniting' 
waters. is becoming realised, as not only the widest conception of physiology and 
economics, but also as of psychological and emotional significance, for each and all 
lIence the modern geographical thinkers named above are as it were the modern 
lncarnations of the old river-loving Brahmins and pilgrims of ~he earliest beginnings 
of Indore. 

Recovery of Significance of Rivers. 

This general view of the river is only difficult to recover today, because we 
!lave been taught to think of water in its various minor aspects alone;. alid' these 
separately and prosaically st.ated, as frOID "~O" to .. DraiIiazG BaS}Il·". or 
"Stream and Tributaries ", and so on. Yet towards the close of a long lite mainly 
I)c~upied with at~empts at put~lng all such conceptions together, with the' restora
tion of the separate sciences into that larger and more living geography which gav~ 
them birth, and ~hich has been ever laboured for-alike from earliest to latest explo
rers, and by students of nature and man in their co-relation--one cannot but recog
nise that the old religious view of rivers is no mere past mythology. It is a sublime 
!lnticipation-at once artistic. poetic and spiritual-of that synthetic iIond evolu
tionary cosmogra.phy, in which all. the s~iences, phys.ical, ~atur~l, a~ social" ~re 
approaching their reunion in the r1v~r of t1me. A.nd 'v:lth this thelr h~ghef "btlhsa
tion by man. in the stream of evolut1on; not only agam to water hls fields and 
drive his dynamos, but with his vital immersionjn these waters, to renew his health 
(\{body, his life o~ spirit. ",. 

Practical Outcome of .this Renewal. 

What then is'the practical outcome of such a view ~ That of the sciences a.-; 

returning into Geography, and of the arts· as reuniting. into ~eotechnics~R~ral 
Development and ?ity Degign to~ether •. Hence even now,. amld ~he culmlOatl?n. 
and self-destruction, of the mechamcal age 1n. the WaT.., there 1S opemng a ne\v perlod. 
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of evolution, ,.like in thought and practice; and- in this we begin to recover the out
looks and insights of ancient Indian religion, even of world-religions. Simply and 
practically _stated, the modern Town-planner and the old-world Pilgrim, as they meet 
here.by the Rivers of Indore, though apparently separated wide as the poles, by the 
breadth of sIJientific progress and theel~boration 'of its (Lpplications, are really at one; 
and are even well-nigh ready' to. cpme together. So. beside this river, they may come 
to understand eachother's complemental approaches, and' even to co-operate in the 
re{lewal of the City, in its health and in its beauty, in its idealism and its' material 
w~al. . 

For after 'all these long discussions of Water and Drainage Systems, above 
sho~n f~ be so defective, ( ~ssEmtially through their narrow mechanical modernism) 

. and onwards through studies of Railway and Industrial development, of Housin ..... _ . . 0 

,abd t~e);est; and always with proposals practical ~nd ~conomical-as also after simi· 
Jar grappling with problems of the main Diseases of the organic life, and of the 
correlated Depression which conventional life and education produce in the mental 
life, arid again with proposals economic and practical-I come at length to' propose a 
furliher Water Scheme, which, however unconventional at first sight, may yet be 
fpund one of the most economic and practical of all 

tII'- .. ' 
, It is this. If and when the ~leansing and repair of this City is more fully sot 

i.n operation, when the housing of • .the.,p~.o'ple similarly is adequately begu~, and when 
the purification of the river from its present deplorable defilement and promiscuous 
pollution is also in progress-"-as notably through the' introduction of earth-purifica
tion by gardening-let all this be at once expressed and aided, popularly celebrated, 
and thus accelerated" by a simple Adaptation of Indian custom; the revival oft its 
greatest social.and religj<?us gathering still fully surviving, on the Ganges especially; 
as so notably in the approaching Mela at Prayag (Allahabad). 

Soon after the beginning of the present study of Indore, the conviction became 
irresistible that for the a:t;ousal of the people from t heir too neurasthenic submission 
to plague, their fatalistic acceptance of it, there are needed methods alto
gether beyond the present cold and conventional ones of sanitarians. To 
'vitaiise. these.,. there is required the revival of the .best traditional methods 
of popular appeal~artistic, symbolic, mythic, and thus religious; hence in /lll 
these ways emotional, and thus practical., For it is now the commonplac~ of 
scientific psychology-though still unrealised by conventional education, and henc~ 
disused by the educated and governing classes~that to carry any idea into action, 
there is needed the corresppnding arousal and uplift of emotion, without which LO 

. thought, however true, can rise into effective deed. Hence the recent DiwaIi Proces
sion, which despite all previous fears, and subsequent criticisms, has been found 
so far t.o justify itself; and I trust its principle yet. more. . 

. I am 'thus not a littlE! grateful to the State for its acceptance and execution of 
this suggestion; and still more for· the encouraging disposition, already expressed, 
that it may be worth while to repeat and develop this beginning for next Diwali. 
And since gratitude thus, as proverbially, looks for favours to come, I am emboldened 
to a further and kindred t>roposal. , or old when J uni Indore was young, its 
settled Brahmins, its passing yogis and pilgrims, must have .held many a Mela 
together beside these ,uniting rivers, then -sacredly pure. So again with this purifi
,cation of the river, is not the tiine coming found for a new Mela, and of kindred 
character? It is not ye~ long, as Indian history goes, flince. the greatest and 
saintliest of all the queens of this dynasty sen~ out from her small but no~le capital 
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of lIabeswar one of the most magnificent impulses, alike of thought and action, in 
t~e. records of. India, expressed in her building of Temples at its four extreme Holy 
Cltles. Let these Cities and their kindred ones, • then, be invited to send worthy 
representatives bere to this Mela. In the preparation, th& execution, And the after
effects of such a festival, IridOre cannot but be encouraged to a yet more full and 
thorough repair, renewal and development of material structure and life, than even 
all proposed in these pages; because in this way II.lso associated with that spiritual 
and moral arousal, which a western guest, however hopeful, can but dimly dream; 
but which is none the less realisable by the spirit of India, by the impulse to Indore of 
such representatives of the ideals of their countrymen, by the re~ction too of Indore 
upon these temporary fellow-citizens. The" Sharda Sammelan" publicly inaugurated 
here on Saraswati's day (l5'F"ebruary 1918) was'plainly an earnest of the reunion 
of thought and education together, and of citizenship with them. But this Mela 
would be of wider appeal, and hence intenser efficiency, in advancing the needed, 
renewal of Indore more full and completely, since thus in its outward and inward 
life together. ' 

o • 

And when Indore's guests, after giving her" their encouragement, retura to 
their own cities, will they not a."Ik themselves~Why should our own city'be thu!\~ 
ruinous and dirty in many of its quarters, so largely ill-housed, so much diseased, 
with its river so polluted? With such tb.ought-lltreams beginning, the India-wide 
impulse of Indore would be again renewing.- "For if this clearing-up be as yet the 
fullest of any city of India, if not indeed of the. world,. it cannot fail of suggestive
ness, nor soon of effective rivalry. 

And though Indore is not as yet reoogni~ed as one of the Sacred Cities, 
would it thus not virtually be entering their order? And this even with true leader
ship? Ujjain, Hal'dwar, Allahabad, even Benares, foremost among them aU, would 
thus be stirred to renew their river purity. and to enhance their m'onumental beauty; 
and other river cities, alike the more sacred and the more secular, from Nasik to 
Cawnpur, £rom Madura to Bezwada, would before long follo\v. The present defile
ments of the Ganges, though now conspicuous well-nigh from source to sea, ,would 
800n b~ actively criticised; and thus at ever-increasing points would be dealt with. 

In the respect of rivers and their purity. all the historic religions agree; 8S do 
all their rituals in the. basal elements of cleanliness, and sanitation. It is time thus 
at once to renew the ancient spirit. and to ennoble the modern one; and both move
ments need suoh definite designs and occasions to unite them. 

Chapter XXII. 

Proposed Educ'ational and Scientific Buildings. 

Available Sites on Lal Bagh BOUlevard. 

It will be noticed on the plan of these Gardens, that instead of these beginn
inO'\vith the Boulevard passing Gadikhana to Lal Bagh Bridge and Causeway, I 
ke~p back, from 140 feet at the east end, to 60 ~ee~ at the west. W~y this ! ~eCause 
it is of the essential pleasure of a garden, and thIS 10 east or west alike. that It be a 
"Hortus inclusus" -a garden enclosed, from roads and streets and everyday surround
ings. For it is of the very essence of its recreative value that these be for the time 

31 
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fO,rgotten, and that the garden appear, and be for the time, a fresh and new environ
ment for its visi,tor's mind and body. Hence garden hedges or walls' a~e no mere 
d~fetice of property or of purda, bu~are the very making of a garden. 

'But bare garden walls,. such aaare heJ;'e afforded by the backs of the proposecl 
Aviaries, Monkey-houses etc., are not pleasing from outside. It is better for this 
boulevard tha.t they be kept back from it. It is also, a substa.ntial economy in garden 
construction, since valuable sites are thus preserved along the whole line for other 
us~s; and we thus avoid what would otherwise be an unneces3ary waste of frontages. 
and correspondingly useless sinking of bapital. 

. These sites might thus readily afford a line of d~ellings, conveniently of smaU 
bunga.lows and cottages, (from 140'x 11 0' to 60' x 40') and these would, I doubt not, 
read~ly be taken up, as homes combining suburban detachment with unusually close 
proximity to the City, and amidst pleasant surroundings. 

Proposed Oirls' High School. 
4 

, 
• But it is better to take a larger view of the possibilities of thi~' site, as peculi

arly suitable for future educational and scientific developIJlents. The extreme east 
block of this sita was at first planned for the gardeners' dwellings, but on the next 
a:~d equally broad one I suggest a Girl~' ,High School, for which these surroundings 
should be peculiarly educative and attractive. This involves the closing off from the 
public, as purda enclosure durin,g school hours, the open garden-lawn and pergola to 
southward. The Aviary hln'e at first planned, I therefore locate further west, with 
its space given to this School, for subdivision for its various living pets and animal 
e9,\)catQrs, primarily ofc.ol!-rse the cow. For though from the recent, but now dis
credited, darkening of education by u the 3 Hs" too much alone, (reading, writing 
and arithmetic) with the corresponding eclipse, now closing, of uthe 3H's" (heart, 
hand, and head) the main truth of educational history and wise practice has been 
for the time lost sight of. What is this ~ Is it not that while Christians-not merely 
n<?minally or professing, but good or" Christian Christians" are nowadays, by the 
social t>sychologists, fundamentally and literally described 808 "sheep-educated" lind 
lamb-educated", and true Moslems similarly as ucamel-educated~,good Hindus are 
historically and actually" cow· educated "" And as these are again becoming seen 808 

prime civilisation-values in past educations, the~e arises Ii' ~ew hope, faith and 
purpose of renewing education from its current instructional aberrations, and renew
.ing it upon these ancient moral and practical bases. And this especially since 
persons w~o have learned to deal with those animals-with the fundamental feeling 
which they have inspired since the childhood of humanity, and can and do again in
spire in every child not deprived of them-are agsin being seell as peculiarly educated, 
and educable, in the true fulness t>C'education-moral, practical, and thus intellectual 
as well. And this even towards synthetic co-ordination and tactful administration
witness'the achievements of shepherds and cowher~~ 'in the history alike of Ea~t and 
West, and of camel-dri'vers for Islam. 

It iRofcourse too truEdhat between our paper-instruction on the one hand, 
nnd the depressed 'condition of the rural classes on the other, we have nowadays di
fficulty in seeing the need of this return 'of education to these humanisiDg fundamen-

• tats, the more since in our urban lives there are generally various practical difficulties 
in re-establishing them. But the environment of this proposed Girls' High School 
will offer all facilities in this respect; and this the more since its school excursion's 
readily admit of crossing the. Zoological Garden and the River to the Cow-field and 
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Dairy of the C~hatri Bagh, and to the corresponding Buffalo Compound also not far 
away. For-Mistresses' Houses, and Hostel the adjacent site to the east is also 
availt~ble. . , 

Again, horticulture, anthropologists tell us, was originally of "oman's invention; 
~nd was on~ of her greatest initiatives in civilizing our species from its barbaric hunt-

.1Og and. frUlt'gathering origins; and this art is again being succ,es8fu111 recovered by 
woman 10 the West, and with an efficiency already comparable to that with which 
she has reoovered nursing, and is also recovering teaching. I do not indeed know 
as yet of any India.n woman-gardeners; but as for more than a generR.tion in contact 
"ith the rise and progress of gardening as a profession for women in the West I can 
testify that not only their qualities of taste and feeling, but their domestic aptitudes. 
of complex co-ordination of varied details, are peculiarly justifying them, as capable 
-of taking effective command of gardens and of their men· labourers, as also of design
ing and initiating new ones. 

I plead then; for seriolls and sympath~tic consideration of this proposal for a. 
Girls' School in this position, and with these advantages of vital environment and 
aotivity. My oonfidence is f9unded on long experience and experiment, of both or 
which I can give fuller detail it desired. 

Indore is indeed fortunate in possessing, in 'its present admirably progressive 
Girls' School at Garib Khana, an example of the beginnings of this successful return 
of girls and their teachers to gardening; while it is also worth noting that the best 
and indeed almost only book descriptive of Indian Gardens, is that of an English 
woman-gardener, Mrs. Villiers Stuart, (Moghal Gardening, A. & C. Black, London 
U14). • . 

Contemporary Indian discussions of the education of women still too oommon
ly prooeed as if the woman's problem were simply her initiation, by way of the' 
" 3 R's, " into the present. verbalistic and numerical empapermenb of man. But 
there has also been arpong progressive educationists proper, and both in America and 
Europe, ever since Pestalozzi's classic presentmeat, "How Gertrude Teaches her 
Children, " a movement towards renewing the initial, vital and inspiring role of 
woman as educator. The work of William James, of Stanley Hall aDd of John 
Dewey, as the leading educationa.l thinkers of America, of Edward Holmes as its 
lell.ding English critic, with many others, and now of teachers like Madame Montes
sori and Miss Macmillan-each herself a .new "Gertrude" -are only the conspicuous 
eviJences of this. The coming in more and more fully of women into Schools, and 
even as teachers for boys, has thus also long been in progress in America; and that this 
must also come'to pass in England, and'on the Continent, is one of the inevitable bye
products of the War. That this will ha,:e also soon become a factor of Indian educa
tion I cannot but believe, since the openness of India to Western progress is surely not 
confined to adopting our mechanical.' and monetary interests alone. 

Propo.sed Boys' School .. "", • 
• J • 

1iow leaving this movement to justify itself in the future, I return to Boys' 
Schools, and as at presp.nt limited to men teachers only; and I submit these Gardens 
as possessing besides the ordinary advantages of location which schools require, and' 
at no inconvenient distance from town, the additional advantages o~the same living 
and beautiful environment as that above proposed for girls. Hence, at the west end 
-of this Garden and Boulevard, next to the Karbala Maidan, I suggest. on plan the 
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location of a Primary Schoo] for Boys. Indeed why not of the Junior School which 
may arise in connection with the New High School which is now ooing erect
ed by the public generosity of Mr. Kalyan Mal, only some 250 yards away from 
this spot, and with_convenient access to it! . 

The location of these two Schools, for girls and boys respectively, is thus no 
mere minor detail of the present scheme; still less it; is in any way a danger or an in
j~ry tothe~~gardens. It is on the contrary the reasoned presentment orthl) very 
best use WhICh can be made of these gardens for the riEing generation; and this not 
only on the primary or even the secondary level, but also in the interest of the com
ing reform of higher education, from its present too strictly mechanical, physical, 
chemical and generally analytic, limitations, towards their renewal by the organic sci
ences .. For the central concept, orall forms of education worth the name, is that of 
., Life more abundantly. " 

For School Gardens I shall speak in connection with the proposed new 
School-buildings, in a later Chapter, when we came to the improvement of the City, 
Mohalla by Mohalla; while for "Boys Corners" I hav_e already spoken. (page 106 ). 

Scientific Buildings. 

This Girls" School even with its Boarding Hous~ adjacent, occupies but a 
fraction of the long frontage before us. How them best employ the J'emainder1 A 
plan is sent me for a large and imposing building to house the State D~partment3 
of Applied Chemistry and Geology; an imposing edifice, 108' by 63,'-of three storeys, 
with pedimented wings and central dome,' to cost nominally a full lao~ and now
a-dRYS obviously a good deal mor~. N ow applying ,to this plan the simple commQn, 
sense of reading arQhiteotural elevations, the dome, as section and elevation shoW', 
is too low to be visible to the spectator from either the front or the sides,' but alone 
from 'the back, where there may not be any place to see it. Applying next th& 
plain common sense of planning for use, we find the costly detached Octagon Tower 
on which this dome is placed, is mainly occupied as· a small lecture-room, and this 
loftier than its breadth, and thus acoustically impossible, and worse than useless for 
its purpose. Above this, the large and costly room ,of the .second floor, though 
shown with windows all round, is intended to be us~d as a photographic dark-room 
after all,' and thus of unparalleled magnitude and~:wastefulness for its purpose. Above 
this, the dome itself turns out merely to be ,an, ornamental lid for a water-cistern. 
This oombination, of minimum usefulness with"_maximum cost, is but a typical in
stance of the waste which has gone; on throughout the .past half-century and more, in 
the planning of public buildings in India and Europe; but this example stands in the 
first, class in extravagance and bad adaptation -to its purposes. Mr. King has shown. 
me a tasteful sketch towards reforming this building on architectural lines, of course 
suppressing the futile dC)me altogether; but this,as he points out, withoutsufficiently 
clear instructions, either as to proposed site or exact working requirements. The sugges
tion has been made t~at this building might find place at Holkar College; but this is 

, inconveniently remote froIp ,the city, and thus' unsuitable for contact with Govern
ment offices, the public, and visitors to town. Moreover, the present constitution 
and working of'U niversity Co11eges is seldom sufficiently in touch with the, research 
attitude needed in such Institutes; and though this it is hoped, may be altered, the 
inconvenient situation will 'remain. [Indeed as the future growth of the suburhs takes 
place in this direction, will it not ~e found ,expedient to hand ove~ the. present 
buildings of Holkar College to the Boys'High School or Women's School and College 
for that quarter? and to bring up Holkar College to' town, rebuilding it, for t~eD 
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more advanced requirements, upon a site nearer the educational quarter of the city, and 
thus more in touch with its growing intellectual liM Hence for this or kindred use, I 
reserve, from suburb-planning, the large field north of the new Normal School, and 
nt present used for haystack purposes; as this is the largest and most conveniently 
situated site now remaining for future educational developments.] . ' 

Returning now to consider the needed replanning of these scientific buildings, 
and starting with the commonsense and economy of their requirements, it is plain first 
of all, that if these are to be succesr;ful, they must have room to grow. Next that the 
growth of Chemical and of Geological departments must naturally go on independently 
of each other; and hence that they cannot be satisfactorily lodged as storeys of the 
same building, though they may economise by proximity_ The work of each, morb
over, will be most conv~niently done on the ground-floor: and here in Indore, where 
land is cheap and abundant, but foundations for lofty and heavy buildings have to 
be peculiarly deep and dear, this separateness is doubly desirable. It is again a condi
tion of such plans alZ that above criticieed, that much space has to be spent upon entrance
hall, staircase and verandas: in fact, in the plan I condemn nearly half the area of the 
building: wherea"l, if the proposed site on this boulevard with its northward situation 
be found acceptable, no vl3randas are necessary, while north Jight is best for acibntific 
purposes, as well as for coolness. Again instead of building with an architectural 
front on three, or even four sides, only pne front will here be visible from the road. 
With one·storey buildings no water-tower will be necessary: while of course the only 
I:lcience which can use a dome is astronomy, and that is not in question here. For 
both chemist and geologist some back-yard space is desira.ble. even necessary; and 
this is not provided in either of the preceding plans, but is here available. Again, if 
Geology is to come into its full usefulness. it must do so by teaching not only 
'students, but the public; and ror this purpose as well as its own scientific require-

,ments, a Museum is indispensable. Similarly Industrial. Chemistry increasingly 
requires a small Museum also. . 

But both subjects will be inadequate, and necessarily fail of their wide ap
plic~tion and purpose, unless in touch with Agr!culture; and this also profits 
greatly by the popular teaching and' scientific clearness ofan Agricultural Museum, 
alii' has been so conspicuously proved to the world by the admirably educative and 
popular, as well as s(lientific, Hungarian·Agricultural Museum of Buda-Pesth. With 
this the Agricultural Department may be housed, and also the Bacteriological Labo-

.ratoryalready referred to (page 113),although at first they may also be housed by 
the Chemist. 

But Agriculture has more than geological, chemical, and engineering aspect~. 
It is above a~) concerned withtbe plant and animal world; and its Mnseum Gallery, 
while opening at one end to the former departments, equally needs to opl'n at the 
other to\1ards the Museum of Natural History, with its Botanical and Zoological 
departments. Finally every adequate Natural History Museum leads up to Man, in 
his place in nature, and thus culminate.s in an Anthropological collection. . 

. The gradual future development of these Science Museums is thus plain and 
practicable, It is undeniably large; but none the less necessary for every capital 
and'uniiersity city. On this plan however it will be Been that this site admits of 

. gradu/lol growth and progressive extension. while the type of building required for 
scientific and educational usefulness' is' independent of all the costly external adorn
ment on ,\!hich architects so cheerfully waste the scanty budget of science. The 
Museums here planned are thus wellnigh as simple as are the adjacent Aviaries im-
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mediately to southwards of them; for each is lint a long shed, left opeu for .the 
birds one case, and covereJ i.1 for t·he scientists on the other; whih in each case the 
public will walk straight along, ~bserving' in one case the living spectacle, and in the 
other the specimenl5 bt:fore them, without thinking or, or needing; II.ny architectural 
adornments 6.t all. ·ArchitecLural 'lrna'llen~ hdrA in f3ct is for all . these purposes aa 
useless as folf II cook-house; for which working "od storing-place. air, light Rnd olel\o-
1ine~~ are the essantial~. Yet tlle geuera.l efl"d.:1i aali p3l'ilp3ctlve of these builJings will 
~~~ . 

Bu·, with t·his economy and simplicity, the great outlavs commonly aasociated 
with Museum," dislLppear, and the reasonaLle developments of an adequate Museum 
Series thus becomes practicable- i. e. gradually realisable-even for smaller citia. 
than I~dore. 

At first then a single Dluseum·r.hed will suffice, divided by light and tempora1'J 
partitions; within which chemist arid geologist, agriculturist and naturalist can eacll 
begin his collection in independence, yet friendly rivalry. After a very few yeal'R 
they willllot~ m"re space. Then a new shed, or Gallery, as we may now call it-
can be eonsLructed further weilt, into which the naturalist and agrioulturl1list cab 
'remove, leavin'g the whole previous splice to' be divided hetwt:en chemist and geolo
gist, as their J'tlKpective need of tlp.'.I.ce may require. InJater years, when collection" 
ha ve again grown, one or even both further galleries can be erecte.d; 80 that at 
length we shall hlwe a long range of continuous museum galleries, in which Appli
ed Chemistry, Geology, Agriculture and Natural History can all reach as full deve
lopnltmt as.can be rea'Jonably desired, without of course attempting the full elabora
·tiOll only possible in the largest Indian capitals. Even the couple of removals, hel'tl 
suggested for each phase of growth and extellsion, are without the usual trouble and' 
expense; (or they will consist of little iDore thlm the pushing of tables and cas~ 
along an extending corridor. 

Ofnourse f(lr each department, as it grows, a corresponding increase of rooms, 
l.!\boratories and stores, is required; and the:;e, on present plan, are broadly provided Cor. 
Moreover it will be se~n that the needflll spaces ·ar~ cubed at a fraction-certllinly leu 
than one-hl\lf~of the expense required fur the far less suitable building of the origi
n!.l plltncriticised at the outset. And while the whole site is not required, the exi .. 
ting trees will simplyrcmaih, and culti\"ation below them will go on. 

I 

The advantage of this location of these soientifio buildings as reg'l.rds the sur-
rounding gardens, and central among all the 'educational institutions of the City
primary, secondary and higher alike-wiU be appreciated increasingly as science pen
t.rates them; and similarly the advantage of thi~ situation for all administrative con
venieuce, alike of government offices and municipality, as well as for the increltsiDg 
intelleotualli(d of the City as a whole. Here in fact, with these garudns, are not
able .beginnings towards that coming University of Centra.l Iudi& in Indore, 
wh{ch we have to examine into later. 
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Char»ter XXIII. 

Indore Garden Schemes as a Whole. 

All the preceding various schemes of Gardenin~ Deed to 'be reviewed not only 
as sep!Lrate eXllmples of the manifold resources of this protean Art, but also in their 
mbnifl)ld contrasts, ItS well "s ill their variety. 'fhey must al~, bd 8'3en as in harmony 
with the building!'! which surround them; with their uses, and their architecture as 
well; and as completing thi~~ sometimes even 8urp~ssing it; for "8 Bacon put it-the 
greatest writer on gardens at, the greateat period of gnrden-UIltking. both in Westand 
E!lst,-"Men builds~ate'y bJf'lre they garden 6nely,as if Gardening were the greater 
perfdction ". Thus the central Palaces.of the city, the Old and the New together, are 
.for t!B {il'St tirU3 ~i"en thoir full dignity and statu'i, M tlu poi'lt alikd of start and or 
convergence of their C,vpress Aveoues and Gltordeus. The lDoiJumental Chhatri Bagh, 
where the (lId Rulers of these Palaces now abiddin memory, may now simply bep~ 
ged of its decay and disorJer, and 6tly adorned with the treei'land flowors wbioll old 
and venerable traJitions hwe consecrated and made beloved of gols and men. Yet 
this Park, with its m~n, g ,rdens of ancient religion, is (lOt a~mplete without that 
ad ni"able expl·.Jsiioll ot "Ila p LrtI19r~hip, atoncl! m ,teri"l ~nl mor:J, b3twIHn IULn and 
h:s u:( tn, 1\'11 of W,)lll m aaJ cniU \vith their g,mtle C()\V, whiJh is not ollly 011'1 or the 
glories of H illdui:i1o, but onb of its best lessons to the widp. \v.)rld, in this :'espect every
whl~re less developed. For, as a wise and humorous pe.tag'ogue put it to ,ue the other 
dIlY.- .. Wlli Ie one of our Churches sets out for Paradise iu its reserved first-class com
parl.meut, lind another in its balloon, and the Mabommedan mounts his prophet's 
camer to seek the uasis beyond life, the Hindu quietly lays his hand on h~c(Jw's tail. 
no ploughs on behind his oxen, and quietly milks thegelltl~ and sacred .cow.and 
s'o finds pltradise here alre Idy:' Only with 9aressing words does a cow anywhe~e yield 
her fullest to the milker; but here in (ndia there h'l.s been m'lst of love anl understan
ding bet\vecn them both. ~'l'orn this ch\)sen !.Lnd rightly tendad Herd then, as at onoe 
the ~t>ginnillg and the culmination of any truly Indi'l.n Z,)ologir:al Garden, we cross 
the River to the other d,?mesticated animals, the Elephant and Camel, whi~h have 
been al~o in their way domesticators for man. For in this age of maohines, no main 
truth of the history of Civilization morA needs recall and emphasis. than that human 
progtess, hus been, and will again be, more de~ply in terms of man's rel"tiol1switb 
aniru'll aud plant life, than even with his tools and his machines, of which the best 
or'all are as acces!:>ories of this. But while the animals of the peasant have thua the"'. 
foremost significance, those of the hunter, especiaUy as he evolves into naturalist, 
have also their place. 

And 8S for the Goalas' enclosure of the Saored Park,' I ask the ZoolC'gical 
place of honour, 81) for the Horticultural G:.Iordeos the 6rst place is surely that of the 
. V tgetable '-Gard~ners of the opposite bank towards the west, so admirably tilling 
their aOnnDOn domesticated plants, as the corresponding' simple and elemental 
correlation' of labour and life. Yet from these simplest, and oldest, yet best of 
gardens. we pass, as with the Animal Garden, to our varied aollectio? and displays of 
Pla!lt life and beauty. Our Pa.lm avenues, ~'ruit garden, and vat led pleasanoes of 
pools and lawns, of walks and seats, of shade and SUD. express the same organic unity and 
variety. Again the Key Gardens, with their phases of lif'e, and its forms in growths 
and seasons, in their variety of characteristic forms and ways of life, all help t~ 
express such light as we have upon the long e~91ution of life upon the world: 

. " ·0 
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Yet once mOle, as the prime and best. use of Farming is to make, maintain, 
and develop good Farmers a!ld good Village, so also with our Gardens here, which 
cannot be fally 8accessful-even in their own beauty and their pleasures to their 
visitors-beyond the level of the Gardeners themselves. Hence-too little though 
this .is commonly realized or remembered-the level at which we can plan, and others , 
build, and the gardeners themselves maintain and develop, their own little Mohalla 
will be no small measure of the initia.l success of this garden scheme, and of its per
manence. 

\ 
In aU true gardening, as in every other art, the artist'sla.bour is also his play; 

yet simple play has also. its place. Hence the Club with its Tennis-courts; and also 
the ,Sports Park beyond, for vigorous youth; and the Boys' Corners behind all. 

Woman' Share In Oardens. 

But in all such schemes of public beauty and pleasure in India, the domesticat
ed-surely a little over-domesticated-woman, is too little provided for. In thilt 
Garden scheme, should not there be Parda Days every week, or perhaps certain 
Parda Hours every day? 

Enquirer into the Origins of Civilisation tell us that the first gardener was 
woman, and that the little patches of growth arising from dropped seeds around her 
cavern or hut were cultivated by her, and then hedged in from beasts and robbers, 
and guarded for her, by the young men. Their active initiative and strength then 
led them to extend her garden farther, and to clear new patches for it, until they 
thus developed fields, and so were started in agriculture proper. Thereafter through 
civilisation her influence has gone on; for within the garden, the material wants of 
life and its ideal needs are ever meeting ,and harmonising, as in her own nature, and 
its home-making accordingly. And while in the present scheme, the Zoological Park 
may most appeal to the boy in every man, these varied Gardens should have their 
,interest and place for woman, who is also in every girl already. Hence the proposed 
Girls' School, which may complement that at the north elld of the City. 

Return to the City. 

For the various buildings for the needed an~ coming development of· the 
Sciences, pure and applied together, with their laboratories and museums, chemical, 
geological, and biological, ( Chapter XXII ) I need not again plead. 

N or yet need I recall our most general conception of the City's future, as em
parked, boulevarded and gardened for beauty; and this throughout its whole breadth 
ALd length, from the united Park of Palaces and those of Water-Heservoirs on wards 
down stream, to the Industrial Town and beyond, with all the many miles of uniting 
River and N uUa banks, from Sherpur, Bila v Ii and Palasia, to Suklia Bridge. (Ch. XXI.) 

We may return therefore to the City, for its improvement iu detail, quarter 
by quarter, and thus begin a new section of this volame. Iu course of this ~e shall 
come to the City Gardens, of utility and public health, by which I propose 1-0 abate. 
in fact essentially to supersede, the engineeloing extravaganc~, and the horticultural 
waste, of the conventional type of Drainage System, which in a preceding chapter 
( VIII) I have destructively .criticised. But after all these Chapters devoted to 
Gardens designed towards palatial dignity, to civic beauty, and to scientific and 
educational uses, I shall, I trust, no longer be feared asintroducing into any 
neighbourhood the horrors which have become too widely associated with ·the very 
name of Sanitation. 



Chapter XXIV. 

Improvement of In-dore City Quarters: 

I. Siaganj and its Corn Trade. 

While our preliminary Study of Indore (Chapters I-III) necessarily traced 
the city from its beginning in J uni Indore and thence historically onwards into 
the modern City, the discussion on which we have now to enter, of the improve
ment of the present City, quarter by quarter, may most conveniently begin with one 
ofits most important economic and commercial ones, that of Siaganj. And this is 
also convenient, because it has at present a very distinct isolation on all sides. and 
will thus specially serve to make clear methods of planning, which may afterwards 

_ be applied ill various other quarters less distinct from each other. 

Siaganj Area. 

Siagallj proper lies midway between the large Hospital Compound on the 
north, and the northward loop of the Residency river on its south. But for the pre
sent purpose, the area considered is taken from the Electric Station beside the Rail-

'way Under-bridge and the adjacent River Causeway, to the Normal School east of 
Hospital. And with this may conveniently also be included Chuna Bhatti, the 
street continuing Siaganj westwards, as also the-large Mohalla of Ranipura, ,to its 
south, and the corresponding but smaller Ranipura (Chumar Mohalla) on the north. 
The area thus includes the Hathipal~ Road, down to Hathipala Causeway, and the 
low-lying open land west and south of Ranipura. No area in the town has thus 
clearer geographical boundaries on all four sides. 

In North Ranipura we have mainly Chumars, a few of them tanners, but 
mostly shoemakers. In the largel' South Ranipura, _they are mostly Cotton Mill 
workers, employed at the State Mill, or at' 'the Mills of Industrial Naya Indore a 
mile or more northward; but a good many are also Hamals, porters and labourers 
employed in the mostly bulky corn and iron trade of Siaganj. The main street be
tween these, continuing Siaganj westwards, is mainly a food-bazar, in contrast 
therefore to Siaganj itself. 

Siaganj Corn-Trade and its·present Expansions. 

For here, owing to its important economic privilege, of relative immunity 
from taxation, there has been localised and attracted the Wholesale Corn-trade of 
Indore and its di~trict, and with this an increasing proportion of the EXFort corn
trade of adjacent States. The Iron-trade has also centred here; and the busy smiths 
of Loharpatti are thus also a group whose expansion may be reasonably expected 
with the opening years. 

The privilege which founded the commercial prosperity of ~iaganj was in
tended stl'ictly for wholesale trade, while preserving the retail corn-trade in the 
City, at Malharganj especially. But in fact it has come about that the Malharganj 
retailers have still a good many wholesale corn-merchants among them, though these 
naturally more or less largely do business. in Siaganj~ CODv~rsel~ the Siaganj 
traders are also more and more becoming retaIlers; and thus they enJoy, through 
their freedom from taxation, either, an extra profit, or a possibility of so far under-
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8el~ing the corresponding: but fully-taxed, shop~ of the town. Thus dissatisfaction 
inevitably arises in the town, while the fisca:t authority loses on all this retailing in 
Siaganj, and has even some reason to complain of what practically becomes smuggl
ing between them. 

Besid~ these elements of commercial and fiRcalconfusion, there is also too 
much materia1.confusion. Siaganj was, till very lately, the one fine wide road and 
boulevard of aU Indore; but now, though still comparatively broad, it has been nal'
rowed on both sides, and totally marred in its appearance, by the erection on both 
si'tles of a row of small sheds and godowns, mostly of corrugated iron. These un
sightly erections however are necessary, on account of the urgent need of the grow
ing trade, w~ich has to be 'carried on in quite unsuitable buildings, originally more 
or less planned as dwelling-houses, with ordinary small shops in front, and which 
are now quite inadequate for the large volume of their daily transactions,' and still 
more unsuited to the large strain upon them which is made by every harvest. The 
permission given by.the Municipality for these encroachments on its thoroughfaro 
was thus a neoessary one; but it has been protected from conveying any permanent 
rights, with· the intention of resuming the previous breadth of the thoroughfare, or 
at le~st most of it, as soon as re~plannjng, with the necessary rebuildin'g, can pro
vide better premises for the Siaganj traders, with suitable godowns for them, but now 
behind their buildings, instead of in front of them upon the public road. 

Towards abating this congestion of trade, the square of Hamalpura on the 
northside of Siaganj is at present being rebuilt, as a new block with large shops on 
all four sides, and dwelling houses above, and with new wide streets to east and 
west. The original plan even proposed a middle street of shops between these two; 
but this would lead to excessive congestion of the wh9le scheme, with consequent 
bad effect on business accomodation, and on the health of the families living above 
the shops: hence I have recommended the omission of this portion of the scheme. 
Better godowns can thus be provided behind the shops; and an internal garden squar9 
left behind them, or an opeu space with a few trees, for the health and enjoyment of 
this already sufficiently dense population. Here then in advanced progress is a 
beginning of the needed re-organization of the quarter. Of the re-buildingof Siaganj 
itself, and this to the height of four storeys, (an altitude which need not be continued, 
if the proposals for improvement i~ this chapter are adopted), an example is just being 
completed. And I understand that quite a number of further applications are in pre
paration, and coming before the Municipal Committee. But as each new building 
will obviously contain a large and attractive shop, the question of settlement of the 
fiscal difficulties already mentioned is obviously desirable, as this must more or les8 
delay improvements till it is settled by the proper authorities. 

Residency Corn .. market. 

,The question 6f the Corn-trade is further complicated by the competition 
of the Corn-market of the Residency. For here has grown up a commercial state 
of matters not originally . contemplated or foreseen either by the Indore Govern
ment or the Imperial one; and, it now appears, with los9 and hardship to the 

,former. Indeed was it not to survive against the competition of this, and to 
keep some of Indore's Corn-Trade for it~elf, that, this privilege ~f fiscalexemptioD 
had to be given to Siaganj 1 

With every goodwill to the entirely friendly Embassy of our eminent and 
faithful ,Allies the French, Londoners would naturally feel it a hardship if tha, 



should develop an active and seriously competitive market within the area of its 
Residency, extra-territorial and sacredly inviolable a8 this is. And though such a mat
ter ~ight con.ceivably have arisen in the same way, as a natural growth, quite 
unnotlCed .by either of the Governments concerned, it would be· felt as a. growing 
cause of dlfliculty; and therefore would be amicably arranged, no' doubt in some 
gradual way, and with due provision for all the interests concerned. 

The Problem of Planning. 

Returning now "to present· conditions, we see that with no less than three 
Corn·markets (for we must not forget Malharganj) all keeping each other in unsta
ble equilibrium, planning is not easy. Yet their present planning and general condi
tions makes them all more for less liable to plague, that main and obstinate curse of 
Indore; for the staff of life and the literal staff of plague (" Bacillus pestis",' its fatal 
germ) are hard to separat~ in India. In every way therefore the problem is 
largely a planning one. For Municipal regulation, State taxation, and even Diplo
xnatic arrangement, will all re<J.uire their resultant to be materially expressed in the 
planning and working af this main centre of' the corn-trade of' Indore. 

Beginning then with what may be the least difficult to accomplish, will not 
the whole of the Indore Wholesale Corn-trade become centered in Siaganj, at. 
any rate if thiR can be improved and extended enough for its accommodation ~ 
The present waste of time and energies which goes on between this and Malharganj 
on the opposite side of the City, not to speak of the wear and crowding of the 
streets between, would thus be abated. How this may best be done without undue 
hardship to. Malharganj, and even with improvement both of accommodation, and 
of public health in that area, may be left till we come to discuss its quarter. 
Ret~ning then to Siaganj, its position, as the best of centres for this growing trade, 
will be seen on Plan to be aided by various improvements of communications, and 
these not only in its immediate neighbourhood, but also from· the West, South-west, 
South, and South·east of the City, and even in some measure from Northwards as 
well~ . Thus the cartage of corn from all directions will be shortened and improved, 
and the present congestion of some of the main thoroughfares of the old City 
diminished. . 

Cart=stand and Corn=market. , . . 
;For this great and bulky seasonal traffic, there is at present no' adequate accom

modation; and the carts aw!;!.iting purchasers of their loads thus congest Siaganj and 
the Hospital Avenue north of this, and spread north and south on the roads parallel 
to the Railway. These carts plainly need centralising into some large space off the 
thorouO'hfares they' at present block. Where is this space to be found? On first ini
pressio~ the large Ginning Factory compound north of Hospital Avenue (opposite 
the Station Ilnd east of Women's Hospital) seems suitable, and especially as this is 
soon to be vacated throuO' h the removal of that business northward to the new Indus· 
trial Town. But this ar:a is rather far away from the main business which tends' to 
centre on the southside of Siaganj. Here fortunately a considera.ble· area is 
available for Corn-market purposes, and this of substantially large: area tha~ ~~t 

just considered, at any rate if and when ,it can be enlarged. For thIS the pOSSibilIty 
lies in the addition of the extensive Compound belonging to the State, and at present 
occupied only by a Distillery store and its few godowns. For this distillery anoth~r 
not less convenient site can easily be found when necessary. Moreover this 
~whole neighbour~ood can thuS readily be improved-not without expens~, but still 
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an expense which the increasing Corn-trade W'ould reward. Hence this whole area IS 

shown re-planned, as the only one which admits of the provision of an adequately ex
tensive series of corn Godowns, and these along both sides of the needed Dew R!.ilway 
Siding. Nothing short of a replanning such as this will really provide for this grow
ing trade; but with this Indore should more and 1P0re become the leading Corn-Ex
change and Export centre for Central India. For the needed Plague-precautions I 
shall plead later. 

Iron Trade. 

For the Iron trade the siding,may be extended, if and when necessary, into 
Loharpatti. ,The Smiths' large compound is however shown on plan as slightly 
narrowed, to admit-of improved Housing, when rebuilding becomes possible. A 
little open space is provided at the expense of several houses further west, behind 
~he houses of Hathipala Road, which will thus obtain space for rebuilding. For small 
house-holders ,thus gradually removed by these improvements, accommodation is 
shown around the large Compound, soon to be vacated, east of Women's Hospital. 
To some extent re-housing is also possible along the east bank of the river south 
of Siaganj; while, as we shall see presently, with access to the adjacent Peninsula 

, a new housing area is opened for all clasfles. 

~eturn however to the west end of Siaganj. Its suddenly narrowed continua
tion westward is now shown on plan as widened-and by moderate demolitions
into a spacious square, into which Hathipala Road, Hospital Avenue aI!~ Theatre 
Road all conveniently open. Ten new shops are shown on the south.west, and four . 
on the north.east, which will largely help to pay for this much needed improvement. 
The small, but busy, Vegetable Market, at present merely encamped on the north· 
side ofSiaganj, iS,shown provided with a moderate, but I trust sufficient, Market
building on Hospital Avenue, but visible from the Square. In order Dot too seriously 
to narrow this A veDue, a small concession of ground is needed from the large Hospital 
Compound, which is at this end quite vacant. This will also afford the requisite 
space for the Tonga Stand which is obviously needed in ,this neighbourhood. 

Chapter XXV .. 

City 9uarters Continued. 
'II. WeSt and North of Siaganj, Chuna Bhati &Ct. West of Siaganj. 

We may now again set out westward from this Dew Square. The improvement 
and slight widening, at least as shown on plan towards the north·west, is desirable, 
and this not only in the interests of amenity and better communication" but also 
especially as- a due provision for the continuous growth of Siaganj, and !,-S the needed 
measure for preventing the renewal, a few years hence, of its present congestion. 

_ . To provide for the future re-building more ground -must be provided for the 
houses on each side of this growingly important thoroughfare; and hence a few more 
small houses, mostly kacha, have to be removed as occasion may require. T. 
provide for the small food shops, while at the same tIme making some room for 
larger ~usiness, a small Shop Square is recessed on each side of the street. Ana 
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with the widened opening which the south one of these gives into SoutQ Ranipura. 
Jlear its. northern mosque. its street may gradually also come to have food shops 
for this populous mohall&. 

South Ranlpura. 

. This large Mohalla of Ranipura is in comparatively good condition; and with 
considerable open space between its fairly regul~r row!!, especially as we proceed 
southward. Thus only some tree-planting is required,as shown on Plan, to give a 
very considera.ble degree of amenity and pleasantness, alike for rest. and pla.y. 
A few obstructively situated housc}s are removed, but these are compensated for, by 
new sites on the west ~f the village. . 

For the needed School of this villag€l, the large site next the River on the 
. south is provided. This building, with the two monumental old Chhatris a little 
northward, will thus furnish the. principal features of an attractive view of Rani
pura from the new Rampart Boulevard. Opposite is a: seat overlooking the River, and a 
'\'alk is led along its bank, from Hathipala to the Garden. The present bare and 
conspicuous Latrines, on the large open space between the mohalla a.nd the River, 
will be removed west, to the Garden edge. For the bulk of drainage etc. of the 
village, and indeed for that from a larger area, there is open and cultivable space 
to west and south-west, on the low ground towards the river. Into this Garden 
may be conducted a sufficient amount o(sullage-water, from surface-~rains actuul 
or to be constructed. 

North Ranipura. 

A few houses are suggested for removal, but about as many new sites are 
provided in the north of this Mohalla. Separating it from the Theatre and its 
Garden, runs the large open N u11a. To abolish the present stagna.nt mosquito-breed
ing-pool, a sluice should be fixed at its Outlet on the river, and kept close through. 
out the dry season. The picturesquely sloped banks can then easily be planted 
with flowering shrubs, while a Path, with seats, on the village side will make this 
a pleasant place of resort, alike for old and young. Mr. Tembe, who is already in 
charge of the Theatre Garden, is also willing to plant. the banks; snd they will thus 
form a picturesque outlook for the Theatre-Garden, which has at present no. 
view on this side~ 

. Hospital Nulla Oarden. 

Throughout its whole course of 300 yards through the Hospital Compound 
:Lnd for another hundred yards beyond this, up to the large open space at the 
east elld of Topkhana, towards the Railway Crossing,·this N uHa is in an unsightly and 
malarious condition. Hence its improvement has been often considered by the 
Hospital authorities; and even its filling up suggested by some. But this would 
be not only a costly, but an impracticable endeavoQr, since it'is needed to bring 
down most of the storm-water east of the Railway. A simpler treatment is there
fore required. This can be inexpensive and productively given by slightly widen
ing it at the top, anei shallowing it at the bottom, and then terracing it ·on each 
side as a Vegetable and Fruit Garden. Thus many advantage will follow: first the 
removal of the present mosquito pools and squalid untidiness, with the utilization of 
all the sullage and drainage waters which run in from the Men's ~nd Women's 
Hospital buildings on each side, and also from the houses and flour.md~ further up; 
while if these supplies sometimes run short there are no less than SlX or seven 
wells available, all near this Nulla. 

34 
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'So far for water~ To fortify the sullage and dr~inage manuring or the 
long lines of Plantains and Papayas, ,whose splendid foliage and exuberant fruit 
should thus fill up and beautify this as present barren and unsightly Nulla, the present 
Hospital Ln.trines along its banks'lire also available; since these only need their pro
duct to be plunged and mixe~ in earth by their sweeper" to raise these crops to a 
fully Chinese level of abundance. ',' 

Here then is the v.ery way, and" the best possible spot, for a thorough and 
se!\rching experimental test' of this principle of Outlet Gardens. which has been 
above advocated, and planned for in the Garden Suburbs and the Industrial Town. 
For here it is under the skilled and vigilant eyes-and noses-of the Medical Staffs of 
both Hospitals, and also of the large public who visit them; and above all, under 
the supervision of their eminent Director, J:?r. Bhandarkar, who appropriately, 
and fortunate1y for this experiment, is also Medical Officer of Health for the City, 
and the Healtll Adviser for the State. If then this e~periment justify itself to 
him; there need be no further fdars or hesitations in adopting it extensively through
out Indore City, and on suitable sites in it'i Mohallas, as indicated upon their te
speotive Plans. 

As regards the question of the necessary skilled initiative and super in
dence of this garden, I am again fortunate, even beyond my initial hopes, for this 
testing of this drainage scheme. For here Mr. Tembe again most kindly con
,sents to make the necessary beginnings, and aU concerned may therefore rest &&

Bured that he will not leave their continuance to any incompetent hand. 
, , 

Small Public Garden, near Railway Crossing. 
I 

So o'ow having got this long Nulla planned into order, from the River, first 
between Ranipura and, the Theatre garden, and next through this long Vegetable 
garden, we may now, with a good conscience, finish it as it runs through the vacant 
publio space, by laying this out as.a Public Garden, completing the fine Topkhanll 
Road, and improving it as a promenade by giving it this additional attraction for 
public leisure, in the evenings especially. By' extending the platform of its fine old 
Well we may cheaply have a Band-s~and, from which the admirable music already 
given ill the Public Hall opposite may sometimes reach a wider public. Yet withaJl 
this public gardening on either end, I venture to predict that the greatest exuberance 
and even beauty will be that of the homely alld healthy vegetable garden of the 
Nulla. Moreover. along its edges Mr. 'fembe proposes to plant rows of his fino 
variety of oranges, and outside these again, roses, so that our experimental garden 
will thus be fair to see, and fragrant also; and this in the right way-the one its 
<:ritics, who Buffer from unpleasant association of ideas with this type of garden
ing, as yet fail to foresee, but I trust will soon be the first to appreciat~. . 

Moreover, with oranges and flowers abundant in every, Hospital-ward, for 
thiraty lips and eyes, the coming and going of patients from all parts of the City 
will soon make the propaganda. of such gardens. And I trust of these for Schools as 
well. I am pleaaed to learn that the Normal School building, soon to be vacated 
for its new building, is to become an Elementary School, convenient to this whole 
• Garden 'area. ' 
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Chapter XXVI. 

City Quarters Continued: 
IU. Improvement of Juni Indore. 

Historic Decay and Recent Example of tbls. 

Here for the sake of dignity and interest of this ancestral Indore, let me first 
-ncaU the Historic Survey with which we started (Chapter I ). Yetbere, as in 
.8011 old-world towns and cities, history too much seems ended. It is indeed manifest 
everywhere, but in its static aspect; that of seeing- things fixed as they now stand, 
but as no longer in movement, and too much leaving active life and change to the 
busy modern world outside and beyond. Thus, though much of ,the past holds 
firm, much is also ill decline or decay, or even in ruins; and little is buih to replace 
"these. What survives is maintained by inheritance;-yet this at the mercy of modern 
, circumstances. 

Witness for conspiouous examples of this, the extensive ruin of the old 
Mohamedan Mohalla whioh occupies the middle of the northward Peninsula. between 
the Rivers; and further the total ruin and disappearance of the smaller Hindu 
Mohalla which formerly occupied the point of the Peninsula beyond the Mohamedan 
quarter; but of which only the Temple group of buildings now remains. 

How did the ruin of these two Mohallas come abGut ~ Essentially by the 
building of the River-Bund, quarter of a mile down-str(lam, beside the Municipal 

'Office glirden. To this firstrate improvement, the whole central City owes its present 
river beaut.y and landscapes, all the way upto the Causeway Bunds on each river, 
at Hathipala and Harsidhi respectively. The City naturally saw and felt the benefit 
of this, and appreciated the improvement accordingly. Except the working 
inhabitants of this Peninsula. For they formerly easily forded both streams, especialJy 
from and to their northward Nulla road opposite the Hospital Nulla, and thus" 
towards Siaganj or Krishnapura Bridge on either hand, or nort.hward. This central 
position was highly convenient for working people, who do not mind wet feet, and it 
was protected by the river mud ~hich others do not care to cross. But when the 
Bund raised and deepened the Rivers, neither they nor their carts could get across. 
Their central position suddenly became a remote one, for now they had to get round 
all the way by Hathipala 01' Juni Indore Causeway, and this without a proper cart
road th~ough their peninsula. The Hindu "bullock-owners and carters at its point 
were thus quietly ruined here; aud so departed: leaving their houses to collapse: while 
in the middle }.Iohalla of the peninsula only those Mohammedans have lingered on 
who have been able to endure the handicap against them made by this improvAment. 

Now in this case the bullock-carters, who formerly forded the stream, ofcou!"se 
perfectly understood the injury which they had suffered, through this otherwise first
rate and irreproachable piece of town-planning improvement; and so they may 
have been vocal enough to obtain some compensation for the disaster thus inflicted 
on them; since this was so obvious. But, generally speaking, the people do not thus 
. clearly understand what happens to them through our improvements, ,any more t~an 
do we who inflict them; and this of course applies to much more than town-planmng. 

"But there arises in them a vague aud unformulated resentment, and with this a 
"oorrespondiDgly deep and thorough distr~st of improve~ents gener~ly: This is espe
-cially felt by the women, and so transmItted to the chddren. ThIS In turn appears 
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to us, the educated, progressi'fe an,d improving classes~ as II blind conservatiem," 
and "deep-rooted prejudice:" ·and these are 'our conventional explanations to each 
othel.' of the passive resistance which We so frequently encounter in course of our 
cheerful and well-meant infliction of further improvements: and so on generally. 

Moral for Town-Planners and their Public. 

Yet the above instance is only the simplest and most obvious of examples 
of the unforeseen- the mostly permanently unseen- consequences and reaotions of 
T~wn Planning Improvements, more or less everywhere, and often more rather 
than less:-:- i. e. not, .as in this case, benefiting the majority to the disadvantage of 
a minority, but too often conversely, for the benefit of a minority alone, or almost 
alone. .Witness the above instance (pages 61-62)of the impetus which is everywhere 
given to even the most wasteful of Drainage Schemes by the natural desire of 
the well-to-do for .westernconveniences; and ~f such there are now-a-days many kinds. 
But the question is a still more general one, :as is becoming manifest in many cities. 

City Life In its Inter-relations. 
\ 

Modern Administration, even in its advanced western format, had acquired 
its present division of labour~ with its aim of efficiency in each department, irrespec
tive of effects on others, long before the evolutionists of nature and society had at 
all reached comprehension of these- as not machines, of which the parts are sepa
rately oonstructed, and may ·be so far separately kept in order or altered-but as 
a "Web of Life" iQtricately inter-dependent throughout, and this in many ways 
-:-teils, hUJ;ldreds, probably thousands of ways--of which we only as yet discern the 
most obvious. Thus in the kindred sciences of plants and animals, th'ough the 
boys noticed the butterfly on the flower, they grew np and learned at college, the 
one .10 dry the flowers a8 a botanist, the other to pin the butterflies indralVers as an 
entomologist. So distinct henceforth were these studies, that It was one of the 
most memorable achievements of Darwin, as returning child, to discover that flower 
arid butterfly are one life-system which have evolved together; and which thus carry 
on the. beauty of our gardens, and largely their usefulness as well. And from 
this simple inter~relation Darwin went on ·todemonstrate the deep dependence of 
agriculture upon the humble earthworm, and so on to more intricate and unexpected 
r~lations, like that of cats and clover crops. ' 

Now the stuqy of Social Science was once ·supposed-:-and in its U nivel'sity 
centres, say· the London School of Economics, the· Oxford School of, Politics, the 
Cambridge School of History, and so on, is ~till supposed-to be essentially based and 
viewed in 'this or that partioular d~p~rtment, economic, political or ,historical; 
while from these again the Medici~' of.~dinburgh,the Ellgineering of Glasgow, 
the Technical eminence of Man,chester, ,the Agriculture of Dublin, or the Town
Planning of Liverpool are, all again supposed to be distinct, as also from. each 
other. . 

'. Yet on the contrary, the re-union of all these studies is at hand. The social 
sciences have of late ye~rs been approaching a thorough renewal and re-union; and 
thi~ from the re-interpretation of Rural life and occupations" and of their mingled 
evolution·. and deterioration as City-life. In the City then, in the Town, and in the 
Village perhaps most Flainly of all, the above-named and apparently is~lated studies 
,are but of So many life~tbrJads and life-aspects. Towards such enquiry and inter
pretatidn for this City,. the present volume, with its successive,· yet associated, 
treatment of many of these aspects~ is thus an endeavour towards ,understanding 
its ~eb of ~ife; an~ similarly i.ts plans towards weaying tbis onwards. 
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Application of th" Prece(Ung. to Re¢ent Tqwn-PlaDnlng Sc:hell1e. 

Now, wi~h this conception in mind, let' us return to our Town PlanniDg~ 
-though even 10 the most apparently abstract discussions of these Chapters we have 
never Jeft it. 

Among the Schemes and Plans given me for Report by far the ables' and 
best is that of the recent Town-Planning Scheme for Indore, by the most skilled 
and sympathetio member of the New Delhi,Planning Commission. In the early days 
or my study or Indore~ correspondirigto those of his whole visit and more, I was 
much tempted to rollow in his extensive provision of new thoroughfares throughout 
the City. For if such thoroughrares be really wanted, really necessary for the city's 
activities and developments, their routes are not ill chosen, but well, and even eco
nomioally. Thus instead c..f the disastrous and wasteful practice of widening business 
streets, still too commonly praotised in India, we shall se", more fully later that he cuts 
new ones through the least valuable and most congested Mohallas; and these improved 
cOiDunications seem at once practical and sanitary, and full of possibilities for seemly 
architectural execution as well. Yet in such necessarily partial'Town-Planning, 
of new thoroughfares alone, and these within the crowded city, there was no time 
to investigate the results oi the proposed 'Changes upon the life, work, pros
perity and general conditions of the people affected by 'these improvements, and 
still less for provision f~r their re-housing and re-establishment elsewhere. But 
the more 1 learn of cities and their life, the more I am compelled to recognise 
that more than bullock-c&rters mny be ruined by our improvements, even the best. But; 
as the motorist stops to help when he has run over a man, however he may have been 

'jn t~e way'-whY not~l~o the town-planner, and city improved Still ootter, let us 
go cautiously, ' 

or this scheme, as we shall see shortly, a single section is cleared, that for 
the a VEmue from Old ;Palace Square south wards, to wards the river. I accept a:nd ap
preciate this, as at once of communica.tional value and architectural possibility of effect 
worthy of its eminent designer. Yet fuller study of' the City, and of its incipient 
Extensions, both into the new Industrial ~own and into the Suburbs, has fully cODvino
ed me (1) that this extensive and costly system of pr9posed new thoroughfares cut 
through the Central City can now in the'main be dispensed with; and these for 
various reasons, which will beoome apparent a~ we proceed-and further (2) that 
the essential necessities ofimproved comunications can be more simply ~nd more eco
n.omically met in other ways, imd these not Jess direct in distance, nor of less speed 
in: time. And (3) though with less change upon exis~ing architectural aspects and 
perspectives, with even more again of beauty to the city, as a solution of the needed 
Through Communication, by way of J ani Indore. For in the apparently out of the 
way ,11nj Indore there lies the best. solution ~f th.e pr?blem of through communi~. 
tion between west and east of'the CIty; and this With Improvement for those of It!J 
centr~ aIea as well. 

Express Bouh:vard by way of Junl In~ore. 

For'communications, ~ur modern ones especially, the problemiS not merely of 
shorteninO' distances but of saving time: and nothing so much was~es time, and this 
even to the exaspe'ration of the most leisurely bu1!0ck-driver,' as .do the" Level 
Crossings of railways; yet Over-Bridges are too ~xpenslve, an4 laboriOUS as well. 
Hence the great value of U nder-crossings, when we can make or find them. 

35 
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Ye~ the Bugge~ted (and already considere~, page8S) deeply sunk.U nderCl'Qssing 
to replace the present Level Crossing between Topkhana and Tukoganj, by way of 
the 'presept Nulla, is obviously not to be recom'!Ilcnded, save as a' last' resource, for 
the inore crowded future; and thiA need not 'necessarily, become so crowded. For 
here I propose-as an alternative way of lightening 8.nd 'expediting this east and west 
traffic-that, of making a new first-class Communication Route bbtween the City and 
the Railway Station, the new Suburbs, and the Residency Town by way of the 
existing; Under-bridge. near the Nasia Temple and Dhar'!Ilsala, towards the Electrical 
~nerating Station,and thence over the Causeway to J uni Indore. For with this 
Road slightly improved, and the River Causeway a li'ttle raised and widened, 
we have already a straight road,to .Hathipala Causeway Crossing. Instead of 
turning t:!outh through J uni Indore to get, round its labyrinth to the City, as at present, 
let 11S now continue this as a new Road-in fact a short River Boulevard ,along the 
(ltd Mohammedan River Rampart, north of J uni Indore. Following the angle of 
this Rampart, where the river turns north we may renew the old path beside the river, 
along the eastside of the Peninsula, and also improve the road to a central point. 
near the end of the Peninsula, which brings' us to the future group of Theatre, 
Library and Museum, which, as we shall see in a later chapter, has been already and 
rightly selected for these purposes by the highest authority. From this cen tre we 
have at hand' a proj~cted future Bridge over each river: which will thllS more than 
restore this point to its old central position. See Plan. 

New Through Boulevard continued to Ara Bazar. 
So far well; but we must 'now return to our. needed route, the main, I problem 

'With which we set out, that of rapid and direct communication with the main City; 80 

we return to .the angle of the Ra~part, and, thence continue our n~w westward 
Bouievard nearly straight. cutting it through the ridge of the peninsula, south of 
Ganesh Temple, and north of the old mlJ.osion overlooking the river, which we previo\1&
ly admired (page 3 ).Here a new Bridge is needed, \tith a cut .on the City side, but 
at first through a field only. A first hope is naturally to continue this Dew road 
route through the street of Gautampura, to its meeting with Ara Bazar. But al 
this is too narrow, and as its widening would be too costly, it is 'both better and 
~heaper to let this old street alone, anI! to make a fresh cut a little further north-al
though ioevitably at the expense of ~everal h~uses-to. come out upon the open alpace 
behind the new Temple. Of this I am hence reluctant)y':-campelled to ask the 
removal of the small garden, between its outer r~iling and its inner essential one, 
which I hope may be granted and forgiven, in view of .the utility and beauty of thi. 
new thoroughfare. To this the Temple willglve and receive, a vista. And also, this 
loss of the garden may be balanced. by', tlienio~e than equivalent improyements a,t 

. many Temples elsewhere. . : .'.1 
, - . 

Thus here we have reached the foot of AraBazar, opposite the entrance of 
Machibazar; and this entrance is beingimproved and widen'edin connection with the 
erectioll of the new School at its northern corner. How this Boulevard is then 
continued westward, through the ChhatriBagh, to link up with other ililproVemtmta 
to assist further development on that side of the City, and also to furniHh an express 
route to the LlI.l Bagh PalH.ca, is plain on Plan;' and we shall see as we come to these. 

H~uslngRequirements, and New Suburbs of Junl Indore • 

. '. ,ReturD for the present to Juni Indore by its n,ew Bridge, and now note. along 
it's{cQurse'the new sites which this 'Boulevard admits of on'its west and south, overlook.
ing the Residency river; for these may now be attractive. *0 p~ople inhabiting , t~ 

," . . . . . .; . '. :. . 
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croW'~ed City. .. But these 'sitesarefew-25 or 30 at. most--a;nd ~s. the'lleed is grea.t, 
efl'ect\ve d~m~nd f9rfar more than these may soon be4eve10ped;and indeed. is obvi
ously . beglnmng~ For even that the 'much less· crowded and confined traders of 
.Siaganj: are 'now a~akeniog to the advantage of, new homes in .fresher air, 
and with freshening outlooks, is evidenced by the fact thllt· the small Peninsula of 
the river.loop east ~f Hathipala has already all its sites applied for by' denizens of 
that area, indeed by a single grouP. or these. The further extensionol this sma.ll sub
urb southwards, between old Juni Indore and the E,ailway, is thus being already 
ju~tified, even for Siaganj itself; so that further Suburb-planning, with the whole city 
to look to and draw fr9m, 'is plainly justified. Hence the large suburban develop
mer.t shown on plan, of what we may call New Juni Indore, upto the Railway and 
as far as Bhorkuwa. Road crossing. All this may readily be taken up-why not even 
within a year or two-and this the more easily· since the ordinary way from the 
'City, by the JuniIndore Causeway and thence south· eastwards. to the Railway
-CroBsing,· and beyond this towards .the Residency, is sufficient for ordinary ·purposes. 
Yet, as the plan shows, this main Road is supplemented by widening the . road: made 
ilome years ago ror the Slaughterhouse. . 

Beyond their Railway crossings, the two main south ~astward roads, ;t6wards 
Chitavad and Bhorkuwa respectively, are conveniently situated. for that large deve
lopment, from small Plague Camps to ext~nsive Garden Suburbs, already described 
in Chapter IX. Finally from all these J uni Indore suburbs the Plan shows ample 
()ommunioations with the larger Bungalow Suburb -between Bhorkuwa and 
Manikbagh roads, facing the Horticultural Gardens,. New. Club and Sports Park, 
described in Chapter XVIII. We thus see old JuniIodore with all this large suburban 
development around it, asa larger JUlli Indore. Ye~ noting the equal cpnvenience 
of these suburbs tQ. the City, to the R~ilway, to Holkar College, to the:Residency 
ToW'n and to. the country, this large a.rea may also be looked. at ,by Siaganj 
people as a great and varied extension of Siaganj, and also by the main City.as 
South Indore. Hence, from such convenience of communications in all directions, and 
its general amenity, of new homes with old treel:1, and new avenues and ga~de!ls, this 
·new· quarter. may increasingly consider itself the most attractive portion of the City. 

One drawback at first will be its distance from High SchoolS; hut just as 
Primary Schools are being provided, so a new High School will be in time required; 

.. ~nd this I plan accordingly in a central position for all these new'extensii)l)s, north Of 
their proposed small Park (north of the eastern of the~wo large Tanks), of which 
the north end may be reserved as the Suhool Playground and School-Garden~ : .... 

T~is situation, midway between Bhorkuwa and Chitawad Roads, ~8 easily re~ch
·ed from;oid J uni Indore also by these roads, and also from its new suburb north 
-0£ Railw.ay by an existing u.ndercrossing. 

The Renewal of Juni Indore. 

. . . It is interesting to see J uni Indore, the originally well-chosen beginning of the 
pre~ent city, thus again renew:ing its development towards the opening, futur~ ;~Iid 
in <lpnvenient reach of existing edu.oationl).} resources like the College,: ~nd, .tbe new 
. Schools and. also the projected ones-High School, Park and Garde~ Systeni; and 
L1"br'~y:Museum-Theatre group. We also nc,ted (page.~) alI'eady :beginning ·if.) 
.Juni lndore.itself, the development .ofgrowing links between its.be!lt . tratlitionlt80d 
its opening outlooks; and, so. may hope for public support and. use. for· it.,;G~a~: 
1d.~ndi~, Ganesh AsJuoaDl, a.ndkindrb~ endeavours. : ,' .. ,... ... ~ ':. ;'.~."! _::. :; 



. ~ <?~ 8inii~~r lilies it is' interesting to note" that the eXisting Silk School, and' oUr
proposed·~ew·Hospita.l, with·their proposed Bacterlological Labora.tory between 
theni~· are just on the western confines of old J uni Indore; and here may be viewed u· 
ren~wals of its Brahmin traditions of physical purity and preservation of health, upon 
the mo~ern sc!enti~c plane. Even 'therenewed use o~ the Rivers. is being provided 
for by their purification as now planned for, and with the planning of additional' 
Bathing Gha.ts.So too the 'proposed adjacent location of Boat-houses beside the 
i~and is but a modern contribution to this reviving appreciation of the rivers. 

. . . 

Drainage Scheme hi Juril Indore. 

Now, after Chapters on the Gardens, in.which the life of plants and animals, 
in na~ur.e and in domestication, is .sought .to be expressed at its fullest, and 
eV.eo:. with its anc.ient sacredness renewed ....... arid after this long-laboured ende,.voul' 
firstt.o understand and appreciate. this old Brahmin town, as truly a little City~ 
-and· next practically to plan out its improvement and its renewal as a leading 
development of Indore-I return to the humble p~oblem of ita Drainage; and thus, 
as always, after Town-planning insteti.d of before it. How far then may I now be 
suc(iessful in obtaining a full and open-minded reception of the Garden Drainage 
scheme, with which 1 desire to reduce, ~nd to replace, as far as· may be possible
the toooostly type of Drainage scheme; such as 'that analysed in Chapter VIII. 

. . 

And as the first of these Town Drainage Gardens has been definitely chosen 
so aiito'be directly under 'the eyes' and noses of the Hospita.l Physicians, and especiaUy 
ita Director's, aSi also the Public treaith Authority for .Indore, so this second one, 
for J !lni In<1orl3. similarly invites and challenges the corresponding vigilance of the 
neighbouring Brahmin eomtnun~ty. The present j;chem~which.is essentially but. 
renewal of the very.oldest sanitation and economy of civilized men-will thus have 
the.benefit of the fullest possibl&,'criticisIIi, from its beginnings upto its working 
development continuouslytherearter. . 

_ A.nd as both th~se Drainage Gardens are outside the main City, yet within 
e8s1reach and inspection of this, there need be no' one, from the simplest sweeper 
.to th~ higheet governing authorities,. who may not thus have s' clear opportunity 
of ju~ging the working of these gardens and their products, and or forming 
his own opinion accordingly of their merits, as compared with those of conven· 
tiona! .Drainage. systems; and these from' every stand-point, as well as the econo
mic one,o£ capital, expenditure, and teturn. 

Some *,xpense must of course be ,undertaken. Some moderate fraction oftoe 
ordinary drainage. estimates, .like those' analysed, must be provided for the 
necessary preparation of the ground, by levelling, gradi~g etc., and similarly by.the 
'making of necessary drains; though for the most part the present surface ones, im
proved s little, may for a time~u.ffice. Let us even grant that at the - start or 
tillage and planting, mistakes may here and there at first be made. Thus when we
begin to run~nthe sullage water to our plants, the exact quantities which this par
ticularsoil can take up, and at what exact" intervals, can only be determined by 
experime~t: and similarly 'With the selection and culture of the crops. most suitable • 
. Again,. thougbthe scheme will 'have· skill~ and picked direction and supervisl~D, 
( page 81 ) the Garden. Superintendent has to train his labourers and his sweeper8, 
to' develop these as fast as may be to the level.of Jlkilled· gardeners.. All· thi. 
reqwres'some 'time~though far less than that Ileededfor diggln.g sewers throu8'R 
the streets of Indore, and largely ten times deeper; still, in absence of this practical' 
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comparison, we may be sharply criticised, and doubtless sometimes even deserve 
it. Yet. on the whole, as we hope in the main efficiently to work, so we may 
reasonably hope to be lairly it strictly judged. An open drain may still smen. though 
if regularlyfiushed less t.han at present; or again, the humble operation of earth
ing the sweepers' daily contribution to the soil, though promptly effected in the 
most retired portion of the- garden, cannot 'yet be made completely imperceptible 
to any who may visit this point while he is at this work. So while maintaining 
l.md repeating the above invitation, and even challenge to all comers, we must also 

. ask such proposed and literally public inspectors- alike in fairness to themselves 
and to the experiment, as well as in more trained strictness towards it- to be 
meantime preparing themselves, by exercising their own eyes and noses forthwith 
in observation of Buch matters at present, 'On Indore and in their own neighbour
hoods, as well as in.India generally I In short of its present R8nitary condition, of 
sweepers, appliances and their working; and also to utilize the opportunities which 
.a visit to any city of. conven~ional drainage may give, and this from Bombay to 
Lucknow or Calcutta. Each will then realise the present difficulties of Indore; and 
while he finds the task of its sanitation is not an easy one he need covet-:- and also 
that it is by no means neglected by its present staff, who are working under great 
difficulties- he will also come to lIee that there is rQom for improvement, and for the 
fresh endeavour here proposed. . 

Planning of Garden and subsequent Minor Gardens. 

The general outlines, extent an(l.Layout of this main Juni Indore Garden are 
indicated on Plan; as also are the various Minor Gardens, which are indicated for 
gradual es~ablishment, after the main Garden has justified itself, in quarters less con-
veniently or cheaply drained to this. . . • 

Acknowledge~f?nts. 

In this whole intimate planning of J llni Indore I have been admirably as
sisted by Mr. S. C. Paul; and each ot'the suggested alterations or removals which 
it involves-mostly kacha or ruins,-with provision of sites for r~-building on sites 
suitable and convenient to the sufferers, has been submitted to, and gone over on 
the spot with the Municipal President. As regards the Lay.out of the main 
Garden my first rough plan has had· the benefit of detailed criticism and suggestive 
improvement on the spot· by Mr. Coventry, as Agricultural Adviser; and Mr. Khushal 
Chand, who' has also profited by· this demonstration on the field, has worked 
this plan out a stage further. It has next been handed to Mr. A. P. Sinha, who is 
preparing it in detail for the future Municipal Garden Superintendent. 

Economic Aspects of the Garden Scheme. 

. Next beyond all this technical care to ensure success, as regards drainage, 
and thereafter product, there will arise the commercial question of disposing of the 
fruits and other products. If cost of production at first makes selliug. ~rice . as 
hioh as ordinary present ones, no great disturbance of the present trade will arlSe. 
n:t if as is possible indeed reasonably to be expected~ prices tend to be lower
ed, th~n a correspo;ding shock may be given to the present traders. Thi~ may be 
mitigated by auctioning the fruit, w~th export to Bombay as a resource In r~serve. 

. Sucp.cheapening may also e~ect th~ retur~s of the faw fruit and vege-
table growers who at present supply the I~dore mark~ts; but the a~vanta~e to the 
~ommunity will before long be ~ppreciated, SlUce here prIces are pecuharly high-even 
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startlingly high to visitors to Indore, except .perhaps any from northern cities in 
demi--deserticconditions. Yet 1 take it to be a fact, that here in Indore,-with its 
cheap land, good soil, and admirable climate, and its e.lready considerable supplies 
of water (which, as we have already seen [ Chapter VII] is readily increasable) 
--.;.the supply_ of fruit and vegetables _may readily be made among the most abundant, 
most excellent ,and cheap in India; and thus with 'health, as well as economy, to 
the community. 

\ Social Aspect of the Garden Scheme. 

Yet beyond even these advances, let me end with J uni Indore as I began, all 

concerned, frQln its earliest orIgins; with considerations beyond economio or even 
sanitary ones. With all the real respect to Brahmin tradition which I trust my 
treatm~nt of Juni Indore shows, there ia no Brahmin but pow admits that the 
historic and present attitude of his caste, and its examples to others, to those who are 
now known as "the depressed classes," has been atleast insufficre~t in its consideration 
for them. And since this is now admitted, endeavours are rife towards raising their 
condition; yet beyond _ primary schools, or demolished slums, no definite remediea 
have yet been offered. Yiet is not .the present Garden Drainage Scheme at any 
rate a part of the needed solution, that of raising these humblest of labours1-by 
developing these together into what is in all countries the healthiest of environments; 
and also, for all who successfully try it, the happiest of occupations also, that or the 
Garden. . 

Chapter XXVII. 

City quarters Continued. 
IV. River Sites opposite Juni Indore. 

River BankArea and its Possibilities. 

Having _ now finished with Juni Indore, we cross towards Ara Bazar, just aa 
on our initial Historic Survey (page 2). But now it is the geological history, 
rather than the human, which may first attract.us. For here before us on the left 
hand, within the river-loop, is the low-lying Peninsula of five acres, and on the right, 
a. corresponding, field of nearly two acres more. North of this is the smaU Mohalla of 
Kabutar Khana upon its mound. But beyond this is again a low-lying acre of shor~ 
with field and gardens~ until we come to the open area of similar character occupi
ed by the Old Theatre, the Public Garden, and the great Chhatri next Krishno.
pura Bridge. 

All this area, save the last, is free of buildings; and has been kept opea 
throughout the history of Indore by the annu!!.l floods to which the river was nC
course subject before the for~ation of the Piplia and Bilavli Reservoirs, and the 
bunding of the river at intervals above and through the town. But since thUt 
danger no longer' exists, buildings might now spread downwards- upon these eld 
vacant or cultivated areas, the more since these could be readily and cheaply raiJei 
from the abundant rubbish of ·the City, and have indeed long been in process of 
, this. 
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Proposed Hospital . . 
, The first suggestion for the utilisation of this Peninsula has' been that 

·of an Infections Diseases Hospital, since here at once conveniently central to the City 
area, yet na~urally isolated from it by tlieriver on the east and west, and easily 
separated also on the north by distance, and also, if necessary, by walling. 

But for this Hospital so large a site is no~ required: and from its level and 
10w situation we may also look to it as a future Oity Garden, to absorb and transform 
the drainage of its neighbourhood. A sufficiently large Hospital site is to be found, 
exactly opposite. This is the smaller. Peninsula, south of the river, and- isolated 

. .from its neighbourhood, of Harsidhi and Jambu!khana, by the wide and unit
ing NQ.llas which enter here. By slight and quite inexpensive cutting, it 
is possible to widen this little bay of the uniting N ullas, . and even to complete this 
isolation' by" a short new cut on the west {tcross the. neck of the peninsula, thus 
roaking it permanentlY an island. On this island infections can be even more 
comple~ely kept away from the main City than on the opposite larger Peninsula 
geographically' continuous with. it; yet also from the adjacent Mohallas. More
over, on the high mainland to east of this is ' an excellent field at present unbuilt. 
Here I suggest and plan out- orcourse in a preliminary way- the wards' of a 
·small Fever Hospital and convalescent Home, and thus provide for relieving the 
main: Hospital of the City from infectious diseases, as is now done in all other medi
cally progressing cities. One or more wards should be reserved for children, espe
cially in view of the beginning of universal primary education in Indore, and of 
the present. planning of the School-Houses, with, "he usual indoor school-rooms. 
This is a form of' cOilstruction from which I must here dissent.. 

Offered Criticism 'of School' ~Ianning. 

And ~ as I am.asked to assist with the location of the needed schools through
out the city, and have in a good many cases already done so, I feel impelled, even 
at the risk of seeming intrusive, to criticise also their form of planning, and this 
somewhat fully; since this is of the customary 'nature;though better than most of 
its type, one generally accepted. Moreover it is but natural for a planner, wh~se 
work is so largely for the rising generation, and whose most direct and immediate 
problem is that of immediate service to the public health, to speak out plainly 
where both interests are involved; and this sopecuIiarly as in the present case. 
Furthermore, as responsibltl for thought and care in planning towards every practic
able and reasonable economy to the public purse, such criticism, jf approved, will 
be'found substantially helpful towards this. And as what appears to me an ex· 
cellent site for a future school in the quarter, is that whjch confronts us, 011 the 
slight eminence overlooking the road from .T ani Indore, I here ask a'· halt,' as 
regards otherpJanning matters further on in Ara B~zar, to deliver myself on 
this one, of Planning Schools.· 



Chapter XXVIII. 

The Needed He-planning. of Schools; asOpen.Air Schools. 
Arguments for Open-air Schools • 

• 
\ Briefly stated, my dissent from customary School Planning is at once of the 
sunplest and the most thoroughgoing kind. School Buildings are present composed of 
Class-Rooms" to. which' more or less, of verandah is added, to supply passages between 
these Class Rooms. But the type of school for which I plead, and, hope to ju£tiIy,. , 
at least for trial before the continuedcon,struction and definite adoption of th" more 
familiar, unhea.lthy and therefore obsolescent type, is the Open-Air School~ 
and this not simply on grounds of eoonomy,,-though this over the City at;ld State 
would be immense-but on grounds of Public Health; and of. Educational Results 
perhaps above all. 

Open~air classes, or at most Veranda classes, are to be seen in admirable and 
healthy working . at S~r ,Rabindranath Tagore's School at Bolpur, and also in 
successful use under Miss Macmilllan in I~ondon, our British Montessori, and they were', 
~lso successfully introduced in Dubli.n, under the suspices of Lady Aberdeen, consort 
of the late Viceroy of Ireland. Even)n the more windy and chi1ly climate of 
Edinburgh, such a scho.ol has been p:rovided by its School Board for its delicate and 
invalid ~hildtttn" whotbereapQo na tnraU1 impr(kve C)f recqver, just as the healthy 
children are depressed, towards their widely prevalent and alarming ill-health, bj their 
indoor School-rooms. What has thus been done so successfully for the consumptive 
and invalid children to-day; we must of course do for the whole of the children tomorrow, 
thus de6nitely transforming the whole planning of. our schools in Europe towards 
that simplicity which was characteristic of old-world India. But India is now, with 
the advance of education, actively repeating in School-planning, as in other matters, 
those educational errors which have essentially stamped their character upon the 
English, Scottish, and Irish Education Offices through the generation siuce 
1870, and are still too largely surviving. Yet now, since the War, all this is in 
process of renewal, which the After-War Reconstruction will certainly continue, and 
. this as a main feature in the programme of each and every renewed educational 
authority. 

In the requirements or.education and its hygiene, though body and brain are 
of course peculiarly associated, they have been customarily taken separately; and 
even under differeoll authorities, pedagogic and medical: so that the usual elabora
tion of administration and. regulation has arisen, which the ,.wakening public 
can no longer fail to' criticise, and even the yarious departments of administra~ 
tion itself, isolated though these readily become, into sub-castes, mutually jealoul 
of their respective resources and powers. . 

But when to this great organisation . of educational routine, we apply, not 
nece~sari1y even .the detailed criticisms of the physician, the psychologist, and the 
planner, but the mother-wit and common sense of an independent woman-teacher, like 
Miss Macmillan, of London Open-air School fame, she sees at a glance that lessonll, 
just like play, should be in fresh air, and not in the costly and carefully constructet1 
germ-box called the class-rooID, even though its atm,?sphere, so largely mingled of 
the dust-fog and air .. s~wage continuously added to by forty or sixty rel)~less little
beings, be mitigated by all the beautifu1. but seldom really efficient, calculations, or 
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arohitects ~nd _contrivances orv~ntilatlng engineers. That this is not in any wayan over
statement, IS hut rather a consulered and temperate under-statement, is evidenoed by 
the faot that an investigation, made by the Pnblic Health authority of the Scottish 
Lo?al Government Hoard, of Sohools of the Soottish Education JJepartm'3nt in 
Edmburgh and Aberdeen-oertainly two of the healthiest cities, and or strongest 
population, in the British Islands or in the western world-brought out this 
nationally startling rp.sult-that no less than ahol}t 75 % of the children in OJdinary 
attendance, as healthy, were really more or less diseased; and this to the exwllt of 
requiring medioal attendance; though neither parents nor teachers were re/.Jising 
the necessity of it, sinoe, as is so usual" confusing depreSdiou wi~h" good behaviour". 

But by this striking disclosure, the movement towards medical inspection and 
treatment of children was aotively stimulated, and hai since been in progress, until 
even the school dentist-at present so much needed in the west -is now coming into 
regular attendance. Yet as usnal,-amid that accepted culture of specialislUs, ta.ken 
apart from their unil10n in lif~, which characterises the encyclopedic andsub-Hermanic 
eduoation of the latter nineteenth century, which is, only now ending in world
catastrophe,-the great step of general hygiene needed to abate the present pressure 
of child-patients on all these specialists is not yet officia.lly reoognised-that of taking 
the ohildren out of their fine and costly • Standard Class-rooms," into the fresh and 
open air, yet suffioient shelter, of wide verandas. ,Still in Edinburgh I have seen a 
school buiJding being re-modelled, and for invalid children, by knocking out school
room wans, as oomplet~ly as are those of houses to make modern shop windows; but 
here with the advantage that instead of having glllss windows, the school-rootll8 are 
now largely verandas, wide open like the shops of an Indian bazar, and with such light 
and moveable screens as may be neoeassary to exclude sun and wind and wet~ but no 
longer the life-giving air. The Edinburgh "HospItal for Incurables" has ~lso its 
day-room of this type, with extraordinary longevi~y resulting~ And thus, as everyone 
knows, the tuberoulous recover~ 

His not pleasant always to be finding faults. But a town-planner- whose 
responsibilities. are like those of an auditor, and an inspector or measures, a medical 
officer of health, and -half a dozen more critioal duties rolled into one- is oorres
pondingly all the more oompelled striotly to do this, and not to withhold cr~
tioism which he is convinced is oalled for. So in this matter- while he of all 
men most shares the ambitions of the architect, and thus tends to rejoice with 
and 'congratulate him at first sight o~ the many and splendid edifices which have 
been everywhere arising throughout the world of education,and now in lndi~ 
hardly less than iJl Eur.ope-- it. is time for him no longer to shrink from the Crl

tioism that suoh great educational edifioes, despite all their magnitude and other 
oare for ventilation, are still inadequate in this respect; and so are unhealthy 
even for the body in general, and still more so for the mind. For what is 
education! If merely J or mainly,. the administrative compulsion and testing of me
morising- primary. secondary, or higher as the case may be- then the _ present 
indoor class-rooms for memorising, and indoor offices for administering, are un
deniably effeotive for their purposes, and explain their persistent survival. For 
memorising up to pass marks of 50% or so, is evidently the a,:erage that can be 
got from children in such indoor environments, and correspondingly from teachers 
and officials who have been prepared in . and selected from these • 

. But now suppose _ourselves thinking of, Education, no longer simply as do 
too· many of the U praotical .. teachers and ~' efficient" administrators of today; but 
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recalling old-fashioned real educators of the past, sitting under the trees with their 
scholars around them anywhere in old India, or walking up and down together in 
their shady Academe, and so developing the literally "peripatetic" philosophy or the 
more restless West. ' , 

Under these circumstances these old-fashioned educationists,,. Panini or Vyasa. 
Buddha or Shankaracharya, and in the same way Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle~ 
never thought it necessary to erect even teaching buildings, still less administrative 
~es. Yet after all one can not quite Rgree with the older Indian critic, who 
mourns the days of the open-air school under the tree, for he agrees with oonven
tional authorities in thinking thes,e simple old-world ways are all past and done 
with. But in the midst of the fairly intensive work of preparing these plans and 
this ,report, I have taken a holiday, including a visit to Bolpur, with its classeB 
bright and active in the open air, and its youngsters out of doors, beginning with 
their meditation at sunrise. Iwll.s also at the opening of the new .HeFlearch In
stitute founded at Calcutta to continue, develop a'nd extent the discoveries of the 
-eminent physicist-physiologist of whom India is justly proud, since one of the 
freshest a.nd most penetrating winds in science anywhere. Now this great 
Institute- behind its large hall required to shelter delicate experiments and evening 
audiences, and the smaller shelters needed for appa.ratus and books--centres none 
the less .essentiR.lly in a garden with a small group of trees, and a platform besid~ 
a pool; where the master by tnrns observes his plants, and tells us what they 
have told him. . 

After all this is not so surprising to me; for my first master in natural history, 
Huxley, though in the main a laboratory and museum anatomist, had a great veran& 
balcony to air our otherwise too enclosed thinking-house. While mv next teacher, 
his friend and rival Lacaze, though agliin immnred in term-time in Paris, had tw()o 
great Zoological Stations, ona on the coast of Brittany and the other on the 
Mediterranean, where he took us for vacations, to the most active and educative 
open-air and open-sea schooling we h~d any of us had in our lives; so that we old 
pupils, now mostly professors ~f natural science not only throughout France, but 
from Britain to Itussia, and from Scandinavia to Roumania and Greece. look back to 
these times with him as among the main intellectual and practical awakenings of our 
scientific and researching lives; and we ha.ve all realised, with justly bitter regrf!t~ the 
time we was~ed as the good conventional students of less vital and open-air teachers. 
So again for 1:1. summer season spent mainly in eager converse with Haeckel over his 
,main book and my own toughest Britannica article uMorphology"; and, hence, al 

needing our f~eshest 'Yits, conduct~d in lo[!~ rambles in t~e open air, in rests on the 
hill top, or after a SWlm together ,10 the rIver. SoagalO, 10 large measure for &. 

winter period 'with Weismann, and to some extent at another pf the productive 
eentres of, German natural science, the Zoological Station of Naples. Many 
other examples might be given: and in my own last term's teaching, despite OODJ

paratively inclement situation and season, my students had forty-odd of my fif~1 
lectures in the garden, and this apart from our usual score of country excursions 88 

well. So year after year they pass their examinations more easily than most, beiD~ 
thus aerated enough to profit their daily work in the laboratory, though this 
inevita.bly grows somewhat ~chool.like~ even with its open windows . 

.Now in all these ways we naturalists are but following our greatest master. ' 
Darwin whose world-transforming thought was awakened and develored by one &£ 
the mo~t eminent careers of truancy on record, at Shrewsbury, Edinburgh, aDi 
Cambridge, then matured by the four years of his immortal" Natnralist's Voyagf!),· 
and further de"eloped into old age, through continued open-air life, of, obsarvatiea 
and meditation in the fields and in his garden. ' . 



But it may be said-this may be all very well for naturalists, but it does nof; 
suit urban life. But perhaps that is largely what is wrong with urban life1-and at 
the bottom of its neurasthenia, w4ich I have iu Chapter IV discussed as mother 

.of diseases, such as tuberculosis and the test. For to this I now relate·the 'conven
tiona.~ indoor town education, as largely, very largely, contributory toneurasthema. 
For in no other circumstances, save those of depressed vitality, of minds as well as 
bodies, through living and thinking in closed rooms, could the prevalent eduoation, 
-of the three aR's- reading, writing and arithmetic, to the virtual exclusion of the 
.three H's~heart, hand and head-have been established; nor much less can it be 
maintained. 

By their return to nature, naturalists h;t.ve l?een discovering much of life in its 
evolution; and discerning something of what conditions advance that evolution, and 
what conditions retard, arrest, or reverse it. Here is the explanation of this present 
insistance on fresh air in general, and on open-air schools and colleges; with this 
.comprehensive accusation of ordinary schools and colleges as wrongly planned and 
constructed, and needing accordingly to be altered; or, when not yet built, to be 
re.planned from this sill~ple and iJ;lexpensive point of view. Indeed -"0 great maT be 
the economy thus effected, that the pressure of After-War conditions may do more 
for the rising generation, and for its vital education as well, than can all our 
. observations. or reasoned arguments. 

Needed Re-planning accordingly. 
AU this means nothing short of a simplified Be-planning of School-buildings, 

,indeed in principle of educational buildings of most kiuds. Keeping here, however, 
to the first and simpler matter of School-planning, it is evident that this will greatly 

. simplify the a~xieties of Educational Budgets, and of State Budgets so {aralso, 
before the enormous capital outlay with which they are confronted on the present 
principles of School-planning, and in view of the rapidly approaching diffusion of 
.schooling not only throughout the Mohallas o~ this and that city, but the villages of 
tlie whole land. Here in fa<lt is a possible economy, considerable for the city of 
Indore, great for the whole State, and enormous for India, supposing a simplified 
style of planning to be adopted. 

Despite a certain shock and disappointment to Education Departments and 
their architects, as also to teachers adapted through their own schooling, training 
~nd' professional life,. to the existing style of school buildings, flO palatial without and 

'so depressing within, the extremely simplified buildings, and spaciouFi open-air 
verandas, to which I am thus seeking to bring them may be increasingly considereq. 
First surely on grounds of reduced expense, but also by the authorities, of Public 
Health, who are growing weary of the school epidemics which more or less every
whe~e arise, and which are explained by the present co-operative pooling, within the 
'School-rooms. of all the various disease·germs which different children are constantly 
bringing, and which find their appropriate soil in unstable young c,onstitutions con
tinuously depressed by their present indoor atmosphere and surroundings generally. 
As such schools g~t a trial, their teachers are increasingly and rapidly converted to 

.. the open air system, and th~s alike by th~ brighter and bett~r .w.ay in w~ioh the 

. children learn, the more rapId way accordmgly, and also the dImInIshed fatigue and 
-worry which their present drivin~ of dull teams. involves, and also by t~e~r own per
'Sonal increase of vigour andhappmess under thIS return to normal conditlOns. 

With such evidence before them, the e~ucational authorities will soon b~ con
_ vinced; and will not only adopt the open.air type· of school in the near future, but 
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consider the 'altera.tions necessary and 'Practicable to open and aerate existing build
ings 'of conventional type. 

.. . ~ . 
The difficulty here of course, 8S with all changes, is to get a, beginning, a fair 

trial. But ,vhat time and place, is more appropt:iate, even urgent, for. such " trial, 
than a City and State which is just at the outset of its General Education Scheme? 
May I hope then for a trial here in Indore, of even a couple of schools, or still better 
three or four1 and for girls as well 8S boys1 I ask in fact to collaborate for" dRy or 
t\vo with. the school architect in the preparation of plans thus modified, by reducing 
them within, and extenAing them without. 

Here in Indore already, we have a. first-rate example of this right sort of class
'room, in, a. veranda of the Girls School, at Garibkhana, lately extended by its open
minded and 'economical head-master, and also by the Geography Shed in the centre 
of ,the same quadrangle. So there 'is nothing .new in my proposals. 

'Open-air Difficulties as Advantages. 

It is of course objected to open air schools .that fresh air feels cold to thostt 
in8ufficientlyaccustomed to it, that wind dis~urbs papers, that rain may at timell 
'blow in, and so on. But the large Plans of this Report, with the hundreds of minor 
ones :from which they are combined, have all been prepared upon the verarida of the 
Guest-honse, much narrower than would be open school-rooms, and less protected 
froIl} wind, rain,' and sun. nut flat' stones ,as paperweights defy the winds; and rain
screens arid shade-curtains are also easily hung and fixed 801 need be, 'Without exclud
ing the lire~givitig air. All tloncerned have soon adapted themsel~es to all these 
'minor iriconveniences of open air,and worked better accordingly; while as regard. 
the' co-ordination of the multifa.rious detail of the present report, such grasp and 
clearness as it may he found to' possess have not a little depended on this continuous 
dpen-airtreatment for its writer. He even suggests as the extenuating circumstance 
of'the many defe~tive 'schemes he 'has had to criticise, and often .severely, in these 
pages, their beingl produced iQthe half-used-up air of offices. That under Buch 
circumstances they may have' appeared passable, and even satisfactory, in other 
offices, while the Rresent plans and proposals may at various points appear "utopian", 
is also thus expla~ed in terms of aeration and daylight, as acceptance of. and appre
cia.'tidn ·of rain, wiQd, ana SUD, as no mere discomforts,but as conditions of life; and 
these from water-s~pplies or drainage, to fertility" and beauty of gardens, and beyond 
these 'again to Edqclition, and this alike for activity and for thought. So if thi. 
report be read in the coriditions in which it has been written, it will be seen thai 
these simple and natural conditions of life are the bases of its many Eutopia.; 
and of Its many ·economies also. 
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Chapter X~I~. 

School Planning Continued: Education for Life. 
The School O"arden. 

. . But while I would thus substantially economise as regards the main 8:lhool 
buddlDgS, I ask for improvements now coming in widely throughout the educational 
\Vorld~ though not yet incorporated into. educational policy in India. These are 
especially the School Garden and the School Workshop; and hence a word of each. 

The School Garden needs some additional ground, for no one would rob the 
children of the open run o£ their Playground. Yet since the present standard play
ground, through west and east alike, is obviously still only the barrack drill
ground-for which it was historically intended and planned to prepare, by the 
I:'russian founders of compulsory education more than hundred yearB ago~it needs 
now to be humanised, by a border of trees, shrubbery and flowers; and these should 
also surround the m!\in building and twine upon its veranda posts. 

:poes the fear exist anywhere in India that children would spoil such a 
garden? I am glad to say, from more than· thirty years experience of school.garden
making,-and this for Boys':Schools in the very Toughest quarters of manufactur
ing towns, as well as for the most· refined young ladies of the upper clas&es-that I 
have seen no appreoiable difference in the· practically perfect keeping of all such 
gardens alike. 'fheir care needs but to be entrusted to the pupils .themselves,-of 
course with due encouragement from teachers themselves'interested,- alid even 
though at first a master DJay bo incredulous, or "s I have-even found him, positively 
hostile, he soon becomes the most friendly and even ~enthuBiastic ally I could wish. 
I can easily justify all this from experience, and by reference to every other school
garden-maker I have known in the three kingdoms, or'even in typically rough and 
neglected manufacturing towns in the Unistates. But now I venture here to appeal, 
as to a quarter . I have investigated only to a very slight extent, that of 
Magistl'atea and Police acquainted with Juvenile offences, if such there be in Indore. 
For 1 venture to predict that it will -experimentally be found bere as elsewhere, that 
the School Garden,- especially when complemented by the keeping of such Animal· 
pets as may be looally practicable, and ~lso by the ~chool .W orksh~p,:-t~at ~e ha~e 
in these main elements nt:eded by educatIOnal and sOOlal hygiene for ehmmat!ng Juvemle 
and adolescent criDlinl\lity-hence sO(ln the main percentage of aduft criminality-to 
3 very great degree, which will render possible a vast economy in Police and Courts. 

The School Workshop. 

So now a word of the Workshop. I am only too familiar with school work
shops and eVEln those of great "Technical Schools," in which the processes of car-' 
pentr; metal work and the like~ are not carried out to any constructive result- even 
sucha~ from the method of Sloyd, long so popular and in some respects excellent, 
b tover·elaborated Bnd insufficiently practical- but have been logically parsed, and 
a~ministratively tabulated, into their .. various ?perati?ns; as .of meas~ring, s~wi.ng, 

1 'lug dovet !IoilinO' and so on, fol' wood; or agam of filIng, cuttmg, fittlng, pohshmg 
plan, I:) • • d b b ·1 °1 h . and what not, for metal; and these exerClses then practise y t e pUpl untl e lS per-
fect in each operation, and to the satisfaction of the Inspector, to whom these master· 
pie~es of detail are perio~ically exhibited, with favourable report and scho~l grant 
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8Ccordingly; yet pupils sickened of handicraft for life. For I have also this furt.her 
experience, that the pupil haying' iu this course ma.de nothing, (save shavings and 
filings) is thereby depressed; indeed -too, often permanently weakened for, and even 
disgustltd with. handiwork altogether. Ins~ead of continuing, the finished orafts
maJ?ship which 'his (literal), "burnt-oft'eringa to the 'Inspector" 'promised, he is 
finished for good and all as a oraftsman; and so looks henceforward to clerkship, 
shopkeeping, or any other, still more handless 'ocoupation that he oan find-often 
p,?l~ti~s, and of course more or, less u~res~ful, t~ the surprise of the wellmeaning 
educators, who none the less schooled hIm mtothls rebound. _ 

But'on.the other hand happily I can also refer to Workshops, and thes9 
increasingly common, where the boys now make real things that they themselves 
want t() use, like kites and toys; or things that they can take home with pride, liko 
boxes ana trays, stools or tables, Bnd these for use and beauty together, and not. 
mere useles,s "ornaments." Thus in _an orphanage school near my own sumOler 
home in Scotland, though the boys have still, by administrative authority, to 
produce .theiruseless burnt-oft'erings, this has become an easy matter, since rea) 
work prevails throughout the year till a week or two before the iuspector's ,·isit. 
Work even artistic, upto inlaying and carving, and these' of a or editable kind, though 
of course far behind what an old Indian Mistri could teach of these arts in a school 
here. Better still ill certain ways, these boys themselves, with only their mistri to 
guide them, and no other skilled assistance, have built their large new range of work
shops, from their foundations. And their head-master assures me, and I believo 

'him, that it would pay the school authorities and the Government, though they 
were burned and rebuilt every year; so great was the general all-round improve
ment of the boys, in all other direotions of school work, and above all in the streng
thening of character, the increase of intelligence and good will, which such new and 
great responsibility calls forth, with legitimate pleasure and pride in its recognized 
success. 

The Boy Scout Movement. 

But carpentry and metal are themselves now largely specialised 'arts; anti 
an education both deeper and simpler is needed by boyhood, as the growing SIlC

cess of the Boy Scout Movement testifies. Its organiser Baden Powell is in fact. 
the first great educationalist the English-speaking world has yet produced, to 
compare with the continental names which otherwise fill the history of western 
education since Rousseau. Yet his educational schewe has both its success amI 
its limitations, alike largely due to the military as well as naturalistic and prttc
tical training of its founder. 

The Recapitulation or'Prlmltive Occupations. 

The next progresil has thus been chiefly made in the· U nistates, as "the r~ 
c~pitulation of simple occupatiol~s,~- as far of course as the partiCUlar situation of 
the school, 'and its excursions and' ca~pings-out mlly allow. Not merely then 
the education of the primeval hunter, though with that every boy loves to begin: 
but also as possible that of the shepherd and the cattleman, the peasant and 
the gardener, the weaver too; and th,e pot.ter, the metal workers, and so on; ao(1 
()ften, above all, the house-builder and furnisher and Boy Scouts are coming to thl:'!. 

~ 

Proposed Boys' Corners. 
- . 

Hence to give the boys of a town a rough corner of a Park, bee.ide ttl£> 
water if possible, where they can' renew for themselves the various types of 
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dwellings of mankirld:~a cavern ~n the river bank or other dug-out shelter, and tents 
and shelters, and wIgwams, where they can solidly build a log-hut, and, above 
all here, where they can recapitulate the types of simpll3 Indian dwellings around 
them-and therefor~ conveniently illustrate in the plague-huts of Indore; a\ every 
level, from roug?ly overlapping branches to well-plastered bamboo lattice-work, or 
even to a good bttle kacha house, in. which the boyish delight of handling quantities 
of mud can be enjoyed to the full. . 

.. A dignified educational authority, of g~eat personal culture, admini9trative 
ahlhty, and governing' experience, to whom I made the above proposal for his City 
Park. half a generation ago, disIIlisSed it with the contemptuous promise to "give 
the schools each a shilling manual of anthropology," since that in his view would 
do all 'and more than my untidy incursion ,upon his park could, offer. 

Not discouraged however, 1 gave my own small Home School opportunities of 
this kind, and with results which I publish as part of another volume;. but which· 
in any case the records of Universities, of recent geographical research, and next 
of the War, as of the Western Allies' Air Services, have all independently shown; 
and from which other results, even in art, literature and citizenship, are coming. 
Hence the "Boys' Corners" ;r have marked~ out two little reservations for, at 
corners of the Sports Park, by the river south of the Karbala Maidari. For next 
this the boys' will be stirred up to making Tazias, while at the other they may begin 
yet more practical outcomes, as in building huts; and through these be of service 
while boys, and later as young men, towards helping with their own family's part 
in the construction of their Garden Suburb; ansi so be prepared to hold their own 
in a more practical generation than the present too merely clerical education has 
made the present one. Such a Boys' Corner is thus also needed further down the 
river, from the· beginning of the new Industrial' Town; alike as the very best of 
l\htriculation preparation for its needed Technical School near by, and again for the 
constructive endeavours of helping with their family homes in the New Industrial 
Town; and so later of efficient craftsmanship and foremanship in its Industries; perhaps 
even, in due course, captaincy in them. 

Such educational beginnings might soon be increasingly demanded by the 
schools, and justified to the country. Why not next provide a place for boys in or 
near the Zoo, as after all the most interesting a~a active of constructive, and not 
normally destructive, young animals I and similarly another place, on the field-edge of 
the Residency River, near the future Library, Museum and Theatre group, so that 
from their reading there they may extend their possibilities. Each of these places 
no doubt will need its scout-master, and should have-its untidy aspects screened by 
clumps of shrubbery. 

Girl's ·Play-Houses. 

And what, meantime, of the girls 1 Despite all alleged elements of convention 
or of backwardness. many of their teachers are among the most '. ~ro~essive and 
alert of all. And that the 'same principle, of recapitulation and anticipation of occu
pations, is deep in the instincts of every girl, is obvi?us in her play wit.h dolls 
and at house-keeping, with its many arts and crafts, whIch are now often bemg ad
mirably developed. So even for open air, why, shoul~ not the boys ~ow. and then 
clear out of the camps they have constructed, and leave. ~hem . to their 'slsteu, . as 
Toy Houses for them upon, the greater scale ~ The kindred ,movement of Grrl-, 
Guides is also forming centres in India. 
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Vital Educ~tlo~and 'pubilc!Health together. 
• a... ..... _. . 

. ~he p~eceding'pages are thus no teal d-;};Y' of entrance upon the improTemerit 
of the. main City, stiU less ~s .. digression. from its purpose, if they have brought 
belor. the reader the conception of Education and Public Health together, and 
,of' these as again being 'brought back, by Town~planning, towards that compre
hension and use, of " Air, Water and Places, ,I which is ,the master-key of Greek 
~~dicine, , whose teaching underlies that of the schools of the West, and of India 
largely also. Beside our Primary School planned on these principles, we place the 
Workshop, of course also In fre'sh ai~~ Around these, the Play-ground and School
Garden; and,all these again overlooking'one of the proposed City Gardens .. Here 
tlien is'l;' School of Itealth, and this not merely in its conventional sense, as com
parative freedom from obvious diseases; but in which teal Health- as actiTe vitali
.ty, ,in its spontaneity and productivity, and consequent vigour, intelligence and 
joy of life~may be more prevalent than commonly ~ and all this educatively increas
ing, into life and habit, day by day. 

Why J,..e.velling of Sites? 

But ~his site of our:.proposed school looking towards Juni Indore is not even 
level. It is an old Mohalla mound, with ups and dQwns; so school custom and office 
bye-laws would set the engineer to work (with more publio waste.aocording)y) to level it, 
and so make it less suitable for children, who above aU t,hingsloveto climb up and 
ruu down. But they will fall I Yes, and get up again,' to repeat their -endeavour 
more successfully; for thus cp,ildren llDderstand and cf+rry on ,their' own education: 
,it is we their elders who commonly forget, and who have gone on forgetting, until 
all forms of arrested progress are established, as in the present abnormal schools, 
ap.d correspondingly in so-oalled N ormalones. But now-a-days, we few older 
children, who remember how life'taught us, and who have gone on experimenting 
an4 living t~rough climbing up and falling dqwn, and struggling .up once more; and 
~re thus creating rural and civic reconstruction and development, and reorganising 
knowledge and education with these, are correspondingly recovering something of 
truly normal schools. And it is encouraging that we now begin to get a hearing 
in" Norma! Schools in the ordinary sense; for these are now fermenting towards 

. bursting their oldl;>ottles; ap.dwith encouragement from,~awakening educators 
at erery level, from village teachers like her who aroused our late Chief Inspector 
for England, Mr. Holmes, from his official slumbers; to the present English Minister 
of Education, with whom vital education is having its first real chance of organiza
tion upon the administrative pl,ane, because now increasingly that of the nation 
rousea froDltorpor, into tragic a~akening. by its daily fuller participation in tho 
War. 

So instead of levelling our hillocks, beyond that required.for the school-house., 
let us leave them alone, or let the boys shape some siopes into the school's Open
air Claj!ls-rooms, an~ )Tb:e§,tres. 

, Why Removal of Houses1 , 

But there 'are several kacha houses upon this site; and 80 upon all received 
principles of school planning, we .al'e expected to acquire and clear them away. for 
our play-ground .and garden~ Vet is tsuch clearance really necessary! Only to 
comply with custom. Bu~ how is this custom to be explained! Simply from the 
.historic origin of our present type of school playground; from the Prussian barrack· 
yard which it was first designed to prePB:re for, in whio~ the young recruits cannot 
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~ drilled until the apace ,is clear or material obstacles. But it is also in keeping 
wIth the prevalent theory and practice of education, 901 a weaning from the concre~ 
world, both of childhood and of the people. and as an initiation into the abstract 
world, verbal and numerical especially, of paper-educated persons, and with' their 
subsquent concrete activity henceforth restrained from "Manual labour", i. e. ~om 
art and life-save through the art of writing; and this not as of old, when one had 
something to write, but of the verbal and numerical mattei's 'of commerce and 
~dministration, in their present inadequate forms.' -

For this is above all an exagger&ted and mismanaged ·insistance on r~ading, 
writing and arithmetic, to the disuse ana depression of heart, hand, and head. Tpis 
is mistaken from the poin~ of view ot each aod all the sciences, and not simply 
ot" the concretely-minded physicists or na.turalists; For the development of the 
highly abstract poweJ;'s of the mathematician, from child-arithmetic an4 geometry 
to multi-dimensional space, are now shown by psychologists to be organically depen
dent upon the cultivation of a good muscular sense; and similarly the high abstractions 
of the logician are now traced by philosopher and pedagogue-Bergson and Stanley 
Hall alike-to their origins in the handling of implements, from those of tue stone
age onwards, and even up to the modern "logical machine." The' much-advertised 
and widely successful "Pelman System" seems first of an a freshening of the senses, 

The Education of Life., 

Returning no\v to ~hese HoUses, for the education of life what could children 
desire better botli.for work and play1-from the.simplest hiding and chasing round 
them, to playing at houses, and this soon in. developed and civilized forms. Each 
empty house removed is thus so far a loss to education, not a gain. So let us ke~p 
such houses. wherever we can. ' 

But again, need all these houses always be emptied of their inhabitants? 
Might th~se not sometimes be an educational gain if they remained? If it be for life 
that the children af~ being prepared for, why drive away these illustrations bfhuman 
life before. their eyes ~ They are often short of exemplary, it may be replied; 
though perhaps not ~o much so as educationists suppose. But when they are, why 

· not sometimes :retain this exemplarylife-i. e_ with good healthy children, depElDt 
parents, and kindly old grandparents-and mar not we teachers also learn som~thing 
from the ways of each of these phases oflife1 For the three R's admittedly little; but 
for the three lI's much. For with our pupils we sho~ld not merely have constructive 
'practice and technical training, with result.ant sounder theory, in repairing and 
sometimes transforming vacat.ed dwellings for their various new purposes. We 
should also progress in our moral and social education, through every possible friendly 
helpfulness, and co-operation with any household surviving our inclusion of them into 
our school. In short the school proper is now reappearing, after its long eclipse,. 8S a 
centre, at once luminous and growth-helping, for the improving Mohalla, attd of 
preparation of its children towards fuller adolescent and adult ac~ivity in the city 
itsel£ In short it is becoming a Real School. preparing for real hfe, beyond all the 
present abstractions of it on paper. 

Bettered houses, the old ones as well as the new; the present filthy and 
unsightly w~ste land with its rubbish heaps, reclaimed into fertile gardens, hedged 
with fragrant jasmine and bordered with roses: and all this as sample and summary 

· of bettered country and bettered town,· overlooked by our simplified OpeJl-Air 
• School-House, of healthy, helpful, therefore happy children. That, I submit~ is the fa-
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presentati"e 'Sc~ool, and germ of Mohalla,' to place at the g~te of the City as we come 
. to it from J uni Indore; and also the sort of Primary School which will lead towards 
,.the more developed !3<iucal.ional group' we have presently to plan within sight of this: 
thtllDf Library .. Museuin.Theatte and more, as PeOwer-House for energising Citizen-
sl:,lip audits Eduoation together: . . . , . 

Chapter XXX • 
• l ", 

Housing' 'Diff~c~lties again. 

School.Building and House-clearing. 

Is my' reader saying:-Very pretty perhaps, but not practical: we must still 
go on planning our schools in the ordinllory way. But let us see if that be practical 
01' no. lam provided with the file of new Primary School plans; also of the two 

High Schools and the ~ ormal College. The last three buildings especially are ~n 
the large modern Indian and European scale, and so each requires a considerable area 
of ground. These areas, though not extravagantly allotted, are necessarily on open 
fields; and bere in each case I recommend and - note on, the City plan not any 
diminution, but extension of these; for the Workshops' and Gardens which are already 
needed, and in regard to which all concerned with educatic;>n in the opening futu~e . 
would rightly blame this plan, if it did now provide for these, before closing'them in. 
by planning their neighbourhood~ for other uses. But in these three cases, no 
existing houses are removed, either by the school architect's allowances of ground, or 
by my proposed increa~es of them. 

But in respect of removing houses, the situation is a strikingly different one 
as regards the Primary Schools, of which the first six or seven are now being 
erected i'n smaller and more populous areas. Of th~ seven plans before me, one 
removed only one house. One shows the reinoval of eleven houses for'its building and 
playground, three others each account for twelve; while the sixth disposes of eighte~n, 
and the seventh abolishes forty. Totalupto date; for 7 schools'lOG houses threatened; 
say ~Q5. Now the architect is simply carrying out the orders of his Department. 
which has selected those locations as convenient for its purposes; and which is thus 
working out. like every other specialised Government Department. iu every State 
and country, its own particular part, under the rules of the modern administrative 
game i. e. within the limits of its Budget, and of its part in the strict division of. 
labour: and hence without official cognisance of matters municipal and civic, of public 
health and public weal, let alone of domestic. But, after, all, is it not just these 
domestic' and civic matters, of health and weal, that Education Departments, aDd 
other Departments too, exist to serve 1 

These seven Primary Schools are but the, first instalment of ~he many 
needed for the young population of Indore City; say about thirty in all. Taking the 
threll.tened destruction of houses per school at its present average rate. of 17 apiece, 
we have a total destruction of 510 house~ to look forward to. Taking it only at the 
frequent number of twelve, we shall lose 360 houses ~n all. Can Indore, or any,city 
-of kindred conditions of housing, really afford such a demolition, amounting to over 
5' % qr even 3 Ofo of its total of 10, 000 dwellings, and a much larger proportion of 
!ihe poorer ones, which are of course those sacrificed? 
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The theory of State Departments everywhere at pre~nt is,that-sinC8 its 
fu~ds. are ~ro~ the State Budget and not the local one-it is not responsible to thft 
CIty 1D which It operates, much less to the Mohalla. Hence in 80 far as it thinks in 
terms . of civic economics at all, it may and dOAS regflrd itself as bringing money to 
the CIty, by spending it in the given locali~. Let ·me recall however, from 
~cono~ic experience. the reminder of how the fish or fruit trade in England, by destroy. 
I?gfrw~ or fish, can maintain, or actively raise prices, which are based on thecoDlpara
tI~~ rarIty of these goods ordinarily prevailing. Next how the Municipal authorities of 
CItIes everywhere across the world-between Edinburcrh and Madura and from o , 
Boston to San Francisco-have long been carrying out improvements towards U re-
lief of congestion" and its diseases, by demolition of their slums; but this without suffi~ 
cient compensatory construction. Thus, unconsciously, they have created, or atleast 
seriously increased, house-famines, with intensification of all those evils of raised rents, 
and raised prices accordingly, of which some cities are now notoriously in bitter out
cry, and many in increasing discontent. That these evils were created without fore
sight, and with the be,st intentions, is of course agreed; but this does not mitigate the 
actual disaster; and it' even further weakens the shaken public faith in the wisdom of 
their governing classes. N ow the Education Departments of the West have long 
been active in clearing areas for their schools; that is, they h!l.ve.ofcourse with com
plete moral innocence, but thus unmitigated energy, cont~ibuted to intensify these 
house-famines. And now that universal p~pular education is coming in sight through
ont India, and has act.ively begun in progressive States like this, the same intensifi: 
cation of present housing difficulties and evils is no less beginning, as per example of 
the seven school-plans before us. 

Now I quite realise :lnd admit that it is Town-planners who ba.ve been the 
worst of all offenders in this house-fa mine-making, from the suprem~ illustration of 
Nepoleon Ill's treatment of old Paris onwards; but a good many of us are now 
awake to these evils of modern house-famines and their consequences,. which have 
been, and are being produced in course of all these separate endeavours towards 
realising this and that partial good, as of removed slums, modern communications, 
open spaces, schools and playgrounds, and the rest, each and all so excellent in itself, 
yet collectively so injurious hitherto to the housing of the people, and their health 
and well-being accordingly. 

But it may be said, and truly-these New Plans for Old Indore also remove 
houses. They do; and not less than would the Education Department-indeed more. 
But also now for the . needs of Railways, Commerce and Industries; for through 
Lanes and Roads, Streets and Boulevards; for Open Spaces, Parks, and Gardens; for 
\Vater, Drainage and. Sanitation; in short, for a Renewed City. And for all 
demolished houses, a choice of new ones, and in six times greater number of sites. 

One cannot make an omelet without breaking eggs; but as a frugal cook, even 
a tidy cook, I break as few as I can; in fact, less than anyone else in this occupaliion. 
Still, these plans, even without the active co-operation from the Education Depart

. ment above noted, and of too I1)any others, would undoubtedly press on the house
famine and increase all the very evils J desire to abate; unless they were accompanied, 
as in this, and every preceding City I have reported on, with the express cautio~ 
that all these demolitions should pe postponed, not merely as at present, untIl 
compensation is adjusted, or even new sites ~llotted, but until new houses upon the 
given sites are actually erected, and ready for occu~tion by thos~ whom such present 
plans evict. Had this principle been earlier rea~ed, an.d pract~cally foll.o~ed, tqe 
widespread publio suffering, discontent and passIve reSIstance 1D ma~y ~Ities would 
not hne arisen, but have been replaced by the hopeful, even enthUSIastIC, temp«,;J." 
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of Garden Cities and G~~den Villages~ so manifest wherever they have been success
fully . initi~ted upon any adequate "scale. .. 

But the ed.ucatjon'ist, with his mind above all things arithmetical, may repl1~ 
What after all are my twelve or fi~teen houses per school to the houses of Indore? A 
·little mQre· oJ?e per thousand or so! How can that percentage matter! Without 
wastingtitne on this fallacious presentment, let us leav~ the arithmetic room for the 
,,"orkshop. Xhere let him experimentally ·fit his finger comfortably into the grasp 
o'f a graduated screw, and then proceed to turn it for himself, by gradations small en
ough to represent only his km~llsuccessive clearances, school by school. For in this way 
he will find ~ perfect illustration of the progressive pressure to which hE: has been 

. and is contributing. For will not the first gentle pressure soon advance to discom
fort,andthis to pain, and thence, more and rapidly, to suffering even unendurable! 
Suppose· some equally. well-meaning and active colleague now begins his further 
experiment, ~by similar gentle gradation from 'this point, what will bec~e of the 
poor little finger! Would this illustration even need so far to be continued" for the 
improvement of its too simple arithmetic1 • 

Yet afteJ;' ~ll schoo19 must be built, and space provided for them; and '0 

r.emovals will sometit;nes have to be made. Yet in the case of two ofthe schools 
above-Jllention~d, I hav~ been in time to 'find an adjacent open field.site, and so 

, spare the houses threatened, and for. other schools to diminish the number taken; 
.and iJ;iall cases my suggestions have been received with goodwill. With fuller 
collaboration therefore, I am confident that satisfactory and economicall~cations can 
be arranged. Indeed in coqrse of the .general planning of the city quarte~s and the 
new suburbs, a large proportion of the needed school sites will now be round ready, 
and little 'additiona~ clearance will be needed for the others. But I must still entreat 
the 'Educa~io'n Department to clear itself from such criticism as thac which this 
present s~tion. opens, (1) by, the utmost possible care in location and planning, so as 
to avoid' all but inevitable evictioDs and destruction of dw~llings;,and (2) by using its 
influence towards having compensation for any and 311 houses removed, as still 
inevitable, paid. not in cash, but in kind; that is in fresh houses, and these found 
or b~ilt before compulsory f.emoval. . 

Homes and ~egal Protection for'them. 

I noW' turn from Education and itsAdministration to the Legislative and Legal 
authorities. Some years ago, I was surprised by an invitation rrom the editdts of a 
leading International J Qurnal, devoted to Comparative l,..egislation, to write for them 
a paper on Cities. I replied that there must be some ~istake, as I was mere~y a 
plaimer. 8:nd neither occupied with municipal law, nor of experience of its administra • 

. tion. The answer was more surprising; since to this effect, as nearly al I can . 
remember:-IIThereisnomistake. We know you are not a Jawyer: if you. were, <

we should not have asked you. Tell us all you can of scheme'll and dreams for cities, " ~ 
and leave us to find the law for them." To my shalp.e, I ha,ve to, cQnfess that with, 
~ student's timidity, self-criticism, and sense of incompleteness, I have not ye~ risen to' 
this generous opportunity: but here at least is an instalment .of what I hope yet • 
to reply in r~sponse to it. I plead then, from the law, for an extension of its protec- , ' 
tion of the public, considered not simply.as II Individuals," but as City and Citizens. 

The Law, has long prot(lcted life, property and the family; but n~t as yet 
sufficiently the Home, in which all three-property, fa.mily and its life-are concen
Jirated a~d sy:nthetized. 
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. As wa.r show8~ men give up ali these-property, family, and life-for the 
pubhc cause: and so 901,,0 in peacl) they may have to give up their home ror public 
reasons. But municipal and other public methods hitherto or ta.king homes have peen 
and still are too arbitrary; and a.re as yet too generally unsuccessful in adequately 
providiDg new homes. \ 

But the wealth or a city, its essential and ultimate property, little. though 
modern economists have recognised it, is above all in its homes. So with its bodily and 
menta.l 'health, and corresponding productivity of both kinds. Its familiee, t .. o littla 
though some educationists actively realise thill, are also iq homes. Yet after all, if this 
problem be thus clearly stated, as, in short the supply of good houses to be kept ahead 
of the destructioll of bad ones, or for civic purposes inconveniently situated ones, I do 
not. dispair of the legal intellect-in so many ways the keenest in the world, and espe
cially as this tibove all others so consta.ntly develops towards legislation,-seeing that 
such regulAtion is needed. It is a development of justice, rooted)n historic policy; 
and it is urgently nee,ded for this to-day. And in every particular; from the most 
material ones, of productivity and wealth, for the public and personal health on 
which these depend, andalso on the life of the community; and even·for the ultimate 
expressions of all this, in religion and education, in thought and art. 

My p6tition is thus. for an enactment which would be a veritable charter for 
the Home-that no man be evicted from his dwelling, for any public purpose, until 
a new one has been found, by or .for him; and this, as far as may be, not less, but 
more suitable for the n~eds and putposes of his and his' family's life. 

Chapter XXXI. 

City Quarters Continued. Ara Bazar. 
Returning now to more customary, though not more real, town planning, we 

enter the old "High Street" of Ara Bazar. 
# • 

This is a type of the old streets which the first generation of would-be 
city-improve'l's.ha.v.fl. most freely destroyed, but of which we now recognize. tne' 
mel'its-as notably its northward direction, shady and cool for more of the day 
thi~u is otherwise possible; yet with houses sunned on each side, and with its dust 
less blown about by the prevailing west winds. Its narrowness is just what is 

.. nt-oded for trade; 'since the nearer thet~aders of each side of a street can br~ng their 
goods to the eyes of passers-by, the mor~ cumulative stimulus to thent to become 
purchasers: and this is a great reason for the crowding of similar traders into parti~ 
cular streets or sections of them, as thus mutually profitable. 

Widening and Betterment: Their Public Dangers. 

But in some schools of economics, their teachers, who neither buy nor sell ill 
such narrow streets, explain the advantages ',of ~treet-widening, and of seemingly 
equitable methods of recovery of the cost of sucn l~provements, from the better· 
ment which they suppose these sure to crea~e: . :helr students thence enter pu?lio 
administrations, and rise in these to responslblhtles; t~us 1 lately found one draftmg 

T · w .Flann ina' Bill in which this principle, of taxatIOn of betterment, was for hint 
a o. n t::> • d 
of supreme importance; and since absorbed in this theoretIC me!l.sure, an convinced. 

,40 ' 
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of it~ thoroughgoing applicabi1~~y, he was ,toci busy to look at _town-plans in my 
collection, or ~ven to (;'-'lIIe for a short walk through Bazar streets. But in (,ither 
way I would have shown him that the streets of best business, and highest l'ent.al 
and value acc~rdjngl'y, are the narrower streets, not the broader; and thU3 that 
municipal improvement, in his hopeful way, might too easily depress busille~s "hlues, 
and next tax the sufferen<l for· the permanent lusses thus inflicted on them. 'j'he 
"obstina.te nativ~prt-ju,liceil" of our English shnpketlping, trading and mer antile. 
cltsses, and their pal't.lC.!ula.r horror of ~'theory", like kindred prejudices in Indi I, IW'Y 
thus be m9re'deeply f'lluded in experience th3:I1' we sometimes realise. The rec:ent 
and growing dissa,th;faction in BOJl?bay and Calcutta, with the high rellts nod 
prices which' theil' city improvements' cannot ~ut increase, has ofcourso wider 
caUSE::S than theRe; out, the recent action of the Bombay Government in enquiring 
into all these difficult.ies 'will sui'ely help to clear up the dangers of town.p'illliling. 
yet distinguish its J'e8ponsibiIities from econolli,ic pressure due to the war; interllcting 
though these ine'YitaLly are, as the history of Paris peculiarly shows. 

; . 
Better Communications to be separately obtained. 

Better ,comlllunications ~re of course ill special demand since motQ Ii came 
m. But Bazar streets are not for motorists; and their furious honking is here, in 
the strictest old sense eyf the word, im-pertinent, since not pertaining to that kind 
of place, work 01' people. But they must get through? 'No; they ruust go round 
another way whell possible, and with advantage, alike to time, safety and temper 
to all concerned. The Bazar street is for shopping, and needs protection for this: 
alike for rapid vehiGles, and likewise for },ulky slow ones, other than in ,the direct, 
service of the ~azar, separate and distinct communications are required-streets, 
roads or avenues, as the case may be. As good illustration of this as need be 
·is.~already afford~d by the old road running down from Krishnapura 1;lridge, to
wards Juni Indore Causeway, midway between Ara Bazar and the river, and parallel 
to these. Again on the otlier side, running from old Palace Square, and thus 
opening quit.e near Ara Bazar, there is now cieared the space for Mr. Lanchester's 
A venue ( shown as comp~ted on Plan) and also giving a clea~ run to the motorist 
without interruption to~,:ar· disadvan,.age fr9m, a single shop on the way. Next 
paralIel to this, further west, is the old residentia.l street of Nihalpura, and parallel 
to it that of .I!'ezangali; while beyolld this again, ~ have the Pipli Bazar as the 
;tqe western rival of Ara Bazar, east ()f the Palace. 

", . . " " . ., 
".. .. ;.' A Defence of Ara:Bazar. 

t ,: . These main parallel north and south thoroughfares, duly connected, as they 
already are, at their north and south ends, and with intervening lanes between, 
make up aIt example of very good planning. 'This needs little further improvement. 
Wit~ ito;; good old Bazar street, its old communication thoroughfare on the east, 
now to, be supplemented on the west by the new one, and with its dwellings 
with 'their' 'luietside streets and lanes, little disturbed by the dust and noise of 
communications, and proteeted from the compression and congestion 80 incidental to 
active tr~de-thet'e are many towns worse off than is Ara Bazar. ' 

Ara Bazar Through Communication, East and West . . , 

Here, again as in J uni Indore, we have practical1y an old town compact ir: it... 
!3elf, and little changed in principle, even by the recent ,cutting of the new C.om~Ulli
'.cation Boulenrd north and south. pa.rallel to its Main Street; and with traditiolleand 
quiet prosperity of its own, through doubtless n~t without 8irugg~. Its .&~OPp-
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ing prosperity should h"wev6r now im prov(~ with that of J uni Indore and the deve
loplD3nt of 'Subu"')" beyond it. But now ,;h ,1; ~vill be the effect of ;he transverse' 
thoroughfare which one is so tempted to "pea throuah it, as Mr Lanchester has 
indicated from t.he proposed Bridge (on whiQh we ar~ quite at one) from the north 
end of the Penirl!:mla to the new boulevard, /tllll thence to Pipli B1!.zal'? But a straight 
cut would be M,~tly, lind the disturbance t,· uld Mohallas may he detrimental to 
tliem~ by expellillg a number of their inhabitants, for whom sufficient new sites in 
the n'eighhourhood are not available. We thus inflict loss of time llnd other incon~ 
venience upon the people who nt preser.t elllploy those whom we should have to re
move. Ag'~ill, might not the trade of AI'" Bazar be injure~, by drawing off its cus
tomers to t.he llumerous Bazar streets t.o westward", 1 

But people from the west will als·, wish to cross this Ara Hazar town from 
the line of Br.3IlZ Khana to the Dew Hridg~, which leads past th~ proposed ne~ 
Theatre, Libl'lll'Y etc; and by the other HI'idge, towards Topkhaaa 4-11d Siagttnj, Yet 
transvers<:l lanes are not lacking, and with little detour; while v¢h,icles from Bara 
Saraflt, alld Palace Square roads genel'/:dly. can come down to the Bridge by Bakshi 
Gali, as at present, especially if this be widened a few feet, as rebuilding permits. 
Again fl'om this Bridge one may pass 100 yards southwards along Nandlalpuraroad, 
"nd thenctl across into Ara' Bazar, with much less expensive cutting, and through 
what [flay readily be planted as a pleasant bit of long square or f?hort boulevard. 
From,this again we get across into the new Avenue. From this an access to Nihal~ 
PUTll, ulld 'across to Lakshman Bazar, involves more expensive widening and cutti~g, 
I mal'k tluli UB plan provision for this, which I trust will be found sufficient. . 

Chapter XXXII. 

Central City ImprQvements. 

~riticism. of Preceding rown Scheme. 
f' 

. .. ", .J. 

Nowhere are the changes proposed by my predecessor's plan so serious~s In the 
.quarter Routh of Old Palace and Gopal Mandir. For here is suggested a convergf!t.uie 
of streets into a large Circular Place~ and with proposed establishment of a New )1il~i: 
cipal Office; but to put s~; necess~ril~ large, and ~ver-~rowing edifice as a modern 
Municipal office upon an Island site IS unsUltable lD VIew of future growth. More
,over with the extension of the City, the 'present situation, especially when Ib-caUy 
improved, and with bettered existing accesses, and a new one from th~ river bouie
vard northward from the Bridge, will be 'more central for its purpose of' overlooking 
t~e entire city, and this especially in view of the Qew Industrial Town, than if iff 
were removed into the old City. Hence I leave this quarter, with the various small 
improvements i~dicated on its plan. , . 

_. But from this proposed New Municipal Office there ,qa.turally followed & 

new wide thor~uO'hfare westwards"cutting midway' through the Kunjada 'Bakhal, 
Jl.6ross the Bomb:y Bazar. thro~gh U~eJ>u~a and it~ interior Square, into the Narsing 
B~a.t and thence into Mukeripurit.; Lut if this new Civic Centre' be abandoned, this " , . .. 
l1ew\hij~ughfare'will be not necessary • 
.... , .. , 
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< Similarly as regard" the square between Bazazkh!\na and Rig Sarara. A new 
thoroughfare is again cut westward through the middle of this, splitting Nagarchi 
Bakhal and its immediat~,Jy western neighbour Mohalla of Dhangali, through long 
.and'valuable houses of SarH.flt. Khurd, and right, through Rohra Bazar, to Sitla.
mata Baz!lr. 

But are these thoroughfa.res, however tempting for express traffi.c, really re-
quired 1 I dQ not se~ this; each of the old north and soutb Bazar streets cut thro~gh 

I is not economically improved; and the displaced occupants might rather compete for 
. shops in the old familiar hreet ('so raisi.ng prices to the public) rather than ventura 
upon buildipg in. the new ones. These might thus lie too long undeveloped, yet 
with the grave'inconvenience of having displaced many householders whose work 
and ~nterest lie strictly in these neighbourhoods. Nor can we expect a growth of 
Indore sufficient to ju ... tify new long shopping streets. The E'xpansion of new Sub
urbs a~d of the Industrial 'fown must inevitably compete with these, for at such dis
tances theywiIl n,aturally develop t~eir own minor Bazars. 

The fact is that we Town-planners have usually not time to mastet the sooial, 
commercial, residential and working-class conditions of the quarters which we have
to replan, and we thus tend to ,be over-influenced towards the better through oommuni
cation~ we readily see, and ,with insufficient means of foreseeing the consequences to 
the quarters we thus cut through. But the more I study cities, and especially in 
India, the more I am convinced that this process, despite its attractiv,eness to thlt 
western bnd western-educated eye, even when skilfully dcne, as in the plan I am critici. 
sing, is dangerous to the interests of an Old Bazar City, and of its working inhabi
"tants alike. 

TJ:.is criticism and'dissen.t is the more necessary because my colleague's pIau 
also starts from the new Bridge of west Harsidhi (in' making which we both cODour), 
and thence cuts a new and attract,iva northward' Communication Thoroughfare all the 
way across Bazaz Khana,.BigSarafa, Khajuribazar, and so on northward, till it 
,meets Imlibazar at a di~tance of about three quarters of a mile. Fine squares arlt 
cleared along the course qf this new road fI'om within the heart of its old central 
Mohallas; so that, if and when all these could be handsomely built, the resulting 
effe.ct would certainly be a fine one, and through communication between Harsidhi and 
,the south, and the largely Mohamedan quarters and Polo Ground etc, on the north, 
would: La facilitated. But is there any urgent need or real demand for this new 
~horoughfare 1 I h,ave not discovered it; and though as economically planned as caD 
be, its 18tiil serious expense WoUld only justify such a cut if it connected importani 
and busy districts with the Central City, and these with them. But these districb 
are among'the less populous, and in my judgment they will long remain 8,0, eVeQ 
with or .without the planning of gardens and parks, and of some suburban improvs
ments ,in-the north, as shqwn upon my present plan. 

The principle which has guided Mr. Lanchester in designing these ne1v 
thoroughfares- that of avoiding th~ c,?stlyand destructive process of \'\idening ald 
thororghfares, <by cutting through the far less costly interior areas between, is of 
course to beapprov~<! and followed as far as possib)~, wherever 8u~h commun~ca-, 
tions are really necessary; hut here I am not convinced of this. I must rather 8ubtJikt 
to learn from the Police, who are accustomed to" relieve congestion" in a thorough. 
fare by moving the people on, without thinking either of widening it or of maki~ 
a Dew l,ne for them. For if w~ succeed in the next faw years in moving a subs~n.; 
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tiJlI proportion of t,he population of Central Indore to the neighbouring Suburbs 
and to the new Industrilll Town we have been piluIDing, the present congestion of 
the old Bazar will be "cdnoed quite as much I1S it can desire, or even afiord, without 
new thoroughfares at all. 

Another serious oonsideration is involved. Sinoe destruction of existing build
ings preoedes the oon,;t.ruotion of new ones, a great disturbanoa of exi;;ting values 
arises; and thi'J rapidly produoes an exoes~ive ri~e of shop.rent.s, and of house-rents 
to the poor also, with more than corresponding rise of prices, while th I'Ltter do 
not easily get wag3:'; raised to meet these:- hellce, in the main., harder times to the 
mass of the oommunity, with the enriohment of It minority at their expense. This might 
more or less int~oduce into Indore the cl)l,ditions now so increasingly complained 
of in Bombay and Caloutta, and not without conneotioll with their large cit,y 
improvements. 

Despite the proposed introduotion of vari,-,us circular Places, which Sllem more 
in the style of Pari~ than adapted to the Ellst, I know of no .Eiuroreliu arohiteot more 
appreciative of Indian Arohiteoture, or more desirous of seeing it fitly cOlltinued 
than Mr. Lanchester; and his report ItIld sketches alike show this; so that his 
l)roposed new streets and squares would be built appropriately, if he hiid the design
ing or direction of them. But in practice, would not the rebuilding be of the 
present too common kind in Indian Cities~- that of a mostly inferior semi-Euro
pean style, with new shops of correspollding meretricious character-thus for the 
present gen~ration tending to throw old ,Meets and shops out of fashion, and out 
of oustom, to t,heir grievous detriment, and that of the city as a whole. In their 
turn these buildings would fall into deserved disesteem with the coming generation; 
yet be too oostly f:::-r it easily to improve, much less totll.lly rebuild. 

Alternative Treatment Here Proposed. 

For every reason then I essentially leave this old Bazar City as it stands, and 
without cutting any large new thoroughfares. Yet this is no mere policy of dull 
conservatism, of letting things alone as they are. There is a further alternative:
that of anti<:!epsis and conservative surgery- in plainer terms, cleaning up, and 
clearing up. . These kindred improverqents have here been gone into in the full
est possible thoroughness of detail, not only throughout those Six Squares, but 
everywhere throughout the City, to the remotest and the smallest Mohallas, and 
always lane by lane, and even house by house. In this way the old life of the Mo
hallas and Bazars is substantially'left to go on, upon their presellt lines, without 
.any serious changes; henoe very rarely with any disturbance to shop-keepers, and 
then generally with about as many or more shops addud in the neighbourhood as 
~re taken away. Again few pukka dwellings are sacrifioed to our improvements, 
~nd even oomparatively . few kucha ones. These are compens1i.ted within t.he same 
a.relts as far as possible, though ofcourse not entirely; but compensatory sites have 
been sought and planned as near as possible. The sanitation of every Mohalla has 
been oarefully gone into, and Open Spaoeil and Gardens are planned wherever pos
!ilsible, without oostly olearances. By our small removals, straightenings, openings, 
aud replannings in detail, a, network of clean and deoent lanes, of small streets, and 
open plaoes, and even gardens, is thus formed, whioh is often pleasant, and I ven
ture to say sometimes beautiful. But this is restoring the old village life of 
these Mohallas to all and more that it aimed .at in its best days, before the oom
paratively recent onset oC overorowding, and more or less slum oonditions, in whioh 
\hey at presept lie. Furthermore, with a little study of each Mohalla on the plans, 

41 
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the !eader will see that these cleared up networks, of fairly direct. lanes and streets, 
will serve more and more as short cuts to, from, and even b9tweeo the maiu . , . 

Bazars; so that the present congestion of these, by passenger""lind tlspecially by those 
not there to purchase, but merely to get through, will be 81'pl'eciably, even sub. 
stantially, abated. . . 

Moreover, by providing the new express Boulevard along the River, south of 
Muchhi Bazar, and also of the old Bazar Town, its present ·,ver-crowding of shops 
~ilI be abated; for shops will arise along Muchhi Bazar, as" new shopping street, 
parallel to the through Boulevard, which will be practically without shops at all. 
For the prese~t timber yards, we can find better ~coommod"ti -n in Harsiddhi, as 
soon as its new Bridge can be built, and as its Foundry removes to its more suitable 
and economic location in the new Industrial Town. 

- '" 

Chapter XXXIII. 

~ity Quarters Continued. The Six Squares. 
Introductory. 

As already mentioned, I shrink from following my eminent predecessor in 
town~planning for Indore, in cutting his new thoroughfares east and west'through 
the four southern Squares, and also north and south through the eastern ones; and 
this despite their undeniable attx:activeness, both'as direct communications, and as 
offering fine opportunities for architecture, both along their street courseR and in 
their new public places. Yet I do not propose to leave these old Squares just 
as they are; but I ask the reader,-and even my friend and colleague, whose skilled 
criticism I have in my turn to face-to accompany me through these, Square by 
Square .. 

Let ~s proceed then towards what in . their description ( page 9 ) we already 
noted as the simplest, that of Odepura, which preserves its interior square area, 
be~in~ itsfour street fronts, as an open space. and which we have already inter
preted as retaining the original condition of each and aU these squares, 

Bazazkbana. 

Yet before entering thi~, let us pause in the publio place at the intersections of 
the thoroughfares of these four southern squares, that of Bazazkhaila, and. first ask 
again, as town-students, whether this may not be the surviving open centre of a long 
market-place .between the two eaFfern SquarEs an~ the two western o~e8! Indeed is 
it not possible that the solid blocks of building whioh run east and west, msy also 
be of more 'modern date-so that a great cross-8haped open market, and military 
muster-place, may originally have separated the four squares. This may e"siIy have 
been built up by the pressing demands of bUSiness and population within the growing 
tnilitary and trading cit.y; for it is a common process in the history of cities that the 
traders of 8. wide market-place gradually acquire permanent possesion of their market 
stands, and then build shops upon them, and at length dwelling-hou:.8s abov:e. 

", . ,-'. " 

Thus in Aberdeen its 01<1 "Broad Street" is mostly· narrow, because It has 
bee~ .built up in this way along the length of an old market-place; and· in my colleo-
". .' . . 
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tion of plans thel'e are many instances of the same process between there and here, 
Moraover, as it happens, this process is actually even now active here, for the re
maining centre of thi~ Hazazkhana Square, and of this almost myself a reluctant instru
ment. b'or this active and popular centre of the Bazar town has been "kept open
or rather, as I suggest, has survived-from an origin~lIy greater one, not merely as the 
intersection of traffic. #LS the stand for public vehicles etc. but by the necessary per
sistence from old timd of vegetable-seUers needed by the daily wants of the large sur
rounding population.tfor these vegetable-sellers, long roughly encamped in their 
simple peasapt fashion in the middle of the Square, a pavement platform has been 
provided, on which they sit in the open, at best with roughly extemporised shade. 
But the need of more good shops for the leading and prosperous cloth-trade of this 
neighbourhood is a pre~sing one; eo the cloth merchants ask the removal of this vege
table-market, and the grant of this central site for the erection of new shops for 
them. After searching out a practicable placft, not too far away, for a new and 
bette!: Vegetable Market, I pass on the designing of this central block of cloth-shops 
to my assistants. They rightly take counsel with the cloth merchants, and produce 
a plan to their advisers' satisfaction. But this spreads out upon a ~arger site than 
tha~ of the vegetable-sellers' platform, and thu::! practically builds up the square, 
leaving nothing of it save the four surrounding streets,-and this completely, be
cause their approved plan is two storeys high, like the buildings around, thus mak
ing an end of this open city centre for good and all. 

So I cut this plan down; with its pavement very little larger than at present, 
and keep it of one storey, so as to preserve something of the old feeling of the open 
Square; and I propose, above this, only a public clock upon the necessary low tower, 
with a small spire above, to be something of an architectural centre and landmark; 
while the publio usefulness of this four-faced clock will help to prevent any future 
proposal to build a storey higher, and thus obliterate the square completely. Yet 

·on revisiting the Square I regret this, and advise only the Clock Tower, with a tree 
on each side" and no shops at all. What then of the Cloth-Merchants? . May we . not 
develop shops for t~em, by improving that part of.Bohra Bakhal at present occupi

. ed by old metal dealers, etc.? For these a new Market,with suitable shops better 
_than their present ones, is suggested in the interJor of the present Brahmin Water
carriers' MohalIa, if and when this can be cleared for this purpose. 

Vegetable Market in Odepura Square. 

Now the only surviving open space available for the vegetable-dealers is a 
little S. W., inside the adjacent Square of Odepura; b~t we must find an entry to 
this from its present neighbourhood, which is of course indispensable, since the exist
-ing entrance of this interior square is too far down Odepura Street. Hence we have 
to saorifics two small houses in Santabazar, as shown in 'plan. This new opening, 
with the Vegetable Market regularly designed,is indicated accordingly. But .since, 

,too easily, II out of sight is out of mind. " I should turn on one of the house-painters 
most skilled in the production of those bright and lively paintings which so com
monly embellish old-fashioned house-fronts in Indore~ to adorn the lon~ gables. of 
this' new entrance with the utmost exuberance of display of all the good thmgs which 
the Market has to offer; and these not mere sign-paintings of vegetll.~lesand fruits, 
but a lively pres~ntment, such as the ~Id Egyptia~. artists . loved to ~ake) of th~ 
,growing of them, the gath~ri~g of them, t~e se~bng, and the cons~~ng of th~m. 
Thus :vividly advertised, the o,ld customers will ea.sil! find the Market ~n Its new Site, 
-which would otherwi~e b~ t~o secluded to ~aintam Its present prosperity. 
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In,terior of Odepura Square, Completed. 

Next how to l8.Y out the remainder of the square! The old 'V ell and Temple
ofcourse remain, as elements of beauty, which future shrilles may further enhance. 

Near the new Girls' School on the west side, entering from Narsing Bazar .. 
1 propose to a,~quire thtl un built site p.t prese?t occupied by a wood-yard, (for which 
I find, n fresh SIte further Wtlst ); and open thIS as a t'ltssllge to and from this Square, 
~h~!I forming a convenient access fl'om the well-to-do westward streets to the new 
Market. 

For the Girls' School one of its promoters lately generously proposed to pur
chase 'this whole open area as ptayground and garden; and I therefore regret to dig. 
appoint him by this different lay-out, primarily for public uses-those of the market 
in its n6rth~east quarter but also preserving the preflent kite-flying and other active 
games in its southern half. aut girls too need play, hnd in the open air; so 1 'mark 
out for this school a garden and play-ground occupyillg a good portion of the north
western quarter. This space is unfortunately too I:IW'l1l to admit of a tennis·court 
'tor the girls;, and for this the existi'ng stable' and d.velling immediately to north
ward should also be acquired. in the plan of this garden 1 show a long and broad 
veranda for the open-air classrooms already pled for in Chapter XXVIII, and or 
which 'a good example is already 'provided by the excellent Girls' School north or the 
City, beYQnd the river. Unfortunately for this area there must be, a purda wall: 
but I ask, this to be ~lOt more than seven feet at the utmost, as it ~an th~,n be screen
ed by s,hl'ubberies tlPd treeS outside as weU as inside; and 'this encroachment upon 
the open" square will thus be no longer unsightly. 

" . . 

Not lllerely girls need open air .. but also the women and children within the 
houses which enclose this square. So to them I allot, on north and souih especially, 
a narrow strip of trees and shrubbery, as a small Purda garden, each for its row of 
houses. Behind all su~h too enclosed and therefore unhealthy houses, this improve
~e~t should be introduced whereveJ.' possible, as a reasonable concession of a propor
ti!>n of open space, from boys and men, to ,what are not less urgently needed feminine 
and juvenile uses at present impossible, For the Mosque also I layout a long
Chabutra-space. Yet after all, the kite-flying will still have practically its whole 
present length of run. 

So much then for this Square, with its many new uses-commercial, educa
tional anddomestic.-yet with its present Boys' Play-ground preserved. I even get 
a.n '!last and west thoroughfare; and .though I . recommend preserving this for foot
'passengers, by leaving the present well and steps at the new west entrance, these 
pan be removed, when necessary, giving a dear. road for vehicles. In either way 
then, here is a ~mal1,setappreciabl~ contribution towardlS diminishing congestion in 
.the 'adjacent .thol'oughflJ.l'es: 80 that I may fairly claim that the present Bcheme will 
be found Oil the whole mOl'6: user\l~ as well as mare eCQnomical, than that of the wide 
new th~roughfal'e projected through thilS by the previous scheme. 

Bohra Bakhal. 

~ere' is a contrast from the preceding open square, an example or interior
congestion.· How is thili to be improved 1 It is mainly a congestion from. long con
tinued growtq and pr~F3perity: for even the poor houses of its south-wesl; quarter are 

'occupied by servants' and employees belonging to this well-to-do community •. The 
present plan shows the utmost possible open space which is obtainable without undue 

• I, 
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outlay. B.ut as the cong('stioD of this 90mmunity is abated, by the migration of 
. part· of their numbt~r, ~oth wealthier ~.II~.poorert to their new houses, south and wes~ 

of the Bohra Park and Cemetery as de:lcribed at page 93, more houses may become 
vacant. In thl\C ,case;, t~e. least valuable of "hose adjacent to the proposed open 
space should also be remQved, to enlarge the still small interior open space and public 
garden. The needed Bobra School nULY thus find place 8nd play-grounds. 

Shakkar Bazar Square: Brahmin Water Carriers. 

The interior of t.his smal, square is again a single property. though presumably 
once of CO!llmOn aocess to all its QU1"roundillO' houses. ·Ht're W9 have again congE'stion 

b • • t 

but now of the velY opposite kind to that of the Bohras' S~uare-that of p")\·erty; 
8nd this squeezed not silliply into one·roomed houseJ.. but too often hrM-ro()m..,d P' ur 
6'xJ 0' or 12'). People here are all Brahmin Water.c't.rrier~, doubly r.)~trictel (h,we
fore, by high cll'lte and humble specialism; and what is t.o become of tllt'1l1 in the 
futu,r~'-wlth their oc· upation tdrelldy injured, their small earnings lilrelldy brought 
down in a month or Sf) from 25 to 33 per cent, and doubtless SllOIl yet f'l'tliel', by 
our otherwi>le excellent public improvement, of openillg the P. 'V. D. watt'I·-pO;.;ts, 
and the further necessity of increasing these where required No douut SOllltt f.'IIIa1i~s 
may keep on employing these old and familiar servant>l; but this can ollly be for It time, 
and prom iRes no continued occupation for the younger rut"n. Recall the stu) y abuve 
( page 135 ) of t.he cartel s ruined by the bunding of the river .below thelll, bllt I hey 

. could at any rate go and cart elsewhere; but where else can these Brahruill!l carry 
wated I am compelled to le~ve thiil puzzle to those who know Indore, xJI(lllldia, 
better than I. But I may here improve the occasion by telling a relevant swry. 
An eminent Chinese Mllndariu, of western interests .and sympathieR, hosJ1it"hly en
tertnined an European Engineer, who came to him with proposals for IIl1provi'lg the.. 
tri1flic of the grea.t Yang.tseRiver, along the portion of its course on wl;lich its ill,lJleuse 
traffic of shi'ps and barges is taken upstream against the strong current, by the hl\ I'd l\ud 
poorly paid labour of coolies, dragging them by ropes flom the tow-path. The engineer 
demollstr~ted the immense economy and profit to be obtl:l.illed by tug-sleam 'J'S; and 
when the Mandarin shook his head, he tried him with the alternative of tu~-enJilles, 
le.d on rails along the existing tow-pat.h. The Mandarin was still silent; but when the 
surprised engineer pressed him for his objections; he answered" My youllg frienel, I 
have eight t.housand men here in my province, who at pre~ent maintain their fllmilies 
and them~elves by this labour: do you really wish to turn them all into l'(.bueJ's1" To 
do that engineer justice, he went a.way a wiser man,.and tells the stOf'Y. For here 
is. the common sense of what so many western alld western-educated pellple call 
'obstinate eastern prejudices;' and its moral is plain; not necessarily to leave old things 
alone; but topl'ovide ne\v and better work, like new and better homes, before ·dest roy
iLlg tho old.Ot'course DO peopla in the world are less likely to turn into roLbers 
than these water-carri.ers; yet in general applicatio" this is one of the· main explana-
tions of the modern development of crime, along 'Yith mechanical prClgrf.Ss. In 
India. ~owadays at least, people generally starve quietly (vigorous hill-trihes 
e~cepted ); but the economic results or Wle introduction of improved modern methods, 
processes and prod~cts, in direful and widf>-spread increase of poverty, is eVlju· now 
insufficiently realised, despittl the enormous object-lessoD given hy the ruin of 

.handloom weavtlrs throughout India, jU8t like that of t~ir fellows in EUlOpe iD a 
'previous generatidn_ It is another of the many disappointing deficiencies of the 
present Indian Industrial Commission th"t it hilS not yet faced this problem: but I 
submit, with this present small example before us, and. as type of more 8e~ious ones 
coming on, that it is desirable that the Municipality and State together apply their 

42 • 
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~est thought to this whole class of problem~: ·by the cre~tion of an Employment
Bur.eau, headed by the ablest and kindlie~t l~ung Indian economist "hey can finJ,-a 
~an aecustomed to observation, open to .sugge~ion,· fertile in retlolllce, not drllid of 
experiments, and able to inspire ~nd -enoouruge people in. ~hem. And wit.h whom 
better could he begin than with tliese Water-c'l.rriers. w~ lb\\re-so peculil&f a claim for 
help, since j;uprovements, however otherwise ~sirableand necess't.ry to the public, 
are nOlle the less ruining them. What of employment' in the City's wllter.servicr. 
and water-works 1 What of cow-keeping 1 What oi gardening-say fur· the T.:mples 
~t leaat to begin with, and perh<t.ps.ordiultry gardening la\'~r l' . . . 

. ". '" . 
Planning Alternative!;. ' . 

. For .this Square I offern~ Jess than three alterDRtive plans. One is for 
t~e re9uildmg of the area with !i'ouses of the decent miulmuID two-roomed tltl1ndl&rd, 
and these on tw" storeys to lIoCcolllmodale~ this large pnpulation: But peopltl !!IO poor, 
and hencefot-th increasingly unemploved, call neither build suchhous~s. nor relit them. 
So, if lind when work can beJound for them e'lsewhere, let dwelling" be pru\iutld els6-
where also, as f .. r instance on the new sites south of the State titables. Secoudly 
the }Nhole square, may thell)eft open as a play-ground or gllrden, SliVe r.>r 
the supply of strips al~ng the backtl of h.,uses for the purda women of tile houses 
of the stH:Jets arou .. d. Thirdly, the demand for vew cloth-shops etc. suggestll the 
supply of tl.ese in Bohra Bazar, with removal of the old mtital shops to II. flew HHZ'lrof 

. small sh .. ps in this square. 1 am reluctantly ~ompelled to recommeml this alterna
tive uuder present circumstances; and show it on Plan accurdingly • 

Dhobles. • 
" 

An nllalogous cllse -of unemployment to that of ~he wlI.ter-cllrriers mAy also 
arise with the Dhobies; for their tl·1:I.diti()n~1 method. of washing clothes is lIuW at 
any time liable to Le upset by the introduction of the modern steam laundry. 1 
have beell already pressed by a pl'og' essive citizen to plan one; aud, thou).{h I took 
the vart of the mandarin in the story ttbove, ,pending the- finding of new employn,el't 
for the eighty percent or so (If the Dhobi population thus Ruperseded, we IIlike railed 
of any constructive solution for them; and soJeave this as a social cOlJundrum, which 
I trust may worr,! the reader. into solving it-after which he will easily fiud a. <:hoiQe 
of locatio liS availabltl upon these plans. 

Morsali Street and~Nelghbourhood . 

. East of'the square we have just been discussing, the oblong block lying be~ 
tween tliis and the Old Pa.lace; and with Kh'f.juri Bl:1.zar and Bara S &r,'1.fa on north 
a~d soutl;, isreany divided into two squ~rp.8 by Morsali Street colluecting these 
stt,:lets, If,m' t.hi~ in~eedso distinctly that we might almost speak of Seven d1uIU88 
instead of S~x, " From the aspect of .the plan I surmise that the smaller Mqll&re 
east or }l.,rsall Street may originally have been open, and thus continuous with 
thelal'g~ cross-shap~d market-place of my previous hypothesis; and possibly 8M 
inte!ldtld ~Dd used as.,a Militllry place, then occupied by Temples, of which there 
are four,. ~n4, .~n~Jly ,buil.tup' ,even more c)o~ely are than any or the rest. . . .. ~ . ',- - ". , 

Some litUe qemolitjon of inferior. buildings, with incorporation of the OpeD' 

p~rti~;[lo(. the 'folice· bfJice c0!npound~ give:t, us however. the mOder'lLe air-apace 
necessary for the sanit~tion or this crowded arelJ; and if II.nd when awJ hOURe opeD-
iug into .tllis bec~mes ratuous orvac~nt. ~its aieashould be cleared, not rebuih. . 
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N.'B. Square, '$. of KhaJurl Bazar. . '. , 

Proceedin~ eastwRrds to this Sq~ar~ this is much built up by large houses. 80 
tha~ t,he only way ~f g~tthJg .t~e opel\ spa.easo. desirable for. local health is by 
sMrlficmg th,~ S~~t~ bLlII.hllg~ w-llich !l<Jwever is disu~ed. and thus will not be missed. 
This, wi.th ~ther minor'cNi~es ihewt\ on plan, admits of a fair amount of OpeD 
space WIth lrregul"r but oM, lllIpleasing passages across the whole area from south
east to north-weilt, If and wh~ the large interior dwelling-house with gardeD can 
be obta.ined, ilis wl1l1l~ "lea s~?uld be added to the open space, and not rebuilt. 

• .. , ,'; ;I)~an~ah·~.and Nagarchl Bakhal, 

We mlly now proceed southwa.rd to the oblong ~quare between Baril. Suafa 
and Baz'tzkhauR., enclosing the mohallas of DhllOgali and N agarchi B'ikhl\l. Here 
again our chnnges are Illndel'ate, but useful. The small· c .. mpound wiLhTemple 

. h~s been already madfl tidy, ill course of tte recent Dewali beginning of the neces
sary clellning U t ' of the old City. ~asl of this, and between the main blocks of 
Dhanga:i on)lOrth allli south, we gE't & widened laue, with good IR.rge glUt en, divided 
only by the Pl1!1chayat house and the adjacent slUall Temple. We t.hus come into 
the north and south street dividing the two Mohnllas; and this sugges~s removing· 
a house lD each of these two Hllzltr streets, alld thus .connecting them, by a neW' 
north and south thoroughfare, which will 80 far lighten congestion and accelerate 
traffic. 

Nagart·hi Bakhlil is shown treated like its neighbour, and with a large interior 
garden aud some oilen lJLtying space. . 

KanJra Bakhal . 

. The last of these squarps, that of Kanjra Bakhll.l, has been a difficult puzzle; 
but I trust the plan shows solution at once hea,lthy and economical, wiLh it.s old 
village aspects alld life improved. yet with more convenient through communications,. 
espeoially towards the west; and wiLh its sm~l1 open apnee enlarged, improvpd and· 
planted, lind a f,tir·sizedGarden. Yet our few demoliLions will be Beeu largely 
compellsated by' neW sites. 

So much for the Six Squares; whioh though left little improved as regards 
their maio thorough(;tl'es, will be Stlen as Dot only cleans .. d and sanitated, but even 
with considerable llggrlgltte de-collgeRtit'D of trhffic. :For this is provided by the 
improvement in directu61:!s and simplicity, an,d ,hence att,ractivenes~, of their old 
netwo.rk of lanes, which are now brought more lllto tuuch With the ml:un thorough-

fares. 

Chapter XXXIV~ 

City Quarters Continued: Mohallas North of the Six' .Sqqares. 
Manik Chowk. 

• Let u~ start agAin from the west gateway flfthe New Palaoe, and pass west
\v1~d th'.;AughJ;he sUJall public garden, "lready described <. page 9,)) into the 
Mohl:Ua behind 'thls, with j·,s picturesque little Temple!'t, noW sbn~n up against . 
the bltckground of trees proposed on plan. ~'rnlll th,i~ )fohall. garden, ,,~orth .and 
south.westwa.,d Jane leads into a fre$h labyrlllth. - Ibat. on the ,nortl'\ III largeJy 
ll1lien illto ruin; but is showoon pllSn with-five good new sites facing north to 
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the public garden or our previous scheme (pages 94-95) and with view also or the 
J umma Musjid further west. • ..' . , 

Koshti B~hal. 

This area west of the' preceding one, is improved bi a linge opening from the 
Khajuri Bazllr, utilizing the large site fortullately a.~ pres~nt open. Tbis provides 
for an air-spac-l for tbe residentl:5 of Khajuri B!izar; (who may howe\,cl', if absoluttlly 
necessary, have a few small one-storey sbops, without dwelli~lg~"el'ectAd on flach side 
(of its entrance). This new bit of road, with its opeu 11111.1 tree-pl~nted splloe 
bebind, is 1I1so an outl~t.for the MohalJa, which will be seeu to have another, into 
the J una Kasera Bakhal. 

Juna Kasera Bakhal. 

This. area communicates with another irregulnr open space, and this by 
lanes with the garden thoroughfar~ opposite Jumlli8. Masjid. 

This whole quarter,-prantically one-will thus raRdily be made a he.'1lthy 
and pleaS/tnt group. of Mohllllas; with their vill/ige lif'3 ulldifoll.urbed by the' 
main thoroughfares, and yet with ample access to and from these. The expense, as 
usual, will be small in comparison with the resultlJllt impIlJH'lIIl'lIt of plOperty-values 
throughout this area; hence the Municipl:lhty will fiJld I t.i. upeuse lUore than 
compensated by the inbreased health and prosperity.of its citizeus. 

Juna Pitha «c. 

Similar treatment is shown for J una Pitha; though here the large 'areas re
quired by the Wood-merchants, .who so largely occupy thi~ Hrea.,-and ali:!o by the 
Potters who are scattered among them-do~s not admit of Ulaking lilly such large 
gllrden anu open space as may at first sight of tbe piau seeLD posslble. SLi,1 some
thing is dOlle in both respects; and the whole area ill. ~ub::;talltialJy cleared up, 
opened uP. and thereby cleaned up accordingly. . 

For the costly thoroughfare of Ahilyapura little or no change is suggested. 

St.arting Qncp. more from the New Pl'lace, and now looking through the areas 
north and west from the successive area of pulJiic gnrdens, }luuliu offices, J umma 
Masjid and new School to north of this, all will unile anll contrllst to make " 
pleasant quarter. West of this jn the somewhat crowded Kltsera. Bakhal, and t~ 
Dhubihoya Bakhal further west, the slDall improvements of our' conservative 
surgery are again shown on plan, and with the usual le8ults. 

Similarly north of this area and west of Imli Bazar, the la"ge area of Gafur 
Khan's Bazar and Ohhaoni to north of this are similarly treated; and so on through 
Jimi, and also up through MalharPnltan: but it is unnecessary to describe these 
in detail, as the plans will be foulld sufficient. 

Similarly for .the large corresponding. ~reas east of New Palace, ~Dd indeed 
of the whole length of ]mli Bazar. Thus an area, not orily as great as that of the 
Six Squares, but with the addition of the whole area s(\uth of qld Palace, and east 
of this to the river,-in short about equal to the whole Ara Bazar town added 
t.O the Six Squares""':isthus sbo\vn as~simply sanitated and improved. I trust there-: . 
fore that here, if anywhere, the adoption of the simple improyements shown on plan 
may be speedily proceeded with, and accomplished throughout. . • 

, , 
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Chapter XXXV. 

Northward Suburbs. 

. Let us start with the old road from Juni Indore by the ford near the point 
of lts Peninsula, just east of the' union oftbe Rivers. It is first called Topkhana; and 
then, after its crossing the main Topkhana Road, between Bridge and Railway, 
known as Nandlal Road, and finally as the Jail Road, running between t.he Central 
Jail and the Police Head Quarters. Here is the main centre of a large quarter. 
Note its forking, to roads one leading respectively to the River and Bridge south of 
the Girls' School, and thence westward; and the other running N. E. to the Railway 
Crossing. I leave the Plague Camp near this much as it stands; since it is practi
cally full; and the houses have here a certain permanence, and may develop asa 
Suburb. But this fork includes an excellent building area, especially upon its high 
grvund to northwards overlooking the river further north; and even the south 
portion, which from this looks so low, has easy drainage to the:river. Still this 
may conveniently in grea~ part become a garden, in connection with the houses on 
t~eedge of the higher gfound. Yet these too require their own Municipal Garden; 
and it will be seen that the resultant plan for this area is very different from that of 
the new C~tton Town adjacent, beyond the Railway. And similarly for each 
Suburb according to its situation, and its particular local features and advantages, 
such as contour, situation on road, access to river etc. The plan for each ana every 
suburb will thus beoome more intelligible when studied in this way. Thus the reader 
may protect himself, alike from too easy acceptance and from too easy criticism; thug 
may ari~e suggestion!l ~owards improvement, which I ask my successor to consider . 

. , 
, Jail Neighbourhood. 

Now for further planning along this road. In view of that ultimate, if not 
early, removal of the Central Jail to rural surroUlidings, (for which ther6 are now 
and increasingly precedents) as the art cf criminal reform emerges from its errors in 
the past,) we venture to plan a Garden Suburb over the ground at present cultivated 
for the Jail; and this the more b()ldly since th~ Jail has still large spaces of ground 
within, which might readily be made yet more productive than is this area. If an 
example of success in this ~irection is wanted, I may cite the admirable Jail Garden 
at Aliahabad. and also th~se at Nagpur and elsewhere in the Central Provinces, each 
fortunate in a Superintendent skilled in garden-management, and thus experimentally 
convinced alike of its ecollomic value to the Jail, and its improvement of the pritloners, 
in health and character aiike. 

Again south of the Jail, the ground of the Cotton Depot is also planned for. 
in view ,of its desirable removal to the new Mill Area (see page 77 ). 

New City High School. 

Once more on the aggressive, (for a Town Planner is nothing unless an actiVe> 
in.vader) I ask for the present Police Building~ and Compoun~. For. after. the D.JiIi~a.ry 
r~moval already predicted (page 11 ) the Pohee may conveD1entl~ mherlt and utlhse 
the Fort which is no further from the Old Palace. But for Police Compound and 
Buildin(7~ there can be no better use than as ex.tension, hostels etc: for the City 

I:) 

High Sohool to south. 

43 
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The Boulevard Drive by th~ riverside past the Municipal Office, to Krishna
pura Bridge, has been already mentioned (page 87). By this ~oule.vard, the boys and 
tpe ·staff of the Old City High School will also easily and quickly reach the New 
one, and its playgrounds, etc. 

, . 

A great School such as this is, and under its able rectorship will yet more 
become, can fully utilise ~1l this. area for its v~riou~ needs, and ,et pre!erve i~ as one 
of the open spaces so deSirable In f!very growmg Clty. ' 

-\ . .' , 

Parkways. , 

Thus will be obtained the general . aspect of a Public Park beside the long 
Boulevard next the River; and since the beginning of this is at the east end of 
Krishn.apura Bridg~, and thus easily accessible from the crowded old city, it mlly 
increasingly tempt op.t of doors its at present too sedentary and over-domesticatetl 
citizens, and bring them for this pleasant walk along the riverside, to which they 
will next learn. to bring their families for outing as well, with gain to happiness anil 
health accordingly. Despite the beauty of the Indore River-landscapes,· there aro 
as yet hardly any walks along them; l!-nd it is thus a gain from these plans which will 
be increasingly appr~ci!l.ted, that they propose increasing th,ese, frolU a pte~ent tot~1 
of 1 I SO yards, to 7000 yards, say 4 miles; and this not counting the same treatment of 
the River-bJl.nks on both sides through the N~w Industrial Town, and so ultimately 
to Suklia~an immediate addition of 2 miles and ulti~ately"of 4 miles, making up 10 
in .all. Similarly too along the long Pilil!, N ulla'on ~he N orth·west, say 3t; the Palasin 
N uUa from Palasia, 6 or so; say. another' 9 miles; in all,' ov~r nineteen miles, indeed 
by and by twenty and more. See Chap. XXI. ,.. ' . 

. '.-

Thi~ would no doubt see~ excessive for present needs: but it is only intended 
for gra~ua\ execution, as the' city grows, 'It is .one of the conspicuous merits of re-

. cent Am&ricanTown-planning thus to plan for these inexpensive Parkways along 
their streams for the growing future. This policy has already fully justified itself; and 
in many wayi, from the healthy ol1tlet thus provided for youtlr, anq even for elders 
by ma.1~ing the environs thus familiar ane.- attractive, and so aiding the expansion 
of the town. along streams thus kept pure. 

Small Mohallas, and Topkhana, 

~Returning on~e more by the Jail Road, as it enters the town at the south·eaRt-. 
corner of the. New'High 'School Compound, the existing small Mohallas (of Kumar 
Bakhal,Chainar Bakhal, and also the large and more prosperous Topkhana, both 
north of the main ~~pkhana. Road and south of it ) .will be found on Plan cleart'd 
up, a~l the way down to the Residency River. 

Municipal Buildings and Compound . 
. 

It is has been in the past proposed to bring the Municipal Offices into till' 
City: but :with the present policy and plan of extension in almost all directions, an.l 
especially. to thq. new Industrial Town, and al.so with its improved. and digni6e,d: 
access, ,.afforded from and t9 the city by the new River Boulevard on Its west, tIlls 
removal ~N nQ longer desirable or expedient. The 'position thus becomes a central aTld 
first-rate Qne: in fact the best possible for speedy access from and to all quarters • 

. Let us now take the next north and south road, that immedilltely west of thR .. ' 
river •. ~ l~~t us start west of, the Dewas Ghat Bridge, north of Municipal Ofl1C'e 
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compond, and proce~~ north of the Laltabeh. Sweepers' Compoulid, of which the im
provement, after amlcable discussion with its residents, is indicated on plan. Here on 
,west we have Ukhaji's Gllrden, already allotted to the Bohras (page 92), and on the 
east Ram Bagh, Padamsi Nainsi's'garden, Jati's garden etc. As these become availa
ble for building, care should be taken of the buildings, wells, trees etc.; and the princi
ple maintained of houses as far as possible isol~ted, or at least of small groups, 
separated from each other by permanent belts of vegetation scrupulously maintained; 
though the sizes and shapes of these garden blocks will vary widely; according to 
circumstances. Ram Bagh is shown 80S' planned, for the class ot houses indicated by 
Dr. Deo as in local demand. 

New Normal Schoo .. etc. 

This important College should have generous increase 9f its present land 
allowance, and this not simply for games, nor even for the Laboratories and 
Workshops of the opening future, but tor Gardens; since these,--as existing 
e~idence, let alone foresight, goes to show-will be D:\0re and: more required for the 
training of the teachers of the future. The recent developments of primary educa
tion in the ~ore progressive countrieS-L.France, ~witzerland, Am~ri6a, etc. have 
long been showing, and the present change in Britain confirms, tbat the rural teachers, 
and even the. urban ones, cannot much longer go on being trained in the prevalent col
legiate atIQosphere, of urbal\ ignorance of th~ natural world. I therefore propose to 
leave for such uses the southern quarter of Ram a Bai's garden. The rest remains avail
able for a Suburb, and,similarly ali regards as mucn of the cultivat,ed and ('pen land to 
north and eastward as may nob be needed for later educational development. East 
and west houses can become the rule, though modified as we approach the River, and 
the Women's College BO,ad to northward. But the large Haystack field next the 
river, oppo.site, the High School, I leave unplanned, 88 the only site in thiii 
qU8;rterremaining available for (uture educational developments; and one l~eJy to be 
,needed for a College someday. ' 

As already i~dicated, a complete planning even of the open IoaQd, .of this 
quarter, is only possible when the Imperial Service Lines become vacated fQf their. 
future more suitable Military lOqation.Their present buUdings, though not in 
very good order, are not past repair; and though some demolition, of the worst 
houses especially, is necessary even to give healthy isolation. a money value, in aggre
gate not unsubstantial, may thus be realised towards abating the expense pf thi~ 
military removal. . .- " 

(mil Bazar Road. 

Once more let us setout upon a northward journey; this.,. time upon 
the road from the north·east angle of the Palace Square, proceeding by 
Imli Bazar road, and. past Gafur Khan's Chhaoni into the northern 
suburbs. This, is Lhe most beautiful of all these old, north roads" in part~ 
t.he most inhabited, yet also largely the most open, with its many and, extensive 
grave-yards and. gardens. lIere. are t?e Iarges~ ~oh~edan Qua~ters of the ,City, 
with their promment tombs, theIr vanous tradltlOns. W ~ have flere an admIrable 
area for predominantly Mohamedan and Bohra'Garden Sdburbs. ' Sites mdre or less 
vacant can be acquired opposite Bakshi Bagh and northward; and still 'more when 
the area occupied by the Mounted Police can be vacated for another turthero:-' west, 
say in the Fort area, and when the lmperial Servi~~ .corps can also be remove~l 
to the,modern Training Camp already suggested ( page 11). 
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~hilya Pal tan and. ~larath~ Mohalla can then be imp~oved, by attracting 
some of their 'occupants ~o ,these n~w areas,and re-planning and improving the area.s 
they vacate; and this is already fully indicated on ... plan. North of thifl, the Sadar 
~azar, with its preponderating Hindu character, similarly requires. improvement;&lid 
this is not impossible, as the pla~ will show. . . 

Similarly fol' the. small1)Iohammedan Bhisti Mohalla, in which a foot-bridge 
moer the Nulla is suggest,ed, tQ connect with Fort Road. North again, we come to .. 
a.large open' space, of Grave-yard, Mosque and Idga, which needs but a little order
ing and pJanting to give it .the full.beauty of a' Park, 'and still a sacred one. A new 
Mohammedan Suburb is~lso suggest.ed on pllln, on the oppo!tite side of the N uUa. 

North again: we have a Sadhu's small Temple, with a large fruit garden, and 
buildings which the ,Nulla is here threatening to cut away. Beyond this is another 
gl~ave~yard, again practically contiquing this rlorth ~ark Area, while a large ~paCf) 
of gardens ·on the eastside of the road 'maintains the open character of this practi. 
calIy country reg:ion.The Mo~lem Mohalla just· mentioned, may readily .be e1tende~ 
in this direction, as required, ~nd. be connected with these ~acred buildings and 
cemetery Park by a Foot;Bridge. \ . . . 

Whep t~ .Mifitary Removal takes place, the various Officers', Bungalows 
should readily bring their full value, from purchasers who do not wish to wait. for 
new housl3s to be built, or who do not eipect time for thEMown trees to'grow. . . . 

Park System. 

We may 'now review these three north roads looking southward from the 
Boulevard which runs west to east, a hundred yards or so south of the Polo-Groqnd; 
i. e.the l{hadkhadya Gh~tBridge Road. This can easily. be ma.de a Parkway; most. 
simply by· Planting a second row of trees beyond ~he present one on each side. and 
not building between this and Polo Ground., With aU this our preceding improve
pients co~bin~ into a North Park Sys.tem, enclosing Garden Vi1lag~s. 

There i-amain still two other minor northward roads to wesb of that which we 
~.' . have- .been last cOI;lsidering, those on each side of Juna Risala. But before their 

improvement, let us first pass further west to the largest of aU, the main northward 
~oads of the city; that running up from east of.Malharganj, between Jinsi and 

. Malhar Paltan, ~nd e~st of Shankarganj, past the Fort, towards Banganga.· East 
. <?f this' road, and 'north ·ttnd west of the Nulla, there is ~ considerable extent of 
ground: This. l,i~s partly open, but· 'in. military use, and with large buildings, 
including the Fort; and north of this we ~ome to brick-field hollows. The 
domestic i1tilisation of these military buildings, )Vith the planning of the open 
ground, and. £he reclamation of th~ '}owlying disused brick-field area for garden pur· 
poses, is ind~cated on Plan; ~nd this Garden may be furvher considered, as an arep.. 
in reservel when we come to replan t};1f~ Drainage System proposed forthe city, in a 
later chap~er. •. '.' • 

De-Congestio'n .artd Re-Housfng of Comm~nities in Garden Suburb''}. 
. i· • • '. ~ 

, - • l 

Return now totbe Imli Bazar Road lately. mElntioned, from Palace Square. 
. . 

On this Road 18 the spacious Bohra Bagh, containing the Cemetery, tl,e 
Garden, indeed Park, and t~ Meeting-place, of this Jarge and prosperou8coro
munitYJ as alsa the home of ,their venerable MoUa. Here was lately arranged . 
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thro?gh ~ ~utual, friend, & meeting with Bome or the representative men of the com
mUnIty, l~terested by my BuggeRtionR for the improvement of their grounds, and 
r~r the a~J~cent housing, in contenient situations a~ound these of bOth poor and 
flcher famIlies of their community. It was gratifying to find them' fully awake 
t~ the present overcrowding and ~Dst1fHcient.()pen space of.their main centre in the 
CIty, at Bohra Bakhal; as also to the peculiarly heavy incidenctl oEtuberculosis and 
other house-diseases which are associ!lted with their strictly observed ·Parda. system 
in that neighbo~hood. They were th!18 opep to the suggestion. of reserving, their 
lal~e grounds, while the men are absent during the busines8 and .working day, as 
a' Zenana Park, with its gardens improved, and this made ,attractive to 8: more 
open air life for their w6men and children. For since these' new. homes can easily 
be planned so 8:s to have direct and private access to the park arid gardens, the 
matter of play for ~hB children, with corresponding incitemen~ to exercise and 
fresh air for their mothers and elder iJisters, is thus solved; and this without in any 
way oonflicting with the traditions of the Comm~nity. ( Se~ pages 92 & 93 ). . . 

, The s!l.me principles have oommended themselves in other quaJ'te~s of the 
town. Thus the Bohras of Siaganj are considering the building of houses for the.ir 
group upon tile Peninsula, as part of the new lay-out ptojected across the River. 
Similarly for yet another group west of the Railway: perhaps. o';le 8~ ,Plllasia; 
so that the de-cOngestion of the present Bohra quarters throughout the ,City is,thus 
becoming, enco.uragingly assured. • .. 

The example of this to otlier communities, should now, .also be made· the 
most of. Why not by other Mo!!lem Communities, as aJ>ove sogges~d,e. g. neal'\ 
the Mosque and Idga further north along in road ~ , .~ , 

, Agai~ t1ie- ~ead of' the Jain Community h~s s~aci~Us~ grounds and r~~it.garden 
on the parallel r~ad to eastward. Why not here or hereabouts' a Ja1D. Garden 
Village ~ and possibly others elsewhere! . 

,. .' . 
Among the Hindu public, with its many caste-groups, and increasingly with 

other social and business groupings also, may not tpe s~me jlOlicy appeal 1 I trust 
· so; and ~ubmit that this present iuburban opporituntie~ only need to be brought 
before them, with definiteness such as these plans supply, to lead tq the t~ng up, 
of quite a number of groups of sites, each planued ,,!ith its own distinctiveness. To • 
crystallise all these into definite quarters may seem to some at .first sight a retra-. 
grade step, 'but I cannot think so. Such groups tend to 'create and m~intain a 
gObd stanJdrd of housing and health throughout their limits; and .tjlis is Ii.' cl~ar 

· gain to the whole Municipality. M;or~over they tend to becOJ;ne- better and more 
· public-,spirited citizens; for when they feel pride in their own new Mo~alla,. they 
will not only help to keep up its standard and exa?Dple, but be more, nQt less, in-' 
teres ted in the general well-being of ~he town! and; were it only fot' ~heir own 
sakes, in that of p(lorer and less organised neighbourhoods arround. . For our 
European Garden Suburbs the px:opagan~ ?a's to .be ~aae to individ~ls, who 
take up their houses one by on~; and thus our new yillages and yar4.en Clt.les grow 
but slowly; but here in India con~ctive appeals can be 'made; !"' why tIOt WIth more 
rapid development accordingly 1 It is encoqraging here tp ~ote that hy·the active 
energy of a leading member ot the' Bania Community a larg~ and attractive 
Suburban villaO'e may be set going for. them before long. 

I:> • 

. " Again; the organisation of. co-operaiio~ in housing h~ been di~cult in 
England; and it still goes on slowly; Slncs the pOSSIble co-operators 10 every nelghbour-
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hood,are all strangers to each other, witho'ut other ties. Whereas here each com
munity has ties without mUl!ber,of antiquity and strength, of blood and faith, of 
cas,te and occ~pation; with a tradition of collective action accordingly, and of genero
sityofrich towards poorer brethren; and sometimes even to the public as well. 
as recellt benefactions sh()w. ~ ., " '.. ' 

Instead then of thinkin~ as many do, that these" advanced western methods" 
arf not applicable ifl this" conservative eastern atmosphere", I am compelled to 
the e~lt.ctly oppQl!ite opinion: I~elieve that the many groups of' an Indian city 
may organise, and carry • out large housing schemes,' of course du1y adapted in 
details, far more easily' than we too, scattered western .. ~ individuals" have u ' 
yet been able to do. The Bohras above mentioned are an exam~le of this, and 
why nQ,t a d(lzen m<?re communities before 10ng1 A judicious, but active. propaganda. 
is of course required; but this shoul~ ;not'be very difficult to set agoing. . ~ 

'Chapter XXXVI. 

Indore Eas,t of Railway . 
• 

, ,I. North..of Tukoganj, t~ Malwa Mills, and 
· to .. Palasia 'Nulla and Palasia. . ' . 

. .. .. . .... 

Area East and North-East of Palace. 

, This large 8r~a, as large as the old City, was stfirted with the spaciou~ subur
ban eastward avenue of Tukoganj, with its villas, bungalows Rnd mansions; and has also 

.'been.extending Iiorthwards,.past jPalace, Park and Guest.Houses, to Malwa. Millsand 
New Dewas Road. Its lay~opt has naturally been continued on similar lines, though 
fIlOW for ~be ~ost part somewhat less spacious ones. The original Plan has been 
improved a~d simplifi~d, with some economy of roads and ~round, but its essenti"l 
.Bungalow ·character .ill not departed from. 

, . Th~ vacant land e~~t of,Lalkothi Palace, though tOQ nafrow for a Race-course. 
or a Park, wili rurn~sh an e:ic~llent and sp;J.ciouS site for the proposed Official Residence 
for the Chief Minist~r, and yet leave bungaloff sites to east of this. All these sites 

, are being rapjdly taken up, and wiiI'soon be'built on. ' • 

. 'Abits northern 'end"this B~ng~low Quarter will bi separated from thEr~alw3 
Mill's and the Bazar opP?site them by the wide bay of the N uUa; and this, when the 
stream is bunded, will filL up thl! old N ulta depression, . and with almost a river-effect 
accordingly. The proPdsed Park border to tJiis, ~nd the new School, with large 
playgroun~ etc. will flli'ther ~ncrease the isolation of these quarters front conta.-

gions. 

West of Lal Kothi Road. 

"Wesiot theLal Koihi Road,.and b~tween it : arid New Dewas Road and· the 
Railway, the whole area is shown 'a's re-planned:,.'.· .,' ' , , -,. -
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New Dewas Road eic. 

No more workmen's small houses~and still less an, chawJs-;...should be erected 
along the New Dewas· Road, which will naturally bacome the main SOij.th street of 
the New I?dustrial Town, a'n~ con~ecting . it with the pity, with good ·Bazar shops 
-etc. accordlDgly, and Jarlter dwellings. . . ' 

The recent generous promise by a worthy citizen· of a fine ·Temple for the 
south angle of the ~hilDll.th Camp (Dhuni) imia will make the be~t possible start for 
the, New Town. ,At this main meeting and divergence ot' Roads, and behind the, Tem
ple Garden, I locate the Boys' and Girls' Schools which should s'oon be needed for this 
quarter. Also, 'a .little further eastward~ the Technical Schoof; so as to;bd near. 
~~e Educational qu~rter, and the City, as well as of easy· acc~ss from all parts of the, 
Industrial Town. ' . 

• 
Dhunl. 

: The road sl'~teiQ here is impr~ved, al:' sh.own ~ri plan; and thongh a few house
sites are marked out, tb.ur~ will still be ~oom for the development of buildings for the 
religious and pilgrimage uses desired by those 80 strongly interested in the Dhuni; 
and, until their scheme materialises, this open- tree-planted space will serve as a little 
park and playground north of the new Temple and Schopls, and be attractive t~ 
,dwellers further north als'o. See page 99. 

Post Office, and Bank Site. 
, , 

Opposite the New Temple,ton the. southslde
4

0f NeW-Dewalt Road, ~ the 
natural site for the branch Post Office, which win be needed for the New Inc!ustrial 
'Town; and beside this a Bank Office may also naturally arise. 

" 

Pinjrapof . 
.. ' , . 

The Pinjrapol need not bfcourse h" removed immediately. nor until demand 
• arises for its possible sites: but these are ma~ked out on Jllan; since this location is 
evidently far too valuable to afford hencefortli' so large an 'area for these humble 
uses. Necessary, Jl,dmirable ~nd phi\anthropio as these 'are, they w:i1lllot. in the 
leasi sufter by r~mov~ further eas\wards; ,~nd, despitet~e ne~esSf1ry ,xpeose of de
molit.ion and rebuilding,'this will be found to pay, and very satisfactorj. I there
fore suggest in, compensation an at .least· equivalent area, north-east ?f.Residency, 
at East Gwa.ltoli vlllage;. and either south of this, or east of the N ulla~ but I rna y 
b~stleave the exact. location to those better acquainted with the available pasture· 
land of this quarter, and able to make, the needed re.~ajust~ent with least' inconve
nience to villagers, and gene~al advantage if possible. 

The l~rge Mang~ Orchard, west and south·west of the Pinjrapol, is also plann-r 
,edoutfor Bungalow sites;,.and the. whole area Jow~ to the ~alace Park, and over to 
the.Guest.lIouses, is made ilis most of • 

• Area South of Tukoganj, and North of Residency • 
. , 

Here along a~· smaller avenue parallel to TUkoganj •. a new row of smaller' 
-country ho~es has been arising. This .o~IY needs Gom~etion. ' 

. The zone of Vacant Land between this and the north boundary of the Resi
.-den~y~ measuring as nearly' as 1I!at ,be zoo. yaMs in d~pth, is shown as allocated in 



part as gardens for large ma~~iOl~st~w~rds ~ts ea~teI!.d. But to the west, I advise 
l,evelling ~his gr?und~ plll:ntin~ shade-trees (mangosand ta~arind8) along its bor
ders, and leaving it open asia Playing-field. Cricket-pitches. Football and Hookey
grouna.s etc. will be mor'a and more in demand from Young .Iudore as years go on: 
and our Dew 'ExpressBoulev~rdfr9m4he City by' the lliver south of Machhi Bazar. 
and through Juni Indore to the Under-bridge and Nasia Temple, will make these 
plltyiI~g-fields fa,r, mOre c~nvenierit B:nd attractive to the City than a~ present. The 
site for the proposed'Hindi Library mlloY pest. be on the western margin. ' 

l' ,f .' " , ~ 

\ For the old Plague Camp ( in any case to be vacated) we have already found 
.a central, yet better isolated, lo~ation (page 143). This area 1 therefore now 
diviqe'into large sites for Buqgalows, for whicli ,the variously shaJted sites admilr of 
laying out ga~dens and approaches so as to seem more than usually spaoious . 

. II. Railway St~tion Neighbourho9d: • 
• 

The remaini~g areas may best be plan~ed from this m,aiu p(IiIl~ of arrival 
and outlook. The roa4s adjacent to th~ Station, and esse6tial to it, and the 
lopen Station Place; admit of slight improveUlent; which',.is, atlcordingly suggested 
on plan. 

Serals 'and Hotels. 
. .' , ' In addition to the existing ,~Ma.h"rani's Serai, an imposing bUilding erected 

in l~lO, no less tnan three new Serai~ are proposed by different donors.' "One by 
the Bania Community, tor their D;1embers and visi~ors, another by Mr. ,Kalyan Mal, 
for ,gep,eral Hindu u~e; and another by the Bohras, lor viRitors of their community 
fi:om other oities. Furtherm~re a Hotel has been proposed, at first on Jines too 
large and palatial for the requirements of this city for many years to oome, and 
which I need hardly plan for; but, more recently, on the. minor scale whioh pre~nt 
and probably future requirements indicate as likely to BUrvive: and' for which a site 
must be found accordingly." Here ihen ~re no less than four kindred sites to be
foundr,all ,as neQ- the Station as may b~ and clearly in. sight of it, as well as easy' 
reac.h. . ' , 

• 
,'., Im~ediately' SQuth of the,existing Serai is a good site, onry partly ocoupied 

by: asmall.btingalow; but th~s ~s u':1fortunatel, liinited in i~ontage, aDd ppoiled in 
aspect, by-the oLlique expansion ofthe adjacent and unsightly piece of irregular 
waste 1and,- .tert Unused by the Railway aft·er the~rection of its Station-Master'., 
bou~e' etp~ , But ·ifthese two :J>ieces of land can be thrown t<'gether, and then rMi vided by 
a line at right angles' to "the road instead of oblique to it, there will ~hen jU8t be 

. room~but room enough,-for two of the three ''proposed New Serais. Wi~h the 
exiSiting Serai. we shall thus have a flne line of three kindred 'buildings, harmoniou. 
in general architectural effect, 'and g~ving at once the finest and most h08pi~abl. 

, possible impt:'esiou to visitors arriving at 'Ind,?re. Fr.om the accompanying sketch 
plan and elevation, whioh have been made at my request 1>y Mr. H. Foster King, 
F. R. I. 'B. A., an architect alrea:dy well known and appreciated in Indore, it will be 
seen- how, desirable_ i~ ~~is gropping; and i thereforf:J very earnestly hope and 
recomlI\eridthatthe e~eoutioll :of this scheme, by ·acquiremept olthe needed site 
from the Railway, maybe pfoileeded with. and that the generous donors ofthesa fine 
buildings may not be disappoi.nte~ or del&yed.; 

Th~ Railway BI':srd may perhaps ask-Why not these new bui1diDg~ on the 
portion orlaJld further e~st, la.tely re.eonv~yed to the City and stijl 1lDused 1 . JJut 
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the answer (above and beyond such compensatioJ1 8.i may be agreed on for surrender 
c)f th~, front~ge land, long useless to the Railway) hi, that that piece lies too far east, 
and .lS. behind both the ~tation-Master'B and Police Superintendent's bungalows; 
and It. IS ther~fore out of sl?ht of the. St~tion, save in the distance, an~ then only 
at a smgle POID t. At thIS exact pomt wi?-'locate the entrance of' the proposed 
small Hotel, of which the gate and silYn ca'n be 'made visible from the . Sta~ioo so 

o , ' 
as to guide its visitors, but little or nothing more. It is not therefore suitable 
for the ihird 'Serai, whOl:le donors natur2&lly desire a conspicuous situation for 
their proposed fine building. 

'For this, Mr. King and I are agreed, following a suggestion from Dr. Deo, 
that a irstrate site can be found by taking up the east corner of GwaItoIi faciolY 
the Siaganj Railway Crossing, and thus only a little way south of tho Station a.nd 
.conspicuous from it. Here. are already shops and houses; but dilapidated, and 
needing rebttiIding. We therefore recommend acquiring tIllS site, and recovering 
its extra cost by building a Serai of different type from the preceding ones, with 
shops on the ground Ievel- ( a firstrate situation for them, between Siaganj and 
the Residency J-and with the SeraiaceommQdation on the first floor accordingly. 
A fine building is thus obtained for this commanding situation; oile desirable for 
improvement from every approach and point of view; and where, at the same time, 
good 'business may be done. 

When Mr. King's sketch elevations are viewed alori.f} with their plan, tho 
~ransformation which these three new 'Sera,is, in addition to ~he existing Semi. 
wiJI effect u~.op,~h..~ ~"{isting Station PIfloce,an~. ,its ;~ppt:o~~4ea;,WU Pc eonvincing to 
aU concerned. Here i81n fact a J,'ange of buildings fully in keeping with, and wor
thily leading up to, the architect~ral dignity ()f Topkhana, with King Edward HaU, 
Government Offices, Law Courts etc. The improvements already recommended for 
the Itailway Crossing, ( page 89 ) and for the adjacent Public Garden ( page 88 ) 
will now be seen as doubly desirable. 

Owa1toli etc. 

Given all this improvement of the S~ation Quarter, ~he tJUlaining cTeario~ 
up of Gwaltoli, and of the Ca.rt-stand to south of it,. is an easy and naturalone. With 
the new Garden next the N asia Temple (page 81) everything will th~s be put in order, 
from the e~isting Serai all the way.. down to the Under-Bridge and Express Boulevard. 
Nor must we forget the incresed importance of the, road between the Christian 
College and the Nasia Temple towards the proposed New Bridge oyer Residency 
River to the new 'suburbs. It is earnestly to be hopeJ that the 'threatened College 
wall, which would destroy the present plehsant garden aspect of this road, as ~lready 
on the north, may not be erected. 

It may be remembered by the vigilant reader that the only remaining unsigutly 
aspe9t' of the railway entranc~ to Indore is that east ~f the line and opposite to Gwal. 
toli' but this has been already attended to (page 131 ) and shown on plan. I well 
re~ember the depressing a:nd unfavourable impressibn of all this squalor and confus
sion Qn my own first arrival in Indore, .six months a~; a?? every stranger must 
more 0).' less share this feeling. None wlll deny ~he desm~bIhty of thus thoroughly 
clearing up and tra.nsformin~ t~i8 w~ole St~tio~ N eighbou~hood i~ useful ways, a~ 
now,fully indiclJ.ted; and of glvmg, this fine sltuation the seemly, hospltable and archt
teetural character towards which all tbese generous benefactions are ready to combine. 
Those'leaving Indore will also carry away Ii better recollection of the City. 

, ' 
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,Chapter XXXVII •. 

Cleansing beforl'Drainage~ . -,.. . 

Introductory. 

We have nQW gone onr,the whole City, Old and New. The planning orth~ 
N~w Industx:ial Town has ·first been outlined, (Chapter VI). Next (Chapter IX &0,) 
the continued de:velopment and extension of '.'Plague Camps" into extensive Garden· 
Suburbs, habitable throughout the year; so that aU theso extensionsl the industrial 
and the rural together, may substantially de.congest the City; with gain to its clean
liness, and abatement, if not removal, oE its . present 'beginnings of house·famine. 
Such clearances as arc indicated on the plans as needful or desirable can thus also 
gradually be effected; and without raising rents or further reducing the standards vC 
family accommodation, as otherwise follow upon municipal clearances. The improve
ment of Public Hefilth \vill thus from the outset be in progress, 8S 8tat~ticll wiII 
~how': aud.imprmremems·may thmr be vigorollslyundertaken, thougl:i' I trust under 
the precautions emphasised above (page 1(7). The business efficiency of the town 
will also thus improve; in short, \vealth as well as health. Such, ill summary, aT/) 

the Improvements of Chapter XXIV andomvards. 

The moves of action upon the Improvement Plan, like those of a chess-boartl, 
have of course carefully to be ,thought out, in and for each quarter. For ~hen it..'l
'p'rovement~, ~stimated' and approved, are thus adjusted in detail, their progret-;r{, 
made ~hus mQve by, move and step by step, will be more rapid and moro 
economical; since without most of the unforeseen friction and resistance which evo.m 
t,hebest improvemen~ scheme~i insufficiently considered before .executiCJn, too oft'?n 
proyoke for. themselves accordingly. .Here the very contrary of this should here LA 
possible; to take a growing mass of public opinion with us, and from the olltset. 
Even with active aromal of citizenship; and this to the extent of loyal acceptance of 

'such personal in'oonv,$3nience as must sometimes Qe inevitable;. but also, and more 
generally, co-operation .in· improvements; and e,en to generous initiatives towards th~ 
bettering City, and the!~e in street after street, mohalla after mohall a, home ar~er 
home. 

Cleansing before Draliling. 

Towards all these desirable ends, w hat is the needful policy of those desiring 
their e::te~ution'1 What policy can be more needful, 01' more helpful, to initiate 
. improvements throughout and outside the City, than to announce knd inaugurate 
these, and in the most ,simple B;nd inexpensi,e, yet conspicuous and fruitful way, be,:, 
cause sympathetic and inoffensive r How is 'this 1 By a renewal, and on a greater 
scale, of that strenuous endeavo,ur of cleansing which was made for a few week" 
before'la~t Diwali, and which bot p~lY'notably abatE)d the association in the popuhr 
mind of town~plannin~ with demolitions, but encouraged domestic and local effortH; 
and so' appreciably contribute~ to the improvement of public health. To resume thi!'l 
simple process-of cleanjng up, and .clearing up,-that is how to prepare the publip. 
towards the co-operation, and participation, which is the necessary condition of 
success at every point. This process is actually emphasised before Festival~ 
and public occasions; and I see it going on at present, as I write, before th~ 
All~India Hindi Conference~ So might it also with advantage before Holi and other 
festivals; but, above all, let us begin preparing for Diwali 1918. This is my first. 



l'ecommenda~i~n, and entreaty, . TJ~ time publio and local e~-oper&tion J¥jAy be 
more fully ehcIted, and priVlI.t~ gfmerosity al90; and those throughout aU classes, and 
not merely ~O.Dl the rich alone. though theirs may 8!! usual be initiative. The too 
slen~er MUDlClpal Budget i!! at pre!!ent fully occupied wUlJ' maintenance of its 4aiIy 
serVlCe!!: hence for these extra tasks -e. g.the clearing out, throughout the town 
of, the .lI.Ccumu!ated ~ubbish of many past y~ars, which was conspicuously begun las~ 
D, walt, b~t sMI mamly remains to be dealt with-it needs support, and this not 
merely by 'a gt'ant from tho Government exchequer, which has to meet the calls of the 
whole.State, bu~ also from the Indore public, who directly profit by the proposed 

.c1eansmg. A~~lve help-and of various kinds-is here ne~ded by the' Municipality; 
and fro~n nIl Cltlzens who are truly friends of Indore. 

It .is also gr~t.i(yi!lg to be assured,' and by' th~~, best qualified to judge, ,that 
the pubhc recogmtlOU of the Sweepers and Municipal Labourers in the Diwali 
Procession of lnst year, with,. the small improvcments effected in their MohalIas. had 
a bracing value upon their labours. manifest even now, months afterwards; so that 
we have here again a line of policy wh~ch should be actively continued. Thus to 
increase.,t.ll~ .effectiveness o£1abour wiJl no more fail of civic reWB,rC£ than , it does in 
industries and manufactures. 

Cleansing Scheme. 
With the skilIed co.operation of Dr. Deo and his able and energeti~ assistant 

as Public Health Officer and Cleaning Superintendent. Dr. Nayasarkar. a Cleansing 
Scheme has been adjusted, which needs only brief outline here. 

Before reml)ving rubl;>ish, we must know where to put it; and the present 
dumping.places along the river·banks etc. e. 'g. at Dewas Gh~t Bridge, or BOuth of 
Muchhi Bazar for New Boulevard, can now take but little more. At the PeninsuI& 
point opposite Sia Ganj, however, a large quantity can be, disposed of; similarly 
behind the Basalt Rampart of Juni Indore peninsula, and other points'agreed on fot 
future gardens; etc. Thus every cart' load should count twice: first as rubbish 
removed~ so· leaving cleaner homes l cleared drains, good soil.pits for future tree-plant
ing. open sites for building spaces,.future playgrounds and gardens, properly levelled. 

, and so on. And secondly, as material for filling up mosquito-puddles, embanking 
or bottoming new roads, or for improving the soil of future gardens; and all accord-
ing to the nature and quality of the rubbish removed. ' 

And as wind lifts far less dust from level and tidy surfaces than from irregular 
ones, the Dust.nuisance. though as yet largely inseparable from town-life. can be 
greatlyahated. For after such .cleansing, there is at once diminished, yet mor~ 
effective, sweeping of streets and homes. There are fewer rats. and there are fewer 
flies; and so in every way less deterioration to goods. food and milk. Perhaps above a~ 
we may reckon the diminished impurity of toe air we breathe. So in all these ways 
Rnd more, such cleansing pays, in health 'and vigour, and is wealth. as well. That 

, cleansing is not a mere matt~r of extra taxation. but of profitable lUve~tm~nt-~nJ 
this in health and wealth'alike-maythus be brought a step nearer realisatlon, alike 

. by 'the general public and the educated and governing classes;. w~o at ~resent every
'where are failing fully to recognise these advantages, though w~thm their. easy grasp. 
Yet after this effort all alike will find this open secret of Clty wellbemg clear to. 

,them henceforward. 

Public Heaith Results more definitely. 
Without repeating Chapter IV. we are realising its suggestions. For' t~us 

:we at once diminish that poisoning, Ly dust and germs, of lungs aod bowels, whIch 
• 
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initiates so. many of their respective diseases: w~ ab~e malaria as promptly, by thus
filling puddles' and tidying nulla margins; and we reduce the' plague-rat army, by 
rem,?ving the rubbish among which it lives and feeds. • And 'above all, in' a cleaned 
Moh&.lla, there arises a pulse of encouragement and hope; and these are the symptom-. 
and the promise, of abatement of its prevalent neurasthenia. 

Ofcours9 if we merely do this occasionally, or only yearly, things soon Rlide 
back more or less, towards their old 'conditions, and the pessimist's croaking then 
di~courages fresh endeavours. The cleaner state of things has to be maintained; yet 
tllis, even with the same Municipal staff, will be less difficult to do. And still lesil 
so after each I!uch period of festival impulse: hence let us utilise them too, for all we 
ca~. Here also lies the very real hygieni~ value of colour-washing, house-painting 
8:nq de~or~ting, of tree-planting, garden-maldng, and so on. Each garden-patch upon 
our plans is thus not merely significant as ll. finished product, desirable, beautiful. and 
ever-improving, as in growth it should be; but in some ways most of all in its making, 
as a definite 'social/impulse. So let the Municipal President, and his Gardell. 
Assistant,. before and while making the garden for this or that Mohalla. give a 
stirring up to its people, to be rising to the occasion; and this in the other yet; 
kindred, ways, with their own homes and surroundings; In s1,lch ways, improvements 
may not only be maintained, but further improvements desired and asked for; and 
health, ,productivity, and city wealth thus be raised, and kept on higher levels aJong 
with· them. 

Co-operation of Schools • 
. , .. -.. ~ .. "-. . . . .,'. 

How Schools may assist in these matters, has been already suggested and 
implied iIi Chapter XXIX: but that very definite process of education, of parents by 
and through their children, may here be said a further word for. Thus the diminu. 
tion of town dust gives a far better chance to silkworms; and Dr. J')shi's ~mirabJo 
Silk 'School (pages. 29-31 ) ma! thus emerge from its . too specia~ised retre~;:~ into 
the schools. Let It plant their playground borders With mulbernes-and th~ with 
those ftuittng varieties which, albeit of less valuable leaffor silkworms, have 80 strong 
an' attraction for the voracious young creatures or our own species. Silkworms will 
,thus find their way from schools into homes; an<l for t\lese their, dust must all the 
more be 9leared out, and taken away. Here-in fact is an instance of how we may 
now get. beyond the expert stage to the civic one: for though silk-experts everywhere 
long fail to persuade peasants, children perSuade their mothers; and thus the fathers, 
who resist the expert's frontal attack, will be capturp,d by this flank one. So ag"in 
for fruit-tree-:planting. and for vegetable gardening. The City Gardener whom we 
need is thus no mere expert; but one who has been himself a gardener as child; and flO 

can again garden with t.he children, and with alld from the Schools to ,the Mohallls . . 
Utilisation of Volunteers. 

Again, the Hindi Conference,: with its' 600 volunteers--mostly young men._ 
students and others,-'Yas full of promise for City BettE:rment., How can these 
energies be enlisted? What more promising way of initia~iDg this improving- City 
Future than with those will 'enter into it ~ 

'Removal of Garbage. 

In all " Sanitation in India ", of the kind described in Turner and Goldsmith'A 
standard volume of that 'name~ already xricntioned ( page 72 ), jhere is no separaiion 
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ma~e among ,the.. matters removed by the'dlist-carts daily; Yet though thus india. 
criminately ,collected~ and dumped, they may lor may not) then be 'picked over. 
~he contrast is instructive as given by Dr. Turner, 'between Bombay and London 
waste., In London 64 % is cinders and ashes; then dust 20, straw 3, paper 4, food
waste 4.or thereby; and the small balance. of 5 %, is of broken glass, pottery, old 
metal, tms etc. But in Bombay cinders and il.shes are under 2 %, and broken mine
ral matter no more; and the bulk consists of hay 42 % leaves 14, green vegetable 
matter 8, and straw 1·5, say 65 %. Then no less than 21! of waste paper, 4! of 
dung, and the remaining 10 % of mingled mineral and other rubbish. In Indore the 
composition must be somewhat different; .with less paper,'for instance; yet also main
ly of vegetable nature. And some too goes ,to choke the drains. The disadvantage 
of Indian refuse is that it is more bulky; and so needs more cartag~, as well as for 
a longer distance to the fields. How' then was it disposed of, before the present 
age of more or l~ss European sanitation? The answer is obvious: it was eaten by the 
cows: and for the Mohammedan Mohalla by its goats, and its fowls also. In the 
great city, ail an illustration in Dr. Turner's book strikingly shows, the untidy old 
cart, dropping rubbish as it goes, is now being superseded by the motor-waggon, on 
its way to the destructor. But'we cannot easily everywhere in India afford these 
latest luxuries; and I for one will not recommend them to Indore. 

Given our Mohalla interested in its own cleaning up, why not frankly revive 
the old customary Indian method, which would dispose of a great bulk of it ? It 
does ind~ed still largely survive; for people who have COWI'I, 'get garbage for them 
from neighbours who have none. There is thus no serious difficulty-beyond that 
of the too im'personal nature of modern sanitary administration, and its consequent 
loss of touch with family life-in organising this custom more fully. The more 
p~opl~ il). Indore can keep cows, the better'; provided the. shed be clean and well drain
ed; and in our new suburbs, and town~rebuildings too. 1\ is easy to insist on this; nor 
is it impossible to repa~rand improve existing conditions even in tM heart of the 
'City'. 

Again,,"in our City Gardens, why not keep cows, thus largely fed? Their milk 
may (orm ,a valued part of their ,keepers', wages, themselves gardeners or ,cart;ers. 
Similarly, let a child goat-herd be arrangeq (orin each Mohammedan Mohalla: such 
perambulation would clear away much that at present goes to, Muni~ipal carts. 
But, it, will be objected, such vegetable matter is at present often. too polluted to be 
eaten, by co:ws at ieast"i£,not,by goats as well. Yes; but whenever children and 
their mothers become interested in feeding their anim'alvisitors, this pollution will 
be gu~rded against, in factpra.~ticany 'put a~ end to. 

But what of the abundant paper, old hay arid straw, uneatable leaves, dust, 
alid the like ? Why not start travelling rOUIid' the Mohalla an expert' dung.:cake 
maker who would mix these into the fuel ~ With an added touch of the cheapest , " " 

conbustible oil, such cakes might immediately be made 'popular. , 

Disposal of Residue. • 

There should thus remain t.o cart away only a'fraction of the present volume, 
the inorganic matter for the most part. Next I should not cart this so fa~ a~ lit 
customary' but take it to the nearest open space or garden, and there bury It 10 a 
t~nching-hole,ppto and eveu well above the surfac~; then cover it with earth ag~in, 
and so have a raised terrace: forthis is a great improvement to an open space, alIke. 
'for children to run up and down, and for elders to s~~ on in the e,venings., A pipal 
tree will grow admirably,pJa~te~'upon' a plat~o:m :made in this -yvay, when it haf.'. 
had a season to settle; and thus Its hUDlb~e onglD would soon be forgotten. 

46 
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_ Now a; very appreciable proportio~ of the City's cleansing budget is spent ou 
.this cartage of garbage and rubbish: an~ to reduce this, by even one haIr, is a saving 
worth atteIPpting: its value may be further realised it we translate ifi into 11 

c:apitalised gain, at say 15 years purchase. The best way however is simply to keep 
in mind and aim the actual economies of carts, cattle and men, of diminished wear or 
rloads and lessened dust, and of abated congestion, effected for the' city's thorough
.f'ares, by every dozen:bullock-carts ,taken off them. 

'Further Cleansing of the River. 

Through the removal to the Gardens of the present thirty and more Dl'ain~ 
which at present defile the river~ and of the rubbish dUI:Ops along its banks as well. 
ihe more essential improvement upon its condition will be accomplished. Yet to 
lomplete this, one further improvement is desirable, and this should be proceeded 
with, as soon as the bunds are opened this season. ,Prqceeding from above down
wards, the river-bed should now be regularly cleansed of the long accumulated decay 
,nd slime which make its bottom so unpleasa.nt during this period; and which pr~. 
iuaiciallyaffect the purity of the river at all seasons. This is of course a matter 
I)f some expense, though not great: since the mud need at no points be carried 
tar, but used to fill up holes on the banks, and above all to top-dress the existing 
~nd future gardens o~ the neighbourhood. To do this is no mere expense for ra
mQvalof dirt: it is the fundamental investment of mankind in history, and still the 
best: that in fertility; the transformation, for every yard this JIlud can cover, of the 
~gricultural poverty of India into the wealth of Egypt and China. 'I 

The appreciably increased depth and volume of the River is also a further aid 
~owards preventing stagnation a~d maintaining purity. This silting up of the River. 
~inoe its bunding, has already gone on too long: and should now be attended to, as it 
is growing worse every year. 

. Old Wells. 

Althou~h in, general I plead for the re'tention, and garden use, of the many old 
wells of Indore, and especially of the fine old Bauris,so often architectural monu
ments of which any City might be proud, there are undeniably a number which 
may be dispensed with. But' even these should not be filled up: there is a far better 
use for them, that of conversion into Ensilage pits. 'Though Ensila.ge is not yet used 
in Indore, Indian agrioulturist~ are increasingly awakening to the great advantages, 
both of economies and profits, which are obtained by its use: and at the Ewing 
Agrioultural College at Allahabad, and doubtless a]so nearer, they may seen' in 
suocessful yearly. working. I: am glad· therefore to have Mr. Coventry's hign 
authority in support of this recoqlmendatic;n).· The experiment might for instance hE 
made for the oxen of the municipality; and· the experience would' thus spread to 
ot?ers. The preflaration of the well bottom and the. management of the pit are 
easy matters, into which I need not enter here. 

Hays~acks. 

''J;hough this point be not in place in this chapter, its relation to the abOVE 
makes mention here convenient of the many Haystacks of Indore. Their grea1 
number, and bu1k, ,and tke exvent of vacant ground kept arodnd them, from risk 01 

fire,. are alt' obstacles tp t,?w,n-planning, and I have been compelled to recommend theil 
re~oval from various points needed for suburban and other developmenta. _ Hul 
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with the introduction of ensilage~ there. is' correspondingly diminished need of hay: 
and though some of this also will always be required, the abatement will be a gre~t 
help to many .areas. The grass-cutter's interest will be helped, not hindered; for 
more people will ~eep cows when these are found to give more milk. Furthermore, 
Jet me ~all attentlon ~o ~he, compressio~ of hay by the military authorities, as 
economical of bulk, wlth improved keeping of the hay, with diminished danger of 
fire, and far greater possibility oflocalisation and extinction. 

Conclusion. 

. ~he plea for .Town-Cleansing might be carried yet further; enough however to 
begm wlth; and to mcrease the demand for that improvement of the present Drain
age System, which we are now ready to consider. 

Chapter XXXVIII. 

Surface Drains. 
Introduction to New Drainage Scheme. 

Let me first recall th,e argument for ,abandoning the present disastrous habit 
of Indian Municipalities, of entering into Drainage Schemes before Town Planning; 
and so ask the rea.der to turn back to pages 49-59, to refresh, at least from the 
section-headings, his recollection of the detailed criticism of the recent Drainage 
scheme; and to glance once more at pages 60-64, this last especially. 

Of course the new and simplified Drainage Scheme, which we have now to 
'Consider, is dependent upon the acceptance of the proposed Town Planning Improve
ments, as shown in detail upon the plans: but as these have now been amicably 
adjusted, to their last details, with the Municipal PresideRt-whose local knowledge 

, is, in my experience of six months in Indore, without rival-I may reasonably 
'assume that no serious alterations upon these plans need be anticipated in the near 
futurE:, nor until social changes, at present unforeseen, may arise to render further 
Town planning desirable in the public interest. . 

Survey of Existing Surface Drains. 

It is a further defect of conventional Drainage schemes that they pay but 
scanty attention to the existing surface-drains of a town; and seem generally even to 
discourage their repair. I have seen this resigned attitude, of indifference' to t~~ 
present life in expectation of future bliss, applied so far)n yarious Indian cities, as to 
produce the filthiest and most pestilential conditions, and to allow these to extend and 
increase for years afte1" the promise 'or project of the scheme, and still without its 
beoinning. I know others in which the Drainage scheme has begun; and in which 
this accumulated squalor of the past, added to .the inevitable obstruct,ion of such 
.great operations, make up a state of filth and misery. which has agai.n to go on ~or, 
years. And all these deteriorations of the surroundmgs are produclDg a . ~epresslon 
of the health and spirit of the community neve~ to be forgotten by the VISitor, and 
slowly by itSelf. ' '. 

Things are h~ppily not so bad in Indore: s~ill the beginnings of them are 
.manifest; as since, the advent of the first Dralnage' Scheme, and through the 
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withdrawal of the allowance of Rs. 5000/, formerlj budgeted for surface-drain repairs 
and exteIisions;'and with deteriorations of the 'system accordingly'inevitable at many 
polnt~. ,-No doubt pending 8. Drainage Scheme, the construction of. new surface
drains is ali' uncertain matter:' b~t the 'old ones at least should be kept in order 
meanwhile. This ~as indeed been ,done as far as the reduced budget allowed: 
and much good and health-giving work has also been effected in the lanes by paving, 
and by the supply of drain-'channels behind houses •. , ~. 

\ But ,vhether the past Drainage Scheme be revived in some new variant, 
despite my criticisms (Chapter VIII), or ,the scheme I have next to propound be 
accepted. it is obvious that surface-dra,ins are not to be dispensed with: on the con
trary, for any scheme, they cannot be too good. 

H~nce in any case a Drain Survey is expedient: indeed I see I should have 
pressed for this long ere now, and got it in detail; with presence or absence,' repair or 
disrepair, efficiency or stagnation, aIr clearly marked down, for every street and lane, 
upon one of the 'sets of survey sheets of the whole town. 

Improvement Qf Surface Drains. 

A less thorough survey has however of course been made; and the resultant 
impression is much better in many other towns. Here most of the drains do run, 
though often too slowly: -but this'sometimes by mere choking, and not always by 
deficient gradient. The 'commonest sollrce of trouble is that the road' has risen too 
high over the drain-edge; so that the rubbish taken out by the sweeper on his rounds 
is pushed or blown in again before the removal-cart comes along. No sweeper can be 
expected to clean very vigorously under these discouraging conditions. The remedy 
is rarely to lower the street to its former level; but, more commonly, to build a new 
course of stones upon the drain-edge, so supplying a narrow kerb, to keep back waste
matters from falling in, yet of course with a three-inch gap at every yard, to admit 
storm-water. . 

fI • 

Again the drain is commonly of unsatisfactory section, too wide at the bottom, I 

and also,too rough. In pointing thejoints with cement, these roughnesses r!J.af alsc.!-· 
be finel! up. In futute, drains should be built with better dressed stone, or ~ith it 
half-pipe at the bottom. Good sections are now illustrated in every engineer's book 
of reference, adapted to all the varying requirements of volume and gradient. 

Flushing of Drains. 

The flushing of drains has rarely been possible in the past, owing to the;, 
insufficiency of water-supply. But now that the Municipal supply is doubled, by the 
opening of the stand posts of the P.W. D.system, (page 41 ), and that further 
'supplies are inexpensively realisable, (pages 45-48 ),there is no reason why Drain· 
flushing should not be as regular a municipal service as any other: and I cannot too 
strongly 'recommend that this be set agoing forthwith.' T" have erected standposts 

. without any connection to 'the 'adjacent surface drains was ofCOUl"se a false economy; 
and puddles arise around then} ill pOIisegl1ence. But the recently obtained estimates 
show that the, whole set of280 posts'can be connected with the drains for Rs.16727 
and I trust that this necessary work inay soon he' authorised a~d set agoing. The ex
pense of this is however amere arrear o( the preceding P. W. D. Water Scheme: hence: 

, indispensable though it is, I ~ccor~ingly ~o ,not include it as part of my Town~Plann
ing Estimates ,to follow, h~t leave it, as i~dee4 also the .repair of surface-drains
generally, to be'reckon~d as part of that general upkeep of existing roadswhic~,is 
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, . 

the every-day affair of a Municipality, and which no one would think of debiting tQ. 
its new Town·Planning at all. The Surface Drains ohhe new ~burhan Extensions, . 
au~ ()i -new City 1;horoughfares, ar~ estimated, 88 part of the expense of their 
Road construction. 

Returning now to the needed Flushing of Drains, this will easily afford the needed 
test of c:lrain-efficiency. Proceeding regularly throughout the city, and conveniently 
from the lowest levels towards the highest, Jet each drain-length, below a standpost, 
be cleansed; and then let a simple dam he made, (say with a leathern well-bag disten
ded with cotton.waste,and weighted with a stone), on each side of the inlet of the 
standpost, so as to run in, and hold up. sufficient water. When the dam on the 
lower side is pulled out, we shall soon discover how well the water runs away, or how 
soon it.may come to a stand; or whether, as in some cases, it runs underground or 
under houses. Minor repairs may then speedily be made; and serious ones arranged 
for. Of course where, as in some cases, this experimental flushing proves the drain 
runs nowhere, this section.must, until improvement, be left out of the flushing scheme. 

. . 

Conclusion. 

But in the main, the existing Drains can speedily be put in much better work
ing order, as part of that gen,eral Cleansing of the Town which is here pressed for, at; 
the best of preliminaries, at. once for Town Planning. improvements, and not lea.st 
for that further and fuller Draipage, which we are atlength ready to enter upon. 

Chapter XXXIX. 

Drainage after Town Planning and Cleansing: 
. Proposed Drainage Scheme. 

Introductory. 

The general nature and principles of the proposed Drainage System for Indore 
have so far been indicated; as, in sb,ort, a return from the current method of .. All 
to the Sewer," to the older method of u All to the Soil ". Hence speedy resultant 
productivity of Gardens, and puri6c~tion . of Rivers; .and all at but a fraction- of ~~e 
previously proposed outlay, and this with econolI1lc ~nd otger retur? • To avold_ 
repetition as to all thes~ points, references have been given at the he~lnDlng of last 
Chapter, to which, we may now add Chapters XI & XII, and these Will be 8BSumOO 
8S read and considered. . 

. 0; . 

Drainage of Ne~ Suburbs, and Industrial Town. 

And since even' the mos~ ardent advocate or such" scheme as that criti~ised 
in Chapter VIII· will hesitate before estimating a1so for the lon~ mileage' of our 
New Industrial Town and Suburbs, and adding these outlays to that for the exist. 
ing city, I,may reasonably hope that the Municipal ~ardens, as shown on Sub
burb 'and Naya Indore Plans, will be established, as these 'pew .quM'ters develop. 
Ch~pterB XI to XIV have 'already fuUy explain.e~ theBe suburb~n proposa~, and 
m&y'again be glancedover~ (pages 74-81 especnally, and page 86). 

47 
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Dr.ainage of the Existing City: Sia Oanland.Junl.lndore. 

:We 'may therefore· return to the City, and'go through it as'r~r as may he' 
in the same order as 'that of its" Town-planning Improvement, Chapters XXIV-VI 
and XXXI-V. First then Sia Ganj and Ranipura (pages 133-4), and notably 
the ideal test. case of the Hospital Nulla Garden; as also that -of Ranipura Cor 
its Moslem public. With these also may be noted the garden. slope of south 
Topkhana. With the bridge from Sia Gunj to· the Peninsula opposite, the slight; 
rslsin~. of the)ow ground as a G~rdeIi. is also recommended. . . . 

Again for Juni Indore, my pr~posals are clearly outlined on pages UO-IU 
and on Plan., When the main gardeosouth of J uni Indore is started, ita drains 
can be adjusted; and the minor gardens shown on plan will also develop in dne 
. course •. 

Condlilon of the Rivers. 

Here now may con-reniently be considered t~e present state of thing., as re
gardlJ the Rivers, since' their woful. condition furnishes oonspicuouB and crying 
evidence of the 'need of improved DraiDlJ.ge. So on the present CityPlau, (1) are mark
ed, with .30 black a.rrows, the present main inlets oC abomination, with which Indore is 
polluting the Sacred River and the drinking water of its Mother-City of .Ujjaino 
Yet the Rivers here enter pure, only a few miles from their mountain sources,. and 
immediately below its reservoirs from which we drink in BsCety. And though the 
bunding of the rivers through Indore assures their landscape beauty throughout the 
whole dry season, it becomes noticeable, by the end of ~Iarch, that the rivers. 
begin to smell. So in another month or so, they stink-as thenceforward, until 
the full onset of the rains in July, though every prospect pleases, among the 
vastest and vilest cesspools in the history of insanitation. 

Residency Sullage entering the River. -' 
• 
. But now beginning at the highest. points, with the Residency inlpts, th~ State 
Engineer and I have suggested silDple and economical treatments of these (page r,~); 
and so rHel reasonable hope of their consideration. Andsimilarly, we have above 
been disposing of other drain inlets, down to Krishnapura. Bridge; so that, Cor the 
~esidency River at least, the t~sk of cleansing presents no serious difficulty. 

If and when any sucb difficulty arises, i. e. should the popula.tion of any 
a~~a uotrun the absorbing capacity of its garden area, the iDtroduction, at the 

. lowest . _point, of a small septic 'tank-or of such. improved appliance as may by tba;t 
ti~e be available-WIll of course be· necessary, but for the present this is Dot required. 

Drainage Further Down Stream, East Bank •. 

We now pass Krishnapura Bridge, and take with us such drllios as at 
present enter there~ down the .New Municipal Office Boulevard. The strip or low 
ground, close to the river, can easily be irrigated from these;' Ilnd so became a 
Garden; at once attractive and educative for the large City School, on the opposite 
side. of the Boulevard. 

The large Nulla running down through the Municipal Compound, an~ ~n. 
taiDing the sullage of the Chamar Mohalla and others to,the eastwa;rd, clln Bl~~r ... 
ly be. widened and, terraced along its' hanks to furnish an excellent Garde~,. like-
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that oqhe.lIospital; ·yetleaving space for sites beyond, as shown o.n City Plan. 
Then,c)'(lssmg ~he Dewas Ghat Road, we descend into low fields (alre.ady largely 
used ,!-S adumpmg-ground by sweepers) ; and here we can dispose, and mo~e effici-· 
ently, .ofa11 the present· ~r future. population ca.n"supply. In Nayapura too, its 
unwholesome and mosqwto-breedmg cesspools may be run off into its propoKed 
Gardens., 

. In thi~ way th~ whole east side ot the town will no longer pollute the river 
b~t Inoffensively'enrich the land. What now of the right bank, and the larger 
RIver ? 

Drainage on West Bank of the Indore River . 

. We now cro~s the rivElr by ~he Dewas Ghat Brid'ge, and note the' existing 
SeptIc Tank. ThIS was erected m 1914 for the Palace, but its working should be 
reinforced by the supply of additional sewage from that neighbourhood, since ample 
.and regular supply is a main condition of fQr its efficiency. Immediatel, north 
of this is an old du~ping-ground o( city rubbish, which only needs to be lowered 
a little, by extension towards'its north end, to furnish an excellent Garden for the 
quarter. to westwar'd. To water this the existing' steep anci de~p storm-water 
channel ca.n easily' be supplemented (and, in .. the .dry season, supersedt}d } by a,small 
sullage drain at higher level. There is no drain-inlet further downstream; and 

,of course none should in future be allowed. 

We turn then up-stream. Opposite the west ,end of the Municipal Office 
Bund, we note two available Garden spaces, sufficient for their immediate neighbour-
hood. 

Weet. of Krillhnapura, and running south to behind the Statue Place (shown 
.on plan as' improved ). we have a spacious vacant bank, with scattered trees; largely 
made up, in the paLit century and more, from the rubbish of the town" and now 
bearing several Temples. Leaving due spaces around these, and laying out paths to
conneot them,lthis somewhat neglected area may speedily be transformed into, a 
Publill Garden. Here Roses are suggested as the main feature, and those of the 
ex.uberantly flowering and tall-growing varieties. ,These should be trained over the 
wa.lks as " Pergola, and also grown on posts and chains along the centre of the beds 
on either hand, with smaller roses between, and chrysanthemum~ in intervening 
spaces. These flowers peculiarly flourish in rich soil, and reward manurial treatment. 
This Garden will be in contrast, yet general harmony" with the existing bright 
Municipal Flower Garden beyond the Ghats and. Chhatri, and 'so will double the 
attractiveness of the River-side Promenade which is so desirable along this quarter 
of the city, so central as regards access and attractiveness alike. ' 

Proceeding up-stream northwards, we come now to the large, but neglected 
and practically disused, private gardens of the .houses of NandIalpu~a R~ad., These 
should, be acquired, as also the patches of open ground around the rlver-slde MohalIa 
or Kabutar Khana. South oi this again is a good field, of 2 acres, already often 
contr ilJuted to by the sweepers: and next to this, south of the road to and from J uni 
Indore Causeway" and of the old Mohal1a mound . (on which I have . Buggest~d 
locating'the Sohool mentioned in Chapter XXVII, IS the vacant low.lymg ?emn
.Bula, ofT acres, already pointed out (page 143 ) as one of the best Garden.sltes of 

the whole City • . , 
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Fnt;tlier IIp-streaDl. the'low-Iying vacant ground of Harsiddhi Peninsula, on its, 
north-ea~~~,and thus on both sides of the proposed new Bridge, affords tWQutiliaabie 
areas, ' which will' also improve the present beauty of this river landscape. On the 
north side of the river, the new Express Boulevard, south of the Machhi Bazar,' may 
grow a belt of roses, chrysanthemums 'etc. 500 yards in length, upon its embank
ment slope, between its road-level and its retaining willows, when appropriately 
sullagewatered •. . , 

'-\ We ned'come to Nayapitha, whose dilapidated and plagu~-infected houses We 
have already on Plan hl.rgely marked for removal, with adjacent, thinning to 
nor,thwards. llere we .mark out on the Drainage Plan, a good large Garden space, 
of I) acres, north ot the new Express Boulevard along the north of the Chhatri Bagh. 
W~th, its ,range of noble Tamarind trees along the existingdrain-edge, we have here 
the conditions for 'a garden in general efl'ect maturely beautiful, even from its 
beginnings: 

, 
Resulting Improvement of Rivers . . , 

So in oourse of th~s journey round )ihe Riv~f banks of ihe central city-an 
hour's walk in all-the reader may see for himself that each anJ every one of the 
drains a\. present entering the Tivel ca~ thus be dealt with, hence the black arrows
thirty or more-which dis6gurethe plan of. the , existing 'City, do not reappear upon 
that of Drainage. These inexpensive, simple.and practioal operations once effected, 
as they lDay be in a single dry seaSGDt,or.two,at moat. the present annual evil' smell of 
the RiVer wiUthus disappeBl-;' for'good>&nd ,an; and it should hericeforwardflow out 
of the City practicaily 88 pure as its oonfiuents enter it. Hence the legitinlacy of 
the petition of Chapter XXI, to the State, the City, and their religious communi. 
ties -and leaders. 

More than th~ youth of Indorewlll also soon appreciate the possibilities of boat
ing a~d swimming along its whole bunded course, as well as of bathing properly at 
every Ghat alike; and not, as at present mainly, going so far as its highest one. above 
Chhatri Bagh Bund, beyond contamination of the present drains altogether. ' ' 

Summary for River Basins. 

Now reviewing our whole Drainage Planning, so far as we have yet gone: i. c. 
round the actual basin of the uniting Rivers, it will be seen that we have now 
provided (1) for the w~ole Eastern Bank of the River: and (2) for the Western' 
Bank as far as the main zigzag dotted line on Drainage Plan indicating the Water
shed, and thus running across the old city from North-east to South·west. 

Remaining Drainage, by the Pilia Nulla Basin to North-West. 

As already clearly pointed out in Chapte~VIII, (pages 54 and 59) this is the 
present and actual Drainage Basin of the greater portion of the Old City; hence itil:! 
but natural to'preserve. and utilise as Ear as possible, the course of the existing 
drains, as they run to these three northward streams, just as has been done in the 
past and presen,t. We begin, then, with the east most of these ; three. now, largely 
transformed into, the large and well built stone drain, startingnorthofAlig()&lstreet~ 
and 'at present receiving the sullage and storm-water or surfnce drains, back ' ~o' t~e 
d~tted Watershed line, beside the Old Palace. ." . , ... ; 
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, '." ,It !Vill be Been that this Drainag~ Area now includes only the small North .Eaa~ 
of.t~e Old Fort town; but it drains, as it runs northward, all the Imli Bazar chain 
of )loha~las or its right bank-from GaCur Khan's Bazar and Chhaoni, AIDly" Palta~t 
l\Iarehta Bazar and Bhisti Mohalla to Sadar Bazar; and on the left bank, J una 
Risala etc. 

, We PBSS neXt to the middle Drain Nulla. This at present collects both sullage 
an~ storm-water from a large ~rea of the western town, running'straight northwards 
frOD) its start west of the Lodhipuras, till it bends round Malhar Paltan, before 
falling into ,the Pilia Nulla. But at this bend,. it cuts too deep to be made conve
niently available for irrigation purposes; and the vacant land beyond is therefore 
planned as a suburb. 

Hence we prooeed to the main Pilla N uUa basin, and drain west and north
west to this; and we take in the drains whioh at present run into the Middle Null&, 
just desoribed, but with provision for their overflow, in storm-water season, into 
their present direct course. 

Hence the main drain lines shown on these two portions of the Drainage plan 
are continued westwards to the slope of 'thePilia N uUa, which happily affords 141acres 
for irrigation. It also easily, admits of carrying the sur}?!us sulhge by the proposed 
Bund aoross its stream to the open and low-lying ground of its left bank, which may 
,thnsafford all the additional garden land we can require . 

.Moreover, many open spaces have now been planned; as preserved, enlarged or 
formed; in course of the detailed study of Improvements during these' past months, 
~speciallyas described in Chapters XXIV-XXVII, and XXXI-XXXVI; and theee 
are shown in full detail on the large scale and reduoed on City Improvement plan 
herewith. As is indioated on Drainage plan, a certain number of these areas, o~ not 
inconsiderable aggregate (not less than 12 acres in all)wiU gradually become 
available ,as Gardens, while still leaving sufficient 'playgrounds and Squares Cor the 
Mohb,lIas; The Gardens will also themselves soon become a source ~f pleasure 'to 
their peighbours: and will increa~ingly be taken ove~ by ~em (or .by a M~h,,1Ja 
Panchayat )1 from the Mnnicipality. 

Acreage and Population . 

. So far then, the general description of the propoaed Drainage Scheme. But 
the reader may (and' should j next proceed to more particula,r enq~ri~s. First or all, 
he may ask-what is the proposed relation of Acreage to Populatlon1 

This proportio'l 'falies orcourae from city to ci,ty, wi~h i~s water sup pit etc; 
alSo from climate to climate .. dry or wet: and from soil to Sol1;81Oce no two Boil. are 
equally suitable. It varies also with crops growI;l, and skill in growing them. 

Here the City's Water-supply, thottgh improving, will not become great. The 
climate is relat.ivel,f a dry one, with rapid evaporation accordingly, and. this even in 
the rainy season, as India goes; and the soil, though usually heavy, IS already at 
mauy points substantially lightened by town rubbish, which can moreover now be 
direoted to the Garden-sites chosen, and utilised there for years to come. Between 
'the maximum advisable with good horticulture, that of 1 acre to 1000 persons, .nd the 
very _ miiilinum. attempted anywhere, or 1 acre to 1~0, we tak?, as a reas~nab18 
DUmber, 1 acre. to 000. ,Thus: a good,. but, not exceSlnv~ D;lan1U'l~ s~ppJywi}.l ~ 
asaured, without over-loading or over.~atering. In thepe:wll deSIgned Ind~trlal 
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~wn~' Bsland is abu~dBnt ~nd inexpensive, "re'allot'l acre to no person8~ And the 
same in Suburbs of·sm~l! houses; wh.ile i~ those of larger holdings the populatioDwm 
~rcours~ be: s~a~ler., Tenn~s or Badf!lint-on Courts, or othor playgrounds, may a180 
4ind room in these gardens without danger. " ' ' 

Acreage and Population in detail: Area by Area. 

T6king our figures for the prese:lt from the local Population Statistics adopted 
bt- the previous Drainage-Scheme, we must now go over the town once more, and 
in det~il; SQ as to assure ourselves of how far tha available Acreage of each Drainage 
Area m/ilets the needs of its population, upon our allowance of 1 acre to 500. 

The Figures may ,be arranged in tabular form;-

Locality. I ,Population. 

A. East Bank of RIYer. 

1. Siaganj, Ranipura and S~ Topkhana, (excluding 
~acres of Hospital nulla.) ~.. ••. ... 5,623 

,2. N. of Topkhana to DewBs Ghat Road. ... 4,742 

'3. J uni Indore ... ... . .. . .. 6,912 

~. West Bank of River. 

~. Laltlibela'and ~ambagh to Dewas Ghat 
Bridge W. ... •.. ... . .. ... 1,481 

• 
6. Krishnapura and J una Tukoganj .. . ... 3,3G7 

,~. Nandlalpura andnosanquet Market, &c. ... 2,'113 
. -, 

, 7. 4.da Bazar, MuchhiBazal' and Ne\v Avenue ••. 3,434 

8. Chakla Bombay Bazar, Kanjra Bakhal &0. ... 4,462 

9. N ayapitha, Silawatpura, Kagzipura and 
, Chattripura, , . .. .,. ... ... . ... 5,077 

C. PiliaNulla Basin. 

10. Malsiri, Khlljuri Bazar, Northwards to E. • 
. , J um': RisliJa and Sadar Bazar ~.. . •.. ... 6,05'1 • 

" , 
I 

11. West Juna Risala •... ' .... . .. . .. 1,430 

l2.·Rest of Old City, ,and its existing Westbrn 
' S~burb~ .. - ... . .. ... ... 28.31;0 

73,659 

.. 

I 
I 

Acreage 
,required,' 

, 

111 
9! 

IS! 

3 

6f 

51 
6f 
9 

10 

12 

, 21 

57 

147 

Aereace 
.... ilahle. 

11 

11 

17 
, , 

a 
6 

" 
6f 

8 
[ Dot 'DII1I4Ia, 

ZeoJ 

111 
: 

1~! 

21 

15+42 
.. , 

107+,40 

It wi11be seen from the preceding 6gurfls that the rellltion(lt acreage t,:, 
population is in most cases equal to, or above the proportion fixed: ~ri~ .ometim~ 
wel1abov8 it" 80 as Iilmost to approach our large' suburban allowlince, 'or lacr~ ~o 
320 1'els0118. "Forth9 few smaller area;,' a' slightly more intensive' gardening-
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may, be adopted, or a portion of the area.msy be drained oft' into one. of the 
neig~bourin~ ones Wlth space'to spare~ Arter the re-study of levels iii detail. 
'Which is,becessary before execution, other min6r adjustinents will alsO be possible. 

population Difficulties, and t~eir Solutions. 

, Here a question by the reader may be anticipated. What if population, and 
sullage accordingly, increase beyond the capacity of these Garden-areas, indicated on 
'the Drainage Plan! The' figures of population are also on the high side, DOt theiow; 
hence a farther margin of safety. Jj'urther there can be' little-at most points 
hardly any--fllrther hOlse-building within the old city on the west bank, and 
comparatively little on the east also, so far' as these.areasat present drain towards the 
River, or henceforth into its adjacent City Gardens. Furthermore, our new 
Industrial Town is planned to promote a considerable exodus of working people, to its 
more spacious holdings nearer their work. Again, our new suburban extensions with , , 
their attractive development of temporary Plague Camps into permanent Garden 
Villages, will aldo increasingly tend to abate the present crowding of the Citro while 
within. this, the detailed improvements descril;,ed in Chapters XXIV-VII .nc! 
XXXI-VI and shown on Improvement plan, will further assis~ this thinning preeess 
by an appreciable pel'centage, since we must remove more houses thap we rebuild. 
The populd.tion of the 9ity areas of the abo~e Table cannot thus be exp~cted to return 
to the figui.·es above taken for them, and still less to exceed them. Thus the future 
population or the new Boulevard west of Ara Bazar will not equal that reckoned 
from t.he area now cleared for it; and similarly for other areas as improved. 

Finally, in thisreApect, as above mentioned, if and when any Garde~ should. 
become over-loaded, ~ small Septic Tank can .tl~en easily and inexpeDl~ivell be 
constructed ,at it,s lowest point, 'for purification of.~ny surpl!ls, with delivery only 
of a harmless effiuent, practically indistinguishable from ordinary Nulla, wat~r, ~nt~ 
the River. 

, .. , 
But though t his remedy is at atiy time and place available,)ve need not fear 

to have to £,\1 back on it. It will not be required. For Qur allowance oCland-l acre 
to 500 persons-is ample, as we shall now see. 

~creage of Land actually required, In Europe and In India. 

, ~o defend these figl1res from technical criticism by the engineer or hyg~enin, 
'W~pnay best here quote from Dr. Turn~r'8" Sanitation in Iudia_" (1914 edi~i~D, 
page t47). In his Ch"ptef lII, on Sewage (section of" T"eatment, of Sewage ~D. 
L~nd "), he writes as (ollows:-

II The most suitable land is sandy, porous soU, but clay land can be broken np, and. 
lOade efficient ............... One acre is required for 2000 persons, if the sewage is chemi-
cally precipitated; but if it i~ not, one acre for 1000 should be allowed. In India les, 
land would be required. Evaporation is faster, and much~ sewllge would be required 
to cover the land. The eftluent is sufficiently pure to be discharged into a'river or 
stream ......................... In India especially. sewage farms, if properly managed. are 
very profitable." • 

Could any evidence be more encouraging Eor the method, and area, her. 
proposetl! I nste'ld or giving It'ss than ODe acre per !OOO ( as we are a~~ve enco~raged 
to do ) \V~ "re giving two actes per 1000 of population, and thus avoldmg aU rIsks or 
over-supply o~ sewage, by a margin Ot'Sardty of the very am~lest. Tbull \V3areSar& 
Irom the the very beginning; aud so need n.ot, fear over-loadlCg aoy garden at all. 
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The area, o£'ground above indioated,' as ;required for the main DrainaO'e Area Northwest 
of the City, and beyond the :rilla Nulla, 'may. therefore be Bet ag~ing upon a milch 
smaller acreag~ than that of 40 acres, indicated by our proportion elsewhere, of one 
aore to 500 ~nhab~tants. The working of the 15 acres at pre~ent available, on the 
townside of the Pilia Nulla, will give the requisite experience as the Scheme grows 
and develops; and next .~he needful acreage can be aoquired on the fllrther Bide, and 
this experimentally worked up to its absorbent capacity, but not beyond. In this 
'W~, tho.righ~ acreage will be found to be well below this large area of 40 acres' 
above suggested to giv~ large margin of safety. Yet as Indore oan easily consume 
far more' fruit., vegetables and fl~wers. than even our total aoreage will grow, there is 
no reason for economically ,curtailing this~ 

,So great, in fact is our margin ~f safety.-arid especially for this high plate~u 
atmosphere, ,with its rapid evaporation-that we anticipate that it may at times be 
neQessary,or at least profitable, to use the old wells which are so common in an4 
,around the City; and the itinerant Pump and Pumping-Engine, lately acquired by 
the 'Municipality as an economy upon the existing method of lifting water by bullook. 
power, may then beoome available. ' 

Proposed Drainage Oardens, during Rainy Season . 
• The rea.der's next question may naturally be-Assuming the workableness or 

the proposed scheme throughout the dry season" what of it during the raiDI? 

'First" note the large margin of safety indicated in the above paragraph: viz; 
that;, our land can take in more than twioe the supply we provide. Beco.qd, 8. the 
Indo~e rainfall ~verages 9n1y ah,o~t SO,inches. spread O'fer' fl)urmonths, this can 
on,lt QnJ;'eally stormy peri()ds, which are comparatively few, over-tax the purification
eapacity of gardens properly levelled and terraced, (,a~ per Mr. Coventry's instruc
tion(l-pages 81' and 141 ): Thirdly, when they do, the increased volnme ~f the 
River is then also so great that the percentage of 'impurities overflowing 'from the 
Gardens into the River will be so copiously diluted in it as to matter little; and thus 
largely be oxidised along its oourse, and in a few days reach the sea. Still, chemically 
and bacteriologically speaking, the proposed system, in such storm-saturating periods 
thus' admittedly so far falls short of perfection: but its economy, and working 
efficiency, throughout not pnly the dry season, but most days of the rainy season" as 
well, will be seen to lea~e this element ofimperfection an innocuous one. 

More~ver, it must not be forgotten that every Drainage System, i~ India or 
elsewhere, has necessarily, during these stormy periods, t.his very saine imperfectJoDl, 
And', with a moment's reflection, the l'e~der will see whether it be these filtratiQIl
gardens, or the sewers with no filtration, which will most pollute the rivers. 

Conclusion. 
From the present Chapter, It will be clear that the promise made ( pages 

63-64) at the close of the destructive" criticism' of the preceding: Drainage Scheme, 
( Chapter VIII) viz,-~fter first attending to Town Planning, to provide a simpler, 
8peedier,,'better, and gi~a'tl'yjnore economical Scheme' of Drainage:"'-has now been 
made~ood. '" ' 

The Estimb.tes to follow will give Jl,8 careful a forecast of its expeDse,-and so 
of its economy -as may be: and the one, I trust, will not be found too much to 
alarm, or the other to disappoint, the Municipal and State Treasurers, or their 
tax-payers. • 

" • Any criticism a, regaraa this Drainage Scheme,'ili principle. 01' in iY delaila.whiob may'be received 
iii time for preBS, will b. anlwerod, (or accepted) in ~he Apptndiz to Pad II; or in writing lubeeql1el1tJy. , 
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Chapter XL. 

Possible future Underground Drainage Sy~tem~ 

Conditions of this, and Practicability, if and. when required. 

A further difficulty. will now occur to the readel These Gardens ,will at the 
out~et .receive Surface Drains alone~ But suppose Western conveniences are in
troduced (pages 61-62 ) some day, and Underground Drains with them? 

The answer is, that-as the Drainage Areas'are now, as nearly as may be, 
the natural ones, those given by the Relief and Contour of the City-all new under
ground drains need only be sunk as little below the surface as is consistent with their 
. safety: i.e. 3ft to begin with; seldom deeper than 5 or 6 feet, and then only for short 
distances; and never to. the great depths of the former scheme. So they can 
generally still run into the Gardens, much as do the existing ones; and in most Cases 
withQut pumping. The gigantic excavations and cOJ,'responding outlays of conven
tional Drainage Scheme3, made against natural contours, are thus shown to be 
unnecessary. 

Conditions of DeSign. 

Despite our preceding recommendation, for the present at any rate, to develop 
the Drainage Scheme as above indicated, with Gardens, and Surface Drains to them 
only, w~ next face the question of Underground Drainage, as a possible further 
deve~opment. 

'Ve have therefore made the necessary Preliminary Study of this; sufficient to 
lay down on the Drainage Plan, the main lines of a Possible future Underground 
Drainage Scheme,capable of providing for the carriage of sewage in the event of the 
adoption. of Western conveniences (W. C.'s etc.) in various quarters, or even 
throughout the City. 

In designing this, we still differ from most schemes, such as that 9riticised, by 
'making full provision for its gradual execution, quarter by quarter, as ilecessity Dlay 
ar!se.' For plainly this demand can only come about in the richer quarters 6~Rt; and 

"litter, if at all, in poorer, ones. The advantage to. the Municipal Budget, from this 
procedure, will be obvious; since there is no longer any question of the Daual gigantic 
scheme, contracted for antJ carried out for the whole City upon a great scale in a 
very few years. 

Underground Drainage Scheme. 

Let us now go through the City, in the same order as that followed in the 
preceding pages. ( 190 etc. ) A and B. for East and West portion~ of the ,Drainage 
of the Main Rivers and C over their Watershed, to the main Dr!1lDage Basm of the 
Basin City towards the pjlia Nu~la. (See Drainage Plan ). . 

A. I. 

49 

A. East of Rivers. 

Starting then from the east end of Siaganj next the Railw.y. we may 
(if and when required) lay down a line of piping, running down to the 
Sayar Square (page 132 ) formed at the meeting of Hathipala and 
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other Roads. Here a.similar drain meets this, from the Topk.han& 
Road, running southwards dow~ to the River from its crossing with 
the ID.ain E. & W. Topkhana Road, between Bridge and Station; and 
thus ~raining Chuna Bhatti a]so. . These uni~iDg drains are now taken 
through Rartipura, to its Gardemi o'~ thp, east baDk of the Residency 
River. 

. 
A. II. Again, when ne&ssary, another Drain can startrrom the Sayar Square' 

(with connection with the preceding as a relief in case of accident). 
This runs northward, west of Hospital, and ~loi:lg Putlighar Road, and 
straight onwards between Kachhipura on the east, and Mewatipura on 
the west. A t their north point, it turns. west along the bed of the old 
Nulla dividing these from Nayaputa, and broadly follows its slope down 
the Dewlts G4at Road towards the River. But before·reaching this,. it 
turns northward into the large Garden afforded the low ground 
to'wards the River. 

A.IIJ.:F.urt.hermore, a:nother Drain may be taken, along North Topkhana 
Road, to enter the Municipal Nulla garden. 

This Underground Main Drain System, for the eastern por-
I tion of the City, even when completed, will be seen to be shorter 
an~ straighter than that of the previous Plan .criticised in . Chapter 
VIII; less deep also, in every way less expensive accordingly. Minor 
conn~ctions, from any Mohalla or quarter, can of course be made 8S 

required. The main thoroughfare of East and West Topkhana Road. 
is not interfered with. 

A IV. If required for Juni Indore, its Underground Drains may follow the 
main lines shown, being essentially those of Surface Drainage south
ward mainly to the large Garden, and northward to Peninsula 
facing Si!L Gunj. 

B. West of River. 

B. I. We may now pass, as before, to the west side of the River, by DeWAll;' 
Ghat Bridge. Here as already mentioned, an existing U ndergrounil 
Drain ~omes from ·the 'Palaces to the existing Septic Tank; and latera~ 
connecti~n may 'at' any.time be made, up to its full carrying power. 
This Septic .Tank Installation can also be extended as required, if the 
adjacent Garden become insufficient. 

v 

. Suppose however this existing Underground Drain to become 
fuliy loaded, and a; new one required accordingly: this may follow 
much. the same course from the Palaces, and take in branches as 
desi:J:e4; e. g. from. N orth ~rishnapura. 

B. II. From the south of Krishnapura, and along Na.ndlalpura Road, an 
Underground Drain can be laid to the Gautampura Peninsula; 8nd.it 
can similarly receive branches from 'Bosanquet Market etc. and from 
Ara Bazar,at least its southern portion. 
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B.III.Again, alo~g Muchhi Bazar-which is likely to be rebuilt, and this' 
before many years, as a prosperous Bazar 'Street-a Drain' can be 
carried to the same Peninsula., 

B. IV. Bub by the New Harsiddhi Bridge, a further branch may be taken 
bringing with it drainage from the west and from the southern part or 
the Old City, from the dotted watershed line dow~wards, (or if need be, 
from some distance north of this, with only moderateexoavation 
through the slight ridge which decides the watershed). This Har
siddhi Drain, when the two small Gardens beside the new Bridge are 
sufficiently utilised, can be 'taken farther on, to the Vegetable Garden 
of tha "Zoo," 'West of the Elephant and Cattle sheds of the State 
Gadhikhana. So far then, for the Drainage Area of the uniting 
basins of the main Rivers. 

'C. I. 

C. Pilla Nulla Drainage Basin. 

We ilow proceed to thePilia Nulla Basin. negiiln~ng, asbaCore, \Vith. 
the existing large open Drain from Gafur Khan's Bazar northward, we 
may make to this an U nder~round Drain along Aligoal Road from 
N. W. corner of Imli Bazar, which will as usual take in branches as. 
required. ,. 

C. II. We have now to Jay out the possible. Underground Drainage towards 
the main Pilla Nulla basin, on the 'west. The Main Drain for this 
quarter should start from the south corner between Pinjra Bakhal and 
Lodhipurs, taking in branches as need be. From this point, it runs 
straight north, past Shakkar Bazar, for 700 yards to the S. E. corner 
of the Infantry Liues; and there mll.kes its only turn, thenoe running 
straight west to the largest of our Drainage Gardens, of 15 acres 
beside the Pilia Nulla, beginning a little south-west of Mistri Khana. 
To this Main Drain, straight tributary drains may be laid along the 
streets of the Lodhipuras~ Sitlamata Bazar, etc. as may be required. 
It is also easy to bring into this Drain;- at its bend to the west, a d~ain 
from the quarter immediately northward: (and this may be connected 
)Vith the line to the existing open Storm-water Nulla Drain northward, 
mentioned above). 

. 
C.III. For the Western and Suburban Area, another Main Drain may again 

'at any time be constructed, parallel to that just described; and starting 
at the tfouthwest angle of Lodhipura, and thence receiving inleU as 
required, it rUBS northward (with the only double bend on our Plan) 
upto Malhar Ganj. Through its central street it turns westward, and 
thence runs, by ,the line of a proposed Road, across what are at present 
mostly open fields, (but are now planned as future Suburbs),' to cross 
the PiUa Nulla, bytl:.e proposed Foot-bridge, and opl'm into the low
lying Garden on its left b6.nk, already mentioned (page 189). 

Execution in Sections, as required. 

This80heme of Underground Drains is shown on Drainage Plan; and itl:J 
[oity and directness will be obvious, as also the ease with whioh it can be 
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carried out gradually,-each and every portion, if aqd when required,-yet so that if 
in, the remote Illture, the entire Town should be westernised, no part of the work 
done would need, to be' undone or altered: . . .. . . 

Farther Economies in Execution. . . 
For this purpose it will of course be necessary to 'make these. Ma.in Dra.ins of 

, suflicient' diameter; yet in view of this sch~me being designed in distinct portions· 
and directions, this diameter may in all cases be a very moderate one; again a subs
tantia! economy over·schemes of customary type. -Thus no brick-built Tunnel Sew~rs 
are now required. Simple Stone-ware Pipes,. from 12" to 15" in diameter. 
according ·to their respective duties, will sumce for this entire System. 

, 
The shorter and simpler network of Main Drains abov~ proposed, is also at 

shallow depth,with economies accordingly in each respect, and without danger to 
foundations. Instead of large and costly 'Flush-Latrines, we are content with small 
and simple ones, and these mostly hidden in our Garden corners. Sweeper's Huts, . 

• Qn the decent minimum two-room. s~andard worked out for the Industrial Town. will 
cost less tha~ half of those of the preceding' Scheme: and so on. 

Estimates In Preparation, 

~he preiparation of Estima.tes as definite and detailed as t,hose of the recent 
. Sohemeis not pq,ssible, without spending upon this Scheme the good few extra 

weeks required for verifying the necessary levels,.prepRring Working Drawings, etc. 
But, ·this as already indicated at the outset ~f our present Drainage Bcheme, is in 
our judgment not yet necessary. Still, in the Chapter on Estimates, asapproximate 
an Estimate will be given as possible under the cirQumstances for this Underground 
System; as well as for the simpler Surface Drainage Scheme which we adviSe as 
suffioient for the present needs, and which should in any case be carried out to begin 
with, as fully outlined in the preceding chapter.' 

Conclusion, as to Cleansing and Drainage. 

These four Chapters ( XXXVII-XL) successively outl~ne the main step's" 
orthe needed and possible improvement of the City, as regards both Cleansirig.ml 
Dr~inage" . 

, 
First,· the urgent, and rapidly health-productive, tasks of the General Clean~

ing of the Town; which should go throughout all· streets arid Janes, a11 quarters 
and mohallas, and be started as speedily as'may be, so as to do as much as possible 
. hefore next Plague season, With this Cleansing. there naturaUy begins th~ 
reg\llar 'Flushing of Surface Drains; with their repair, improvement and exteosi~n 
M~~ • 

·The main Surface Drains should no longer enter the .rivers and nullas, but ~c 
led into Gardens; and these are planned accordingly, and are being initiated at 
oertain points. Their area is ample: but septic tanks can be introcluced if, where. and 
when required. This simple Drainage Bystem will long suffice, at least in the maiD. 

Finally, the possible future introduction of a General Uuderground Drain8ge 
System is provided for. This is designed in accordanc~ with contours etc." and so 
as to be executed in sections, as required. This Scheme. is also clearly outhned OIl 

Drainage Plan, and its approximate figures will be given in the ,Chapter 00: 

Estimates in' Part II. 
. ~i • .. 
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Chapter XLI. 

Railway Station Neighbourhood: East and West Station Place. 

Introductory. 

For every modern city of East or West, the Railway Station naturally 
become~ one of the ma~n centres orthe City, and this increasingly, converging and con
celltratlDg us towards It more and more. Good.~ and passengers, business and pleasure, 
are day by day strengthening this concentration. Yet the planning and organiza
tion of Stations remains in the country which invented.Railway and Station together, 
and throughout its civilization, at its nineteenth century phases of development; and 
modernisation of Stations has been too much left to other countries, and especially 
to Germany, America and France. Onate years however, engineers have begun to 
pay attention to this problem: and after the War, the impulses of economy and 
efficiency will combine. 

Without being able to claim full competence in this matter-which of course . 
needs the engineer as planner no less than the planner as engineer, and both with 
the architect-the needs and possibilities of improvement of the Indore Station 
admit many suggestions for improvement; and present opportunities compel one to 
submit some of these. Hence the use, even need, of the accomptt.ny~g Plan VII, 
on which..tpese-various-reoommeruiations are brought clearly together, more fully 
than at pa~e 176. . 

I leave the main problem of the. Station-its actual working-untouched; 
noting only that the available space admits of all necessary growth and improve
ment for a long time to come: and that, as already pointed out ( Chapter III) thif> 
space, alike in the Station and along. the line, admits of introducing any future 
lines without encroachment upon the City area. 

Need of Weat Station Entrance and Platform. 

The ooly point at which I here venture to criticise the working of 'the Rail-· 
way is as regards its exclusive frontage and entrance from the East-the right side 
for the Residency, but the wrong one for the City.· And this the more since both 

. ~rJinary approaches from the City are by crossings, at Tukoganj and' Sia Ganj, 
which may either-or too often both-interrupt the traveller, and just when time is 
precious, ~nd urgency is grtmt. 

The remedy is of course the very simple one, shown on plan --that of adding e. 
West Entrance and West Platfol'm .to the Station, connected by on8, or two, Over
Bridges for passengers. I sugge$t t~ New Entrance opposite the end of Hospital! 
Road; with new West Platform opposite the present East Platform, and two Over· 
Bridges, one at each end: but ofco~se this sketch is open to improvement. by the 
Railway Engineer~ ·tt\I.modest beginning of Station buildings will of course suffice,. 
with due allowance for future growth. The economies and advantages of this West 
Entrance are too obvious to need· any detailed e~position. 

East Statlon=Place • 
• The present r~d is broad, but can be widened, as an East Station PIsce; and 

this widening I soow at the expense of City Sites opposite, rather than .of th~ 
.statioD, which may in the future Deed all its groUDd. I indicate however a row of 
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trees within the Railwayborder,whichc~n be removed when need be, but will 
probably have time for growth before this: for all additional shade is desirable. 

The entrance from Sia Ganj to the West Station Place needs but little 
'improvement~ But that from and to Topkhana Street requires to be straightened 
from its present curving course near the Tukoganj crossing. This change like all 
others, will be clea.r by comparing the.two plans:-A. That of the whole Area as at 
present, and B. that including all Improvements proposed. 

On Plan B. this straightening is shown as at once to meet this main Cross 
Road, ~nd be continuous with that coming from Goods Station. west of King 
Edward Hall. The Culvert ove~the nulla is therefore shown rebuilt a little further 
west. 

A small Traffic Square is. thus provided; and a good building site indicated on 
Plan 8. becomes available at this corner, if,and when required. It is obvious, yet 
shop.ld be kept in mind, that this future building upon .so fine a site, whether this 
be for Railway or other purposes, should be a seemly and pr~sentable one, worthy 
of itsneighbonrhood, and with perspectives from all the four sides and approach~J 
from which it will be conspicuous. . Why not here then the new General Post 
Office 1 What situation can be more central for all interests concerned 1 

The remQval of the fo,¥, present Oil Tanks to a new site' (north of Goods 
Statiop?) is also urgen:t1y desirable, alike on grounds of amenity and safdty . 

. Tukoganj Crossing and Minor Subway. 

By this improvement of the Station, the crossing of Tukoganj will ofcoul'se be 
appreciably less used. 'Xet its ordinary through traffic, between City and Suburb" 
must greatly increase, with the large extension of these now so actively beginning; 
and thus inconvenience will b~ daily felt bl increasing numbers. And although the 
construction of an Over-Bridge is at once prohibitively expensive and destructive of 
the architectural effects of th~ whole neighbourhodd, the question of the possible 
Under-Bridge· will thus certainly re-appear •. Yet to make a really efficient Subway, 
replacing the, crossing altogether, would be an unpleasing exchange; and it would 
~ecessitate oostly deepening and widening of the present Subway for the existing 
nulla with danger from. this in flood· time. Gradients too are fatiguing. 

• I . • 

But with the above proposed !;ebuilding of the Road Culvert, shown west of 
the Railway Culvert, this latter, WIth its moderate available head-room of 9 ft. will 
be sufficient for ordinary light vehicles, as well as for passengers and motors, whilt' 
laden carts alone will then have to wait at the closed Crossing, as all do at present • 

. This minor Subway scheme, I iherefore recommend, as shown on P. W. D. drawing; 
but clearlY. as an accessory to the crossing, not a substitute for it. 

~he slight ~idenihg and improvement of the Crossing (already menticmed at 
;page 89). should also now be arranged for, with adjacen:t tree-plantings to northward 
.especially. ' 

The improvement of th~ v·acant ground on each. side of the N uI1a, ~s ~ small 
Public Garden (and why not wlthBand-Stand, say at the old Well 1) is also very 
.desirable; . and . will I· trust be proceeded with, as the M\ural completioa of' the 
.improvement of the ~ospital N:UUa u~ward in this dil'ectio .• , as ~ell ali tlownwards.. 
to, the Rive.r~ (Pages 133~4 ).. ' ,. . 



East Station Place: New Dharmsala, Serals, and Hotel. 

Coming.,now t~ the East side of the Railway; this is already adorned by the 
9ne ~aharan.l s Se~aJ, (and also by the new triangular Garden between the road
JunctIOns behind ~hlS). South of this Serai comes a site occupied only by a small 
bungal?w, belongm~ to the State; and south of this again is ·the patch of ground 
belopgmg to the Railway, and long lying,unused. 

Desires .have repeatedly been expressed by different commuriities and indivi
duals to provide further new Dharmsala, and Serais, if sites can be obtained 

· close to the Station. It is evidently here, and here only, that two of these 
can be located; with the third at Gwaltoli, opposite Sia Ganj. For the proposed 
Hotel, the vacant field lately resumed from the Railway Company is required. 

Authority having been given me to invite Mr. A. Foster King, F. R. I. B. A. to 
develop my sketch-plan, and this to elevations, his result has been successful; and 
these sites are applied for accordingly, for these purposes. Thus not merely a 
row, but an ,architectural group, of three fine public buildings,-all distinctive, yet 
in keeping, and ,quite contrasted with, yet worthy of, the main pqblic buildings 
immediately westward on Topkhana-may thus immediately be erected. 

The one and only difficulty-I trust not serious, still less insuperable-is that 
· the vacant frontage site belonging to the Railway is required to give space for 
these: for not . even one of these two 'new buildings can be erected without 
this. I trust therefore, that in view alike of the long unused condition of this 
'site, and the notable improvements to the Railway Station Place thus proposed, 
the generous donors will not be delayed'in proceeding wir.h their respective edifices. 

Further Minor Improvements: Station Gardens. 

The present East Station Place witp. its l'oads may be somewhat rectified 
from its present irregularities, and its shade increased by re-planting the space where 
trees have died. The too squalid railway chawl opposite these New Sarais should 

· ~lso be rebuilt, and screened by shrubberies. These ·slight improvements are also 
submitted on Plan B. . 

Here also may be suggested to the Railway Company, that this important 
· Station of Indore still lacks almost entirely those pleasant and refreshing Gardens, 
which for a good many years past have been increasing throughout India, even at 
very minor Stations; and always with advantage and pleasure to the publiCI 

-and to the Railway Staff as well, who take greater pride and care in their Station 
, acco~dingly: so that the, small outlays required for planting and upkeep are found 
of advantage. Alike on Ea:;;t and West Sta~ion Places th,ere are facilities for 
this: and wells are not lacking: while additional water may readily be obtained~ 

.Proposed Bohra St:rai;. and Improvements Southward. to 
New Boulevard. 

Leaving now the Railway, and passing sout~ward~, tJ:1e ~ot8.bl! great ~mprov.e
ment which will be effected by the Bohra Seral, faclDg SlagauJ CroHslDg, will 
readily be appreciated. T~e present roa~ from East Station Place, r?nning 
beside the lille and downwards towards the rIver, to meet the road from ReSidency, 

-and under Railway-Bridge to the river ~auseway, is now shown wi?en~dasanA~e~ue; 
-thus beginning, or completing, the new Express Boulevard, which IS the prmclpal 
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City Improvement as rflgards Commun~cations which is suggested in this 'H.eport. 
Its Nulla is shown passing direct into the River, instead of first turning under 
Railway Bridge. 

The little used kucha road, continuing that north of C~istian College and run
ning north of Nasia Temple, is'already being transformed into· one of the Municipal 
Gardens re~ommended in Chapter XII etc. This will utilise a substantial proportion 
of the large stream of Residency Sullage at present passing under the window!; 
of the Dhar~sala, at;ld entering the River immediately below, and at a point 
where washings, of vpgetables 'and clothes, are ccmmonly in progress •. 

. East'of Railway Lines Again. 

". Leaving the new Boulevard after its improved passage under Railway 
Bridge, 'We may turn northward by the existing road east of Electrical Genera· 
tirig Station, (shown in B. with its compound enlarged for further extensions) 
and thence. past the' present State Distillery Compound. This is shown in B. re· 
planned, as N ew Corn~Market, and north '9f this are shown the proposed new 
Corn~Godowns, with propo~ed Railway siding, south of Sia Ganj (Chapter XXIV). 

Starting again from Express Boulevard near Electrical Station, there is 
shown on B. ,a proposed New Ro.ad,parallel to the Railway line, and thus servo 
ing. as ,a ,Relief Roa~ when the new. Corn-Market and existing thoroughfaro 
are, th,ronged, and also ;removing the,squali~ anq i!reg~al'are,~. with k~ch& puild. 
ings, which at .present give so unfavourable an impression to the visitor arriving 
at Indore from the south, or leaving in that ,direction. Decent houses are plann
ed alollg this new Road, facing the·Railway, from which a. row of tl"ee8 ned its 
boundary may sufficiently separate, them. 

C~nclusion. 

We thus return to the Sia. Ganj Crossing, and thence to the 'Vest Station 
Place with which we begun. This ,,,hole set of some 15 or' more improvements, can 
thus be' clearly appreciated upon Plan B. The main outlays being those of the 
philanthropic builders of the Serais and Dharmsal~, the out]ays asked from City 
and from Railway will be seen in the subsequent Chapter on ,Estimates (in Part II) 
to be very moderate. . .. 

Yet the cumulative result will be second to few, if any. of its kind and 8ca]0 io 
India •. 

In copcb~sion, it may be pointed out that though this New ExpressBoulevard 
cannot' compare in architectural-iilterest with, .those of many other cities, it possesses 
the very largest succession of distinctive la.ndscapesanywhere-having along the 
single mile of its course between Chhattri Bagh and Railway no less than ten distinct 
river-views up and down: sUl'e]y an encouraging example of the essential corre]ation 
<>f utility with belfuty. 

. . 
. ' .. ~.. .~" '. .. - .,' A', • 



Chapter XLII • 

. ,Western and No"rthern Subults. 

Western S~burbs. 

This should have followed Chapter XXXV: but w~,~mitted ontb:i groun41 
that here the plan -se .. med 80 clear and simple &S'to need no explanatory· iext, other 
flu~urbs having been fully enough described in detail, as well as' all in ptinciplt~: Bu' 
th~ .rn~ore public are thinking too exolusively of the 'Whole' sl1burban development 
whloh is now opening, as either Easterly in its general dit~otion, or SontherlY:lo it 
is. necessary here to add a word for-Westerly exteilsion"also~ It IS in the main 
towards the west that cities extend, and this for good reasons: as notably that ,tile 
air is purer, the breeze fresher; and al$o that it is more attractive to set out towards 
the sunrise in the morning and towards the-snnseti~ ~he ev~ning, 8S when one lives 
on the west side of the town, than to travel each way with one's back to' the light# 
as when one lives on the east. Anc\ there may be other adv8.atages as well. _ 

The western suburba~ sites hav! the very material advantage of ptoxitOity 
-to the main City, and this 'increasingly.- For .alrea,dt_,_~he 'suburban dev-elopm~nt 
extenb;~~ ·the eas\e_r.!l~Wtltis.i~~.;'o;:rQ.ut~«l~.JWf;cf($hllf ·.the~:.&~'DJld." 
over half a mile from the Old Palace, and it is west of this that the· bulk:of: the' 
business City . lies. Whereas, if we take .Bazazkhana , Square as the' centre of thi8~ 
and Malharganj as its main eastern quarter, the economy and con~enience of going 
westward for one's suburban home instead of eastward is manifest; Jfot the distance 
to the middle of the western suburban area from Bazazkhil.na is only half· a mile~ 
while beyond Malharganj the suburbs begin practically atonee. 

There is also an old development of gardeuB to westward, especially along the 
Dhar and Sherpur Roa.ds, and thisloDg before-the easterly develop'ment of Tukoganj 
quarter was' ever thought of: and to this westerly direction the suburban -tevelopment 
mBy and should increasingly t:eturn. 

Military Barra~ks: TJteir .,()s~lble Utilisation. 

The future of this westerly development to a large e~tent awaits the decision as . 
to the Military Removal to a rural area suitable for the requirements of modern 
military training, not so. much suggested, as predicted, after the War. For the 
present Barrackaccomodation is capable of economical adaptatjpn to tbe cheap 
housing, and plague-season-housing. of a large proportion of the poorer, Indore publie-.. 
The military rows are at presel':l~ in too long and .continuou81ines: bntthes~can be 
broken by the removal of the houses least wor~h repair. Their back! to-ba.ck one
room houses should of course be pieroed through, so as to afford two-room -houses: 
indeed, as far as possiJ>le, adjacen~ two-rooDlecl houses ,hould be t~rown together, by 
knocking down the intervening compound wall, and s~ giving a four-roomed house, 
and thus with double CompOund large epougq for chll~renand .g~r<JeJ?-plot. The 
removal of the Stable-l~es will also ~ncreas.e the ~unicipal Garde~~ wbich one 80 

desirable for sanitation and isolation, of the houae-.rowa: so that the . ~e~ent d~ngers 
of plague may be minimised. 

51 
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Westeto~ :Suburbs 'Again. 
, . 

Returning now to the development of westeriy suburbs, the execution of thiK 1 
plan.is already beginning, with the erection of the small new Mohalla whioh is 80 ! 

urgentll necessary for ,~he,fflhoUsing.prtQ~ populati(\Jl J'~mQved for the construotion 
of the 'pew Avenue running N. & S. between 'Ul.l Bagh and the S. W. Corner or 
Chhatri Bagh. It will be seen. tp~t ~h~ s~b~ban scheme extends northwards alO!)g 
a main 'new Central thoroughfare running north from the La! Bagh Star ot roada. 
:But.i'.tpi_:' ;11" not , .lleeded: to:be,a'gi'e~t'traflicroad, and 80 is kept nllrrow; since thu 
alr«mdy e~isti~road;. starting also from the' same; star, first to N. W. but then. 
l'uIining: ~o.rth,!ar.ds,· along theeiistside of the Body.Gua1;'d and Infantry Lines, will 
be .. the:. ml:lln' IOlJ.d for ·,Motors etc •. "the large New Cart·Stand provided S. W. or 
Malha.l' G~nj'for' its extensive corn.trs.de, and the existing private gardenslefj, 
unto.uched, will·usefully help to isolate these new Western Suburbs from the old 
City. ' 

Further Isolation from Main City. 

Thcse westerly extensions were at first p~nned as elsewhere continuous with 
the main city. But ~nview of the strongholds' of plague .. which are rooted in the 
City,aJ,ld so, diffi.cult 'completely to eradidtl.te, greatly though we may and must 
redqce . them, the plan, as now showp is p'r~fera.ble. For, this leaves a practically 
conti.DuoUS belt of open spaces between the old city and its needed we~~ern Sllburb 
development: so that the diifusioQ of cop~(1gions betw~en the City an:d the Suburbs 
:will be at least substantially abated. And though,on ,thiaside the SuburbanholdiDgR 
are 6ommonly Qf.small s~e,the Mqnicipal gardens which separate their rows will all 
aid this isolation, '-tond impede the Bprea<! of diseases. .In this conection I plead t.hat 
this: la.rge Isolation·· Belt be, permanen-tly ·retained, and that its existing private 
gardens eto, be not allowed to, be built over. 

,Fur~hel" Precautions. 

'The Municipal Gardens should ea.ch have a cow·house, in. which the surplus 
clean vegetable garbage of the neighbourhood ca,n be.c.onsumed. And since house
h()ldersseldom keep either doves or'cats, both should be regularly installed in each. 
Municipal Garden, as th~ day and night :Plague-Police; the . former busy all day 
picking up the grain etc. whic40therwiae feeds rats, and the other vigilantly 
picking off the rats on, their noctul,'nal ramblings. '-

All theSe may .seem butlJmall precautions, but thEly. are none the less very real 
onos: and to give them a more dignified Aspect, I may add a final plea for the 
;resplepdent peaoo~k, which will also admirably help in lurtherdiminishing that too 
prot'IlSeJy;generous rat.feeding which is t!--• .mainsupporter of plague in Indore, and 
throughout: ID~.,.- ,. • . 

. Communication with Railway Station etc. . . (,.... ~ . . . ~ 

. ~or direct 'rapid .commul?-~catioJi with the ,~~in Stliti,oD, . with the ,Easterly 
.~u,burbs~ and i~e Residency T~wn'- a~ ~lso wi~h al~ . ~he northerl~ t?oroug~res of 
the mAin City, the new Express Boulevard will here be of great' ser,vlce, commg as 
it does to the middle of this New Suburban Quarter; .. , " 
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Northerly Suburbs. 
\ 

The nearm' northerly Suburbs have been outlined in Chapter XXXV; and of 
these for the present, nothing more need be said. But after the Milita.ry Removal, 
this quarter will develop further north. Employers, Managers etc. in the New 
Industrial Town may soon begin to establish themselves here after the easterly 
suburbs have filled up, and thus find a situation doubly convenient: minee of easy 
direct access both to the Industrial Town and to the Main City, and in partioular 

. to the Educational Quarter, of which the New High School, the Girls' School 
and College at Garib Khana, and the Normal College are the substantial beginnings. 

The Polo Grouud here forms the' centre of the large Northern Park ~nd Park
way which should permanently isolate this Northern Snburban area from the 
city: with this too will be connected the future Ring BouJevarll already referred to 
,< Page 114) • 

---:0:---
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